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This book commemerates the 150th anniversary of the building of 

St Mary’s Church, Carrigallen.
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RAYMOND HACKETT & MICHAEL REILLY

HE ANNALS OF the Four Masters and the Annals of Connacht agree that in 
the year 1253 O’Raigillig and his allies invaded Muintir Eolais (South Leitrim) and 
attacked Mag Ragnaill. They plundered the entire region and spent two nightsz

encamped at Tulaigh Alainn.
According to John O’Donovan, the translator of the Annals of the Four Masters, Tulaigh 

Alainn is the ancient name of a hill at the village of Carrigallen.
Another reference in the Annals of Connacht tells of an attack by Tadc O’Ruairc and the 

son of Cathal Ruad Mag Ragnaill in 1419 on the residence of Mag Senlaich at Baili na Carrci 
(accepted in the annals as being Carrigallen).They burned and sacked the town and killed a 
man.

Again, both annals have references to an incident in 1473 in which Mag Ragnaill attacked 
the residence of Mag Senlaich and burned it. In that same year a large force, the descendant 
of Maelseachlainn assembled at the Tulach, which they burned. Mag Ragnaill and his allies 
came upon them and the two armies met at Doire, Baile na Cairrge, where many were killed 
including a number of chieftains. O’Donovan suggests this is the battle that was fought atz
Clooncorick. He also points out that the place called Tulaigh Alainn (1253) is apparently near 
or the same as the Talach mentioned above.

z

From the evidence above it would appear that the places named Tulaigh Alainn and Doire 
Baile Na Cairrge were separate entities though close geographically. Perhaps in the course of

z

time a merging occurred, resulting in what we now know as Carraig Alainn.
The planning and construction of St. Mary’s Church during the famine of 1846-47 was the 

triumph of a community over the adversity of hunger and death. However the details pertain
ing to this great achievement are either unrecorded or forgotten.

The same can be said of the origins of our town and its name. Many theories abound but it
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0 CARRIGALLEN PARISH-A HISTORY

is unlikely that the question will ever be fully resolved.Of course the problem of survival in 
the past far outweighed all other considerations and undoubtedly the pressures and trials faced 
by the Carrigallen of to-day stent from a different source but it is possibly more important 
than ever to retain our links with the past. Emigration, integration into Europe (with all its 
economic advantages) pose the very real threat of dilution of the culture and heritage that is 
responsible for our individuality and uniqueness.

Two of the greatest poets in the Irish language, Sean O’Riordain and Mairtin O’Direain 
have written about the importance of remembering and treasuring our heritage.

O’Riordain in his poem ‘Fill An's’ points out that it is not natural to forsake ones home or 
ones heritage:

‘Ni dual do neach a thigh na a threabh a threigean’

In ‘Gadscaoileadh’ Mairtin O’Direain expresses wonder that anybody who severs their ties 
with their past can be any more than a living corpse:

‘Mar beo do bheo da n-eis 
Na gaid go leir a scaoilis,
Is nach corpain ar do chosa thu, 
Iontach horn mar eacht e.’

We hope that this book will serve as a link between the generations of the past, the present 
and the future, that it will strengthen us as a community and be a source of pride to all who 
call Carrigallen their home.
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MONSIGNOR J A YOUNG

FOREWORD
DECEMBER 1996

T MARY’S CHURCH, CARRIGALLEN, is 150 years old this year, a 

memorial to a tremendous achievement in time of poverty and famine. Drumeela, 

the half parish, had its church since 1824.

The people of Carrigallen Parish can look back with justifiable pride and amazement at 

what was accomplished in times of adversity. The great faith and courage of our ancestors 

must be forever an inspiration to all of us at home or abroad.

It is good to look back, it is good to know our roots. We have inherited a lot from those 

who have gone before us, our faith, our culture, our sense of values. These should not be 

lightly discarded if we want to be true to our past. We can learn a lot from history. Change, 

however, is inevitable, but we must do our best to control change, to work ‘as larnha a cheile’, 

so that our parish will be a better place spiritually and materially for us all.

1 believe that this book ‘Carrigallen Parish—A History’ will stimulate us to value, respect 

and appreciate our forbears and bridge the gap for future generations.

I want to thank Raymond Hackett and Michael Reilly, the Editors whose dedication, com

mitment and hard work made tins publication possible. Thanks also to Tony Fahy of Design 

Inc, Killegar, and John Kilbracken, whose expertise and advice were invaluable.
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FR CHARLES HEEREY PP

A COMMENT

AVI NG BEEN RECENTLY appointed Parish Priest of Carrigallen and 

Drumreilly Upper, I am delighted to be associated with this work even in a small 

way. A production of this quality is the fruit of much labour, meetings and indeed

stress. It is evidence of the pride and the spirit of the people of Carrigallen and the surround

ing area. It is the result of the coming together of the talents of today’s people as they look 

back to times long gone.

There are things in the past that today’s progress has thankfully brought to an end. We are 

products of that past and we are rightly proud of it. A nation, a parish is kept together by the 

contents of its history. If we allow today’s trivialities to be the food of our souls we are creat

ing a hollow and empty world. A work like this ensures that this does not happen. Our future 

springs from our past. We say ‘thank you’ to the people who are making some of that past 

become present for us as we turn the pages of this book.
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RAYMOND HACKETT & MICHAEL REILLY

MARGARET

The Angel of the Delta, The Bread Lady of New Orleans, Die Celebrated Margaret, 

Margaret of Tully, Margaret of New Orleans, Mother Margaret—these are all titles for a 

remarkable woman, who was considered by countless thousands of all creeds to have been a 

living saint. A woman of unsurpassed charity, she was a champion of the 

underprivileged and the destitute. She had been a washerwoman and a peddler, 

yet when she died she received a state funeral.

ARGARET GAFFNEY was born in 1813, the fifth child ofWilliam and 

Margaret Gaffney. Her siblings, starting with the eldest, were Annie (probable), 
Mary (Mamie), Thomas, Kevin (probable) and Kathleen, who was reputedly

named after her father’s grandmother.
William and Margaret were from Tully South, in the parish of Carrigallen. William was a 

small farmer and possibly a tailor; however, Nellie Smith, Clooncorick, Carrigallen (originally 

O’Rourke from Tully), stated in 1937, that the Gaffneys owned a shop, but there is no other 
evidence to corroborate tins. His wife’s maiden name was O’Rourke and she was a direct 

descendant of the O’Rourkes of Breiffhe.
There has been some confusion as to whether the Gaffneys lived in Tully. Carrigallen, or 

Tully, Killeshandra. The parochial records in Carrigallen have some entries relating to both the 
Gaffney and the O’Rourke families. One entry, dated October 3rd 1843. refers to the baptism
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16 CARRIGALLEN PARISH-A HISTORY

Sr Vincent’s Infant Asylum 

1507 Magazine Street

of Mary Gaffney, whose father was Thomas, Margaret s older brother. Further evidence comes 
from the Anglo-Celt, dated September 17th 1937, where Peter Carney, Augharan, then living 
in Tully, Carrigallen, replying to a feature on Margaret in the same paper on August 28th 
stated that he was her nearest living relative in Ireland. He also adds: Margaret Gaffney was born in 
the townland of Tully in the parish of Carrigallen.

In the early 19th century, Killeshandra was an important market and posting centre. 
Margaret would have remembered Killeshandra and its associations. This fact, recalled in later 
years in conversation with her friends, could have given rise to the impression that she was 
born in Co Cavan.

EMIGRATION TO AMERICA

The year 1818 was one of high emigration due to a succession of wet summers followed by 
extreme winters. A meteorological report, appended to the 1851 census, states that in 1816:

The quantity of rain which fell in this year... nearly 31 inches... 142 wet days...principally in summer 
and autumn months... Rain so severe that scarcely any corn was left standing; great thunder storms;
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St Charles Hotel

eight weeks of rain in succession; corn remained uncut...The year 1816 was traditionally recalled as 
‘the year without a summer’...In 1817, conditions were equally unfavourable—it became known 
as ‘the year of the malty flour'. Corn reaped in November in the snow...with fever adding to the 

general distress.

William, his wife Margaret, and three of their six children—Margaret (then five), her older 

brother Kevin, and her baby sister Kathleen, were among those who emigrated to the States.
The three eldest children were to remain temporarily with their uncle, Matthew O’Rourke 

(Tully), until such time as they could be sent for. The final parting was so distressing that 

friends had to draw the children staying in Ireland aside. It is reported that before they left 
they knelt to receive the curate’s blessing.

All sources would suggest that it took almost six months to reach America because of 
severe storms that drastically affected the ship’s progress. In fact the passengers despaired 
of ever reaching dry land again. As month rolled into month provisions became so scarce that 
one passenger recalled that each person was allowed just one cracker a day. Almost all luggage 

was destroyed including the Gaffney’s trunk, whose lid William then used to rock his children.
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Above: Margaret of New Orleans 

Opposite: Margaret’s Bakery from 

where she made the bulk of her 

fortune.

Eventually they reached Chesapeake Bay and then New 
Brunswick, where they took on food and finally Baltimore. 
They were there only a short time when the baby died.

THE NEW WORLD

Like all small tenant farmers of his era, William Gaffney was 
ill-equipped for city life so his job opportunities were 
limited. Nevertheless he succeeded in securing employment 
as a carter in the Baltimore docks and was soon in a position 
to send money to his brother-in-law, Matthew O’Rourke, for 
the upkeep of his three children. In fact he had almost saved 
enough to send for them. Then disaster struck. In 1822 a 
yellow fever epidemic ravaged Baltimore, claiming among its 
victims both William and Margaret Gaffney, who died within 
days of each other. They are buried in St Patrick’s cemetery 
in Baltimore and their death is recorded in the church 
archives. Their household effects were burned, as was the 
custom, to prevent spread of the infection, with the exception 
of a prayer-book, which was found 27 years later and 
returned to the family.

Margaret, now nine, was homeless and soon alone as her 
brother disappeared and was never heard from again. It’s 
thought he may have gone out west.

1822-1836

During the long six-month voyage, a Welsh lady, Mrs 
Richards, became aquainted with the Gaffneys. She lost her 
husband to yellow fever and, hearing of Margaret’s plight, 
took her in. There she remained for some years, where she 
worked for her keep. In fact she may have been little more 

'than a servant. She received no formal education. There is
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MARGARET 1 9

very little on record of her time with Mrs Richards and Margaret seldom 
spoke of it.

When old enough, Margaret went into domestic service, which was the 
norm for Irishwomen in Baltimore at that time. She worked as a hungstress.

On October 10th 1835, Margaret married Charles Haughery. The Rev 
A Elder officiated at the ceremony in Baltimore Cathedral and these facts are 
recorded there.

Charles had been in very poor health and Margaret persuaded him that 
a change in climate might be therapeutic. They left Baltimore on the ship 
Hyperion and reached New Orleans on November 20th. For a time Charles’s 
health showed a slight improvement but it was short-lived and medical advice 
recommended a sea journey. He decided to go to Ireland, which, sources 
claim, was his native land.

This trip was delayed by several months pending the birth of their first 
child, a girl. They named her Frances. Eventually, Charles made the voyage, 
but after some months Margaret received word that he died shortly after 
reaching his destination. This was a cruel blow but worse was to follow, for 
within months Frances became seriously ill and died. This was the second 
time that Margaret’s family was wiped out, yet she was still only 23. As she 
herself said:

‘My God! Thou hast broken every tie: Thou hast stripped me of all—Again I am 
all alone’

MARGARET’S CHARITABLE WORK BEGINS

At that time in New Orleans, the Sisters of Charity, under the guidance of 
Sr Frances Regis, managed the Poydras Orphan Asylum. Margaret was deeply 
moved by the plight of the orphan children as recounted to her by Sr Regis 
and she offered her assistance. At this time Margaret was working in the 
laundry of the St Charles Hotel, a position she left in order to help with the 
orphans. Her first job was the collection of food from any available source.

The Sisters of Charity withdrew from Poydras Street at the end of 1836
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and moved to a new location in New Levee Street, to what was considered a haunted house. 

It was vacant for many years and in a very poor state of repair. According to records, this was 

the first Catholic orphan asylum in New Orleans.
It was Margaret’s intention just to help the sisters get established. However it was here that 

she found her true calling. She showed great energy and business acumen and was made 

manager of the institution. She confounded everybody by proving this location habitable, 

none more so than the landlord who promptly put the building up for sale. So, within two 
years, they were again seeking a home.

Margaret knew of a house on a deserted plantation not far away and managed to persuade 
the owner to give it rent free (along with his best wishes). She had now succeeded in fulfilling 

her ambition to get the children out of the city and into the countryside.
Not only were they taught to read and write, but also to sew; and they were given general 

preparation for entering the outside world.

To provide milk for the orphans, Margaret purchased a few cows. The surplus was sold and, 
finding this quite profitable, she increased her stock and began selling cream and butter. 

Within two years there were40 cows and huge profits were being made. Margaret’s popularity 

became widespread. She was known amongst all classes as a businesswoman but also from 
selling her produce through the community from her hand-cart.

It was Margaret’s great ambition to provide a permanent home for the orphans and in 1840 
work on the St Theresa’s Asylum on Camp Street commenced. The site was donated by 
Mr F Saulet. The project was funded largely by herself, but with help from a few others who 

gave donations as a result of her persuasion. Nevertheless it took 10 years to clear the debt and 
Margaret still supported the orphan asylum at the plantation at this time.

Around the mid-1800’s, yellow fever was again rampant. The epidemic of 1853 rendered 
thousands of children homeless. Margaret visited the homes of the sick—Protestants, 
Catholics and Jews, Negroes and Whites alike. Such were the numbers of orphans she 

encountered that she embarked on a new project in the form of (as she called it) a baby 
house.

All her profits were channelled into this new endeavour, which soon took form in the
shape of the imposing St Vincent de Paul Infant Asylum at Race and Magazine, which opened 

«
in 1862. It took 16 years to clear the debt, a burden shouldered mainly by herself.
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MARGARET’S BAKERY

As a result of money loaned by her to a baker, Margaret discovered she had become the main 
shareholder in the business. The business became bankrupt, and Margaret realised that the only 
way she could recover her money was to take control of the bakery and operate it.

The bakery, then known simply as Margarets Bakery, became an overnight success, and it is 
from this that she made the greater part of her fortune. As well as providing for the home 
market, her produce was exported. All the asylums in New Orleans were supplied with bread 
from it and at such a low price as to be virtually free.

Improvements to the bakery were always a priority—in fact it became the first steam 
bakery in the south and it was said to be ‘a marvel’, providing employment for many. It was 
situated in New Levee Street, and was so successful that even the destruction so widespread in 
the South as a result of the civil war had no effect on it.

The winoes and beggars of the city used to converge on Levee Street, knowing they 
wouldn’t be turned away by Margaret. She would always give them a loaf of bread—but 
would cut it in half so that they could not sell it to buy alcohol.

The civil war had a profound effect on New Orleans and greatly increased the number of 
orphans and people in need. In 1862 Margaret negotiated with General Butler of the Union 
Army, then occupying New Orleans, for permission to cross the fines with aid and to get flour 
to her bakery.This she succeeded in doing. Her bakery flourished, as did her charitable work. 
Other homes opened in the 50’s and 60’s included the Louise Home for working girls at 1404 
Clio Street and the St Elizabeth House of Industry at 1314 Napoleon Street.

THE LATTER YEARS

It is estimated that the amount Margaret gave to charity in one form or another was in the 
region of $600,000. Despite the vast sums at her disposal, she spent little on herself, and was 
reputed never to own more than two dresses—a plain one for everyday use. while on special 
occasions she wore a plain silk dress and mantle. At all times she wore a Quaker bonnet, which 
became something of a trademark.

At the age of 69 Margaret contracted an incurable disease, the exact nature of which is not 
recorded. She fingered many months under the care of her friends, the Sisters of Charity. People
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w
of all classes and denominations visited her in this her last 

illness. Pope Pius IX sent his blessing and a crucifix, which 
was presented to her by Fr D Hubert SJ. She died on Tuesday, 
February' 9th 1882. Her body was taken to St Vincent’s 

Asylum, where it was embalmed and laid out in state. The New 
Orleans newspapers were edged in black to mark her passing.

The funeral took place on the following Saturday morn

ing. At 9.30am, the cortege assembled at the asylum. Among 
those present were 13 priests and pall bearers, including the 

governor, the former governor, the mayor and some of the 

city’s wealthiest men. Orphans from all the city’s asylums 
were present, along with the Mississippi fire brigade (of 

which she was an honorary member) and nuns of numerous 
orders, as well as close friends and admirers. The streets, 
sidewalks, balconies and windows were thronged with 

mourners. These included three generals, clergymen of all 

denominations and city representatives. The cortege passed 
the New Orleans stock-exchange at noon: members sus

pended proceedings, left the room and came down to the 
sidewalk.

St Patrick’s Church was so thronged that the pall-bearers 
had great difficulty getting the remains through the centre 
aisle. Requiem Mass was celebrated by Most Rev Monsignor 

Allen with Archbishop Perche reading the prayers after Mass. 
Her friend Fr Hubert gave the sermon. She was buried in 

St Louis Cemetery beside her great friend Sr Regis. 
Margaret’s will was filed for probate on the following Mon
day. She left all her wealth to charities with the exception of 

the bakery, which she bequeathed to her foster son, Bernard 
Klotz. Margaret signed her will with an ‘X’, a poignant 
reminder of her humble beginnings.
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THE STATUE

Almost immediately a committee was appointed to oversee the erection of a statue in 
Margaret’s honour. A site was purchased between Camp Prytania and Clio Streets. Alexander 
Doyle, a young sculptor, was commissioned. The statue was fashioned from old photographs, 
first in clay. This was sent to Italy where it was reproduced in Carrara marble. The statue was 
returned to New York from Italy after a time, but the commissioners of the monument 
declined to accept it, owing to imperfections in the marble. The sculptor at once procured 
another block and assured the commission that a perfect statue, according to model, would be 
shipped so as to reach New Orleans by May 1884. The monument was formally unveiled on 
Wednesday July 10th 1884, fittingly enough by children from every orphanage in the city. 
Ex-Governor Francis T Nicholls delivered a speech. Also present were the lady commission
ers, the executive committee, Mayor J V Guillotte, members of the city council and many 
others. It cost $6,000 which was donated in nickels and dimes—‘No large sums would be 
accepted’.The statue bears one word only: MARGARET. It was the first monument to be 
erected in the US in honour of a woman. As one leading New Orleans newspaper editorial 
put it: ‘She was the most deservedly eminent, the most justly famous, of all the women of New Orleans, 
of our generation or of any other, in the whole history of the city’.

Right: Margaret’s statue, erected on 

Wednesday July 10th 1884.

MARGARET’S FAMILY IN IRELAND

Three of Margaret’s brothers and sisters remained with their uncle, Matthew O’Rourke, in 
Tully, Carrigallen: Mary, Thomas and (probably) Annie. Two men named Matthew O’Rourke 
died in Tully, in 1856 and 1859 (Carrigallen parish records)—they were cousins and one or 
other is the aforementioned uncle. Margaret’s older brother, Thomas, was married about 1840 
to Catherine Healy of Ardlougher. In accordance with the local custom, the ceremony took 
place in the bride’s home. An entry in the parish records, dated October 3rd 1843. refers to 
the baptism of their daughter Mary. The first two-storey house in Tully was built by him and 
was for a time his residence.

During the 1840’s, Thomas and his family emigrated to America and settled in Baltimore. 
On arrival, Thomas enquired of the whereabouts of Margaret. Through the Sisters of Charity, 
he learned that she was in New Orleans. He began corresponding with her. and copies of 
letters exist. In one dated January 7th 1852 Margaret writes:
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I enclose a cheque for a sum of money. 1 will share it with you and yours as a New Year’s 
present. 1 wish you, my dear brother, a very happy New Year, your wife and dear children the 
same.

Another letter dated April 13th 1852 states:

My Dear Brother,
I received your kind letter, or rather that of my dear sister Mary' and a few words which you 

kindly wrote at the end of hers. I was truly pleased with the manner in which she expressed 

herself—so much Christian resignation from the beginning to the close of her letter...I will 
write to her as soon as you give me her direction.

Peter Carney in his letter (Anglo-Celt) states that Margaret also had another sister, Mary, who lived 
and died in Tully and is well remembered by the writer.

Local tradition has it that Mary’s only source of income was from the sale of apples at the 

local Arva fair. To this day there is a field known as the Orchard Field. It is adjacent to where 
she is known to have lived. Mary is buried in Errew graveyard.

In the winter of 1857 Thomas visited his sister in New Orleans—it was the only time they 
met. He died in 1877.

Edward F Murphy in Angel of the Delta quotes Archbishop Perche in his eulogy to 

Margaret: ‘I have already been asked whether Margaret Haughery, who lived and laboured so long and 
well amongst us, was a saint. It is not for me to make a pronouncement. But, if you put this same ques

tion to yourselves, dear brethren, you may find an answer similar to that which a little boy once made 

when a sister in our Sunday school enquired that somebody define a Saint. 'I think’ said the child, 
remembering the human figures in stained glass windows that a saint is one who lets the light shine 
through’.
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ANGLING TOURISM
A HISTORY
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HE PARISH of Carrigallen is at the hub of three provinces, Ulster, Leinster 
and Connacht. The village is not renowned for its financial centre, its shopping mall 
or as a place specialising in French cuisine, but rather as the centre of a vibrant 

community whose people appreciate the important things in fife such as its heritage, its cul
ture and its Christian values, which have made it a peaceful and harmonious place to five in. 
Its lakes and rivers are the envy of many and to quote George Burrows, angling correspondent 
of the Irish Times, it is the sort of place that men from crowded cities love. There are no fewer 
than 14 first-class fishing waters within a radius of three miles, three of them within easy 
walking distance of the town.

Fishing is a sporting activity which people have participated in for as long as the area has 
been inhabited. However, angling tourism has its origins in more recent times. As quite often 
happens, it took an outsider to identify the natural resource which is our waterways.

Bernard O’Reilly, born in Manchester, whose parents originated from Cornafean, came to 
Gowna in the mid forties and purchased what was then called Breffni House, now known as 
the Lodge. He and his wife quickly developed a flourishing family-orientated tourist accom
modation business. His clientele at the time came to enjoy the peace, the harmony, and the 
tranquillity of this rural idyll. At this time angling tourists were not part of die local scene. He 
recalled from his time in Manchester the exodus of city based anglers to the country-side at 
weekends. Inspired by these memories and despite the fact that the tourist board gave litde 
encouragement, he established contact with angling clubs in the Manchester area.

In 1948 the first anglers arrived. Such was the response to what appeared to many a hare
brained idea, that he was not capable of accommodating the number of anglers. It was not 
long until he had encouraged local householders to enhance their family income by keeping 
anglers. By 1955 saturation point was reached in the Gowna area; consequendy the surplus
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Johnny Fyfe & Eugene Doherty, two o f the 

trout angling club’sJhrst members .1987.

spilled over into the available accommodation around Arva. It was fortuitous 
that Mrs Fitzpatrick (formerly Sheridan) from Calloughs, then running a 
guest-house in Arva, prevailed on her sister, Mrs Ben Harte, who with her 
husband purchased the Ulster Bank premises in Main Street, Carrigallen, with 
the intention of starting a guest-house/hotel, to keep her excess anglers. This 
was the spring/summer of 1955 and was the origin of angling tourism in 
Carrigallen.

A meeting was held in the national school in the spring of 1956 with a 
view to forming an angling club for the purpose of providing angling tourism 
in the area. No formal committee was formed, but Ben Harte, who had 
recendy retired from the garda, was appointed chairman. Many of the local 
anglers were involved in this organisation at its formation. Teachers, gardai, 
clergy, the local business people and the farming community were repre
sented. Present at that inaugural meeting were George Stewart, Jim Brewster, 
Fr McNiff, Frank McGlynn, Mick Hackett, JJ Dolan, Ben Harte, Barney 
Doonan andVincent Hoban.

While many meetings were held and matters of local interest discussed, no 
real progress was made. However, they sought help from the Inland Fisheries 
Trust. That help came in the person of Toby Sinclaire, a development officer 
with the trust. He proved to be of invaluable assistance. He was an avid angler, 
and, as an Englishman, was familiar with the English fishing scene, which was 
then the market they were targeting. He suggested making contact with key 
individuals in English angling clubs and, being from Manchester, he initially 
approached clubs in that area. Four men from the Mosside Angling Club 
agreed to come on a fact-finding mission. In 1958 these men arrived and 
were supplied with full board in JJ Dolan s and Harte s.

During their visit they were lavish in their praise of local hospitality and, 
most importantly, in the quality of the angling which they experienced. A 
short time later they wrote a glowing report of their experience. They indi
cated that there was a great deal of interest from their fellow anglers in visit
ing Carrigallen. This proved to be the case as later, in 1958, 39 anglers from 
the Mosside Club arrived in Carrigallen. In a village with a population of less 
than 300, this must have appeared like a virtual invasion, but benevolent 
invaders they were.The local club made the necessary arrangements regarding 
accommodation which was provided by Harte’s Hotel, Mrs Johnny Connell, 
Mrs Tom Lockhart, Mrs Nancy McManus and Mrs Barney Doonan.
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It was not the practice at the time for anglers to bring or hire self-drive 
cars. So, by arrangement with the local club or landlady, Maloney’s hackney 
service in Cavan town would collect anglers at the port of entry and convey 
them to their accommodation. Larry McDermott started his own hackney 
business in later years and provided this service: breakfast, packed lunch, an 
evening meal and return trip was £10 per week. This figure remained 
unchanged for quite a number of years. Obviously inflation was not rampant 
at the time!

The success of the Mosside anglers’ visit was a great boost both to the local 
economy and to the angling club. Consequently, a formal committee was 
formed with Vincent Hoban as the local contact. His function was to answer 
enquiries from prospective anglers. Vincent retained this position until 1962, 
when Joe McHugh senior assumed this responsibility.

Toby Sinclaire continued to play a key role in the affairs of the club. He 
acted as a consultant and was a source of inspiration. It was he who estab
lished that the water quality of Carrigallen and Clooncorrick lakes was suit
able for stocking with tench. This was carried out in 1960 and he was 
vindicated when, in 1963, a tench caught in Clooncorrick lake created a new 
Irish record. This was a significant event and for the first time the angling 
press took note of the club’s activities and this created a very positive impact. 
This publicity, coupled with the club’s advertising efforts, firmly established 
Carrigallen as an angling centre.

The club held its first angling competition in 1961. This was a low-key 
affair in comparison to future competitions. The experience gained encour
aged them to apply to the Coarse Fishing Federation for permission to host 
the All-Ireland coarse fishing championship. Their first application was unsuc
cessful but they persisted and, in 1965, they hosted the championship. This 
required huge local effort and the community were not found wanting. A 
great many people played a part but special tribute must be paid to the offi
cers and committee members. Among them were: Fr Charles Cartwright, JJ 
Dolan, Mick Hackett, Barney Doonan, Fr Patsy Young, Michael Duignan, Jack 
O’Neill, Ben Harte, Frank McGlynn and Joe McHugh senior.

This was truly an international event, as more then 350 anglers took part. 
They came from England, Scotland, Wales, and from all parts of Ireland. The 
competition was described in the Anglo-Celt in 1965 as the most successful to 
date. There were many categories but the premier award for the heaviest catch

---- CARRIGALLEN-----
_Trout Angling Club J

FISHING BY PERMIT ONLY 
OPEN SEASON 5 MAY-30 SEPT 
BAG LIMIT 6 TROUT only PER DAY 

For PERMIT contact -Jack O’Neill

Greta O'Neill, Hughie Reilly, Seamus McManus & 

Larry Williams . / 996.
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Opposite page: Fr Charles A 

Cartwright, PP Carrigallen, 

President of Carrigallen Angling 

and Town Development Associa

tion and Mr Brian Lenilian, 

(Minister for Justice) after the 

presentation of awards in the 

All-Ireland Course Fishing 

Championship .Sunday June 26th 

1965.

Above Left: Liam Grimes & 

Michael Doherty on Calloughs 

Lake on opening day. May 1992.

was die Ballinamore Perpetual Challenge Cup plus /jlQO, which was won by David A Grundy, 
Manchester. The presentations were made in the parochial hall later that evening by the Minister 
for Justice, Brian Lenehan. He was lavish in his praise for the manner in which die committee 
organised the event.

Fr John AYoung, then CC Ballinamore, who was the president of the All-Ireland Fishing Coun
cil at the rime, was instrumental in getting this prestigious competition for Carrigallen.

The success of the All-Ireland Championship was reflected in the thinking of the club and 
resulted in a broadening of its agenda. From records relating to the rime, the meetings were now 
discussing such things as street lighting, approach roads and improved signposting. It is obvious the 
club was Hilly aware of the product it had and its tourist potential. Members were determined to 
leave no stone unturned in realising that potential and increasing the number of anglers coming to 
the area.

Despite the enthusiasm engendered, no major strides were made. However among the tasks 
undertaken was the sign-posting of lakes and the stocking with bream of Gangin, Mosey and the 
Town Lake. Promotional tours, production and distribution of brochures, and Angling Times adver
tising was also a normal part of the club’s eflbrts.This resulted in a big increase in visiting anglers.

Fr Malachy Byrne PP was now' an enthusiastic member of the club. Among his many contribu
tions was a proposal to stock Cullies lake with trout. He was keenly supported by Mick Hackett 
and Barney Doonan.
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Gary Reilly, John Reilly & 

Kieran O’Rourke 1992.

To indicate the achievements of the Angling and Tourist Development Association, from its 
formation with no visiting anglers in 1956 through 1958 with 39 anglers, in 1969 450 anglers 
came to the area, generating revenue locally of ;0 0,000.

The year 1969 saw a serious escalation in the Northern Ireland troubles and this was 
reflected in a decrease in the number of visitors to the area. This downturn continued 
unabated for a number of years and was a matter of grave concern. This was reflected in a 
lengthy discussion that took place at an AGM in the early seventies, where the question of the 
desirability or otherwise to keep the club in existence was raised.

Obviously the club and tourist promotional activity did continue. In order to boost club 
finances, dances were held, as well as an auction, which became an annual event. For this latter 
venture Peter Donohoe (auctioneer) made his services available to the club.

The 13th All-Ireland Championship was once again entrusted to the club in June 1972. 
Due to a downturn in tourism in the country generally and the realisation that the English 
market was partially lost, at least for the time being, the advertising was aimed at attracting 
Irish anglers. While the 206 entries received was well down on the entries for the champi
onship of 1965, the event was deemed to be successful, considering the difficult circumstances 
of the time. The event comprised the usual nine categories. The main award for the heaviest 
catch, which once again was the Ballinamore Perpetual Challenge Cup plus >000, was won 
by Bernard Brewer, Tullamore. All the categories were won by Irish competitors, which was 
indicative of the smaller number of English participants. Once again this was an all-out com
munity effort, which was co-ordinated by Michael Duignan, who had been appointed field 
officer. At a subsequent meeting, compliments were paid to the Fisheries Board and their staff 
for their advice and assistance rendered.

The summer of 1973 saw a slight improvement in the number of English anglers. Next year 
the number remained static. So for the first time the club attempted to break into the German 
market by advertising in fishing magazines such as Fisch und Fang. It was the summer of 1976 
before this bore fruit, when anglers from Belgium and Germany arrived in the area. On Whit 
weekend of that year a fishing competition took place at Gulladoo in which 30 continental 
and 20 English anglers took part.

The recovery of angling tourism continued steadily and in 1978 a record number of anglers 
came to the area from Britain, Germany, France and Belgium. Harte’s Hotel had been 
extended and refurbished, Joe Morrow and his wife Carmel had developed an extensive chalet 
layout, and there was already guest-house accommodation available. Despite this the number 
of beds available in the locality was far short of demand. This problem was not addressed at the 
time and we can only assume tjiat much business was lost to the area.This problem continued 
in 1979 and attempts were made to encourage more householders to provide B&B.The prob-
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lem was worsened by the fact that some of the established B&Bs decided to cease operating, 
among them Mrs Johnny Connell, Mrs Tom Lockhart, Mrs Barney Doonan, Mrs Michael 
Reilly and Mrs Robbie Reilly. Coupled to this was the untimely death of Joe Morrow in 
1982. On the plus side, however, from about 1982 on new B&Bs began to come on stream.
Starting with Mrs Bernadette Heslin, the following have since come into the business: Mrs 
Lottie McGerty, Mrs Anne Murray, Bill and Bobbie Hawthorne, Mrs Rita O’Rourke, Mrs 
Anne McGovern and Mrs Anne Lomasney.

While coarse fishing in the area was of prime interest and was the reason for the formation 
of the angling club in 1956. Mick Hackett had suggested in 1958 the stocking of Calloughs 
Lake with trout. This proposal came to nought for reasons unknown to us. Again, in the late 
sixties Canon Byrne, who was an avid fly-fisherman, proposed the stocking of Cullies with 
trout. We do not know the problems at the time in this regard, but both proposals were never 
more than an aspiration, one which could well have totally evaporated after the death of Mick 
Hackett in 1976. However, inspired by the conversations he had with his father, Michael 
Hackett (Mick’s son) approached the Central Fisheries Board in 1983 with the proposal that 
Calloughs Lake should be developed as a trout fishery. Cullies Lake was not considered suit- 
able because of its seasonal flooding: in winter Cullies Lake and Ballygad River merge at high 
water level which would result in the trout escaping. Also proper control of the pike and roach 
population would not be possible, which is a necessary management requirement for any trout 
fishery. Calloughs Lake however seemed suitable in all regards.The Fishery Board was enthusi
astic about the proposal but they had to confirm the suitability of the lake. This entailed hav
ing a survey done, which was not concluded until late in 1984.

The outcome of the survey was positive: Calloughs Lake was indeed suitable. The proposal Johnny Kiernan until Liam Fahy, 

to the fisheries board was not just that this lake should be stocked, but that they would man- one of the trout angling club’s

age it for fly-fishing only. Due to financial constraints they could not undertake this develop- youngest members. 1992.

ment for the foreseeable future. This of course was a serious setback to the plans ot Michael
Hackett, but he did not let the matter rest. Mindful of what had happened to previous propos
als, he continued to harass the fisheries board until they agreed to supply 500 trout free of 
charge. With the support and financial assistance of the Angling and Town Development Asso
ciation, an iron grid was made and put in place on the oudet stream. The McCartin brothers,
Newtowngore, sponsored the predator control measures. A club was then formed whose first 
officers were: chairman—Michael Hackett, vice-chairman—Larry Williams, secretary7 and

J 1

treasurer While
drawn

first
Mullingar fish-farm. A dream had come true for a small
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local enthusiasts, not least Canon Byrne, who had been a source of inspiration from the outset 
of this project.

The fish were released into the lake in mid-May and the first trout was caught in Calloughs 
lake on the opening day which was the first Sunday in June 1986. Since then stocking has 
taken place annually at the end of March. The first Sunday in May is now established among 
the important dates in the sportsperson’s calendar as the annual opening of the trout fishing 
season at Calloughs.

In 1986 the club had a membership of 42, which gradually increased over the years. On 
June 1st 1996 it stood at 124. As membership increased the stocking requirement increased, 
and 2,700 brown and rainbow trout were put into the lake in 1996. Membership is mainly 
from the three surrounding counties but members came from as far afield as Dublin,Tipperary 
and Kildare, as well as British and continental anglers. This club has been an outstanding suc
cess and, while it is invidious to mention names, special tribute must be paid to Gretta and 
Jack O’Neill who issue the permits, Larry Williams, Sean Heslin, Hughie Reilly, Seamus 
McManus, who is the present chairman, and Brian Doyle who was chairman in 1995.

In a separate development, Kilneman Lake was stocked with trout in 1994, and again in 
1995 and 1996. It is fished by about 30 members

An honour for the club in 1993 was the nomination by the fishery board of Gretta O’Neill 
to the management committee of the Northern Fisheries Development Society and her sub
sequent appointment by the Minister for the Marine, Dr Michael Woods, TD. Gretta was 
elected chairman that year and has held the position of treasurer in subsequent years.

At present, club membership fees are £20 for adults and £10 for juniors. This fee is not 
looked upon as a charge for fishing but merely to generate revenue for the annual stocking. 
Despite the uncertainty of making a prediction, I feel that the future of the club is assured.

While the efforts of the Town Development Association continued unabated from its 
inception until 1993, the association could not engage in outdoor events because of the liti- 
giously orientated society in which we now live and the fear of compensation claims in the 
event of accident. Consequently it was deemed necessary to change its name and form a lim
ited company, which it is now know as the Carrigallen Development Company.

While the objectives and aims of the new company are the same as that of the previous 
organisation, the playing-field and rules of engagement have changed. The business has now 
become cut-throat and every new visitor must be competed for vigorously with the sur
rounding towns and villages. Holiday promoters from every part of Ireland, Britain and the 
continent are now competing and any part of Europe could well become the destination of 
coarse fishermen, as well as Ireland.

The profile of the typical British angler is that of a working class man, and unfortunately
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Kilnemar Lake on the Opening 

Day. 1993.

this sector of British society has taken a hammering in recent times, with the closure of the 
coal mines and the privatisation and rationalisation of the industrial base etc. One of the 
downsides to Ireland’s economic boom at present is the strength of the punt, which militates 
against sterling in terms of its conversion rate.

It is now the experience of the local organisation, when promoting angling tourism, which 
was once unique to this area, to find themselves competing at a promotion centre in Britain 
with hundreds of competitors from all parts of Ireland. Also the British angler has now 
become a well-informed and discerning consumer who wants value for money.

At this stage we feel that tribute must be paid to the founding fathers and those people 
who made a worthy contribution down through the years. They are: Ben Harte, Barney Doo
nan, John Joe Dolan, Michael Duignan, Dr Matt Cusack, Mick Hackett, Vincent Hoban.Joe 
McHugh, George Stewart, Frank McGlynn, Fr Pat McNifl, Fr Eddie Lynch, Fr Charles 
Cartwright, Fr Patsy Young, Fr Malachy Byrne, Rev Mr Scott, Monsignor John A Young, Matt 
Cusack, Joe Doonan, Alfie Harte, Jack O’Neill, Joe Morrow, Bernadette Heslin, Elizabeth 
McGlynn, Philomena Donohoe and Gretta O’Neill.

The affairs of angling tourism are now in the very capable hands of John O'Malley, chair
man, Paddy O’Rourke, secretary and Pat Masterson, treasurer. We are confident that this com
pany, assisted by the experience and inspiration of their predecessors, will surmount any 
present or future difficulties that may arise.
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Above far left: Mrs Stewart and her 
two grandaughters, Evelyn & Mar
garet. c. 1950.

Above left: Outside Mella Cusack's 
Pharmacy, Main Street—Mary 
Doonan, John Doonan, Rosemary 
Connell, Pat Doonan, Elizabeth 
Doonan, Nuala McCann &

Anne Maguire, c. 1965.

Above: Emmet Clarke, son of 
Tom Clarke. Carrigallen 1967.
Left: Fr Byrne, Joe Doonan, Eileen 
Ward, Frank McGlynn, Mary Hunt 
& Canon J A Young. Presentation 
to Frank McGlynn on his retire
ment. 1983.
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Canon J A Young, Joan Lunney & Noel Lyons at a 
presentation to Mrs Hunt oti her retirement from 
Carrigallen NS. 1993.
Below: Birthday party Carrigallen style—Katie Connell, 
Rosemary, Annette & Brian Connell (to the left); Mar}' 
& Anne Magee, Madeline Farrell & Nuala McCann.
C. 1950.

Right:Jan Alexander, founder ofCrann, With some 
young Cratin members at Drumeela. 1986.
Far right:John Keoghan, barman in O'Keeffes, c. 1920s
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MALACHY CANON BYRNE,
PP OF CARRIGALLEN 1967-1982

I was visiting a house in Cavan recently and as I looked at the picture of the Sacred Heart I saw it 
signed in a familiar hand, that ofjohn Malachy Byrne, dated 1949.That familiar signature brought back 

fond memories of my days with Fr Byrne in Carrigallen.

When newly ordained his first appointment was to Brentwood, London, where he spent six years. Here 
he found an interest in soccer and reading the Sunday Observer.

Later he spent 15 years in Cavan. He often talked about the building of the Cathedral and how the 
marble was just got into Ireland before the start of the war in 1939. He is remembered in Cavan as one 

who was very kind to the poor. He went from Cavan to Laragh and it was from Laragh that he 
came to Carrigallen in 1967.

Fr Byrne was a keen fisherman. After confessions on a Saturday evening he would stand at the top of the 
steps and, sniffing the wind, he would say ‘That’s a great evening for a trout on Sheelin’. I went to Sheelin 

with him one day. Getting there was a hair-raising experience. He steered the car with one hand, 
constantly pointing out a house, field or a lake, and then jerk the wheel to keep the car out of the ditch.
I know he brought some Carrigallen men to Sheelin one day: they never went back, so frightened were 

they of his manoeuvrings in the boat.

Warm days or cold, he was often on foot, reading his thumb-marked, weathered breviary. Personally I 
found him always ready with a word of praise. On a Friday night he would drop into the youth club to 

give his support. He was genuinely interested in everybody and in their welfare. He could engage with all 
he met in a most animated conversation. It was an extraordinary gift.

Canon Byrnes golden jubilee took place in 1982 in Carrigallen.The cross behind the altar was erected 
there in his memory. I think the arms of Christ reaching out to the world should remind us of 

Fr Malachy who reached out to one and all during his life. He spent his final years in the Omega Nursing 
Home, Belturbet, dying on July 18th, 1992 at age of 86.

May he rest in peace.

Fr Oliver Kelly
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AN ECCLESIASTICAL 
HISTORY

AI NT PATRICK made many converts in Newtowngore and founded a 
church. He then set out in the direction of Carrigallen, but before leaving New
towngore he appointed a priest named Bruscus to minister to the people and 

spread the good news. Although Bruscus was the first priest in the area, it would be a pardon
able anachronism to claim that he was our first PP appointed to the parish. At the time of St 
Patrick, parish boundaries and the office of PP were things of the remote future.

Of St Patrick’s sojourn in Carrigallen there is very little folklore but sufficient to prove that 
his missionary zeal was not on the wane. His converts would congregate at a well in the town- 
land of Aughawillan for baptism. This was said to be a regular occurrence. The well is known 
as Tobar Patrick but the older generations called it the Blest Well. Before leaving the area he 
blessed an ancient cemetery in the townland of Errew which is still being used.

There is no doubt that Christianity reached Carrigallen in the time of St Patrick himself. 
Old as our Christian tradition is, nothing is known of the churches where the coundess thou
sands must have worshipped through many centuries. There is a complete blank of approxi
mately 1000 years before we find the first authentic church in or near our village.

It was situated in the grounds of the present Church of Ireland. Local tradition says that it 
was destroyed by Cromwell’s Ironsides.That would fix the date between 1649 and 1660. Judg
ing by its ruins, which were cleared away within the last 20 years, it was built of stone, but 
there is no record or tradition as to the date of its erection.

At an unrecorded and long forgotten date a thatched cabin was built in the townland of 
Cornaughy in which to celebrate Mass and hold religious functions. It was known as Cor- 
naughy Chapel. It was maliciously burned and remained a topic of conversation for genera
tions. The old people pulled no punches but named names. An old man, now long deceased, 
told how he had heard the story of the burning. The storyteller had no qualms in naming the
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arsonist and added dramatically that when he was laid out, his tongue was out a yard long and 
it was as black as your shoe.

After the burning, another thatched building was provided in the adjoining townland of 
Mullinadarragh and was known as Mulhnadarragh Chapel. The roof was blown off in the big 
wind of January 1839 and the storm damage was so great that the building was abandoned.

For the following seven years Mass was celebrated in the priests house, the congregation 
spilling out onto the lawn, until the building of the present church in 1846. Well within living 
memory the field in front of its ruins was called the lawn and the hilly road leading to the 
house was known as the priests brae.The house, which was situated in the townland of Kil- 
lahurk, was accidentally burned on of June 17th 1859 and Father Magauran, parish priest and 
builder of Saint Mary’s, perished with it. His remains were buried in the new church, as also 
were the remains of his immediate successor, Father Charles O’Reilly, who died in 1873. They 
were buried outside the original communion rails but the sanctuary was extended almost one 
hundred years later and the two side-altars now cover their graves.

In this year of celebration, the people of Carrigallen parish should be proud of their priests 
and their forefathers who had the courage to undertake the herculean task of building a 
church big enough to accommodate a large congregation. At that time in our history rural 
deprivation stalked the land and there was political unrest. Despite prevailing adverse condi
tions they faced their work courageously and accomplished it.

Those were the early days. Much had been achieved but much remained to be done. The
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church was innocent of pews or paint or any of the comforts that are taken for granted today. 
As the years passed improvements continued, seating was provided, albeit of primitive design, 
but not uncommon to rural churches of the time. A bell had been donated and mounted in a 
cut-stone belfry' on the west gable and the stone cross that marks the grave of Father Terence 
Murray topped that belfry.

In 1926 the gallery was added and in 1929 an architect was called in to inspect the roof. 
His report clearly stated that the timbers were in a dangerous condition and recommended a 
new roof as a matter of urgency. The work was completed in the early thirties. Then followed 
a period of thirteen years during which only essential maintenance was carried out.

Early in 1946, Centenary Year, the then PP, Father Patrick MacCabe, launched a fund-rais
ing campaign to celebrate the occasion by a worthy improvement to the appearance of the 
church, internally and externally. The campaign was an unqualified success, not only in the 
parish, but people from the area who had emigrated to the USA were more than generous 
with their contributions, so without further ado the work started. It was first necessary to 
carry out some basic repairs, such as re-plastering and a new floor. On this being done the real 
improvement began. The old wooden altars were removed and replaced by massive marble 
ones, the sanctuary was extended to accommodate them, and its floor was covered with mod
ern non-slip tiles.

Father Patrick McCabe was transferred in 1953 and replaced by Father Patrick McNiffe, a 
kindred spirit who carried on the good work unabated. A complete set of pine pews replaced 
the old battered ones and a vestibule was erected inside the main door.

Externally there was rather less room for improvement but where there is a will there is a 
way. The walls were re-plastered, and the walks were improved with adequate steps to absorb 
the steeply rising ground leading to the doors. Porches were built outside both entries to the 
transept.

When Canon John M Byrne retired in 1982 he was succeeded by Frjohn A Young, now 
Monsignor Young. In view of the good work done by the two Father Patricks, people thought 
that the new PP could relax, but that was not to be. He installed a new heating system, organ
ised inside and outside lighting, and never allowed the paint to look dull. Among his achieve
ments, and they are many, the work he organised on the adjoining cemetery is outstanding.

Opposite: above left—Key com

memorating the re-opening of Car

rigallen Church on October 1st, 

1933.

Left: Carrigallen Chapel, 

c. 1920’s.

Bottom left: Stained glass window. 

1996.
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On May 16th 1926 the first names were entered into the admission book for the pioneers. 
They were Thomas O’Reilly, Killahurk, Rose Kelleher, Beaghbeg.John Hetherton, 

Carrigallen, B Cunnion, Carrigallen, Bernard Maguire, Carrigallen and 
Rose A Doherty, Beaghmore.

The above names were passed by Central Council as the first members of the Carrigallen 
Pioneer Centre. Fr Pat Smith recommended them and thus started this branch of 

the pioneers. Members joined as probationers at the age of 14 years and 
two years later became full pioneers.This is primarily a spiritual organisation, the Heroic 

Offering is recited each day and the pioneer pin depicting the 
Sacred Heart is always worn.

The oldest living members are Patrick J Maguire who joined on February 6th 1927 and 
his sister Mary E Maguire (Maisie Brady) who joined on October 6th 1929.

Mrs Eliz Doherty, Sadie Maguire,Tom Lockhart and Sr Eilish Greene are 
also longtime members.

Greta O’Neill

Back: Brian Kiernan; P J Fitz
patrick, Cay Maguire, Packie 
Maguire, Nancy Kelleher, Tommy 
McCarte, Michael Quinn,
Eamon Kiernan &Jack Kenny. 
Middle Rom: May Quinn & 
Alice Reilly.
Front Rom: Mrs R Duignan,
Fr Patsy Young, Josephine 
Maguire, Frank Maguire & Mrs 
Sadie Maguire. Receiving silver 
pins. 1974.
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FR PATRICK MCCABE
PP CARRIGALLEN 1 937-1 953

ATHER PAT, as he was always known, took up his first appointment as a 
parish priest in Carrigallen in 1937. He had been serving as a curate in Teemore, 

Co Fermanagh, for many years before this appointment.

A native of the parish of Denn in Co Cavan, he was one of two brothers who entered the 
priesthood, the other being Fr James, who passed on to his eternal reward whilst parish priest 

of Glangevlin, Co Cavan, in the early 1940’s.
Fr Pat was a deeply religious man whose faith endeared him to his parishioners and espe

cially the sick and elderly to whom he had very close ties. He was always available to anybody 

in need and was indeed most charitable. He was a man who never saw evil in anybody and 

would always be forgiving of those who would not be very complimentary in their attitude 
towards him or the church.

For a quiet and unassuming man, his achievements by way of parish building improvements 

will never be easily matched by his successors.
On his arrival in the parish, the first job he faced was the building of the parochial house. 

This was an onerous task but he had it completed before the start of the World War II in 1939.

In the 1940’s he set about the renovation of St Marys Church, which was almost 100 years 
old and certainly in need of immediate repair and refurbishment. This work included a new 
altar, altar rails, windows, doors and quite an amount of masonry work. All this work was 

completed under the watchful eyes of Mr P Gaffney, BE, Cavan, who drew up the plans.
The people of the parish contributed generously through monthly collections with each 

family’s contribution being acknowledged individually from the altar. Funds were also raised
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Fr Patrick McCabe PP Carrigallen. 1937.

by way of raffles for a lady’s or gent’s Raleigh bicycle, valued at £5. Tickets 
cost six old pence each. Annual bazaars were another form of fund-raising 
used, with most of the prizes being donated by local business people. Indeed 

Fr Pat in his own quiet way put a lot of work into raising funds. He went on 
to have renovations carried out on local schools including Beaghmore, 
Gortermone and Drumeela. In 1953 he was made canon and transferred as 

parish priest to Laragh. Unfortunately for Laragh, just 12 months after his 

appointment he was struck with a sudden illness and called to his reward in 
May 1954.
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MEMORIES OF
HANDBALL IN CARRIGALLEN

70TH ANNIVERSARY

ITHTHE FOUNDING of the Gaelic Athletic Association in 1884. hand
ball along with Gaelic football and hurling came under the umbrella of that 
organisation and, as we all know, it has gone from strength to strength since that

time.
In 1926 a handball committee was formed which included:

Tom Family Charles Family
Eugene Reilly Fr Terry Brady

Jimmy Cosgrove Patrick Maguire NT (known to all as Master Paddy)
John Connell

The goal which this committee set itself was to erect a handball alley in the village to facilitate 
and develop the youth of the area, of which there were many.

There were no funds in the bank but there was a vibrant community spirit. This was borne 
out when the late Jack Smyth very generously donated a plot of ground to the club, and vol
untary labour did the rest. This was no small undertaking as cement blocks were unheard of 
and stones had to be drawn from far and near to do the job. Then, with casing erected, the 
slow process began until the final piece of wire was erected and the job completed. Those 
wonderful people must have felt a great sense of pride when they looked at the end result of 
their sterling efforts. The total cost of the building was £200.

They did not have to wait long to see the fruits of their endeavours, when in 1934 the late 
Dr Jack Reilly, in partnership with James Clark from Ballinagh, won the All-Ireland Senior 
Colleges Doubles Handball Championship, representing St Patricks College, Cavan.

My own memory of the alley, as it was fondly called, goes back to the 1940’s when the
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population of young people was quite large and all with a great interest in sport. The alley was 
the centre of social activity each Sunday with not alone handball being played but also darts in 
Cosgroves shed on a wet day or a small game of pitch and toss on the bank for those not 
involved in handball. That was during the war years and interest and a knowledge of the hap
penings on the battlefield were also a topic of conversation. This was no surprise as there were 
young men from the area who had enlisted in the British and American forces and were 
involved in the defence of liberty.

On the handball front, each Sunday during spring and summer there was always a tourna
ment played, with each participant putting what was called a tanner into the kitty (2'Ap in 
today’s money) with the winning doubles pair sharing the spoils. I remember as a young boy 
admiring the skill of those players. There were two who come to mind, Charles Farrelly and 
Tom Doonan, the former for his cool temperament and deadly accuracy. The latter always 
gave a lesson when tossing out a ball how to use both side walls to best advantage. Along with 
those mentioned there were other great players of that time such as Tony Cunnion, Jimmy 
Smyth, the Nixon brothers, Harry and Willie and P (Buddy) Smyth. The younger players 
being blooded then, so to speak, were the late Billy Cosgrove, P Gilhooly, T Smyth, R Reilly 
and indeed many others who gave their all to the game. For a young lad at the alley on a Sun
day, there was absolutely no chance of a game: your only hope of a few shoes would be if a 
ball was lost, but it never took long to find as Cosgrove s dog Darky, was a genius at retrieving 
all lost balls even from water. Despite the fact that we did not have our Sunday game as young 
fellow’s, we learned from the masters and tried to put that knowledge into practice during the 
week.

Alas, handball in the village came to a sudden end in the late forties because of retirements 
and emigration. In 1951, Fr N Comey CC got involved in a revival of the club and set about 
putting an extension to the alley which was completed that spring. So all was set for the big 
relaunch of the club which conunenced with a very special tournament. Some of the old 
faces returned for the occasion and indeed a number of youngsters participed for the first 
time. This was a most exciting event with once again the Nixon brothers, Tom Smyth and P 
Smyth, and Billy and Jim Cosgrove, both wonderful left-handed players. Also we had J E Kier
nan, Eamon and Brendan Donohoe, the Connolly brothers, the Sweeney brothers, J Donnelly, 
J Kelly NT and Mel McCann to mention but a few; My own partner for that tournament was 
P (Buddy) Smyth, RIP, and I really enjoyed his description of how he played each shot.

This revival was not to last too long. Around 1954 emigration had hit Carrigallen once 
again when practically all the above-mentioned departed, some never to return even for a hol
iday. But those three years had been great for handball and I had, with Brendan Donohoe, the 
honour of representing Leitrim in Tie Connacht Championship in 1952.
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The ball alley regrettably became more or less redundant after that and 
apart from a few games and a few people around, the whole social scene was 
gone.

However, all was not to be lost and in 1969 a few of us came out of retire
ment and proceeded to get things moving again. The man behind this partic
ular revival was Sgt Garvey, then stationed in Carrigallen. The old faces 
reappeared such as John Donnelly, Billy Cosgrove, Paddy Gilhooly, James E 
Kiernan, J Gormley and also young lads like J Doonan, Jackie McManus, 
Gerry Lyons, a very useful panel of players. We had the distinction of winning 
the County Championship in 1970. That particular championship was my 
swan-song, and the swan-song of many others.

In looking back over the past 50 years or so, I can truly say that playing 
with and knowing all those wonderful people, many of whom are gone to 
their eternal reward, was for me a real honour and something I will always be 
grateful for. The alley may be quiet for lack of players, but I can still hear 
those voices, the arguments, the cheers, the smiles of delight on the faces of 
the victors, and I can honestly say there were no easy victories, and the losers 
in those days were also proud of their achievements.

It may only have been a ball alley in name, but it was also a character 
builder where you learned to take the rough with the smooth, and be a better 
person for it. In this, the seventieth anniversary, let us salute the men whose 
brainchild it was and thank them for giving the village something to be proud 
of. I know they would join with me in wishing every success to all those 
presently involved in the sport locally.

The early years—back: Paddy Connell (with cap),

Jimmy Smith &Totn Family. Front:Jack O’Keeffe.

1929.
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REV CANON JACK W A T S O N Church of Ireland Chaplain

Canon Jack Watson is Minister to the Church of Ireland congregations in Arva, 
Carrigallen, Gowna and Cohncille.

He has lived a life of rich variety. Born and reared in Belfast, he joined a local boxing 
club at an early age. He managed to pursue a steady rise through the amateur 

boxing ranks while working in a series of jobs in building construction, 
engineering, the shipyards and as a bus driver.

In the late forties, his standing was such in amateur boxing that he decided to turn 
professional. Fighting under the name Dave Watson, he was a contender for the Irish 

lightweight title in 1948. Later on, he became a contender for the middleweight crown. 
He issued a challenge to any professional middleweight in Europe in 1950.

Dave Watson retired from boxing to study theology in Trinity College, Dublin.
In 1970 he was ordained at Lisburn Cathedral and appointed Curate at 

St Stephens Millfield,Belfast, until 1973. From 1973-1982 he was Bishop’s Curate of 
the Swardinbar group of parishes. In the mid-seventies, he donned his 

boxing gloves again and issued yet another challenge to the 
leading middleweight contenders of Europe.

However, this time it was not a serious challenge but rather a means of 
raising funds for roofing his church in Swanlinbar. Amidst huge media interest, including 

a documentary programme by the BBC, Canon Watson waited for his challenge to be 
answered. It was not answered, but the parish was X 16,000 better off at the end of the 

fund-raising campaign. He took up his present appointment in 1982.

Canon Watson is a prolific writer on theological and social issues. His writings have 
appeared in many publications. He considers the Gospel to be a social Gospel. In the field 
of education, he would like to see less emphasis on specialisation and more emphasis on

the basics. He is a member of the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral Church of 
St Fethlimidh, Kilmore (Bedell Memorial Church).

Ruby Abbott
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IRISH COUNTRYWOMEN’S 
ASSOCIATION

1959-96

GUILD OF THE ICA was formed in Carrigallen in 1959. The founder 
members were Una Cusack, Dr Matt Cusack’s wife, and Daisy Watt, wife of the 
local Presbyterian Minister, Rev Samuel Watt.

Una Cusack was the first president and she was well supported by a very hard-working and
enthusiastic committee consisting of Maura Garvey (Harte), Mary E Harte, her daughter Anna 
and Madge Masterson.

Members of the first guild included Ruby Abbott, Una Cusack, Daisy Watt, Maura Garvey; 
Mary E Harte, Madge Masterson, Ethel Maguire, Gay Maguire, Nancy McManus, Eileen 
Fleming, Ruby Patterson, Gerty Patterson, Daisy Richardson, Lena Hoban, Katie Connell, 
Kathleen Murray, Mrs Grey, Anna M Doherty, Joan Lockhart, Elizabeth McGlynn, Milly 
Stewart, Mrs Wall, Mrs McCloskey, Mrs Kiernan and Anna Kiernan. Sadly, only about quarter 
of those members are alive today, but at least one of the founding members, Daisy Watt, is still 
living.

ACTIVITIES
Meetings were held monthly in the vocational school kitchen. It was heated by a solid fuel 
cooker which would be stoked up in the evening by the school caretaker, the late James Hig
gins.The meetings opened with prayers, the usual reading of the minutes and dealing with cor
respondence. Then came a demonstration or lecture. Maura Garvey, the teacher of domestic 
science and economics in the school, gave a lot of demonstrations in those early years, in every
thing from making and icing Christmas cakes to all kinds of cookery and baking as well as 
sewing and crafts. Some of the guild members also gave demonstrations, such as Anna M 
Doherty in patchwork. Cosmetic demonstrations were given by different firms and were always 
guaranteed a large audience. Cyril Cullen, Carrick-on-Shannon, gave instruction in knitting.
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Back: M Murphy, Ethel Maguire &Anna Mary Doherty. 
Front: Mary Hunt, Daisy Richardson & Eileen Fleming 
at a dinner dance in Slieve an Iarainn Hotel. 1970.

These demonstrations were usually followed by a competition which was 
always well supported. One competition will always be remembered:The best 
use made of the tail of the husbands shirt. Many beautiful pieces of craft- 
work appeared on the night: cushion covers, dressing table sets, table mats, 
tray cloths, etc. The tail of the shirt in those days was long and well rounded. 
The winner was Eileen Fleming who made an apron from the tail of a khaki 
shirt with a deep border of black lace. The competition was followed by the 
tea. In those days each member brought cakes, tarts or buns. Everyone helped 
to get the tea and clear up afterwards; then an auction of the left-overs took 
place. There was great excitement when a few would start bidding against 
each other.The money raised went towards funds.

After the auction the social half-hour, which was the highlight of the 
night, took place. Sometimes it took the form of a sing-song, a game or mak
ing up a hat. One social half-hour is memorable: the late Katie Connells 
introduction of bingo to members, when bingo was just being heard of. All 
meetings would close with the ICA Anthem, My Land.

In 1960 the Guild sent its first members to An Grianan, when Ruby Pat
terson did a fish cookery course there.

An important aspect of the guilds activities was its local charity work. Each 
year they would organise a party7 for the senior citizens, as there was no com
munity7 care of the aged committee at that time.

The highlight of the year was always the guild birthday party. This was a 
dinner dance usually held in the Kilbracken Arms or Longford Arms. A band 
was hired and one of the members made and iced the birthday cake. This was 
for old and new members alike and many looked forward to attending it. 
One such couple was Mr and Mrs Hugh Reilly, Drumbreanlis, who would 
never miss the party. Hugh always referred to it as a gathering of friends and 
neighbours and so when the Guild lapsed in 1971, Hugh organised a func
tion each year in the Kilbracken Anns and called it the Friends and Neigh
bours Dance That is how the annual function which continued for many 
years got its name.

CLUB REFORMED
After a lapse of 19 years the ICA was reformed in Carrigallen on September 
18th 1990. The first meeting took place in the club-rooms of St Patrick’s 
Hall. It was opened by Mossy Whelan who introduced the then federation
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president, Julie Mclneaney.The following officers were elected:

President: Lottie McGerty, Cornajest
Secretary: Helen McManus, Brcdagh
Treasurer: Joan Lockhart, Main Street

There were 15 people present at this meeting. The second and subsequent 
meetings were held in the comfort of the Health Centre.

During the first year demonstrations were given on macrame, pathchwork, 
decorative panelling, Christmas decorations and first aid. There was a visit from a 
Japanese lady, Shigeko Nohara, who demonstrated the ancient craft of origami. 
The guild entered their sketch Holiday Hiccups in the Eleanora Gibbon competi
tion.They didn’t win the All-Ireland but an enjoyable time was had by all.Those 
who showed their acting skills were Lottie McGerty, Alice O’Reilly, Ruby 
Abbott,Tess Reilly and Catriona O’Reilly.

Seminars on drug awareness, community alert and security in the home were 
held.There was a talk about forestry given by Jan Alexander (Markey) of Crann. 
A tree was planted in our honour in Oak Glen.

We helped organise a night in die Corn Mill Theatre. We had sculptor Cohn 
Brennan (thanks to Shaw Trust Grant) speaking on European and Irish Art. This 
was an unusual and enjoyable night. In May 1992 we had the honour of hosting 
the annual federation meeting which was attended by approximately 100 people 
from Co Leitrim. The best attended meeting to date was a medical talk by a 
gynaecologist.

There were some fighter moments too—the night of our wine-making 
demonstration and, of course, sampling.

Debating, photography, health, fitness and homoeopathic medicine were also 
on the agenda. There were interesting and informative talks by members of the 
legal profession; a night with the Credit Union; and a fun occasion learning how
to play whist. The guild also took care of a children’s party at Christmas as well as 
sales of work, fashion shows, dances, and raffles to boost our funds. Charities sup
ported included Our Lady’s Hospital for Sick Children, Crumlin.The Samaritans 
and Gorta. A coffee morning in aid of North West Hospice is an annual event.

Transport was arranged for senior citizensas well as entertainment w'hich was 
provided by local musicians and singers such as Thomas Nesdale, Drunnnshin. 
and Joe Gray, Aughavilla.

From LefitAnne Murray, Helen McManus, Joan 

Lunney, & Rose Donohoe, all members of the 

ICA committee. 1996
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The guild have been fortunate to obtain grants from social welfare: the money procured 
went towards a personal development course, a self-development course and most recently a 
parenting course. Over the years there were official nights out in various local restaurants.

Members regularly attend the federation meetings throughout the county. We have also 
travelled to the RDS crafts fair as many of our members are enthusiastic patchworkers. A sub
group of the guild is a patchwork and quilting group under the tuition of Sheila Doonan. 
Members sometimes travel to monthly workshops in Elphin.

The guilds latest venture is staging a sketch, Green Capers, in the Board Gias competition. 
The budding actresses are Antoinette Gregan, Bernie O’Rourke, Mary McLean and Helen 
McManus.

For 1995-96, the guild officers were as follows:

Opposite Page: Nancy McManus, 

Maura Harte, Gay Maguire, Mrs 

Reilly, Mrs Gray & Ethel Maguire. 

Middle Roue Bea Murray, M Mur

phy, Joan Lockhart, Anna Mary 

Doherty & Katie Connell.

Front Roue Elizabeth McGlynn, 

Rosemary Duignan, Mrs M Cusack 

& Mary Hunt. ICA members 

c.1972.

Left above: back—Mrs Corcoran, 

May McNaboe, Maura McGuckian, 

Rose McManus, Maigarct McManus, 

Rose Donohoe, Sheila Doonan, 

Bernie O’Rourke, Breege Rice,

Ethel Maguire, Bernie Dolan,

Helen McManus, Lottie McGerty & 

Mrs Gregan.

Front: Dr Antoinette Dolan,

Anne Murray, Ruby Abbott,

Joan Lunney & Eileen Fleming.

ICA Alembert 1996.

President:Antoinette Gregan 
Secretary: Ruby Abbott 
Treasurer: Helen McManus
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Above left: back—Ethel Maguire, 
Mary Anne Cosgrove, Una Cusack, 
Dolly Reilly, Anna Cunnion & 
Eileen Duignan.
Middle: Margaret Reilly, Marie 
Curran, Patricia Cunnion, Annie 
Flynn, Elizabeth Morrow &
Paul Kiernan.
Front: Kathleen Rudden, Eileen 
Fleming, Kay Mangan, Adrian 
Fleming & Una Cusack.
A Legion of Mary outing. 1962. 
Above: Peter &Anna B Curran. 
c.1950.
Below: Kathleen Donohoe, Mrs 
Carty & Nan Carty in Errew. 
c.1950.
Left: Rich & Chrisdina Nixon's, 
newly thatched home in Augltavore. 
1996.
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Above: back—-John .Mulligan (inset), 
Mrs Mairead Burke, Dr Toni Burke, 
Tom Farrell, Pauric Reilly,
Fr Oliver Kelly & Pat Masterson. 
Front: Brendan Ward, .Mrs .Marissa 
Young, Dr John Cusack,
Mrs Cusack & Fr Byrne PP at the 
presentation to Dr Cusack on his 
retirement from the medical profes
sion, after 42 years, six o f which he 
spent in Carrigallen. c. 1970’s.
Left: Brian Lenihan. Mrs Clarke, 
Emmet Clarke, Mrs Sheridan & 
Michael Reilly. (Mrs Sheridan & 
Michael Reilly urre local relatives of 
Tom Clarke). Hr the official opening 
o f the Tom Clarke Rooms, 
Carrigallen in 1967.
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FR TERENCE MURRAY 1820- 1 894

FrTerence Murray was born in Drung, Co Cavan, in 1820, son of Hugh Murray and 
Margaret Young. He studied for the priesthood in Carlow (1843-45) and then in 

Chicago (1845-47), In 1847, he was ordained in Chicago.

He returned to Ireland where his appointments included:

1851 CC Drumreilly

1853 cc Drumlanc

1859 CC Lavey

1861 pp Drumreilly Upper & Lower

1867 pp Kildalloti

1877 7th Feb pp Carrigallen

In 1880, three years after he came to Carrigallen, a monster land meeting was held in the 
village for the purpose of publicly inaugurating the local branch of the Irish National 

Land League. Tenant farmers gathered for this demonstration from 
Killeshandra, Arva, Gowna, Dromod, Ballinamuck, Colmcille, Drumreilly,

Cloone, Ballinamore and Aughavas.There were no banners displayed, but some 
contingents were headed with drums and fifes.

Fr Murray was appointed chairman. He addressed the meeting to loud applause. During 
the course of his address he recalled his visit to the US He claimed that the slaves there,

were better treated and better off than the tenant farmer.

He was a grand uncle of Danny Mitchell, Newtowngore.

His death occurred on 2nd January 1894 and he is buried in cemetery. The stone cross 
which marks his grave was originally part of the old belfry.

Raymond Hackett & Michael Reilly
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THE STORY OF 
KILLE G AR

HE LANDS 1 own today, on the eastern fringe of the parish of Carrigallen in the 
townlands of Killegar and Drumergoul, were part of the estate granted by Charles 1 
to Sir James Craig in 1640, which became known as Craigstown. Till then it was 

O’Rourke country. It embraced 4419 statute acres, reaching from the Cavan border at Killegar
to Corrawallen.

The Craigs were a Scottish family and James was among the most powerful of the planters 
who were responsible for colonizing Ireland in the 17th century. In addition to the Leitrim 
estate, he received grants of similar size in three Ulster counties, including Cavan.

Craig ruled his empire from a fortified castle on the outskirts of Killeshandra in the town- 
land of Croghan, at the heart of his Cavan estate, which nrearned Craigstown. There was also 
an O’Rourke castle in the townland of Longfield (then known as Lawchill).The faint traces of 
both these castles are still discernible.

The one in Croghan, called Castlecraig, was among the last strongholds to fall in the Great 
Rebellion of 1641, after a prolonged siege in the course of which Craig perished. His surviv
ing family and supporters were given safe conduct back to Scotland, and could therefore 
return and claim back their estates after Cromwell finally crushed the rebellion in the 1650’s.

However the Craigs’ days in Ireland were numbered.They quarrelled among themselves, fell 
into debt, and in 1734 were declared bankrupt. Craigstown was put up for sale to pay their 
debts, and was purchased by Richard Morgan, a Dublin merchant who had made his money 
in textiles, for £5626 8s 4d, little more than a pound an acre.

I still have the rent-book compiled by Morgan in his own handwriting soon before his 
death in 1751. It lists the frill details of the townlands that comprised "ye Mannour of 
Craigstown”, giving the acreage, rent paid and tenants’ names for each holding, and a frill history 
of the estate. The top annual rent for arable land was five shillings an acre; ‘shrubby pasture’

J
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Above: Jean Fyfe in the garden 

al Killegar where her father was 

gardener, c.1950

Below:Johnny Gallagher and his 

daughter Bridie. 1968

was half-a-crown and ‘bogg’ was sixpence.The total rent amounted to £335 9s Id, equivalent 
to about £15,000 today, giving Morgan a return of six percent on his investment.

The townlands, as spelt by Morgan, comprised Killigar, Drumergoul, Laghine, Aghavore, 
Taghamore.Tuam. Mullaghntore, Currowalleen, Lawchill, Dromnecross, Dromhabrie, Dromly- 
van and Anagh.

Richard Morgan’s only daughter, Mary, married into my family, her husband being the Rev 
Dr William Godley, a landless clergyman who was rector of Mullabrack, Co Armagh. It was 
unlikely that Craigstown would pass to the Godleys because Richard left it to his elder son, 
Richard junior, and he assumed that it would stay in Morgan hands. But Richard junior, 
though twice married, had only one child, Helen, who died in her early teens. Meantime his 
only brother, William, a pupil and disciple ofjohn Wesley and one of the very first Methodists, 
had died tragically in Dublin when he was 20. So the Morgan family came to an end on 
Richard junior’s death in 1784.

It appeared that Craigstown would then pass at once to John Godley, my great-great-great 
grandfather, a lawyer who was Mary Morgan’s eldest son and her father’s ‘right heir’. But his 
will was disputed by his trustees, and no less than 26 years of litigation were to follow before 
we finally established our claim in 1810.

John Godley had died in the meantime and Iris eldest son, John junior, a young Dublin 
merchant, inherited the property. And he promptly decided to build a house at Killegar and 
spend the rest of his life here. It was completed in 1813. He was also responsible for building 
the church, school and school-teacher’s house at Killegar, together with the two gate-lodges 
and eight other cottages in the demesne.

John junior lived to the age of 88, dying in 1863, and was buried in his own churchyard at 
his gates. By then his eldest son, John Robert, was dead, and John Robert’s son, John Arthur, 
my grandfather, was still a schoolboy. John junior therefore provided that his youngest son, 
Archibald, would have a 20-year lease of the house and the home farm, paying the rent to his 
young nephew. It was extended year by year to cover the rest of Uncle Archie’s life, and then 
passed to his only child, my cousin Anna.

John Robert's brother, the Rev James Godley, had been the first incumbent of Killegar 
Church and became rector of Carrigallen. His daughter, Maud, lived her life in the parish, 
ultimately in the village itself, where she died and was buried. Like Anna she never married.

Over this period, the successive Irish Land Acts came into force, which made it progres
sively easier for tenants to buy the land they farmed. They were strenuously resisted by almost 
all landlords, and my grandfather was one of the few to take precisely the opposite position by 
encouraging his tenants to buy. He had been private secretary to Gladstone, the premier 
mainly responsible for the Land Acts, and was now a Gladstonian Liberal.
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The estate had been tenanted except for the home farm 
and some 80 acres of bog in Corrawallen. So, by 1922, these 
were the only lands remaining in Godley hands.

As a result of Archie’s tenancy, my father spent the first half 
of his life entirely in England, where I was born and went to 
school. It was in 1927, when I was six, that my father took his 
family to see for the first time the wild and beautiful property 
that my grandfather had already made over to him.

Over the next 16 years, we spent holidays at Killegar more 
and more frequently. During this time, my venerable cousin 
Anna was always in command, as a now non-paying tenant. 
My father was a guest in his own house until 1936, when he 
came to an agreement with Anna under which she moved 
from the Big House to a smaller one on the estate and he took 
over.

When my father died in 1950,1 was in Australia on my way 
to the celebrations in Christchurch, New Zealand, for the cen
tenary of the foundation by John Robert of the province of 
Canterbury, of which Christchurch is the capital. My father’s 
fortunes had not flourished and he had been forced by cir
cumstances to put Killegar on the market. His intention had 
been to transfer to a flat in London and live out his life there. 
At the time of his death, two identical offers had been made 
for the house and its 42(1 acres: just £8000. The figure seems 
almost incredible today, when that is less than the value of 
eight acres, or of eighty trees, or of a cottage.

I inherited all his Irish property, and the title of Lord Kil- 
bracken bestowed on my grandfather by the Liberal premier. 
Asquith, in 1909, but not a penny in hard cash. The estate was 
losing thousands and, having only my earnings as a young 
journalist, 1 could see no possibility of keeping it in the family.
I gave instructions from Perth that the sale should go ahead.

There’s no doubt it would have been sold if someone had 
come up with a quick ten-grand. The bidders were Arthur 
Ennis, Ballyconnell and Charlie Fletcher, Killeshandra. who 
were both to become good friends of mine.

left: Bertie 117„'(c, Steward at 

Killegar. 1944.

Abate:Johnny Fyfc stir, gardener & 

Alfred Hill, assistant. 1945.

Left: Sean Godley & Christopher 

Godley. 1995.
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COUSIN ANNA
PHOTOGRAPHING KILLEGAR IN THE I89O’S
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Left below: Ethel Humphreys, 

Ralph Spotten, Ttomas Young, 

I'l'illiam Johnston, David Young, 

Edmund Patterson, Peter Young, 

Bettji Gilltooley, Clement 

Humphreys, Jessica and Nigel 

Gilltooley, & Jim Bennett. Some of 

the congregation at Killegar 

Church. 1996.
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Killegar House, photographed by Anna 

Godley. c. 1890’s.
I was making the journey to New Zealand overland as far as possible, and had already cov

ered some 12,000 miles by road between Calais and Calcutta. Now as 1 traversed the deserts 
of Australia from Perth to Sydney in my borrowed Morris Oxford, I decided it was worth try
ing to retain possession, and countermanded my instructions when I reached Sydney, a deci
sion that would utterly change my life. So, when I returned here in April 1951, it was as sole 
owner of Killegar. ,
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JOHN JOE DOLAN

PAT CANON McNIFFE
AN ERA OF ACHIEVEMENT

ANON PATRICK McNIFFE was born in Moneenatieve, Drumkeerin, on 
February 3rd 1901. He was ordained on June 20th 1926 and w’as immediately 
appointed to St Patricks College, Cavan. He succeeded Canon Patrick McCabe as 

parish priest to Carrigallen in April 1953. This was indeed a big change for the priest who,
having commenced his priestly vocation as a teacher in St Patrick’s College, was later to have 
the honour of serving as president of same. He was appointed president in 1937. However the 
challenge of parish work was accepted by Canon McNiffe and the local conmiunity would 
reap the reward.

On looking up the parish records he realised that there were practically no recent mar
riages; hence few new families were being created. The depression had set in, with emigration 
to America widespread since 1948. Rural Ireland had lost its wealth of young people. Carri
gallen had suffered more than most of the surrounding towns and had earned tor itselt the 
name of a ghost town.

Canon McNiffe set himself the task of rejuvenating the parish with three mam objectives— 
the revitalisation of the fairs, the establishment of a community centre and the exploration of 
the possibility of angling tourism.

The local cattle fairs were held on the third Monday of every month. These clashed with 
Edgeworthstown fair on one side and Ballyconnell fair on the other. The larger fairs were in 
Arva, Ballinamore and Mohill, so Carrigallen was used only as a "feeler” with tanners showing 
cattle, but not selling.

Canon McNiffe changed this attitude and with his innovative ideas instilled confidence in 
the parishioners. Fie established a thriving fair-day tradition in Carrigallen, Six new fair-days 
replaced the old. A fair was held once every two months and the first of these was a show fair. 
Prizes were offered for the best cattle in each category. Canon McNiffe was the forerunner
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Fr Pat McNiffe. 1959.

with the idea of having an inventory of the cattle being offered for sale. Each trader in the 
town was in charge of a number of townlands and they each took upon themselves the task of 
finding out exactly what was for sale. The list was compiled ahead of fair day. Canon McNiffe 
then went to the neighbouring fairs and met with the leading cattle dealers. He invited them to 
the local fair and on fair day he ensured through active participation that deals were made. He 
would also send a copy of Old Moore’s Almanac to each dealer reminding them of the fair dates.

The Christmas fair also incorporated a turkey market which boosted the Christmas trade in 
the town. A live pork market was established and this was held every Thursday in John Joe 
Dolan’s yard. Pigs were bought on behalf of Denny’s of Sligo.

The next big task Canon McNiffe undertook was the building of a community centre. A 
suitable site was purchased along Main Street. The site was cleared with voluntary labour. 
Michael Murray RIP of Errew was the contractor and the main hall was opened in October 
1958. The dances were slow to take off as Albert Reynolds, the future taoiseach, had most of 
the good bands under contract. Local youths, however, were very loyal and in time the hall 
stood up to its opposition. Young persons were catered for by setting aside the balcony for 
table tennis and by establishing a badminton court in the main hall.

While a lot of work was carried out in the church by his predecessor, Canon McNiffe con
tinued modernising. The grotto was built in the Marian year 1954. He also instigated the 
rebuilding of Beaghmore National School in 1962.

One section of the community had a special place in Canon McNiffe’s heart. Most morn
ings immediately after Mass, the sick were visited: they received Holy Communion from him 
and he enquired about their well-being. He sought to ensure that they all got the best possible 
care and attention.

During his sojourn in Carrigallen, Fr McNiffe was made Canon in recognition of his pas
toral work and care. In the early sixties he saw the fruits of his labour: Carrigallen had become 
a vibrant and prosperous community. In August 1964, Canon McNiffe was transferred to Bal
linamore. While in Ballinamore he built a new parochial house and also a new infant school. 
He left behind a rich legacy and some of his great friends would recall that Carrigallen’s loss 
was Ballinamore’s gain. Canon McNiffe died in Ballinamore on February 3rd 1973.
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UNA GALLAGHER

MEMORIESOF A FAMILY 
LIFE & CHILDHOOD

1920-1940

Y PARENTS WERE born in 1894. My father, John Joseph Smyth, was born 
in Carrigallen. His parents were general drapers in the village. They lived next 
door to my father’s uncle, John McLoughlin, who was a step-brother of my 

grandfather, Patrick Smyth. John Me Loughlin and his wife Bridget had no family. He died in 
1912 leaving his business and property to my father.

My mother was born in Killeshandra. Her father, Thomas Brady, was born in Carrigallen 

parish in Longfield, and the family owned a small pub and farm there. My grandmother, 
Catherine Brady, was born in Liverpool. Her parents, John and Bridget Davitt, were evicted 

from Co Mayo and travelled across Ireland to Dublin on foot in dreadful conditions. Liverpool 
was the nearest port for emigrants.

My parents were married in 1919 and 1 was the second eldest of nine children. When my 

father took over the business in 1920, it was very extensive: grocery, hardware including some 
furniture and bedding, building materials, iron, timber, cement, coal, leather for making boots 

and shoes and all accessories, nuts, bolts etc. There was a meal and flour store, an egg and but
ter store, a salt store where sides of bacon were also kept, a glass cutting and glazing store,and a 
carpentry shop for repairs, where coffins were made for the undertaking business. In the lower 

yard the hearse and carriages were kept and a stable for horses, which were also used on the 
farm. Cows, pigs, hens and chickens were also kept in this yard.

There was no electricity, so my father installed a generator which was water cooled with 
cells and batteries. This supplied low voltage electricity to the house, grandmother’s house 
next door and the local Gaelic Hall.The two yards were divided by the mill stream, which ran
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Above: Fr Scan Smith, Jack 
Smith, Katie Connell (left) and 
Mrs Smith celebrating Fr Smith’s 
ordination. 1959.

Opposite page .John McLaughlin's 
premises (c. 1900).

from the Town Lake to the corn mill at the other end of the village. Local people used this 

water for domestic washing; there was also a spring well in the back lane for general use. The 

spring well was called the Barrack Well because it was at the back of the old R IC barracks. 
We often walked to Drumsilla where there was a stream of clear spring water in the wood, 

which was cool and pure.
Next door to us was a draper’s shop owned by my grandmother, Nellie Smyth. It was run 

by a Miss Padden,Tom Dorr, and my two aunts Bridie and Eily.

Grandfather Smyth died in 1920. Grandmother was very deaf and used a brass ear-trumpet 
to hear our conversations. One had to speak into this trumpet when she had the earpiece in 
her ear. She was a sweet old lady who rarely worked. She had a dummy maid and Biddy 

Donohoe w ho did all the household chores. We learned to use the dummy signs to converse 
with them and with my grandmother.

Carrigallen was then a village of bachelors and spinsters; there were only about ten families 

of our own age group, and the school roll consisted mainly of rural children. The local indus
tries were two blacksmiths’ forges, two shoemakers, a bakery, a bank and later the Brewsters’ 

garage on the corner, with one petrol hand pump. The nearest railway station was Killeshan- 
dra; goods for shops were collected there by lorry and carts. Once a w'eek a horse van driven 
by Noble Kells brought bread from Belfast, which came on the GNR train to Cavan and then 

to Killeshandra. As children, we were not allowed to eat shop bread, only home-baked 
wheaten and soda bread. On the eve of a fair day, the local bakery brought in trays of large 

currant buns, which sold for a penny each. These, along with Bovril and porter, were the sta
ple diet of a farmer on the fair day.

The main street was full of animaLs and carts with pigs, and stalls with peddlers selling sec

ond hand clothes and trinkets. In the evening, a singer came to the corner and sometimes a 
man playing bagpipes: the only tune the singer seemed to know was Danny Boy. At the same 

corner near Briody’s, James Reilly came from Killeshandra to buy eggs, hens and chickens 
from the farmers’ wives. One could buy a big chicken for l/6d which would feed a family. 
Chicken, stews of beef and mutton and a roast of beef on Sunday was our main menu, bacon 
was very salty.

In 1920 when the Black and Tans were in Ireland, my father and Barney Magee were 

arrested and brought to HM Prisoq in Belfast. They were tried later in Belfast, accused of
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holding firearms by an informer. Later when 
the civil war came, the first civic guards were 
billeted in our house. One evening when my 
mother was coming out of the top bedroom, 
she looked downstairs and saw two young 
men with handguns creeping upstairs to 
shoot the two guards while they were asleep. 
Fortunately, they were forewarned and 
escaped by the back stairs. The civil war 
divided many families and 1 remember years 
afterwards seeing very bloody fights in the 
lower yard which were caused by old bitter
ness.

The local primary school had a principal, 
Master Paddy Maguire, and three women 
teachers. Miss King, Mrs C Dolan and Mrs 
Masterson.

Every summer during school holidays, my 
parents rented a house for a month in Bun
doran, a seaside resort in Co Donegal. There 
was an air of great excitement preparing for 
this excursion. A few days before our depar
ture, the lorry was loaded with food, linen 
and blankets. We piled into the Crossley car 
and made the 60-mile journey along very 
bumpy roads to our destination. The rented 
house was small, situated at the west end of 
Bundoran, this was the rocky side of the 
resort. The beach was across the town. Our 
swimming was mainly done on the west side 
where there were shallow pools when the
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ride receded. We met and played with our Cavan cousins who 

had rented a house there at the same time. It was simple fun 
with no pocket money for sweets or luxuries, but we were 

never bored.

There was usually only one Mass in Carrigallen on Sun
days, but once a month there was a second Mass for people to 

go to Holy Communion. The practice of the time was for 
infrequent reception of Holy Communion. Fr Philip Smith 

was parish priest and Fr Frank Shiels was curate. Mass was 

timed to start at 10.30am but was often late and could go on 
well over an hour. My memory of Mass at that time is the 
smell of camphor and moth balls, as people only wore their 

best coats to Mass. Coats had to be retained for a long time 
and were preserved from moths. Other memories were of 
Mrs McGuinness playing harmonium and Patrick her hus

band and Anna B Smyth singing. At Christmas they had the 
assistance of William Nixon playing hymns on the fiddle. 

Both priests had cars, which were rare in those days. I 
remember an episode when Fr Shiels asked a man to take his 

car down to the lake and wash it: sometime later, there was 
terrible commotion when word came that Fr Shiels’ car was 

submerging in the lake. He rushed out and in anger struck 
the unfortunate man who retaliated with a blow to Fr Shiels’ 

nose. The car was later rescued.
The first mission I can recall was in 1928. Children were 

not allowed to attend the evening ceremonies, but there were 
special devotions for children on Saturday. We had to learn 
new hymns beforehand in school. In later years the mission 

sermons were mainly on company-keeping and how we were 
all going to Hell—not much talk of the love of God and His 

iner^y. My second experience of death was during the mis-
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sion of 1928 when Mr Briody died suddenly. Previous to that Dr O’Reilly died and Pat and I 
went to see him laid out. He was like an old patriarch with a white beard, wearing chamois 
leather gloves with amber coloured buttons. For the funerals Frank Duignan drove the horse- 
drawn hearse. He wore a black sash and a tall black hat with long crepe ribbons at the back. If 
it was a woman or girl who had died, he wore a white sash and white gloves. All doors were 
closed and blinds drawn in the village as the cortege went past. Children’s white coffins wrere 
carried silently to the graveyard with no mourners or religious service.

First communion and confirmation were the big events in our fives. On my First Commu
nion Day, the girl beside me set her veil on fire, as we had to hold hghted candles. My mother 
rushed forward to save us from being engulfed. In those days we had to fast from midnight 
before receiving Holy Communion; as a result it was a common occurrence to see young girls 
faint in church. The old women brought peppermint sweets to Mass which they ate after 
Communion.

The rededication of Carrigallen chapel after major repairs was held in 1933. My mother 
and several ladies organised the catering for the Bishop, priests and guests. The school was 
taken over for two or three days, and there was great excitement. Mr and Mrs McManus, 
Chapel House were sacristans and caretakers.

Social life compared to the present day was quiet. We learned to entertain ourselves with 
family sing-songs and concerts in one of the sheds. Across Main Street were stores and sheds: 
one was the market store where on market and fair days cattle and grain could be weighed on 
a large scales. Next to it was a furniture store where beds, bicycles and chairs were stored prior 
to sale. At one time the Irish army commandeered this store as a soldiers’ billet. At the back of 
this store my father and a few other business people installed a billiard table, which became a 
club for men and boys—no ladies allowed! Later a few people were responsible for setting up 
a tennis court and club. They also cleared one side of the Town Lake and set up a diving 
board. Many children from the village learned to swim there. Badminton was played in St 
Patricks Hall and handball was played in the ball alley.

Carrigallen was visited by very good touring dramatic companies who packed out the local 
hall every night. There were film shows in St Patrick’s Flail: we sat on hard benches but did 
not care as the excitement was great. 1 specially remember King Keiy, The Sinking of the Titanic, 
Sonny Boy and many cowboy films.

Opposite page: standing— Winnie 
Brady (who married Jack Smith), 
Miss Reilly (milliner in Pat Smith’s), 
Unknown, Eily Smith, (sister of Jack 
Smith), unknown, c.1910.
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During World War II, Fr O’Rourke CC was in Carrigallen. he called it “Coip Dung Main 
Street’’ but he really loved Carrigallen. He liked poetry and entered a competition on Radio
A . , . M| I ■ » _
Eireann, which was adjudicated by Austin Clarke, the poet. He believed that he would win the 
competition and his disappointment was so great that I thought he would break up our radio. 
He loved to talk to the Brewster brothers, Adam. Jack and Jim, who owned the garage. They 
were a very intelligent trio, extremely well read, and had no hesitation in stopping all work to 
engage in a discussion on Shakespeare, Dickens or religion and the Bible. Fr O’Rourke called 
them the “Three Musketeers”.

There were many wonderful people and characters in Carrigallen. We were lucky to have a 
grandmother and aunts living next door to us. but the whole village and people were part of 
our extended family and friends, including the priests of the parish.
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1836-1996

RI GINALLY KNOWN as the Meeting House, Carrigallen Presbyterian 

Church was built in the year 1836 on the present site at Kiwy Cross. The site was 

acquired from William Irvine Esq., agent for the owner Rev John Fisher. On this

site, the two storeyed school house had been built in 1835, the church in 1836 and the cottage 

for the school teacher, Mr James Clements. There had been a school in Kiwy prior to this 

also, with Mr Henry Fry as the school master.The two storeyed building had stone steps out

side, leading to the upper room where the younger pupils were taught, the ground floor being 

for the older pupils. The pupils were from various denominations, numbering from 80 to 100. 

There was no other school in the area until 1884 when the Church of Ireland built a school 

at Bredagh to which the pupils were transferred.

The Carrigallen school house was still used in later years as a library and meeting were held 

in it by the ‘Band of Hope’ and Temperance Society, and the church committee, for their 

meetings.

The congregation was organised in 1835 and the first minister was the Rev John Fisher 

(Co Cavan) who was ordained on February 5th 1836. He ministered to a hill church of some 

40-50 families attending from the surrounding districts who formerly had been attending the 

Croghan Presbyterian Church. Rev Fishers Manse was in Drumbrearlis, where he lived from 

1836 to 1860. He suffered ill health and obtained leave to retire on April 3rd. 1860. He died in 

June of that year and is buried in the vault in the front of the church.

The next minister was Rev James Anderson (licentiate of Ards). He was received by the
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Above: Ernie Bothwell with his 
daughter Evelyn, on her wedding day. 
It was the last wedding held in the 
presbyterian church. 26 May 1969. 
Right: Presbyterian church, 
Carrigallen. 1996.

General Assembly in 1858 and ordained in Carrigallen on September 18th 1860. There was a 

new manse built for him beside Carrigallen town on five acres of land donated by a member 

of the congregation, Mr Samuel Faris, a businessman in the town. Mr Anderson lived here 

from 1860 to 1880. He died in an accident at the age of 47 and is buried in Carrigallen grave

yard, with a headstone erected to his memory.

Mr John Brennan (licentiate of Armagh) was ordained in Carrigallen on May 7th, 1889 and 

remained as minister until 1895. He was called to the congregation of Kilkenny and was 

installed there on August 27th 1895.

Mr James McClean (from Tyrone) received a unanimous call to Carrigallen and was 

ordained on January 6th 1906 as minister there and with oversight of the Mission Hall at 

Mohill.When Rev Whitsitt (of Croghan Church) died in 1930, Croghan became united with 

Carrigallen and Belturbet under the Rev McClean’s ministry. As well as looking after these 

three congregations, Rev McClean had responsibility for the oversight of some mission sta

tions at Mohill, Cullies, Newtowngore and a house meeting in Ballinamore. Also, work had 

begun in Ballyconnell in 1897 with a church being erected there in 1911. Rev McClean had 
an Assistant Minsiter to help with afl these expansions at that time.These wide responsibilities
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were carried by Rev McClean until his retirement in 1934, after 29 years of 

ministry at Carrigallen. He received an ‘Illuminated Address’ on his retirement 

from Carrigallen to live in Belfast. He died in 1946 and is buried in Carri

gallen graveyard with his wife who had predeceased him in 1912.

Carrigallen church was then vacant for some time but Sunday Services 

were maintained by Stated Supply Students for the Ministry at 12 noon. The 

Centenary was celebrated in 1936, in November, conducted by the Modera

tor of the General Assembly, Rev Dr. A F Moody, with an overflowing con

gregation including dignitaries from Belfast, and from the Cavan and 

Monaghan Presbyteries. During the vacancy the manse was modernised and 

redecorated with a working kitchen and bathroom added.

In 1935, Drumkeeran was brought into the union with Carrigallen, and in 

the following years Rev William Irwin Steele received a unanimous call to 

the united charge of Carrigallen, Croghan and Drumkeeran. He was ordained 

in Carrigallen and installed to the united charge in September 1936, minister-
Rev G Jean Mackarel ministering to the Carrigallen

ing for 5 years until called to an RAF Chaplaincy during the Second World Congregation titre 1986

War years, from 1939 to 1945.

The Cavan Presbytery appointed the Rev Robert Mcllveen to oversight in 

the congregations during Rev Steele’s absence. In 1946 Rev Steele resigned, 

being called to the congregation of First Derry.

Later in 1946, the Rev Samuel Rutherford Watt accepted the unanimous 

call to the joint congregations of Croghan (Killeshandra), Carrigallen and 

Drumkeeran. He was ordained in Croghan to the charge in 1946, on July 

23rd. I-Ie remained in Carrigallen Manse until 1964, when he was called as 

minister to Clontibret, Co Monaghan. Three years later, he moved to Water

ford and Kilkenny until his retirement in August 1974.

The church at Carrigallen was without a minister for four years then until 

Rev A E Stronge ofRasharkin was installed on January 2nd 1968. He resided 

in the Carrigallen Manse. He retired on December 31st 1979 and died in 

1982. As numbers had declined over the years, Carrigallen was closed in 1980
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along with all the other Mission Stations. A whole new grouping of churches was 

arranged in Co Cavan, so that the triple union of Carrigallen, Croghan & Drumkeeran 

was now amalgamated with Cavan, Bellasis and Ballyjatnesduff in East Cavan. To this 

extensive charge the Rev Jean Mackarel came as minister in 1984. She is the first lady 

minister in the Monaghan Presbytery and covers many miles from East to West Cavan 

and into Leitrim. Under her ministry, the church at Carrigallen is being renovated with 

plans to reopen it soon for a developing ministry with services and children’s events in 

the church. God willing, Carrigallen church will have a future history as well as a past 

history!
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KILLIAN J MITCHELL

PRIESTS FROM
CARRIGALLEN PARISH

AM HAPPY to pen this glimpse of a generous contribution of your parish. It 
does not give the complete story of the sowing of the seed and its nourishment in 
the great religious renewal of the last and present century, whether at home or on 

the mission field. It is nothing more than a guide to the magnificent work of priests who were
the sons of this parish, and does not in any way cover all the many forms of Sisters and Broth
ers, who were born here.

Carrigallen parish claimed my interest for two good reasons. Fr Patrick McGauran PP. who 
built the churches in Drumeela and Carrigallen, erected a headstone to the memory of his 
father and other members of his family just outside the sacristy door of Kilnavart chapel, 
where I was baptised, received my first Communion, was confirmed and served mass. Sec
ondly my mother’s faith was nourished in the Drumeela end of the parish.

As one scans through the records of the ‘Latin School’ of Frs Boylan and Gray, it is obvious 
that the easy access to Moyne Classical School contributed in no small way to preparing 
young men for the seminaries of All Hallows College, Dublin, Carlow, Kilkenny, Kiltegan, 
Maynooth, Thurles, Waterford, Wexford and further afield in Oscott, England, or the USA 
where they were ordained to the priesthood.

1959 saw five young men of the parish ordained to the priesthood, one for the home dio
cese of Kilmore and four for the missions - the Mill Hill missionaries, and English and Ameri
can dioceses. This represents the distribution of priests from the parish ordained over the years 
as about one in five who have laboured in various parishes of Kilmore, Down and Connor, 
and Elphin, and four out of every five who have ministered on the missions abroad.

They contribute to the growth and flowering of the church at home and are to the fore 
among the many Irish priests on the frontiers of the expanding Church, ministering to the 
needs of the people. These missions abroad were principally in the USA, on the east coast—
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Above: Kevin Harte & Ultan 
McGoohan, 2nd year clerical 
students at Maynootli. 1996 
Below left: Fr Francis J McManus. 
c.1965.
Belotv right: Fr Michael McManus, 
c. 1985.
Right: Fr Sean McDermott celebrat
ing his first mass. 1984 
Opposite page: Interior of 
Carrigallen Church, (c. 1920’s)

where Fr John O’Reilly, leading the way, was ministering in Philadelphia as early as 1826— 
with some in the mid-west, the west and the south; in Austrailia, and in New Zealand. Priests 
have ministered, too, in different English and Scottish dioceses: the earliest of whom I have a 
record is Fr Thomas Flynn (1720-98) from Drumleevan who ministered in the English Mid
lands. In this century there are Carrigallen-born priests ministering in Africa, be it in South 
Africa, Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, Sudan or Egypt; and in Peru in South America.

One of the many stories that can be told is this little gem from Fr James F McManus 
(1876-1962) ofBeaghmore from his early missionary days in Wellington, New Zealand.

Out on horseback searching for the lapsed to come to a mission in his parish, he came 
upon an old man, living in a shanty. He invited him with all the encouragement he could.The 
old man’s answer was that he was too long talking straight to ‘his man above’ to bother going 
through anyone else now. But the old man had a question too. He enquired where the priest 
was from and on being told Ireland, he replied.

“I know you are from Ireland but what part of it?”
“Co Leitrim”
“What part of it?”
“You would never have heard of it - Carrigallen”
“You are a son of Mickey Frank McManus and you often picked berries on Pete’s Bbrae. 

I am a son of Pete’s.”.
This son of Pete’s became a very loyal practising member of Fr James’s New Zealand parish.
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CARRIGALLEN

Augliavilla

Michael O’Rourke (1855-99) 

Son of Hugh O’Rourke & 
Elizabeth Magauran.
Ord. 1882 for Kihnore.

Michael Quinn (1863-1935) 

Son ofjohn Quinn &
Mary Clyne.
Ord. 1891 for Maitland.

Beaglibeg

Bernard Connolly ( ’-1903)

Son of Patrick Connolly &
Anne Maguire.
Ord. for La Crosse.

Patrick Connolly (1866-1914)

Son of Michael Connolly &
Mar)' Creegan.
Ord. 1893 for Brooklyn.

Peter Connolly (1861-C.1930)

Son of Eugene (?) Connolly & Anne Maguire. 

Ord. 1885 for Dubuque.

James Flood (1849-1931)

Son ofTerence Flood &
Rose Short.
Ord. 24.6.1878 for Brisbane/

Perth/New Norcia.
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Robert Morrow (1935- ) 

Son of Peter Morrow & 
Mary Anne Gaffney.
Ord. 1959 for Salford 
See article 'Year of the Priest’.

Beaglnnore

Anthony Kerrigan (1955- )

Son of Paul Kerrigan & 
Katie McManus.
Ord. 1978 for Alexandria 

Shreveport.

John Masterson (1878-1920) 

Son of John Masterson & 

Rose Anne O'Reilly.
Ord. 1906 for Perth.

Thomas Masterson

(c. 1874-1902)

Son of James Masterson & 
Anne Flood.
Ord. 1902 for Wellington.

See article ‘Thomas Masterson’.

Patrick Augustine Morrow

(1930-87)

Son of Patrick Morrow & 
Mary McGovern.
Ord. 1955 for Springfield, 
Illinois.

Francis J McManus (1910-67) 

Son of Michael McManus & 
Mary Anne Maguire 
Ord. 1937 for Cape Town

James F McManus (1876-1962) 

Son of Francis McManus & 
Mary Connolly 
Ord. 1903 for Wellington

Matthew McManus

(29.2.1852-1918)

Son of John McManus & 
Mary McDermott. 
Ord.25.6.1882 forWellington.

Michael McManus (1916-89) 

Son of Michael McManus & 
Mary Anne Maguire.
Ord. 1942 for Birmingham.

Bredagh

Patrick F Doyle (1844-93)

Son of Francis Doyle &
Anne Reilly.
Ord. c.1876 for Boston.

John L McDermott (1960- ) 

Son of Laurence McDermott & 
Lucy Sheridan.
Ord. 1984 for Kilmore.

Carrigallen

John Patrick Cosgrove

(1916-1938)

Son of James Cosgrove & 

Margaret Gilhooley.
Died one month before 
ordination.

Noel Ed John Charles (1949- ) 

Son of James Charles &
Eileen Flynn.
Ord. 1973 for Trenton.

Eugene Galligan (1887-1959) 

Son of Peter Galligan &
Sarah O’Reilly.
Ord. 1911 for Ballarat.

James McManus (1925-81)

Son of James McManus & 
Bridget Kiernan.
Ord. 1950 for Birmingham.

James Oliver McTiernan

(1944- )

Son of John McTiernan & 
Mary Maguire.
Ord. 1971 forMAFr

Sean Wm McTiernan

(1936- ) Son ofjohn McTiernan 
and Mary Maguire 

Ord. 1963 for S S P.

John O’Reilly (Fr Alphonsus) 
(1881-1949)

Son of Peter O'Reilly &
Ellen Duffy 
Ord. 1907 forO P.

Patrick Smith (1920-86)

Son of Jack Smith &
Winifred Bardy.
On/. 1947 for CSSp.
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Above: Rev John Patrick 

Cosgrove, deacon. 1937 

Below: Fr James F McManus 

c.1960

Sean Smith (1926-90)

Son of Jack Smith &

Winifred Brady.
Ord. 1959 for Jefferson City.

See article ‘Year of the Priest'.

Corglass

Peter McEntire

(1933-)

Son of James McEntire &

Catherine Sheridan.

Ord. 1962 for CS Sp.
Cornafest

Thomas Masterson
(1874-1942)

Son of Francis Masterson & 
Ellen O’Reilly.
Ord. 1904 for Perth.

Thomas O’Reilly (-)
Son of James O’Reilly and (-) 
Ord. for Kansas (Uncle ofThos 
Masterson).

Cloncoose (Currahopple)

Francis McCaffrey
(1878-1958)
Son of Denis McCaffrey & 
Anne Curran.
Ord. 1903 for Kansas.

Curroghboy

Patrick J Kenny (1902-66) 
Son ofJames Kenny &
Mary Anne O'Hagan.
Ord. 1928 for Detroit

John P McEntire (1901-53)
Son ofThomas McEntire &
Anna Bohan.
Ord. 1927 for Altona

Dnunbrick

Constantine Dolan (1947- ) 
Son of John T Dolan &
Mary K Galligan.
Ord. 1972 for Kilmore

Dnunderglin

John Joseph Glynn (1884-1967) 
Son of Daniel Glynn &
Bridget O’Reilly.
Ord. 1910 for Elphin.

James Francis O’Reilly
(1924-96)
Son of Michael O'Reilly &

Ord. 1949 for Mobile, Alabama.

Dnunhaldry

Francis Kelleher (1943- )
Son of Patrick Kelleher & 
Margaret McIntyre.
Ord. 1967 for Kilmore.

Dnuninure

Daniel McManus (1881-1940) 
Son of Francis McManus & 
Mary McCaffrey.
Ord. 1907 for Kilmore.

Dnunleevan

Thomas Flynn (1720-97)
Son of (-)
Ord. before 1755 for 
English Midlands.

Drumshangore

Kevin O’Rourke (1934- )
Son of Michael O'Rourke & 
Margaret Kiernan.
Ord. 1959 for Mill Hill.

See article ‘Year of the Priest ’

Patrick McNamara
(1880-1948)
Son of Bernard McNamara & 
Mary Fitzpatrick.
Ord. 1907 for Down & 
Connor.

John O’Reilly DD
(1846-98)
Son of Michael O’Reilly & 
Brigid Healy.
Ord. 1887 for Maitland.

Gortermone

John Cooke (1934- )
Son of Francis Cooke & 
Mary O’Neill.
Ord. 1959 for Camden.

See article ‘Year of the Priest'.
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Edward Donohoe (1925-) 
Son of Michael Donohoe & 
Ellen n(e Donohoe.
Ord. 1950 for Sacramento.

James Donohoe (1887-1943) 
Son of Michael Donohoe & 
Mary McNamee.
Ord. 1911 for Rochford.

John Donohoe (1851-82) 
Son of Peter Donohoe & 
Anne Currin.
Ord. for Hartford.

Patrick Donohoe (c.1845-91) 
Son of Peter Donohoe &
Anne Currin.
Ord. c. 1878 for Hartford.

Patrick Donohoe (-)

Son of
Ord. 1891 for St Louis.

Peter Donohoe (1842-1908) 

Son of Andrew Donohoe & 
Anne Masterson.
Ord. 1873 for Kilmore.

Thomas Donohoe ( - )

Ord. 1895 for St Louis, (brother 
of Patrick).

Bernard Doyle (1933-)

Son of Francis Doyle &
Mary Anne Blake.
Ord. 1959 for Kilmore.
See article ‘Year of the Priest’.

Patrick Farrelly (1854-1936) 

Son of Michael Farrelly & 
Mary McCabe.
Ord. 1888 for Providence.

Gerald McCabe (1923-93)

Son ofjohn McCabe & 
Margaret nee McCabe.
Ord. 1947 for St. Andrews & 
Edinburgh.

James McCablc (1913-81)

Son ofjohn McCabe & Mar
garet nee McCabe.
Ord. 1940 for Kilmore.

Patrick McCabe (1856-1904) 

Son ofjohn McCabe &
Jane Redehan.
Ord. 1880 for Providence.

Vincent McCabe (1921- )

Son ofjohn McCabe & 
Margaret (nee) McCabe.
Ord. 1946 for Kilmore/
Los Angeles.

Mullinadara

Patrick J O’Rourke (1908-82) 

Son of Francis O’Rourke & 
Mary Anne Dolan.
Ord. 1938 for Middlesboro.

Matthias O’Rourke (1911-34) 

Son of Francis O’Rourke & 
Mary Anne Dolan 
Died at Carlow College within 

one month of
ordination

Tully

Patrick Crossan

(13.12.1853-1928)

Son ofThomas Crossan &
Rose Kilkenny.
Ord. 1879 for Fort Wayne.

Matthew O’Rourke

(1844-1924)

Son ofjohn O’Rourke & 
Margaret McDermott.
Ord. 1890 for Birmingham.

Townlands Unknown 

John Curran 

Ord. 1730 for Kilmore 
(in Paris)

Hugh McManus 1.1849-81)

Ord. 1873 for Kilmore

John O’Reilly (1802-62)

Ord. 1826 for Philadelphia

John Me Fadden (1834-1861)
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Opposite page top: back—Pauline Morris, Canon J A 

Young, Michael Duignan, Emma Johnson, Ethel 

Maguire, Eileen Fleming, Pat Joe Donohoe (contractor), 

Mary Moynihan, Chris Dowd (architect), Gerard 

Reynolds, TD,

Noreen McManus & Michael Guckian (NWHB).

Front: Elizabeth Mulligan, Dr P Dockery (NWHB), 

Paddy Harte, TD, Dr Antoinette Gregan,

Sr Bridie O’Reilly, social worker, Jim Joe Short &

Pascal McKeon (NWHB). Official opening Carrigallen 

Health Centre. 1986.

Opposite far left: back—Tommy Sheridan, Adrian 

Fleming, Noel Sheridan, Frank Hampton, Sean Sheri

dan, Margaret Reilly, James McTieman, Una McCabe, 

P C McHugh & Eileen Nixon.

Middle: Mary Flynn, Margaret Kiernan, Maureen Kier

nan, Kathleen Rudden, Rita McCabe, Billy McManus, 

Mary Sheridan, Alice Richards, Eileen Duignan,

Maura Nixon & Patricia Cunnion.

Front:Jimmy Lee, Paul Kiernan, Pat Joe McCabe, 

Desmond McTieman, Kenneili Rafferty, Unknown, 

unknown, Tom Reilly, Pee Connolly & John Reilly. 

Sitting:John J McCabe. Carrigallen NS 1951.

Left below: Monica Kiernan winning the '.4na show 

Queen'. 1970.

JOE McCARTIN MEP
Born 1939. Married Anne Clarke. Resides in Mullyaster, Newtowngore. 

Represents the constituency of Connacht/Ulster in the European Parliament 
since 1979. Joint auditor of the Union of Christain Democratic Parties of the 

EU. Member of the European Parliament China delegation.
Former vice-president of the EPP group 1992-1994.

Member of Dail Eireann in 1981,1982-86. Member of Seanad 1973-81. 
Member of Leitrim Co Council 1967-79. Leas-Cathaoirleach of the Seanad. 
Secretary of the Fine gael shadow cabinet 1977-79. Leitrim Man of the Year.
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SEAN MACFHEORAIS

Sean Mac Fheorais, better known to the people of Carrigallen as Sean Bermingham, was born in 1915 in Athy, Co Kildare, 
and graduated from the Christian Brothers Training College, Marino, with distinction.

His first position was as an Irish teacher in Gortermone. He cycled to and from Carrigallen, where he resided in 
McManus’s, Church Street, each day. When Patrick Maguire retired in 1946, he was appointed principal teacher in 

Carrigallen. A few years later, he married Cait, and they set up house in the town.

Sean loved the Irish language and had a profound knowledge of it. It is for his contribution to poetry in the Irish language 
that his name is most widely recalled. Many of his poems display a great love for the beauty' of nature together with an 
ability to convey this sense in a simple yet moving manner to the reader. He had a deep respect for the customs of the 

area-a quality which is conveyed in much of his work. The poem M’Uncail, which is currently on the Leaving Certificate 
course, illustrates this awareness very well.

Perhaps his best known work in Anseo I lar an ghleanna-a poem with which generations of primary school children in fifth 
and sixth classes have become familiar. It recounts the story of the heroic act of an old man who saved the 

life of a young priest by changing into his clothes when the
Redcoats were coming to raid a clandestine Mass during penal times. Many will recall the following verses:

Ta tusa og a athair Sean, Do ghaibli na Sasanaigh Brian Laoi,

Taim Jein I ndeireadh beatha; Is d'imigh saor an sagart;

DEan inalairl Eadaigb liom anois Do chroch siad Brian ar chrann caol, ard

Anseo I lar an ghleanna. Anseo i lar an ghleanna.

After his stint in Carrigallen, Sean accepted a teaching post in Dublin where he taught for many years while continuing to 
compose verse in Irish. He had his work published in many Irish-language periodicals, including Feasta,Ar aghaidli, An I- 

Ultach and Comliar. He published two collections of his poetry: Gearraigh na h-Olche in 1954 and Ltargas in 1964.

Sean Mac Fheorais died in 1984.Ar dheis De go raibh a anam dflis

.Margaret McCabe O’Rourke
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AIDAN HARTE

RESIDENTS &
BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS

EARLY DECADES OF THE 20TH CENTURY

N DRAWING UP this vista of the social fabric of Carrigallen village between 
the years 1900-1920, I am conscious that this must be of necessity a very brief 
sojourn in each house and home we visit. In compiling this insight into Carri

gallen and its character, I do not claim to have covered every eventuality or to have the facts 
in all instances correct but at the same time it should be a fair blueprint for future serious 
historians.

Our journey starts in Main Street with Magee s drapery shop. This business was started by 
Patrick Briody, a native of Mullahoran. Local folklore has it that he came here to sell geese 
and finished up building a little empire. Patrick started a drapery business in this house and 
married Miss Reilly who was a school mistress in Drumbreanlis. He spent a lifetime with the 
county council and at one stage contested a Dail seat for Cumann na nGaedheal. Patricks 
marriage produced one child—a son, John, who joined the Irish Volunteers during the War 
of Independence.

There were always two or three assistants in this shop and one of them. Barney Magee 
from Aughavore, who was in service there from the age of 13, later bought the establishment 
front John Briody in the 1940’s.

The next house was owned by John McLoughlin. A native of Beaghmore, he established 
one of the biggest concerns in the West of Ireland.

This house included a pub, grocery, bakery, hardware, timber department, funeral directors 
and had a staff of four or five assistants and as many yardmen. It is now the property of Peter 
Donohoe. When John McLoughlin died childless in 1912 he left this thriving concern to his 
favourite nephew Jack Smyth.

You will find a detailed history of it in Una Gallagher's article Memories of a Family Life and 
Childhood in Carrigallen 1920-1940.
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Pat Smyth owned the third house—a drapery business and 
shoe shop It employed two or three assistants and members 
of the family. It is now tire residence ofThomas Doonan s 
family and John O’Malley’s butcher shop. Patrick Smyth 
(a half brother to John McLoughlin) had two sons, Jack and 
Alfie, and four girls Eilie, Bridie, Patricia and Kathleen. The 
next house is now used as a store by Paddy McCann.

In the 1950’s it was Parr’s grocery shop. Before that it was 
the property of Matt Rourke from Mullinadara and after 
him John Reynolds, whose grandson Sean Reynolds, Beagh- 
beg, now lives there. In the early 1920’s, it was the property of 
Miss Matthews who sold sweets and fruit. She was originally 
from Kivvy.

The next business was James Smith’s pub and he had a 
family of three boys—John Joe, Jimmy and Pee who all 
remained in Carrigallen and worked at various trades. There 
were four girls—Anna B, Gretta, Kathleen and a young girl 
called Mary Jo. After the death of their father, the boys gave 
up running the pub.

Next door was Brian Connell’s butcher shop. Brian had 
been a baker with John Me Loughlin but he married a girl 
from a prominent butchering family from Killeshandra who 
introduced him to the trade.

The next house was Dr O’ Reilly’s. He came fromTullyvin 
to succeed Dr O’Donohoe (Killahurk). Dr O’Reilly had 
three sons doctors in Arva, Stradone and Tullyvin, where one 
of them, John Joe, became a TD for Cumann na nGaedheal 
in the Free State government.The last O’Reilly in this house 
was simply known as Cissie the Doctor and she died in the 
early 1970’s. It is now the property of Kevin Me Manus.

Next and where Alfie Harte’s car park is we had several 
businesses—all two-storey houses.

First of all John Gilpin had a thriving business as a saddle 
maker and he lived down at the Arva/Killeshandra cross 
where Louis Johnston’s home is now situated. There was also 
a< Maggie Brennan who had a little sweet shop; she was a
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native of Augharan and her relations are still to the good in 
that area. The Nixon brothers lived there—Harry and Willie 
—and their dance band was widely known. Coach builder 
Packie White, a native of Toome, Dunreilly, and his staff of 
expert coach builders worked at the rear of these houses. His 
workmanship was the talk of the country.

After this came Whitneys (the sign still stands over the 
door) now the property of perhaps our oldest citizen, Anna B 
O’Keeffe.The Whitneys were well known throughout Coun
ties Cavan, Longford and Leitrim for the quality of the delph 
that they sold. There were three brothers Jim, John and Willie. 
They conducted their delph trade from Carrigallen and once 
a week in Ballinamore, Longford, Granard, Drumshanbo and 
Mohill.They also supplied all the shops in the three counties 
with delph. With this house there also went a pub, a grocery, 
cars for hire and quite a bit of land. Meals and flour were also 
sold in this very thriving business concern. Later on, Jack 
O’Keeffe inherited this business from his uncle, Jim Whitney. 
Jack married a local girl, Anna B Farrelly front Drumbreanlis.

The next house to Whitney’s was also a pub. It was owned 
by Charlie O’Rourke, Aughavilla. Not only was it a pub but 
it also incorporated a grocery, meals and flour store as well as 
a posting establishment which meant that the public could 
get cars (and before that coaches) to undertake journeys any
where. The house employed a pool of local drivers and you 
had to be a talented jarvey to get a job in this establishment. 
Charlie O’ Rourkes son, James, was later to leave this thriv
ing business to his niece Baby Packenham. During the 1950’s 
it closed as a pub and is now the property' of john and Ann 
O’Malley.

Next door during the 1910’s was the RIC barracks, which 
gives its name to the well just behind it—the Barrack Well.

In 1920, in keeping with British government policy, .ill 
isolated RIC barracks were closed down and withdrawn to 
larger stronger stations, so sealing the fate of the Carrigallen 
barracks. It then belonged to Hugh White and was lived in by

Opposite page above:Jimmy Smyth, Jack O'Keeffe, Pec Smyth &John 

Joe Smyth in O'Keeffe’s pub, c. 1950's.

Opposite below:Joe McHugh senior, James Curran, Mrs McHugh & 

Joe McHugh outside McHugh’s pub in 1982.

Above: Charlie O 'Neill outside his forge where McCann's Centra shop 

now stands. 193 0.
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Eugene Mitchell, Paddy McManus, 

James Kenny & Charlie O'Neill, 

outside O’Neill’s forge. 1930.

his brother Packie until it was sold.The Whites were from Toome, Drumreilly. Hugh sold this 
place to Cissie O’Keeffe (her mother had been a sister of Jim Whitney whom we have men
tioned). Cissie ran a sweetshop here for many years while her brother Jack operated Whitney’s 
business. Cissie left this place to her nephew, a Longford man, Sean McGarry, and he in turn 
sold it to Mrs Eileen Ward, NT.

The house next door is the oldest business establishment in town. A pub, it belonged to 
John O’Reilly. John left this business to his son Eugene who also doubled as a taxi driver.

Eugene, a non drinker, was a very capable jarvey, first with coaches, later with cars; and he 
had a very big trade in the taxi business. Eugene had three sons, Ray, a veterinary surgeon, 
Jack, a doctor, and Padraig who succeeded him as a publican, and two daughters, Nell a doctor 
in Fermanagh and May a teacher.

We now move to Vincent Hoban’s grocery shop. Where the Ulster Bank now stands lived 
Johnny Kiernan, known to all as Johnny the Bard. Reputedly he was well over 100 years 
when he died. He would spend all day singing hymns and praying, whilst his front door 
remained open. Where Vincent now lives, Patrick Briody, the first businessman I mentioned, 
built a house, on a site purchased from a man named McManus. His intention was to build a 
bakery, and compete against John McLoughlin and Michael G Harte who had the bakeries. 
His idea was that the front of the house would be a display unit for the produce of the bakery 
and that he would poach Brian Connell, a baker, away from John McLoughlin and set him up 
in business. However we have already seen how Brian fell in love with the butchering busi
ness.

Vincent Hoban’s father-in-law, Patrick G Tiernan, was a book-keeper with John McLough-
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lin, which was arguably one of the biggest trading concerns in Co Leitrim and he, as a single 
man, decided to rent this house from Patrick Briody and open a shop of his own. Patrick 
Tiernan did very well for himself and his very successful business included sales of timber, 
manures, cement, glass and all items for haysheds. He had one child Lena, who married Vin
cent Hoban, a Galway man who had come to work for Patrick. They bought the property 
from John Briody, a son of Patrick Briody. In the 1910’s and 1920 s Hoban s was the last house 
on that side of the Main Street, as the terrace of six houses built by Alecia McGuinness (nee 
Harte) had not been built in those days.

Further down the Killeshandra road there was the Manse, the residence of the Presbyterian 
minister.

Going further down the road one conies upon two houses built by John McLoughlin. In 
the first lived Master Paddy Maguire, the school teacher, who raised many ripples among his 
students in his efforts to widen their horizons.

In the adjoining house, the Cosgroves had a very thriving shoe-making and repair service. 
In Eileen Wards article, you will find details of their involement in drama.The very last house 
down that Arva Road would have been the curate’s house, now owned by Patrick Mitchel.

Now, start again opposite the first house mentioned, John Briody’s. Right across the street 
was the Market House property of John Me Loughlin. Every Monday was Market Day and 
both the village and Market House were a hive of activity. The same could be said of the fair- 
day on the firstst Monday of every second month.

On market days carts would be drawing farm produce to the Market House from morning 
till night. Every conceivable type of farm produce was purchased by John McLoughlin for 
export to the cities or overseas. Merchandise purchased for McLoughlin’s shop was also stored 
here temporarily for John. He had three or four men drawing full time from Killeshandra and 
sometimes Granard railway stations.

Beside the Market House in the 1910’s and 1920’s was what was called the hut. It was built 
and used by the local company of the Irish Volunteers during the War of Independence as a 
meeting place. It was very much a temporary, collapsible structure.

This site was later bought by Patrick Brennan, Arva, a chemist who built a house and 
opened a chemist shop in Carrigallen for the first time. It is now the property of Mr 
McCloskey, a retired chemist. The Brennans had four children of whom Kathleen is still in 
business in Arva.

Now we come to Joe O’Neill’s forge which some will remember as Pee Smiths’ bicycle 
shop (Paddy McCann’s new Centra Supermarket). Joe O’Neill’s forge was built well back off 
the street as Alecia McGuinness would not allow anything to impede the view from the side 
window of the post office.
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Joe O’Neills forge was big business making loy irons for over a dozen 
counties. O’Neill had no equal when it came to iron work. They made 
ploughs, gates and loys and as the children made their way from school they 
would be regaled by the sound of the bellows and the interminable hammer
ing of iron upon iron as the O’Neills mightily plied their trade. Joe had three 
brothers—Johnny, Charlie and James in Killahurk. The O’Neills go back sev
eral generations in Carrigallen and all were blacksmiths.

After the forge we come to Harte’s post office. At that time the post office 
incorporated a drapery’ and was run by Alecia Me Guinness. Alecia was one of 
the Harte family of Carrigallen. When Michael J Harte died, his brother 
Hugh sent Alecia home from the US to run the post office. She was only nine 
years of age at that time but never went back to school after her arrival in 
Carrigallen. Nevertheless she proved to be a natural genius and a remarkable 
businesswoman.

Alecia’s second husband was a Patrick McGuinness from Manorhainilton 
and in his time the post office did a huge trade as a travel agency. Alecia pro
vided would-be emigrants, and sadly their number was legion, with every
thing they needed for the journey from suitcases and clothes to passports. She 
was succeeded by Tom Lockhart, a native of Sligo, whose son Thomas is the 
postmaster here now.

In the era 1900-1920 the house next door was also owned by the Harte 
family under the management of Michael J Harte who was an uncle of Alecia 
Me Guinness.

This establishment boasted an hotel, a posting establishment where teams 
of horses could be changed for the journey, a bakery, ironmongery, wines, 
spirits, drugs and all types of associated business. With the death of Michael J 
Harte this business quickly found itself in financial difficulties and in the 
1910’s it was bought by the Ulster Bank for its own business use.

With the widespread depression of the 1950’s the Ulster Bank closed their 
premises in Carrigallen, a decision they have since reversed. In 1955 Ben 
Harte, a native of Carrigallen and of the same extended Harte family, bought 
back the business. It is again trading as Harte’s Hotel with Alfie and Ciaran 
Harte in management of a fine building, which in a way is a fitting monu
ment to the late Maura Garvey, Alfie’s deceased wife.

Next to Harte’s Hotel we have Tommy McGuckian’s pub which in 1910 
would have been the property of Michael Donohoe. Michael Donohoe, from
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Dromard, married the owner of this pub, Annie Rawle, who 
inherited it from the Molloys of Killahurk. Annie was born 
and reared in Killahurk.

There were no children of this marriage. After the death of 
Annie, Michael Donohoe married Evelyn Sheridan from 
Drumury who was a nurse and also a sister of Mrs McIntyre, 
the district nurse. There were five children of this second 
marriage: Anna May who married John Joe Dolan, Church 
Street, Michael Joe, Kathleen who married Michael Murphy, 
Ballygad, Eamon who married Mary Maguire of Corlough, 
and Brendan who married a Clare girl.

Next door to Donohoe’s was the homeplace of the 
O’Neills (blacksmith). Many generations of them were born 
and reared there. Jack O’Neill the present occupier can go 
back to his great grandfather, John O’Neill, also a blacksmith. 
Jack has, at the back of Iris house, carefully and lovingly 
restored the old O’Neill forge which stood further down the 
street and is now a Mecca for natives, visitors and historians 
alike. Beside their forge was a store, and here spare parts for 
all types of machinery and farm implements of evert' descrip
tion were sold. In the early part of this century it was big 
business.

Beside O’Neill’s store stood Magarahan’s hotel which was 
very affectionately locally known as the Globe Hotel. Like 
most other residences along Main Street at that time it was 
thatched. It was owned by Johnnie Magarahan but he left the 
running of it to his brother Michael.

The Magarahans were often ‘at odds’ with the Gilchreests 
who owned the forge next door—presumably on the basis 
that food preparation and horse dung didn’t mix. Despite the 
basic accommodation offered by the Globe, many well oft 
people stayed there so that they could be early for all the 
local fairs. On the night before the Ballymagovern cattle fair, 
Main Street would be lined with spring carts as buyers anx
ious to deal first thing in the morning stayed in Magarahan’s 
Hotel.

Opposite page above: Con Dolan’s public house &shop. c. 1910’s 

Opposite below: Christina Hackett & her son, Raymond. 1965. 

Above: Gilchrists—a forge for most of this century. 1996.
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Eamon Donahoe’s public house, 

Main Street (c. 1960's).

Beside the Globe Hotel was Gilchreest’s forge where Phil, Paddy, Alice and Annie lived. 
Their father was a baker in Longford originally from Lavey in Co Cavan. He married Miss 
Rowen from Drumbreanlis, it being the Rowens who first set up in blacksmithing here. The 
Gilchreests were first class blacksmiths and carpenters. They were wheelwrights and cart 
builders of unique talent.

Where the fine new St Patrick’s Community Hall and Cornmill Theatre now stand there 
were buildings housing three families. First was Patrick Kiernan, who farmed in Cornaughy 
and who was renowned as a man good at healing animals in the absence of veterinary medi
cine, and he did not charge for this service. At one stage Tommy Kennedy’s father of the Bat
ter, Kilbracken, owned this land. Patrick had a little shop but all he put in the front window 
were sugar bags in order to let Inland Revenue believe he was on his last legs. In fact behind 
the litde shop he had a store where you could buy almost anything and he was famous for 
selling fish. He was reputed to be a very wealthy man, and it is said he acquired his wealth 
dabbling in stock and shares. His father, Patrick Kiernan The Bard, lived on the opposite side 
as previously mentioned. They were both, Johnny and Patrick, decent men.

Next to Kiernans lived O’Connor, originally from Arva, who dealt in second hand clothes. 
His daughter Katie sold religious goods such as beads and holy pictures at missions in many 
counties. She later returned to Arva. The third man to five in these houses was John Drumm, a 
mill-wright. He travelled the countryside repairing corn mill wheels. Isn’t it apt that the site 
now boasts the Corn Mill Theatre.

That really was the last of the houses on that side of the street during the period 
1900-1920, but the following houses were built since then. A community hall is a bungalow 
which Joe O’Neill built for his sister Mary and is now the property of the Farrelly family of 
Gortermone. After the garage we come to Dr Cusack’s house. Then came Tom O’Reilly’s 
garage. Tom was from Killahurk, served his time in Brewsters Garage and then built a good 
garage of his own.Tom went to England and Ned Maguire, who owned the Erne Bus Service, 
took it over.

It had first been built as a private residence by Johnny Smith of Killahurk, a retired RIC 
policeman, and later Dr Cusack bought it and enlarged it. Next house down was built in 1939 
by Pat Doherty, Aughawillan, for Johnny Gallagher, who worked in Jack Smith’s. After this 
came Packie Cosgrove’s who was a shoemaker in Church Street.

Next house was owned by Tom Shannon—a first class cooper who made tubs for butter, 
churns and barrels for sundry purposes. Tom left this house to Jack Smyth, who sold it to 
Michael Leonard.The Leonard family, now chiefly based in Northern Ireland, use it as a fam
ily home.

Leaving Main Street, to what is," according to the ordinance survey map, the only house in
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Carrigallen. Every other house is either in Bredagh or Clooncorick. Terry 
Lynch, a native of Ballymagovern, started a bar and grocery here and he mar
ried Elizabeth Donohoe.

Pat came to work here for Mrs Terry, as she was known, in 1939 and he 
purchased lock, stock, and barrel from her in March/April 1957. Pat married 
Clara Greene, Drumcannon, who died in 1986.

What is now known as the Mohill Road was previously referred to as the 
Scordan Road. The first house we meet is the present residence of Sean 
McManus, which was built by Elizabeth Grace of Limerick for her retirement 
although she never lived there.

Next was the house and small shop of Annie Masterson who sold on a 
small scale such items as tea, sugar and tobaco. Annie Masterson was a sister of 
Charles Sheridan, Calloughs. Her other brother Thomas Sheridan lived in the 
present John Joe Dolan’s.

Annies first husband was Kiernan from Coracreeny and they had three 
children, Bridget, who was to marry into the business establishment of James 
Francis McManus, Church Street, Elizabeth who went to work in Limerick, 
and Mary who emigrated to the USA.

The above mentioned Bridget was the mother of Sean McManus.
Next door to Annie’s was the McManus timber business. The McManus 

family were highly skilled tradespeople in the timber business and originated 
in Drumbreanlis.

Jimmy first set up in business on the site where Sean McManus now lives 
and was later to move up the road to what it is now widely known as 
McManus and Gormley Joinery. Jimmy actually built the present building 
over and around a smaller one and he then dismanded the smaller one. These 
people did a big business in church furniture in both Ireland and England.

Next to the joinery there are three houses built in more recent times by 
Francie McGovern, Ballinamore. In the first house (now Maisie Brady’s) Mrs 
Peter Harte of Calloughs had a small drapery and newspaper shop. In the 
middle house Jack McTiernan carried on an extensive drapery business, hi 
the third house was Jimmy Joe Charles from Aughavas, a tailor who married 
Eileen Flynn. They lived there before moving to Milltown. It was then that 
Joe McHugh the postman came to live there. McHugh sold papers and a 
wide variety of goods.

Just across the road from Jerome Maguire there were two houses built by

Hfcow: Main Street Carrigallen. Note the thatched 

roof of the Globe Hotel on the left. c. 1920.

Below: Hliitney’s shop. e. 1920.
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Rosemary Connell & Mary 

Lockhart. Outside of Parr’s shop. 

1958.

Edward Lynch, a builder, who lived in one of them Tom McIntyre, a tradesman, lived in the 
other.

The next house on that side of the road was the residence of Willie Francis, a clerk of the 
petty sessions, who had a fine period thatched house with an orchard.

Across the street from Annies lived a chap called Jimmy Noble, a saddler from Gortermone. 
His small abode is now the car park to a private bungalow beside Patsy McCanns 
garage/store.

Next to Noble’s was a property owned by Terry Lynch, winch is now a store owned by Pat 
Masterson. It was at that time the court house for the petty assizes and was frill every fortnight 
with solicitors and RIC men.

Next to this was a garden owned by Annie Masterson where McManus and Gormley now 
stack their timber. She also had a cow byre there as she owned land out the Scordan Road.

After this, we have recently established residences—Maura Cusack, Gerry Mulligan, Martin 
Kiernan, Jerome Maguire, followed by the extensive vocational school built in the 1950’s.

Having dealt with the Main Street and the Scordan Road, we take a brief look at the 
Chapel Road. A garden, now owned by Peter Donohue, originally had out-buildings owned 
by John McLoughlin. Two new bungalows are situated nearby, owned by Jackie and Seamus 
McManus, followed by the priest’s house. On the opposite side, there is the old National 
School built in 1916. Beside it stands the Gaelic Hall which was built in 1926.

Nearby and in more recent times Francie Murray’s house was built. Brewster’s house stands 
on the site of the old fair green. We move down past the barracks, and past the abandoned 
workshop of Lily and Maggie Arnold, dressmakers, to Pat Magee’s garage, once the coal house 
for John McLoughlin’s thriving business. Turning into Church Street we first encounter the 
homestead of Felix Maguire, blacksmith.

The house is still there but is now a store for Pat Masterson’s bar and grocery. Felix had the 
name of being a cow doctor or the nearest veterinary surgeon.

Next door is Hackett’s which in my time was the property of James Francis and Bridget 
McManus. Brigid was a daughter of Annie Sheridan and Michael Kiernan who lived on the 
Scordan Road (as previously mentioned) and after she married James Francis she started a lit
tle shop which grew into a big business.The Department of Agriculture graded eggs there for 
export. She had a travelling shop which for years was operated by her son-in-law Michael 
Hackett and John Joe Rudden.

Our next call is to McDermott’s, once a Garda Siochana station and way back in the nine
teenth century rented by a Catholic priest, Fr D Reilly. Dr Donohoe had a dispensary every 
day for many years and was succeeded by Cissie Reilly’s father, Dr O’Reilly. Larry McDermott 
later bought this house from Mrs McGuinness after his marriage to Lucy Sheridan, Killahurk.
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Main Street, Carrigallen. 1920's

Next door there were three or four very small houses built, on the site of Brendan Hunt’s 
house. The first was Pat Gilhooley who was a jarvey for Whitneys, Main Street, the next was Pat 
O’Rourke a shoe-maker, next Josie Smith, tailor, and uncle of the late Jimmy. John Joe and Pee 
Smith. Next was Tommy Adams a butcher who wouldn’t be in business today: he killed a few 
cows in the kitchen for Christmas.

The adjoining house was Jack McIntyre. Jack drew provisions from Killeshandra railway sta
tion for Jack Smyth’s business on the Main Street

Beside McIntyre lived Francis McManus, carpenter and grand uncle to Jack McManus, a 
decent man with a thriving business. He built all the haysheds in the countryside and many are 
still standing to this day. Together with his brother Willie, they formed a team of great tradesmen.

We move to the home of Henry McGee, native of Arva and ex-British Army 1914-1918. He 
was a sergeant in the Medical Corp and, when refrised entry again for die 1939-1945 war, he 
was highly annoyed. He did the post from Carrigallen to Corrawallen but when the Free State 
came into being, he lost his position. He had a great ceilidh house and had great yarns ot war, 
hunger and misery.

There was no hunger in the next house: it was Cunnion’s bakery and it supplied the town 
with bread and buns. It was managed by Michael and Barney.
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ylfcove.' Main Street (looking towards 

Church Street), c.1908.

Opposite page above: Main Street, 

c. 1960’s.
Opposite below: Main Street, c. 1969.

Kilronans, the nailers, lived where Sean and Patricia Ledwith live today. Kilronans made 
nails for the country and the forge stood in the walled enclosure above Nurse McIntyre’s resi
dence, now the property’ of John Joe Dolan. Finally, we come to Michael Leonard who had a 
little shop and a travelling shop. He later went to work forTiernans, Main St., operating their 
travelling shop. His daughter Annie lived out her years in Carrigallen.

The first house on the opposite side of Church St. is John Joe Dolan’s. A long thatched 
public house, it was owned by a widow, Mrs Reilly.

Tom Sheridan of Calloughs married the same Mrs Reilly. Sometime after the death of Mrs 
Reilly, Tom Sheridan married Eliza Quinn of Garadice PO. Tom Sheridan died and in due 
course Eliza Quinn was to marry Con Dolan who had come here from Kildallen to serve 
time in Pat Smyth’s drapery establishment in Main St. Eliza Quinn died and after some years, 
Con married Miss Roseanne O’Reilly, a teacher in Carrigallen NS (both the old one in the 
Church grounds and the new one opened in 1916) and of this union a son was born, John Joe 
Dolan ofTully, Carrigallen, and Leitrim GAA fame.

Reluctantly we leave the only pub in Church St. Next door was Johnny Cosgrove shoe
maker. This was a powerful ceilidh house and they had the reputation of being the best at
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their trade. Johnny Cosgrove had a powerful interest in things Carrigallen but 
in particular the drama and the choir. One of his sons, Packie, together with 
Peter Harte, Calloughs, were interned in Ballykinlar camp for the duration of 
the War of Independence.

Next door was the home of Joe Mullen, member of the RIC Carrigallen 
until they were evacuated to Ballinamore at the height of the troubles. Joe 
Mullen was later to die in Roscommon.

Next door to Mullen’s lived P Gallagher, Johnny Gallaghers father, who 
was a process server. Johnny enjoyed speculating in property and he eventually 
finished up in Co Meath.

Next was the home of Peter Dolan, brother of Con Dolan, who was the 
proprietor of the “classiest hotel in the town”. This hotel catered for the 
teachers, bank clerks and commercial travellers. Peter had retired on pension 
from the English police and bought this property from the Kiernans who had 
been tailors. The next property to Dolan’s is walled in and, as already men
tioned, was the factory forge for Kilronans, the nailers.

Above this property was the home of John Tuite. John was a watch maker 
when he put his mind to it, which wasn’t often, and was quite content to let 
his sisters hold the reins as it were. One of his sisters worked in Terry Lynch’s 
and was later set up in employment by the Godleys in Buckingham Palace. 
He played the violin with the choir and Alecia McGuinness at Sunday Mass.

Next house was O’Neills—both mother and daughter were dressmakers. 
After some years the daughter, Kathleen, married Pat Sheridan, Cloughla, and 
they emigrated to the USA. Finally into Jimmy Hetherton’s, a shoemaker and 
an extremely hardworking man. He took conacre and was up at the dawn. 
Jimmy, a Longford man, had a son who left for the USA and a daughter who 
married Johnny O’Rourke of Mullinadara.

This completes my tour of the residents and business establishments of 
Carrigallen in the period 1900-1920. It would not have been possible but for 
the invaluable memories of two of our most senior natives, Jim Kiernan, Kil
lahurk, and Mrs Anna B Fitzpatrick, Killeshandra (formerly Sheridan Cal
loughs); and also of John Joe Dolan, Jack O’Neill, and Jack McManus. They 
gave of their time and memories in a proud and loving manner. My sincere 
thanks to all five.
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FR THOMAS MASTERSON
1874-1902

Above: Fr Thomas Masterson. 1902. 

Right: Kitty, Janies & May 

Masterson (c. 1950's), who erected 

the memorial to Fr Thomas in 

Carrigallen Church.

Below:James, Peter & Damien 

Masterson. 1 Oth generation in 

Beaghmore. c. 1994.

Fr Thomas was born in Beaghmore in 1874, son of 
James Masterson and Ann (Flood).

His education started at Beaghmore NS and continued 
at the Latin School, Moyne. He walked there 

each day.cross-country via the Beaghmore 
river to Ballyduffy.

His studies continued at St Patricks College,Thurles, 
and he was ordained in the Cathedral there by the 

Most Rev Thomas Farrelly,
Co-Adjutor Bishop of Cashel on June 22nd 1902 for 
the Diocese ofWellington, New Zealand.He was trav

elling there by ship when he took ill and died on 
October 19th the same year.

He was buried at sea. With him when he died was 
Fr Edward Duffy, Dernacrannagh, who was

ordained with him.

A plaque is erected in St Mary’s Chapel to his
memory by his nieces and nephews. Thomas Masterson

mi
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Above left: back—Kevin Mitchell, Catriona O’Kelly, 

Jacqueline Gilhooley, Molly Bradley, Kathleen 

Minina, Declan Gilhooley.

Front: Marie McCartin, JohnJ Guckian (Leitrim 

Civil Defence), Anne McCartin & Mary Kate 

Kiernan. Leitrim Civil Defence, Drumeela. c.1985. 

Left: Dan Moynihan, Cecil Hill, Rita Reynolds, 

Michael O’Rourke, Christy Minina & Sean 

Donnelly. FAS workers at Corn Mill theatre. 1996. 

Below: Back—Karen McManus, Colin McGovern, 

Grainne McCaffrey, Edcl Prior & Colin Connelly. 

Middle: Stacey Kells, Carol Deane, Danika 

McManus & Brendan Connolly.

Front: Sean McKiernan, Emma Connelly & Sinead 

Baxter. Drumeela altar servers until Monsignor 

J A Young 1996.
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SPUDS-NOT GREAT!
The following incident relates to a Mary 
Hetherton who lived in Beaghniore and

had a remarkable gift of using words.

It was potato digging time and the word 
was that the crop that year wasn’t great. 
Some card players arrived at Hetherton’s

and one of the first topics raised was 
the Spuds. Mary said her men were 

digging and she was asked what the
potatoes were like. She said:

They are scabby, scrappy and small, 
and some places, none at all.

They are hard to dig, hard to pick, 
hard to wash, and hard to boil.
And when you have them boilt

you can’t ate them.

Joe Doonan

THE FAMINE ROAD 
THAT NEVER WAS

The road north from Carigallen to Ballinamore and Mohill divides at what 
is called the Finger Board at Calloughs.The Ballinamore road continues on 
straight but the road to Mohill swings sharply left. An elbow bend on the 
Mohill road prompted the Bord ofWorks in 1846-47, when searching for 
relief works, to make a direct route to Mohill, emerging at Meiltron. As a 

feasible project, it seemed reasonable enough—much more so than some of 
the schemes attempted then. There were some boggy spots and a sharp rise 
near the other side. However the project never got that far. First, the work
force was already debilitated after a second year of hunger and in no fit state 
to work. Second, the horrific rules (which lasted even up to our own times 
under native rule) insisted that men worked for four weeks without pay. It 
was probably meant as a deterrent against any infringement of rules. The 

two weeks pay due could always be forfeit.

The work commenced. The new road was supposed to connect up with 
the existing road near the lake-shore. A straight stretch was mapped out from 
Lockharts land across to Kellehers at Mullinadara.The topsoil was removed

to form two roadside ditches each side, probably to be later planted with 
whitethorns.There were two crews apparently, as evidence of this work can 
be seen in two locations. But the inevitable horrible result came.The men
collapsed and died of hunger. It is not known how many died exactly or 
whether the project was aborted because of this. Probably the money ran 

out. Many of these projects were not properly costed, and their abrupt cessa
tion did not bother the powers that be.

Samuel Rosemond, Calloughs, was a young boy then. He witnessed the men 
dying on the job. He lived close to the location. He told his son George. 

George died in the nineteen seventies at a very advanced age. Samuel Rose
mond had no reason to tell a gruesome story to his children, were it not 

true. George had no reason either to tell me and his daughter Maud, who is 
part of our community and lives in the old homestead, a gruesome tale 
were it not true. So we have a direct link through the 150 years to those 

ghastly times. Two sets of twin scraw ditches, leading nowhere, keep lonely 
vigil over the road that never was.

Michael S Duignan
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DR MATTHEW CUSACK z

OCTOR MATTHEW CUSACK was born in the townland of Clifferna, 
Stradone, Co Cavan, in the last decade of the last century. He entered the College of 
Surgeons in 1920. The War of Independence was at its height at that time; young 

Matthew was intensely Republican so he joined the Volunteer Corps of the College. This was a
secret corps unknown to the college authorities, whose sympathies would have been with the 
British.The punishment for being found on the rebels’ side was instant expulsion. He was in the 
same digs as Countess Markievicz, the 1916 leader, and he could regale an attentive audience 
with many stories. Some of them humourous, about that indomitable lady. Shewas born Con
stance Gore, being a member of the Gore family who owned much land in Carrigallen parish.

On qualifying with distinction in 1926, the young doctor set up in private practice in 
Bailieborough. He married Una Me Kenna from Mullagh. A dispensary' appointment became 
vacant in Carrigallen in 1939, and he applied for it and was successful. So the Cusacks and their 
young family arrived and set up housekeeping in a rented home. Later they bought a bungalow 
next door, which they converted to a fine two-storey building with surgery attached.

The doctor was the epitome of the dedicated general practitioner—not just a six-day-week 
man. He was on call seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Many houses were inaccessible to cars at 
that time, and he often had to carry two cases of equipment through passes or fields to deliver a 
baby by the light of an oil lamp or candle. Most births took place at home then. He knew all his 
patients, most of them by their first names; he had brought many of them into the world and 
watched them grow up. Many things in those distant days left much to be desired. Dr Cusack 
was to the fore in trying to improve them.

He constantly campaigned for a better water-supply and sewerage. Improved sewerage came 
eventually in the mid-forties, but the new dispensary' for which the County' Council had 
bought a site, never materialised, until the Health Board built the new health centre. Dr Cusack

Dr Matt Cusack and his son 
Dr Lontan Cusack, c. 1980's.
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THE BEGGARS’ BANK

There is a very high rise in a field belong

ing to the Kiernan family, Kivey, just inside 

the road leading to Killeshandra-Arva. The 

same rise existed opposite before it was 

removed to build the Jet Wash factory. It 

appears that the road was built through a 

cutting in a small drumlin. The bank in 

Kiernans' field is known as the Beggars’ 

Bank.Tradition has it that famine victims 

collected there in the hope of receiving 

food or other alms from the people in the 

village or passers-by. Were they motivated 

by the proximity of the Big house in 

Clooncorrick, or by the squireen in 

Drumsilla —Not likely!

The class that brought about the social and 

economic state of Ireland in the famine 

years were not noted for generosity. We do 

not know how many died in those times, 

or where they were buried.There is no 

common grave to be seen. It is slim conso

lation to know that there were places much 

worse hit by starvation, fever, evictions and 

emigration than Carrigallen.

Michael S Duignan

campaigned tirelessly for the ESB to power the area, which came partially in 
1947. Everything that was of benefit to the peoples welfare became an issue 
with him. He trained a Red Cross team of local ladies during the war years, and 
he campaigned with Fr McNiffe, Tom McGerty and others for the resumption 
of the monthly fairs. He was also active in getting the new parish hall erected. 
Again, he was in on the first tourist promotion in the fifties. There was an active 
guild of Munitir na Tire and he was a frequent debater at most meetings.

Dr Cusack suffered two serious illnesses in the sixties, but with his typical 
courage he recovered and continued his work as before. All of the family had 
moved away at tins time except, Matt, and the doctor decided to retire to 
Dublin because many of his family lived there. He did so, with Mrs Cusack, in 
1970. That gracious lady sadly died the year after. Matt’s business necessitated 
his moving to Galway, so the doctor moved to a house near him. Again we see 
the veteran healer doing locum in such places as Headford, Athenry and Clare- 
morris. Matt then moved to Dublin and the doctor took a house near him. 
Later, he lived in his own apartment in the house of his daughter, Brona Coffey, 
in Ballsbridge.

We can visualise Dr Cusack, not a big man, immaculately dressed, usually 
soft-spoken, but very outspoken when roused. He had very abstemious habits 
and was deeply religious but with no ostentation. He was also extremely well 
read, and was a great wit and raconteur. Dr Cusack really had no hobbies: his 
family and his work, and his beautiful house and grounds, absorbed all his days. 
He often got no summer break, for locum doctors were very scarce then. Some 
promised but never turned up and the doctor had to carry on.

The Cusacks had five sons and three daughters. Two of his sons followed 
their fathers profession, the eldest, Loman, and the youngest, Barry. His daugh
ter, Mella, was the local chemist.

Dr Cusack was not just the family doctor. He was a good neighbour in the 
real meaning of the word and a great friend to all. He did not suffer fools gladly 
but he could take a joke even against himself, and he certainly could tell a joke. 
For most of the years after he retired, he visited Carrigallen with one or more 
of the family and some of his grandchildren. He loved to chat to all and sundry, 
and he was loved in turn. It was tragic that his life should be ended at an 
advanced age by a stupid street accident on his way to evening Mass, faithful to 
the end.
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MICHAEL WHELAN

JAMES CLARKE
CARRIGALLEN BACKGROUND

u Tom Clarke secured his release from 

prison in rime to be one of the 

martyred leaders of the Uprising in 

1916 after signing the Proclamation 

and being wounded in action during 

the defence of the GPO.

NTIL THE OPENING of the Tom Clarke Rooms in 1967, few people con
nected Tom Clarke with Carrigallen. True, he never set foot here or for that matter 
in any part of Leitrim. But this district of low flat-backed hills which divide the 

ancient lands of the two Breifnes can lay claim to his father, James, who was born and reared 
in the shadow of the little village.

Not only Carrigallen but all Leitrim feels proud to have supplied the name and sent forth 
the man who fathered the great Irish patriot. James was born and reared in the picturesque 
townland of Errew, parish of Carrigallen, in 1829. From the records available we know that his 
father, also James, shared the small farm of four acres there with his brother, Owen, in 1834. 
The family then, as in later years, was also known by the name Clerkin and at this time 
belonged to the then established church.

Then came the black years of 1847 and the famine horrors which sent young James Clarke, 
then 17 years of age, and many other youths like him, scurrying to any exit that led to sur
vival. Without money for his passage to America, the only port in the storm for him was the 
British army. On September 1st 1847 he joined the Royal Artillery, in whose ranks he was to 
endure for many years the hardships and privations that were then the lot of the Irish soldier 
of fortune in the service of an Empire whose far flung had a continual crop of trouble-spots.

In 1854 he was in the Crimea, fought at the battles of Alma and Inkerman, and took part in 
the siege of Sebastopol. In this madcap enterprise, a mere matter of prestige for Britain, the 
English soldiers, ill-clad and ill-provisioned for the rigours of a Russian winter, perished in 
thousands from frostbite and cholera. However, James Clarke survived the ordeal and returned 
in 1856 to barracks in Clonmel where he was soon promoted to the rank of bombardier.

On May 21sf 1857, James Clarke married Mary Palmer of Clogheen, Tipperary. She was a 
Roman Catholic and her father, Michael Palmer, worked at the local Bridewell jail. The marriage
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was what is known as a mixed marriage, for James Clarke was 
a devoted Protestant and remained so during his life. Mrs 
Kathleen Clarke has recently testified that James Clarke 
‘would now be what is known as Church of Ireland and was 
a devout member, going to church every Sunday’. Mother 
Benignus of the Convent of Mercy, Dungannon, Co Tyrone, 
daughter of Billy Kelly, lifelong friend and school companion 
ofTom Clarke, has given the similiar testimony.

However in the following year, 1858, when their first 
child, Thomas James Clarke, the future Irish revolutionary, 
was born at Hurst Park in the Isle of Wight on March 11th, 
he was in deference to his mothers wishes baptised a 
Catholic

In April 1859, the Clarke family left for South Africa 
where James served at various military bases in Natal and the 
surrounding territories for six years. Here young Tom began 
school and a second child, Maria Jane, was born. Here, too, 
James continued to climb the ranks to corporal and battery 
sergeant in quick succession. It is a striking tribute to his high 
intelligence and aptitude for learning that from a raw coun
try lad in a poverty-stricken, education-lacking rural envi
ronment he rose to the high position that led to his being 
granted, in 1865, an easier and more secure post. He was pro
moted to sergeant of the Ulster Militia with headquarters at 
Charlemont Castle, Co Tyrone. In the nearby historic town 
of Dungannon, the Clarke family settled down in a house 
near St Patrick’s Chapel. Here a third child, Hanna Palmer, 
was born in August 1868, and a fourth, Alfie Edward, in May 
1870.

Here, too, young Tom continued his education, attending 
St Patrick’s National School where he was taught by Francis 
Daly and later by Cornelius Collins. The rich Celtic atmos
phere of the O’Neill country gradually caught the mind of 
this apt young scholar and his education-conscious parents 
saw to it that he received all the education then available. He 
proved such a brilliant pupil that having reached the age of
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16 years, he was made an assistant teacher under the old monitorship system, a post he held 
until he left for the USA in 1881.

James Clarke, despite his more comfortable and secure position in his own country, did not 
serve the British Empire for many more years. In 1869 he claimed and was granted his dis
charge at the of 39 years, having served 22 years in the army. And so this native son of Carri
gallen, driven to soldiering by dire necessity, made his exit from the imperial service.

Tom Clarke left his father’s house for the USA in October 1881. He was accompanied by 
his companion, Billy Kelly. Both had already been active in the re-organised IRB secret soci
ety in Dungannon and it is therefore only natural that on arrival in New York they became 
enrolled in the Clan na nGael. Tom’s subsequent Fenian activities with Clan na nGael, his mis
sion to England under the assumed name of Henry Hammond Wilson, and his arrest and 
imprisonment for life in June 1883, were for many years unknown to his family in Dungan
non.Tom never saw his father alive again, because he had less than half his sentence completed 
when this honest, upright and kindly man passed away in Dublin to where he had moved 
with his wife and daughter, Hanna, in the later years of his life.

What greater tribute can we finally pay to two noble parents, James Clarke from Carri
gallen and his Tipperary-born wife, than to quote from a letter Tom Clarke wrote from prison 
to an old pal named Paddy Jordan in Dungannon:‘Here we are in 1893 with the first half of 
January gone. Time goes rapidly enough for you, I dare say; for me it creeps slowly enough, 
dear knows. By April 3rd I shall have been in prison 10 years, almost a third of my lifetime. 
Can you realise what this means? Ah no, Paddy, you cannot. No one can understand all the 
hardships, but you can realise that I do know that notwithstanding it all I am from the heart’s 
core to the fingertips Irish. Always proudly Irish as in the old days. That though my clothing 
from the top of my cap to the bottom of my boots be marked with the Government’s broad 
arrow, what does it matter when I know within myself, thank God, that there is no broad 
arrow, not even a suspicion of a broad arrow stamp, on this Celtic heart of mine'.

4

Opposite page:James Clarke c.1850’s 

Above:James Clarke, father of Tom. 

c. 1880's.
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FOLEY’S RETURN

In the townland of Cornaughy lived a family named Foley. I still remember the last of the 

family, but the subject of this story is one member, Hugh, who lived about 1830.This man 

Hugh Foley specialised in obliging his neighbours.

In order to get to Mass, which at that time was held in Mullinadara Church, people had to 

cross a ford which was close to Hugh’s house.This ford allowed water to flow under the road. 

But during winter, heavy rain often caused a build up of water resulting in a deep pool which 

could only be crossed with the use of large stones known as stepping stones.

Midnight Mass was always said in Mullinadara.The already mentioned Hugh always obliged 

the Mass goers by helping them across the pool. However after Christmas one year, Hugh 

decided to emigrate to England in search of work. He got employed on a construction site 

w'here another Hugh Foley also worked with the same gang. Shortly afterwards an accident 

happened on the site and a Hugh Foley was killed.The local Foley family got word of the 

accident and thought it was their son Hugh who died.

A year passed and Christmas came again. However, unknown to the locals, Hugh decided to 

come home to Cornaughy for Christmas—for it was the other Hugh Foley who 

was killed in England.

Before Midnight Mass he went to the pool, where water levels was never as high.The old 

ladies started to arrive.They remembered Hugh and prayed for his guidance in getting them 

safely across. At that he shouted‘I am here to help’.They thought it was Hugh's ghost. 

There was panic and some of them fainted. Hugh’s job that night was to 

stop them from drowning

Peter O'Rourke
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THE EVICTION OF 
MICHAEL CURNEEN

c
/f

ARRIGALLEN, CLOUGHLA, Drumsillagh and Kilbracken were promi
nent in national and local newspaper correspondence in the autumn and winter of 
1851 and the early part of 1852 as the result of the eviction of 80-year-old Michael 

Curneen. I have not been able to identify the exact location of the eviction but some of the 
major figures in the resulting controversy lived for a time at least in the parish of Carrigallen.

In so far as was possible I decided to let the characters tell the story in their own words as 
reported in the news and letter columns of the Anglo-Celt of the time.

The drama opens at the Petty Sessions in Killeshandra Courthouse on September 25th 
1851 before three magistrates, P Thornton J P, Robert Clifford J P, and J McCullagh, resident 
magistrate. William Armitage Moore of Cavan and his driver Thomas Reilly appeared to 
answer a complaint of Michael Curneen, a feeble old man, for having set fire to and burned 
his house on September 16th and for assaulting him at the same time and place. Curneen 
swore that Mr Moore, Thomas Reilly and two others whom he did not know came to his 
house. Mr Moore with a gun in his hand gave him half an hour to remove the furniture. He 
was in the act of loosening a crook out of the chimney when the house was set on fire out
side. He escaped out. On Moore’s instruction, Reilly drove him forcibly from the house and 
land where he had lived for 55 years to an adjoining lake, where Moore sat in one of the 
chairs that had been thrown out on the strand and ordered Reilly to put Curneen into a cot 
which lay near the shore heavily laden with the furniture and sticks. Reilly pushed him into 
the water where he fell against the end of the cot and received serious injury. John and Patrick 
Curneen, sons of Michael, corroborated the old man’s statement. After a long hearing the 
bench granted warrants against Moore and Reilly to be tried at the quarter sessions in Cavan.

In accordance with the law Mr McCullagh, who lived in Kilbracken, arranged to take 
sworn statements from Curneen and his sons. The old man was said to be confined to bed as a
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result of his injuries. The magistrate decided to have him examined by Doctor Donohoe, who 
lived in Cloughla, because if Curneen’s life was in danger as a result of the injuries he had 
received on the day of his eviction he (the magistrate) would have had to issue a warrant for 
the arrest of Moore. Dr Donohoe certified that Curneen was suffering from hydrocele and 
that he was not in condition to proceed to Cavan and that the fatigue of a journey there in his 
present weak state might prove injurious to him. Mr Cullagh then took sworn statements 
from the old man and each of his sons. He bound the sons by recognisances to appear at the 
quarter sessions in Cavan on the following Thursday. He told the sons that they should ask for 
a postponement of the case on the ground of their fathers illness, that he would be in court, 
to explain the matter, and that the trial would be postponed. On the Wednesday the eve of the 
opening of the Quarter Sessions, Mr McCullagh was called away on important official busi
ness, which kept him occupied until the Thursday evening.

To find out what happened at the court we must turn to the Anglo-Celt of October 23rd 
1851. Mr Swanzy, solicitor, who appeared for Moore said that the case had been published in 
almost all the public prints of the day having first appeared in the Freeman’s Journal and then in 
the London Times. Curneen had been evicted and returned three times and on each occasion 
built a hut. When Mr Moore heard of the third attempt he decided to go himself and remove 
Curneen off the land. The Curneens were of course obhged to remove their things, for which 
purpose they employed a cot which was heavily laden with different articles they stowed in it 
and which they allege was upset by Mr Moore s party. These, said Mr Swanzy, are the facts of 
the case for which Mr Moore is held up to so much public odium in every public newspaper 
in the empire. Mr Swanzy next referred the court to the period that elapsed between the 
swearing of the information and the taking of tit by Mr McCullagh and concluded by saying 
that Mr McCullagh had acted as alpha and omega in the whole matter to the exclusion of the 
odrer magistrates. He asked that the matter be now frilly investigated so that Mr Moore 
mighthave an opportunity of refuting and rebutting publicly and before the world charges as 
base as they are unfounded. Mr B Armstrong, acting for the crown, spoke very highly of the 
character of the accused. He was not prepared to go to trial as the principal witness was 
unable to attend for which he (Mr Armstrong) was not responsible. He could not feel himself 
justified in going on with the trial as he was responsible to the crown unless the chief witness 
was present and he (Mr Armstrong) understood he was unable to attend. He then read the fol
lowing certificate given on behalf of Curneen to the resident magistrate, John McCullagh: 
‘Cloughla, Saturday 11th October 1851. After a careful examination of Curneen 1 find the 
opinion I gave you of his case to be a correct one. The swelling he complains of is what doc
tors call hydrocele. It arises from the strains of the loins or belly but more frequently without 
any local cause.The poor man is too ill to go to Cavan, William Donohoe, MRCSL’.
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The court decided to send Dr Halpin from Cavan to Drumsillagh to examine Curneen and 
to report on his ability or inability to attend. The doctor was to be accompanied by Head 
Constable Moore and the court also ordered a car to convey Curneen to Cavan. When the 
court resumed at 12 noon on the following day, Mr McCullagh took his seat on the bench 
with the other magistrates. He gave his account of the proceedings in so far as he had been 
involved. Dr Halpin then reported that he had examined Curneen the previous day and that 
although he was suffering from hydrocele he was able to attend the court if he were carried 
on a jaunting car. As he (Curneen) was dressing himself to go Dr Halpin went outside to the 
road where he met a local magistrate, Mr Acheson O’Brien, J P, to whom he explained his 
business. Mr O’Brien then addressed the constable and said that he would hold him account
able for having mooved Curneen by force without a written order from a magistrate. A 
woman came out of the house and told Mr O’Brien that her father was not able to go to 
Cavan. His Worship said that Curneen would have attended had not Mr O’Brien interfered. 
He sent Curneen s two sons before the Grand Jury for examination. They retired for an hour 
and it was then announced that the bill was ignored and the court case ended.

The editor of the Anglo-Cell commented in the issue of October 23rd. ‘This extraordinary 
case was before PM Murphy, Esq., assistant barrister to Cavan quarter sessions. It has ended for 
the present in what we may call smoke. Mr Moore has thought it necessary as well he might 
to vindicate himself in the eyes of the Dublin press. We subjoin his letter to the editor of the 
evening packet.

Sir,
You have no doubt seen in the Freeman’s Journal and many other papers an account of the 
Petty Sessions held at Killeshandra on September 25th last in which they state informations 
were granted against me and my bailiff for burning a man’s house and assaulting one Michael 
Curneen.

Now Sir, you will allow this was a serious charge affecting the character of any gentleman 
and when the matter was to be tried by a proper tribunal you will not consider it to say the 
least, either just or generous that those journals should have given my name in full to the 
world to be blackened and blazoned about to gratify the vindictive feelings of any men or any 
party.

It is true a summons was issued against me by a stipendiary magistrate of this county which 
in other hands never would have been issued. He knew 1 was a resident gentleman of this 
county. He frequently passed my gate and it would not have been derogatory to his office as a 
magistrate to have written me one line to enquire about the tacts ot the case before granting 
that summons. It would not have been a great stretch of that courtesy, which is due from one
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gentleman to another. It would not have involved his dignity nor would it have frustrated the 
ends of justice. No, it would have raised him as a magistrate and tended much more to the 
peace and well-being of society than the course adopted. On the summons being heard infor
mations were granted on September 25th last and not sworn till October 14th although sev
eral magistrates resided in the district, and it was only on October 16th the day of the trial 
that I obtained copies of these informations and only then on my bailiff giving in bail, 
although he was in court as well as myself to meet the charges preferred.

The writer goes on to complain that when the case was called the chief prosecutor was 
absent due to the interference of a Co Leitrim magistrate, Mr Acheson O’Brien. ‘Thereby’, he 
wrote,‘were the ends of justice completely set at defiance. I should have stated that previous to 
this circumstance an application was made to court on the part of the Crown to postpone the 
trial until next sessions on the ‘feigned’ illness of the prosecutor and thus give me three 
months longer under the erroneous impression of public odium. But in justice to the local 
crown solicitor on the above facts being made known and sworn in court he consented to 
send up the bill on the evidence he could produce. The chief prosecutor was called under a 
penalty but strange to say the stipendiary' who first sought the summonses and took the infor
mation on October 14th did not bind him in penalty to prosecute although on the evidence 
of the man one of the foulest charges based on unblushing perjury had been circulated 
throughout the kingdom against me. Verily with such grievous proceedings staring us in the 
face no man’s character or property is safe.’

The editor of the Celt wrote:‘The above letter is Mr Moore’s defence. We have read it care
fully and can only wonder how any man of average intellect would protrude it upon the pub
lic. Who is Mr Acheson O’Brien, J P, for the County' Leitrim? What brought him to the hut in 
which Curneen lodged? Who sent him there? What was the object of his visit? Was it charity? 
Was it sympathy with the poor object of the landlord’s and aristocratic tyranny? Nonsense. 
What brought him there then? Mr Acheson O’Brien may be able to tell and the public 
imperatively call upon him to state his reasons for interfering in the transaction. Did he do it 
voluntarily or was he suborned? We impatiently wait his answer. To help Mr O’Brien we will 
state our opinion. We think he was a willing tool in the hands of others; we think he forfeited 
all respect due to his magisterial office and we are of opinion that the Lord Chancellor should 
at once strip him of his borrowed dignity. It is quite evident that Mr O’Brien is utterly unfit 
to be a magistrate.’

Mr O’Brien wrote to the Editor of the Evening Packet from his home in Drumsillagh on 
25th October 1851 and following are extracts from his letter:

‘Mr Armitage Moore had the temerity to accuse me of setting the ends of justice at defiance
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in most uncourteous and not very accurate or elegant terms. It is insinuated that my presence 
at the house where Curneen was lying, when Dr Halpin and a constable came to take him to 
Cavan, was an act premeditated by me and premeditated too for the purpose of injuring Mr 
William Armitage Moore. At 5 o’clock in the evening in question I was walking on my own 
avenue in my own demesne. The house in which Michael Curneen was lying is in my 
grounds and close to one of its walks. As 1 was passing by, his daughter came to the door and 
called on me to protect her father saying that he was arrested and going to be taken to Cavan. 
1 told the constable who was there that I was aware the dispensary doctor of Carrigallen was 
attending the wretched old man and that I would have him responsible if under such circum
stances he removed him by force and against his will without proper authority for doing so. I 
thought then and I think still that this was my duty as a gentleman and as a magistrate. Mr 
Armitage Moore, it appears, thinks differently. Well—chacun a son gout. I think it is to be regret
ted that according to his own principle he did not write me one line to inquire into the facts 
of the case bringing me before the public in this audacious and unjustifiable manner.

I have long passed the usual years allotted to man in this life. I am the oldest magistrate in 
this county and this is the first time I have been assailed in public. I hope it will be the last. I 
am not now as impulsive as 1 was some 20 years ago or perhaps I would not have troubled you 
with this long letter.Your very humble servant, Acheson O’Brien.’

The Editor of the Celt commented in the issue of October 30th: ‘The impartial reader will at 
once see that Mr O’Brien’s statement is ‘round and unvarnished’; he confines himself to facts 
which place his character in a much more amiable light than did the evidence of Dr Halpin 
and the statement of Mr Moore which we printed in our last issue.

In plainer terms universal dissatisfaction, excepting from a very small clique, is openly mani
fested at the result of the abortive trial. The whole matter was handled as it is publicly stated 
by the slaves of the Crown in a disgracefi.il manner and solely with a view to letting oft' the 
accused on the readiest and cheapest terms. In the first place the crown prosecutor had no 
business whatever to express any opinion of his own particularly in favour of the man he was 
prosecuting, but merely to introduce the case he had in hand and see that the ends of justice 
were fully answered. The court had no right whatever to express that by sign, word or nod of 
the least leaning to either side. The complaints are that the contrary course was adopted. Again 
it was ready to be proved beyond doubt that the court permitted sinister and ungentlemanly 
epithets to be applied to Mr McCullagh (one of the magistrates who granted the information) 
in his absence and so sneers to be vented and foul imputations cast at him.Was this fair? Was it 
honest? Was it manly? Why was Mr McCullagh selected for vituperation out of the three 
magistrates who dispensed justice at Killeshandra Petty Sessions on the day the informations
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were granted against William Armitage Moore and his coadjutor Tommy Reilly? Because 
Mr Cullagh is comparatively a stranger in this county and, what is more than that, has always 
discharged his magisterial duties since he came among us without fear, favour or affection, in 
fact impartially. But impartiality is a crime of most fearful magnitude in the eyes of 
Mr William Armitage Moore and his abettor. It is rank heresy, dangerous alike. Mr Moore 
requires the stipendiary magistrate to go hat in hand to him and ask his explanation of a case 
in which he is charged with grievous assault.

A rumour is in circulation in Cavan and the neighbourhood which we think it necessary to 
state in order to give the gendeman an opportunity of contradicting it. We have frequendy 
commended the assistant barrister of this county for his impartiality on the bench and for his 
upright and manly deportment. We refer to the rumour which was told us by respectable par
ties; we hope it has no foundation. It is stated at Mr Moores the Monday after the farcical 
trial, a place he rarely if ever visited before. The circumstances though trivial would, if not 
contradicted, lead to far more painful inferences. We merely notice it as already said to give an 
opportunity for a public contradiction.

We have now given a pretty hill outline of the interesting case of Curneen v A Moore. 
Mr Moore, we believe, did not outstep the law in going to eject Curneen. The real charge 
against Mr Moore is that he used undue violence in removing Curneen. This has not been 
tried, and consequently not adjudicated upon. Then another question remains, which 
Mr Moore flings at Mr O’Brien and Mr O’Brien returns with interest, namely who was it 
that bribed or intimidated Curneen senior from coming forward and giving his evidence, 
thereby setting the course of justice at defiance? The whole case lies in these two points.

In plainer terms, universal dissatisfaction excepting from a very small clique is openly mani
fested at the result of the abortive trial. The whole matter was handled as it is publicly stated 
by the slaves of the Crown in a disgraceful manner and solely with a view of letting off the 
accused on the readiest and cheapest terms.

Poor Curneen’s fate, little as he himself may deserve popular sympathy, is a sad one and 
shows the urgent and vital necessity of procuring immediately an equitable tenant-right Act 
such as that advanced by Mr W Sharman Crawford. Curneen’s extreme age is a strong proof 
that he lived a regular life. His holding the one farm for 55 years is a convincing proof that he 
was a good rent payer. If he were not he would have been ejected from the farm in one-twen
tieth of the time. That he obeyed the mandates of our lawgivers through the four fifths of a 
century is evident, and that during very trying times in our country’s history. He was about 25 
old in the eventful year 1798, and upwards of 30 when poor Robert Emmet unfurled the 
green flag in 1803. He witnessed O’Connell’s rise and fall; he saw the prospects ofYoung Ire
land frustrated in 1848. '
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In none of these scenes did he take part. Contented he lived, provided only he could pay 
his rent and make ends meet, in other words potatoes and salt for him and his. Old age and 
infirmity crept upon him and then the stark famine. He could pay rent no longer. He fondly 
hoped he would be permitted to end his days (and they would not be many) in peace in the 
cabin where the best years of his life were spent. Doting old man, did he not know that Shy- 
lock would insist upon his bond? That he had been a slave in every sense of the word all his 
life, that he had survived, obeyed all the commands given him—that he had vegetated for 
years in hopeless poverty, paying fife’s sweat and toil in yellow gold into the purse of his mas
ter—that he had lived quietly soberly and honestly—what did all those qualifications avail 
when he could no longer meet the rent?

On a given day the beneficent agent appeared and hurled him out, houseless and moneyless 
on the cold bleak desolate world. The old man saw the legal wreckers depart and then he 
stealthily crept back to the time-honoured but ruined walls. Oh! how could he bear to part 
from the cabin in which he had passed a long fife and that was consecrated in his memory’ by 
the tears and smiles the joys and sorrows of 55 years.

To that humble house he had brought his loved bride rich in the wealth of young woman
hood but poor in all else beside. It was there the little children clustered and pratded around 
his knee; and it was there he received the parting blessing of his dying wife. He was loathe to 
leave the sacred spot and is it to be wondered at? The agent heard of the squatting invasion 
and pistol in hand he rushes forward to demand the rights of property (but not a word about 
its duties). He orders the daring intruder away and when he does not go quickly enough for 
his hot temper the old man is unceremoniously pitched towards a wretched skiff on the lake. 
He fell into the water. He might have fallen into eternity. No matter, the rights of property 
must be upheld at any cost.

Seriously we have a mind to propose the introduction of American slavery into this coun
try as an improvement upon our present system. The history of Mr Curneen who is only a 
type of a class, is the history of thousands in this unfortunate country.

Anglo-Cell November 6th 1851
There was a letter from Michael Curneen of Drumsillagh, Carrigallen. dated 5th November 
1851:
Sir,
May I request you will contradict a vile calumny published (unintentionally I hope) against 
me and my son in the last number of your paper, viz that we had been bribed by Mr Moore 
not to prosecute our information sworn at Killeshandra against that gendeman. We indig
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nantly repudiate the charge. I have been plundered of my little property and nearly of my life 
by Mr Moore and 1 beg you will not be a party' with him in robbing me of the only' inheri
tance I can bequeath my' children—an unsullied character.

I would like to tell you that I have already inemorialled the Lord Lieutenant regarding the 
shameful manner in which my case against Mr Moore has been treated by the crown official 
in Cavan and I hope his excellency will grant me redress.

Should y'ou wish, I can furnish you with a copy of my' memorial to his excellency on the 
subject; but in the meantime, I beg y'ou will publicly retract the reflections on my character 
and that of my son in the last number of the Anglo-Celt.

His

Michael X Curneen
Mark

Editor’s note: The calumny or whatever else we may call it was not invented by us. We only 
alluded to it as a current rumour and one we must state whether true or false, which did not 
receive great countenance from the conversation of Curneen and his sons. Curneen has now 
the benefit of his denial; he can ask no more. It seems however that Curneen paid his rent 
punctually to his landlord, who was a middle-man and that the ‘habere’ was to evict the mid
dleman’s interest, and Curneen resumed possession with the sanction of Mr Moore or his 
bailiff as tenant at will, and therefore was no squatter as we had supposed. This makes the mat
ter worse on Mr Moore’s side.

Letter from Curneen to the Anglo-Cell.

Drumsillagh,
Carrigallen,
November 10 th 1851

I regret that you still persist in believing that the conduct of Curneen and his sons in the pros
ecution of their informations against Mr Armitage Moore was not such as honesty and 
straightforwardness required. I would ask you not to pre-judge my case as I hope through the 
interference of his excellency to be afforded the opportunity of proving to the world that 
although 1 have been most foully treated my conduct and that of my sons has been through
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out this whole transaction straightforward ,and that there has been no tergiversation on our 
part.

His
Michael C Curneen

Mark
John Curneen

On November 17th Mr McCullagh wrote a long letter to the Anglo-Celt in which he 
recounted the order of events and the reasons for his actions. It was his duty to administer the 
law impartially and courteously to all, irrespective of rank. In these days, he wrote, when the 
toe of a peasant galls the kibe of the courtier, it is not wise to lay too much stress on the 
so-called privileges and immunities of mere gentlemen, even supposing they are not, as they 
are, mere assumptions in defiance of the law.

Here the matter might have rested but for a letter written by the Rev J C Martin, Rector 
of Killeshandra, to Armitage Moore, which was published in the Evening Mail of October 
22nd 1851.

Sir: Although I have not the pleasure of being personally acquainted with you, I beg leave as a 
neighbour to express my sympathy and to confirm the public statement made in your public 
letter of 17th inst., that literally ‘no man’s property or character is safe’, in this country; I by no 
means feel safe myself.

There followed several letters which were published either in the Evening Mail or the Anglo- 
Cell. On 4th December Mr McCullagh wrote from Kilbracken to Rev Dr Martin.

‘It is quite clear that when Mr Moore in his public letter stated that no man's character or 
property was safe he meant to convey that both were perilled by my acts as resident magis
trate’. He requested Dr Martin to confirm whether or not this was his view and concluded,
‘I will be sitting in the courthouse of Killeshandra for some hours when you will greatly 
oblige me by sending a reply to this.’

Dr Martin replied on the same day that as far as he could recollect Mr Moore’s letter ‘expressed 
dissatisfaction with you for neglecting the courtesy and enquiries usual and right in such cases 
between gentlemen. It attributed his peril to conspiracy based on the grossest perjury’.
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This of course did not answer Mr McCullagh’s question. In its issue of December 18th the 
Anglo-Celt gave a brief resume of the case with the comment that the whole affair would 
probably have dropped long ago were it not for the Rev Dr Martin rushing foolishly into the 
controversy. The Rev Gentleman disregarded the maxim:

Those who in quarrels interpose
Must often wipe a bloody nose.

The general public came to Mr McCullagh’s support and the Anglo-Celt ofThursday, Decem
ber 25th 1851 reported:

The following address was presented to Mr McCullagh at Kilbracken by a deputation con
sisting of the following gendemen.

A O’Brien, esq JP DL
Rev Thomas Knott, Carrigallen
Rev John Fisher, Carrigallen
Rev M McQuaid, Killeshandra
Rev P O’Reilly, Carrigallen
Alexander Walsh, esq, solicitor
John Berry, esq
James McCann
Captain McClean

Sir, The address which is about to be read although signed by nearly 600 persons, had been 
hastily got up, as we feel anxious that a public principle, by the impartial administration of the 
law, sought to be victimized in your person should be promptly vindicated by us, who in the 
name and for the benefit of the community, whose interest it is to take care that those who 
honestly discharge the duties of an office of the greatest importance to them shall not be 
made the victims of that honesty. We are sure we express the sentiments of the people 
throughout the wide range of your magisterial duties and therefore intend to afford them an 
opportunity of expressing their concurrence by signing the address which we now beg to 
read.

To Mr McCullagh, Esq. resident magistrate.

Sir, We the undersigned, who reside in the various districts over which your magisterial duty 
extends, perceiving with deep regrdt that an attempt is being made to misrepresent your char
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acter as a magistrate, feel it a duty we owe, not only to you but to ourselves and the commu
nity at large, to express publicly our high estimation of your services and confidence in your 
impartiality as a magistrate. If proof were needed that an estimate of your character is just, we 
need but appeal to the peaceful state of society in those districts with which you are officially 
connected and which we believe is mainly attributable to the growing respect for the law; 
With which your clear exposition and unbiased administration has impressed the people wher
ever you assist the local magistracy in its dispensation. This becomes the more apparent when 
we contrast our present peaceable and happy state of society with the disorder which unhap
pily prevailed for many years previous to your coming amongst us. We are now- happy to be 
able to congratulate both you and ourselves that at no period for a length of time were life 
and property so secure as at present. We feel, Sir, that it is unnecessary to encourage you to 
persevere in the same straightforward course; it only then remains for us to pray that you may
be long spared to confirm in the minds of the people those habits of social order which your 
manner of administering the law has been hitherto so eminendy calculated to promote.

The signatures from Carrigallen district were:
Acheson O’Brien,J P, D L
Patrick Magauran, P P, Carrigallen
Thomas Knott, Clerk, Carrigallen
John Fisher, Presbyterian Minister, Carrigallen
Patrick O’Reilly, CC, Carrigallen
Thomas Pentland Clarke,Vicar, Drumreilly
Philip Freeman, P P, Drumreilly
Terence Murray, CC, Drumreilly
Alexander Walsh, Solicitor, Carrigallen
John Berry, Kilbracken
Robert E O’Brien, Dumsillagh
Damuel Faris, Carrigallen
Michael Kiernan, Commissioner & PLG, Carrigallen
Patrick Hart, Carrigallen
Thomas Lynch, Carrigallen
Hugh Cafferty, Carrigallen
Samuel H McClean, Lieutenant, Royal S & Miners
Henry Fry, Carrigallen
James Spotten, Merchant, Newtowngore
James McCartan, Merchant, Newtowngore
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Edward Mulrooney, P P Aughavas
Nicholas McKeon, C C Aughavas
William O’Neill, Corglass
Alexander Noble, Carrigallen
James O’Rourke, PLG Mullinadarra
Thomas O’Rourke, Mullinadarra
Thomas Masterson, Killeran
William Faris, Aughavore
William Graham, Aughavore
Michael Donohoe, MRCSL, Cloughla Lodge
Owen Brady Longfield
Martin Richardson, Corglass
Thomas Gilpin, Laheen
James Clements, Carrigallen
Pat Brady, Drumcannon
James Goodwin, Corglass
James Morrow, Kiwy
Robert Morrow, Aughawillan
William Ennis, Kilnamar
William Fisher, Corrick

This, with two other addresses of confidence, infuriated the Rev Dr Martin. He alleged that, 
in one case, 14 of the signatures were forgeries, three were duplicates, some others were of 
children. In the case of another he drew attention to the lack of signatures of Church of Ire
land clergymen. He complained that when the ‘Roman’ bishop in Cavan signed, all his clergy 
felt bound to follow his example.The Catholic priests, he said had put unfair pressure on their 
congregations to sign and in one case a signature was made a condition for entrance to Sun
day Mass. The most active missionary was the parish priest who circulated the address through 
Carrigallen, Kildallon, Cavan and Killeshandra. The addresses were subscribed to by some 
Protestants who were under ‘an obligation for services or civilities’ and by some Presbyterian 
ministers ‘grateful for an illegal view taken of the right of dissenters to celebrate the divine 
service in churchyards without the permission of the incumbent’. (Anglo-Celt February 5th 
1851).

The Presbyterian Minister in Killeshandra rejected the charge of Dr Martin. He had not 
signed from a feeling of gratitude to Mr McCullagh but because he believed him to be a just 
and impartial magistrate. He continued, ‘it is difficult for a man who has been received with
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the most deferential respect by magistrates on the bench, up to the time Mr McCullagh pre
sumed to think for himself, who exercised an almost uncontradicted influence over civil 
affairs, who has been fawned on by those he has injured and spurned, and whose very insults 
have been received as compliments. It is hard for such a one to bear any contradiction and to 
lose any influence.’ Mr Sweeney pointed out that Dr Martin was a landlord and suggested that 
none of his tenants would have dared to sign a document in support of the magistrate he dis
liked so much. (Anglo-Celt February 12th 1851).

The next letter refuting the Rev Doctor’s allegations was from the catholic curate of Carri
gallen, Fr O’Reilly. He wrote, ‘My observations shall solely be dictated by the sense of what I 
owe to the truth and the interest of the whole community in this part of the country, whose 
peace and social happiness the learned doctor has been labouring with all his might to destroy, 
in what I am happy to say has been a fruitless attempt to sow the seeds of discord among the 
different creeds, united as they were never before known to unite in the hearty support of an 
honest and impartial magistrate. Mr McCullagh has become known for the fair and honest 
discharge of his duties, which course should have made him the idol of every honest justice- 
loving person. The learned doctor thought otherwise. It was very mortifying to his haughty 
spirit to be no longer recognised more than any of Her Majesty’s liege subjects before the 
court to which it was said he was long wont to dictate its decisions, whilst its members con
sisted of more pliant stuff than Mr McCullagh seems to be composed of; Hine illae lacrimae 
[Hence those tears].

Fr O’Reilly had attended a court in Killeshandra at which the Protestant curate of Kildal- 
lon was the defendant. Dr Martin claimed the law allowed the defendant professional assis
tance and he, Dr Martin, being a professional gentleman, viz a clergyman, was therefore 
qualified to be his advocate. Mr McCullagh rejected the claim and said that ‘professional 
clearly meant a professional gendeman learned in the law. The court upheld this view and he 
(Dr Martin) was not allowed to address it. At another case when the reverand doctor 
prompted a witness to give a certain reply, he was severely reprimanded by Mr McCullagh 
who thereby drew the lasting wrath of Dr Martin upon his head.

The last and most telling letter of all was written by Fr McQuaid, parish priest of Kille
shandra.

Anglo-Cell, Cavan,Thursday February 12th 1852

Letter from Rev M McQuaid, P P Killeshandra, to the Editor, Anglo-Celt.
Sir,
I read in your last publication a letter headed ‘Addresses’ directed to the Editor ot the Evening
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Mail and signed JC Martin, Rectory House, Killeshandra. The object of the writer is no doubt 
to depreciate the character and thereby lessen if possible the effects of these complimentary 
addresses lately presented to Mr McCullagh, our peculiarly gifted and efficient stipendiary 
magistrate. As to the particular addresses from the manor of Killeshandra and the attorneys of 
the county of Leitrim I do not feel called on to say anything. They are I perceive in able hands 
and likely to gain rather than lose from the strictest scrutiny. As 1 subscribed however to what 
I may call the general address, and as the Rev gentleman has thought proper to disparage the 
character of the subscriptions by endeavouring to cast implications I feel it as an imperative 
duty on my part to say a few’ words in reply.

Mr McCullagh and I came to this part of the country about the same time nearly three 
years ago. My position enabled me not only to view with sorrow the social and political vices 
which prevailed but in the course of time to behold their gradual decline and almost total 
expiration through the salutary influence of the law firmly and impartially administered by Mr 
McCullagh. The rights of poor defenceless young females were protected from the frauds and 
impositions of the remorseless sprigging agents. Party business of every kind was discouraged, 
directly by the penalties of the law’ when it came within its influence, and indirectly by the 
removal of those causes of complaint so frequently and so effectually made use of by its propa
gators. The petty sessions courts were purified from their manifold and vexatious corruptions. 
The private letter from the absent squires was no longer admissible as conclusive evidence, nor 
were the scandalous suggestions and most unwarranted interference of non-commissioned 
gentlemen allowed to rule the court. Each case was made to stand or fall by its own merits or 
demerits as appeared from the sound testimony of the parties concerned. The bailiff, the 
agent, nay even the landlord himself, was made responsible for his acts and amenable to the 
law if he attempted to violate it. The law in fine was converted to the purpose for which it 
was enacted, to protect the good and punish the evil-doer no matter to what class or creed he 
belonged. This new state of things, as it wounded the pride, so it excited the hostility of cer
tain gentlemen against the noble minded individual w'ho was the stupendous instrument in 
bringing it about. Not so however with the great body of the people—quite the contrary. 
According as they experienced the innumerable blessings resulting from the faithful and 
impartial administration of the law, they began to admire and respect it, as their best protector 
and to look upon its minister as their common benefactor. In a word a great reformation took 
place, justice resumed her judgement seat, and peace and happiness prevailed. The honest man 
of every sect and grade could go to the fair and market without danger to either life or prop
erty and meet his fellow men, with the countenance of a human being, the hand of a neigh
bour and the heart of a Christian. Such was the happy state of society when the unfortunate 
letter of the reverend gentlemarf appeared in three public papers representing character and
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property as unsafe in this country and with a view as generally considered to injure the char
acter of Mr McCullagh.

The people, jealous of his character as well as their own, were greatly annoyed and consid
erably excited by a statement so strange and unintelligible. Some urged me to contradict it 
publicly. I declined solely from the apprehension that if priest were pitted against parson the 
old political and religious discord which so long and so shamefully distracted this country 
would be renewed with all their horrors and bloody consequences. After the lapse of some 
time however the insulting letter was republished and the charge against Mr McCullagh’s 
magisterial conduct publicly made. I, in common with others, considered that silence any 
longer on our part would be most criminal, and that it was our duty to make his cause our 
own and defend him amidst the persecutions which an honest and independent discharge of 
his official duties had brought upon him. A public address was suggested and adopted as the 
most effectual mode of testifying to the respect entertained and the confidence reposed in 
him as a magistrate by the public at large. It was cautiously worded that it might give no 
offence to anyone, even to the reverend gentleman himself. It was presented to the people in 
order to obtain their approval and signatures; and as far as my knowledge extends I can firmly 
declare that never before in my life did I witness more generous feeling, more ardent attach
ment to any man than was manifested towards Mr McCullagh on that occasion, less cred
itable to themselves than to him.

The reverend gentleman says that he heard and believed that ‘in one chapel upon Sunday 
the sermon proclaimed it the bounden duty of every Catholic in the district to subscribe; in 
another the chapel clerk collected signatures and insulted the first of the congregation who 
refused subscription; in a fourth signature was made a condition for entrance. ‘Now if any of 
these imputations were intended for me, I emphatically deny them and pronounce them 
untrue. As far as I am concerned, never before were subscriptions procured on more hon
ourable terms or with more perfect freedom on the part of the subscribers. I ordered a table 
to be placed outside the chapel for the convenience of the subscribers. 1 told a man (not the 
clerk of the chapel) to inform each qualified person coming into the yard that such a thing 
was there and that he could sign it if he pleased. 1 did not say one word of recommendation 
of it to the congregation. I do not recollect to have asked even one individual to sign it. 1 left 
it entirely to the people themselves simply because I knew their feelings on the subject, and 
that they required no encouragement from me.

He says again ‘But the most active missionary was the parish priest of a fifth who circu
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lated the address through Carrigallen, Kildallon, Cavan and Killeshandra.’ Now as I am the 
only parish priest who took more than an ordinary part in the transaction, 1 presume that 
this part of the grave charge was directed specially against me. 1 must pronounce it, however, 
as an untruth. 1 did not circulate the address through the above parishes. And why do I take 
the trouble of contradicting this part of his statement? Is it because 1 consider such employ
ment either disgraceful or unbecoming. Neither the one nor the other. On the contrary, it 
should be to me a source of pride and pleasure if it were found necessary. I notice it merely 
to show to the reverend gentleman himself the danger of placing confidence in reports of 
certain individuals who have access to his presence; for I can assure the reverend gentleman 
that if they entertain him with stories from without, they entertain too the people of the 
town occasionally with stories from within. I can very well imagine his present position and 
make allowances for the violence of his feelings—yes and the indecency of his language; but 
1 cannot but express my regret as well as my surprise that after exposing so effectually mem
bers of his own congregation he should deem it necessary now to indulge his propensity still 
further in vain and foolish attempts to expose me and mine.
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MICHAEL S DUIGNAN

CARRIGALLEN 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

HE VOCATIONAL Education Act became law in 1930. The minister was a 
professor of the National University of Ireland, John Marcus O’Sullivan, an intel
lectual who realised the tremendous gap in Irish education, especially among the 

poor and under-privileged. The vocational schools were to be set up and owned by County
(or Borough) Vocational Education Committees (VECs), but were also under the Department 
of Education inspectorate.

The churches had no direct say, but O’Sullivan told them they could take their chances 
with the elected representatives and seek membership of committees. Hence there were 
always clergymen, one or more, on every committee. But a clause was forced on the minister 
which prevented vocational schools from expanding into second-level education. The curricu
lum had a few subjects called continuity subjects: Irish, English, arithmetic, mathematics (for 
boys), rural science or home economics, and manual subjects such as woodwork, drawing and 
metalwork—the last-mentioned mainly in large towns and cities. The main reason for this 
limitation was to prevent any possible competition with secondary schools, which were 
mainly the province of the clergy.

Doncha O’Malley, Minister for Education, created something of a revolution in 1965 when 
he announced that the vocational schools could now enter the intermediate and leasing cer
tificate cycles. Vocational education in Leitrim was probably better cared for than in many 
other counties with larger populations and greater funds. In the early fifties there were six full- 
sized centres and two single-roomed schools in the county. Carrigallen was the last and after 
much local discussion and pressure on the department a three-roomed school emerged in the 
summer of 1957 which cost £ 10,000. Co Leitrim VEC appointed Michael Duignan as prin
cipal, a Leitrim man and a farmers son, well used to the shortcomings of the Leitrim drum- 
lins, and schooled in science and agriculture. He had seven years experience in a small school.
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Principal: Eamonn Daly. / 996.

now long closed. He taught science, mathematics and English. Jim Wall from Wexford, who 
had worked in North Leitrim on projects with farmers, was appointed woodwork and draw
ing teacher. The late Maura Harte, nee Garvey, was appointed home economics teacher. Irish 
was borrowed from another school.

Evening classes were given by all three teachers in their respective fields. A commerce 
teacher was added the next year as the school now had a two-year cycle. So the school slowly 
expanded from 50 odd students and crossed the hundred at the beginning of the next decade. 
But the problems were enormous, mainly from shortage of funds. The miserable sum of £20 
was allotted for the garden and grounds. This included building and re-seeding a new lawn on 
soil dumped there from other sites, and planting an orchard and vegetable garden. Within the 
school two teachers and two classes sharing the only common-room cum science-room was a 
common occurrence. Another device was to hold classes in the front hall. Later, classrooms 
were rented downtown is a disused shop and in the parish hall.

A great improvement came in 1965 with the construction of a metalwork room, and one 
extra classroom. The enrolment was now 175. By this time a full commercial course was 
evolving, with commerce and secretarial examinations after the third and fourth years respec
tively. Boys also went further than the two-year group cert, and continued on to study for var
ious trades and apprenticeships.

Up to the mid-60’s there had been no great impetus in schools and they seemed to rest on 
their laurels. O’Malleys proposals changed all that. When free education was announced, the 
rat-race for expansion began. The rejects were gladly enrolled. The “sin” of co-education pro
pounded by Pius Xl’s encyclical was promptly scrapped and former boys’ and girls’ schools 
went co-ed. Each town or village where second-level schools existed was called a “centre”, 
irrespective of the type or number of schools. The centre got a catchment area and yellow 
buses were provided. CIE set up the routes and they could not be changed; this did not stop 
some schools from trying to change them until discovered. The Department of Education 
owned and paid for the buses. These were known as special service buses. The other kind were 
scheduled service buses. They were set up at the request of parents and were owned by private 
contractors. Carrigallen school had one of these set up by the late Ned Maguire (now run by 
CIE) and this was put on in 1959 to service demands from Killeshandra and the hinterland, 
and from north Longford.

A scheduled service bus could not be scrapped or re-routed. This bus still runs and needless 
to say caused much envy and jealousy in many places. Carrigallen got a generous catchment 
area including Killeshandra. But it was realised that there was a long relationship with Cavan 
and Killeshandra because of the diocesan college and two well-known convents, so it was rea
sonable that the special buses frofri Cavan were allowed into Killeshandra. Carrigallen had its
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share from that area but other centres could not make a free-for-all out of the area, and that is 
what was allowed to happen when a community school was built in north Longford replacing 
a small junior seminary.

There was an all-out effort to extend Carrigallen s catchment area and the Department that 
made the rules was the main party in breaking them. Thus in 1973 two special services were 
sent through Carrigallen town, and the recognised area was from Aughavas to Killeshandra. 
Carrigallen school, which built up an enrolment in the late 50’s and 60s from zero to 150 
pupils, now saw that enrolment dropping through no fault of its own. The school ran its first 
intercert class from 1966 to 1969. Small schools were not supposed to take on leaving certifi
cate. Some did, especially secondary schools, and got away with it. Carrigallen tried it and 
were stopped in 1971 by ministerial order. So the school was effectively a junior school for 
the rest of the decade.

The classroom crisis eased in 1968 with the addition of two pre-tab blocks giving five extra 
rooms. The pre-fabs were supposed to have a life of 10 to 12 years but were left to stagger 
along until 1995 when the permanent replacement finally arrived.

It was frustrating to see students (and even more so for the students themselves), after three 
years where they were happy in a school, having to pull up stakes and start ofr senior cycle in 
another school. A chance meeting at a funeral in Arva with the then minister, John Wilson,

Back: Mary Reynolds, Breege 
McCaffrey, Caroline Kelleher, 
IS'iamh Baxter, Sharon Holohan, 
Deirdre Baxter &Ann Reynolds. 
Front: Matthew Keaney, Charlie 
McGettigan, John Crouse & 
Andrew Morrow. The tape was 
launched by Charlie McGettigan, 
Eurovision Song Contest co-win
ner 1994, and produced by John 
Crowe. 1996.
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Official opening of Vocational 

School in 1957

changed that situation. He was told bluntly about the cavalier way Carrigallen was treated 
down the years: and that Carrigallen was starting leaving cert cycle the following year whether 
the department approved or otherwise. He returned to the department and ordered the setting 
up of senior cycle. But bureaucracy does not easily give way. The message that filtered down 
to the school was: You can do leaving cert but you get no extra staff or rooms. The school 
carried on with junior and senior cycle plus all the other courses. A building fund surplus 
from another Leitrim school (compliments from the then CEO, Mr Jim Sproule) allowed a 
semi pre-fab to be built and this helped greatly. Despite the edicts from Apollo House, extra 
staff, some full-time but mostly part-time, were recruited to keep all classes effective. A range 
of 14 options were offered to senior cycle, including two science subjects. The secretarial 
stream progressed to word-processors and computers. At present computer studies are available 
to all students. Other departments developed accordingly, with new machines acquired and 
new ideas taken on board.

Although the school had the enrolment to qualify for a vice-principal, none was appointed 
for economy reasons until the mid-sixties when the inter-cert cycle started. The first vice
principal was John Logan of Ballinamore, who later left to take a position in the New Univer
sity of Limerick. He was succeeded by Michael McLoughlin from Donegal. He got a 
principal’s post at home after three years. He was replaced by Eamon Daly from Drumshanbo 
who remained as vice-principal till appointed principal in 1988. Many teachers regretfully left 
Carrigallen, but there were valid reasons, even though they were a loss to the teaching staff. 
The call of the home county was the most important reason. Lady teachers left after marriage, 
a long way from Carrigallen. But of course, Leitrim people joined the staff from other schools 
also.

Other aspects of school life are worthy of mention.The school was always proud of its close 
liaison with parents. It always had parents in mind wherever consultation was needed as 
regards standards of work, health, discipline and so on. The financial burden was also kept at a 
minimum for all students. The spiritual needs of the students were never neglected. While 
general teaching methods reflect a Christian ethos, about 70% of students are Catholic; great 
harmony always prevailed. The school has always had close harmony with the priests and pas
tors of the locality. An annual retreat is held for all denominations.

A special word about adult education is needed. When the school was started, evening 
classes in woodwork and home economics and later metalwork were regularly held and fully 
subscribed. These were later extended to out-centres in the neighbourhood. A free class in 
agriculture was also given to farmers in the school and out-centres. A farm school (two-year 
course) was held in conjunction with the County Committee of Agriculture in 1958-1959. 
As the subjects increased in day-classes, a teachers quota of hours became filled. As these
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teachers were not paid for extra work, part-time teachers had to be employed. Mrs Rosemary 
Duignan was involved in the home economics evening classes for over 25 years, and these 
were conducted over a very wide area at out-centres. Some of these classes continue to this 
day such as classes for senior citizens (cookery etc) and special home-maker classes. Typewrit
ing and computer classes are also offered.

Sports always played a great part in the school life. Each year the school holds its own in the 
medal distribution for track and field at the county sports. Gaelic football, of course, always 
played a vital part and is now extended to girls. A new football field was levelled, drained and 
re-seeded in 1985.There were also the usual indoor games, usually for wet days. Basketball is a 
very popular game; there are two fine courts. Such other pursuits as traditional music, art, and 
preparing an annual publication of the school magazine are part of the school activities.

The vocational school opened for classes on September 22nd 1957 after a Herculean year 
of planting several hundred shelter-belt trees, ornamental trees, an orchard, flower garden and 
lawn. The school was officially opened on June 28th 1958. It was blessed by Bishop Quinn 
(who was not noted for his love of vocational schools) assisted by Canon Pat McNiffe PP 
(who really had a keen interest in the school). It was opened by a civil servant, not any minster 
it is to be noted. Perhaps that was a shadow of the stormy relations between the higher civil 
servants and some politicians and the school over the years.

The caretaker, James Higgins of Aughawillan, who did such tremendous work in the laying 
down of the grounds, retired after nearly 25 years. He is also sadly departed but his labours 
remain. He was assisted by his wife, Delia. The present caretaker is the young Brendan Greene, 
who so ably replaces James. Mrs Betty Grimes replaces Mrs Delia Higgins.

Of the three original teachers who started in the school, the principal, Michael Duignan, 
retired after his 40 years service in 1988; the home economics teacher, Maura Harte, who gave 
11 dedicated years day and evening, is sadly removed to her eternal reward; the woodwork 
teacher, Jim Wall, retired to farm in Cork. Many other teachers came and went down the 
years. There is a fine group of teachers at present and the principal is the former active and tal
ented vice-principal, Eamon Daly. Need one say more about the firm and successful place ot 
this school in the years to come in Carrigallen and district?

The present staff is as follows: Vice-Principal, Mr Walter Sharpley; Mr Arnold Fitzpatrick, 
Mrs Delores O’Flynn, Mr Seamus Earley, Mr Pat Wynne, Mr Michael Dolan, Mrs Carmel 
Kellegher, Mrs Winifred King, Ms Fionnuala McMorrow, Ms Geraldine O’Brien, Mr Gerard 
Faughnan, Mr Pat Coffey, Ms Ann Grogan, Ms Mary Corrigan, Mrs Kathleen Coluin, Ms 
Annette Fischer, Ms Nollaig McGreevey, Mr John Crowe.

Doncha O’Malley sadly died in 1967 just as he was about to give vocational schools their right- 
fill place.They got that place. It just took many years of hard work and frustration to achieve it.
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THE LITTLE BROWN MARETHE SAW-PIT LANE

How many know where the saw-pit lane 
is, or whence the name? Some think it is 
the Sabbath lane probably associating it

with a mass-pass from penal times. Actually 
the lane is a right-of-way to several parcels 

of land on the hill behind Cosgroves, 
Heslin’s and McGlynn's houses out the 

Killeshandra road.
Before circular-saws and steam-power 

came to Carrigallen, building boards had to 
be sawn by hand. A deep pit was dug, in 

this case, in what is now 
Cosgrove’s garden. A platform capable of 

supporting the bole of a tree, horizontally, 
was erected over the pit. Also, there was a 

platform for one sawyer. The foreman 
marked the track of the first cut. The other 

sawer stood in the pit. The sawing com
menced and the fight edge was removed, 
the saw working vertically with the grain. 

Then the width of the first board was 
marked and sawn and so on.

Can one picture the task the poor fellow in 
the pit had? Granted his down-pull was 

slightly easier, but he had to contend with 
sawdust constandy falling on his face and 

eyes and down his neck. We can also imag
ine the attention of the flies in 

hot weather attracted by the smell of 
softwood resin. Also, unless care was 

taken we can imagine him sinking into 
rain-soaked sawdust.

Modern saw-milling creates a hazard for 
the operator. It demands skill and dexterity 

and a 100% concentration, but for sheer 
bloody-minded hardship, it would be hard 

to beat the old saw-pit.

Michael S Duignan

My father spoke little about her for she was always associated 
in his mind with a fatal accident that happened in our house 

to my brother Artie in 1923.

It was morning. May, my elder sister would have gone to 
school. My father was working outside when his peace was 
shattered by an urgent message. No time to be lost, a doctor 
was needed immediately. No phones or cars in those days so 
hope of speed was placed in the horse. In a flash, my father 

located his little brown mare in an adjoining field. He caught 
her and rode her to the house where the urgency of reach
ing a doctor was vividly borne in on him. The mare was to 

justify all the hopes he had of her. He know her to be strong, 
sure footed and swift, with an extraordinary sensitivity to his 

mood, especially when he was in the saddle.

This time, the ride would be against the clock; it was well 
known that she could trot from milestone to milestone in 
four minutes—could she beat that rate to Carrigallen? Said 
my father: When I reached the road, I dropped her in across 
a low gate in Farrell John Donohoe’s field and sped down 
the hill and crossed hedges and ditches until in no time we 

came out below on the Carrigallen Road at Bernie 
McCabe’s gate. From there, as if sensing the urgency of the 

situation, she put all her energy into covering ground, and as 
she did, she beat her own record, arriving at Carrigallen in 

twelve minutes. She gave all that was in her, so much so that 
by evening she was still in a sweat.

The little brown mare became in my mind a symbol of relia
bility and the short story of how she showed her mettle that 
fateful day has become for me a focus for the interconnect

edness of all living beings confirming my belief that 
whatever the sceptics may say, there is more to the horse 

than meets the eye.The story, while assuming to be in praise 
of a mare is more about grieving, for her story can never 

be told unless it be about Artie’s death.

Artie was then three and a half.

Paddy Cooke
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YEAR OF THE PRIEST
1959

IVE NATIVES of the parish were ordained priests in 1959: Sean Smyth, Kevin 
O’Rourke, Robert Morrow, Sean Cooke and Bernard Doyle. Convents and 
colleges were full of postulants and students in the 1940’s, 50’s and 60s. Yet five 

ordinations in a parish, in the same year, was quite extraordinary.
Of course, none of the ordinations took place in St Mary’s Church. Unlike to-day, ordina

tions took place in the college, and usually the first Mass as well.
All five came from families with a religious tradition. Fr Smyth’s older brother, Patrick, was 

a Holy Ghost Priest; Fr O’Rourke had an aunt and two cousins who were nuns in the United 
States; Fr Morrow’s aunt was a Marist nun in Carrick-on-Shannon; Fr Cooke’s older sister is a 
Loreto nun; Fr Doyle had uncles and grand-uncles priests in the United States. In addition to 
the rich family traditions a great influence in their youth was the priests of the parish in the 
1950s, particularly Fr McNiffe, PP, and Fr Lynch, CC. Both took a special interest in 
them,and gave them much encouragement, and were probably just as proud as the parents 
when they were ordained. They approached the bishop of the time, Dr Quinn, and received 
permission to hold a celebration to mark such a significant event in the life of the parish. 
Again, unlike to-day, public celebrations for ordinations were frowned upon in the diocese. 
The newly erected St Mary’s Hall was packed to capacity on the Friday night in July 1959 
when presentations were made to the newly ordained.

The oldest of the five was Fr Sean Smyth. He was 33 years of age at the date of Iris ordina
tion, May 1st 1959. Like his brother Patrick before him, he received his secondary education 
in Roscrea, Co Tipperary. He intended to become a Redemptorist, and studied for some years 
in Eskcr, Co Galway. Because of ill health he didn’t continue. Encouraged by Fr Duignan, a 
native of Drumlish, he went to Missouri USA, and was ordained for Jefferson City. Immedi
ately after ordination he volunteered for the Missions in Peru, South America. Unfortunately,
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Above left: Fr Sean Cooke. 1959 

Above: Fr Kevin O'Rourke. 1959.

he was again afflicted by ill-health, and was destined to have bad health for 
the rest of his life. He continued to give good priestly service in his diocese 
until his death on May 17th 1990.

Fr Sean was the only one of the five from Carrigallen town and Carri
gallen NS. His parents, Jack and Winifred (Brady), ran a thriving hardware 
business in the town.

Fr Kevin O’Rourke, Drumshangore, received his primary education in 
Drumeela NS, and his secondary education in Mill Hill, Kilkenny. After the 
Leaving Certificate he decided to become a Mill Hill priest. He spent some 
of his student years in Holland, and the remainder in Mill Hill, London, 
where he was ordained on July 12th 1959. Most of his priestly life has been 
spent in Africa. From his ordination until the mid 1970s he worked in Kenya. 
He then spent five years in Ireland promoting vocations to his order. His next 
assignment was in the Sudan. Presently he is ministering in Egypt. Fr Kevin is 
son of the late Michael and Margaret (Kiernan).

Fr Robert Morrow, Beaghbeg, was educated in Beaghmore NS and the 
Latin School, Moyne. He studied for the priesthood in St Kieran’s College, 
Kilkenny, where he was ordained for Salford diocese, England, in June 1959. 
His first assignment was as a curate in St Wilfrids, Hulme, Manchester. After 
nine years there he served for another nine years as curate in St Kentigern, 
Fellowfield. He returned to St Wilfrid’s as PP in 1977. In 1985 he was trans
ferred as PP to his present parish, St Joseph’s, Bury. Fr Morrow is son of the 
late Peter and Mar)’Anne (Gaffney).

Fr Sean Cooke, son of Francis and Mary Ellen (O’Neill), Gortermone, 
attended Gortermone NS and the Latin School, Moyne. He did his seminary 
training in St Peters College, Wexford, where he was ordained for Camden 
Diocese, New Jersey, USA, on the May 31st 1959. As an assistant pastor he 
served in the Most Holy Redeemer, Westville Grove; St Gregory’s, Magnolia 
(twice); St Cecilia’s, Pennsauken; St Bridget’s, Glassboro.

He was appointed pastor of the newly-created parish of Our Lady of the 
Lakes, Collings Lake, NJ, in April 1973. Here he built a new church, which 
was dedicated in 1978. In December 1978 he was transferred as Pastor to 
St Joseph’s, Somers Point, where he was to remain for more than 17 years. He 
became a Monsignor in 1988. He is now pastor in Our Lady of Peace, Pit
man, New Jersey.

Fr Bernard Doyle, son of Francis and Mary Anne (Blake), Gortermone, also
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attended Gortermone NS. He went to the Latin School and St. Patrick’s College, Cavan. 
Ordained in Maynooth on June 21st 1959, he served as curate in Ballintrillick, Corlough, 
Upper and Lower Drumreilly, Manorhamilton, Orlando, Florida, and Knockbride. He was 
appointed PP Drumlane in August 1989. He still ministers there.

The 37 years that have passed since 1959 have brought many changes. One of the five, Fr 
Sean Smyth, is dead.Two of the National Schools they attended, Beaghmore and Gortermone, 
are closed. The Latin School in Moyne has been converted into a community centre. St 
Kieran’s College, Kilkenny, where Fr Morrow was ordained, no longer trains students for the 
priesthood.The spate of vocations in the parish, as elsewhere, has become a mere trickle.

On the positive side, four of the five are still ministering on three continents—Europe, 
Africa, and America. The pre-eminent position of the priest may have waned, but it has been 
replaced by a healthy involvement of the laity in religious matters. The faith of the community 
that brought the five men to the priesthood in the 1950’s is still strong in the 1990’s. Above left: Fr Bernard Doyle with liis 

parents, Frank & Mrs Doyle. 1959. 

Above: Monsignor John Cooke. 1996 

Below: Fr Robbie .Morrow S’ his 

mother, c. 1984.
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THE MAKERS

The architect stood forth and said 

‘I am the master of the art;

I have a thought within my head, 

I have a dream within my heart.

The stone made answer 'Masters mine, 

Know this: that I can bless or damn 

The thing that both of you design,

By being but the thing I am.

Come now, good craftsman, 
ply your trade

With tool and stone obediently. 

Behold the plan that I have made;

I am the master, serve you me’,

The craftsman answered ‘Sir I will,

Yet look to it that this, your draft,

Be of a sort to serve my skill.

You are not master of the craft.

It is by me the towers grow tall,

I lay the course, I shape and hew.

You make a little inky scrawl,

And this is all that you can do.

Account me then the master man, 

Laying my eye and nde upon 

The plan, and that which serves the plan, 

The uncomplaining helpless stone."

For I am granite and not gold,

For I am marble and not clay:

You may not hammer me nor mould,

I am the master of the way.

Yet once that mastery is bestowed 

Then I will suffer patiently 

The clawing steel, the crushing load 

That makes a Calvary of me.

And you may carve me with your hand 

To arch and buttress, roof and wall. 

Until the dream rise up and stand,

Serve but the stone, the stone serves all.

Let each do well what each knows best, 

Nothing refuse and nothing shirk, 

Since none is master of the rest,

But all are servants of the work.

FR. JIM ROURKE CC. CARRIGALLEN ON 

HIS WAY TO CONFESSION DURING THE 

DIG SNOW.THE DRIVER IS JACK 

NIXON.THE GAELIC HALL IS IN THE 

BACKGROUND 1947.

Frfim Rourke

The work no master may subject 

Save He to Whom the whole is known, 

Being Himself the architect 

The craftsman and the cornerstone’.

The architect and craftsman both 

Agreed the stone had spoken well, 

Bound him to serve them by an oath, 

And each to his own labour fell.

Then when the greatest and the least 

Have finished all their labouring 

And sit together at the feast 

You shall behold a wonder thing.

The Master of the men that make 

Will stoop between the cherubim, 

The towel and the basin take

And serve the servants who served Him.
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COMMUNITY CARE 
COMMITTEE

MEETING WAS HELD in the Clubrooms (Parochial Hall) Carrigallen on 
February 3rd 1971 to establish a centre for the aged. This was a largely attended 
meeting and included Rev J A Young CC, Ballinamore, and Mrs Moroney, who 

gave an up-to-the minute picture of the centre in Ballinamore and its success in the field of
housing, etc. This was the beginning of community care in Carrigallen. At that time, Aughavas 
and Drumreilly (Drumlea) were included.

The officers of this committee were: Chairman, Sergeant McGloin; Hon Secretary; Mrs 
Etta McGerty; Treasurer, Michael Hackett senior. Various people were appointed to make lists 
of people in need in their respective areas. As far back as 1972, the first Christmas party was 
held in the Parochial Hall. The refreshments were supplied by the ladies and that left the cost 
on the Council very small. The North Western Health Board gave a grant to help with the 
care of the aged. Since Aughavas and Drumlea separated from Carrigallen they were allotted 
their share of the grant.

From 1973, Care of the Aged was adopted as the appropriate name. Fr Patsy Young CC was 
appointed chairman: Mrs Etta McGerty and Mrs Gretta O’Neill were appointed joint secre
taries. Some time before that, Miss Brigid Duignan had retired from farming in Drumbreanlis 
and bought two small adjoining houses in Clooncorrick adjacent to the town.

Arising from the meeting with the Ballinamore people, Carrigallen Care of the Aged had 
the same idea as Ballinamore, namely to build or buy houses for the needy. Miss Duignan left 
her houses to Very Rev M J Byrne, PP.This was an ideal chance to acquire the houses for the 
aged. Canon Byrne duly obliged, and sold the houses for a nominal sum. From there, began 
the campaign to pay for the houses, and of course to raise the cost of converting the two 
houses into four bed-sitters.
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Biiefe: Helen McManus, Rose 

Donohoe; Noel Lee & John 

Mulligan.

Front: Aine Gray; Breegc Rice; 

Breege Grimes; Chris Mulligan; 

Rose Tierney & Michael 

Duignan. Members of committee. 

1996.

Opposite: Michael Hackett 

senior, treasurer of‘Care of the 

Aged’ committee. 1971.

Frank O’Brien, a teacher on the vocational staff, was given the task of drawing up the plans 
to convert the houses, and Michael Murray, who was an active member of the committee, con
verted them into apartments. Canon Byrne was paid in part for the houses, but the committee 
was hard up for funds, and the canon, being the man he was, gave back the money until such 
time as the Committee was more solvent. It took nearly ten years to pay for the houses.

A special word is needed about Canon M J Byrne. He was the parish priest when this pro
ject started. Although he was never to the forefront in any project, he always gave his blessing to 
anything that benefited the people. Thus, although he seldom attended meetings he was always 
almost first the day of the summer outing to present a cheque to help the cause. He then drove 
his car, and later went with Canon Young, his successor, to join the outing. Similarly he arrived 
at the hall (later the hotel) to subscribe to the Christmas party and then retired to bed. He was 
generous to a fault; a great priest. Ar Dheis De go raibh a anam crodha.

Michael Hackett continued as treasurer and Francis McGlynn NT became eventually hous
ing treasurer. The efforts to raise funds were many and varied. A housing committee was 
appointed to help. Efforts to raise money included house-to-house collections, raffles, dances, 
fashion parades, church gate collection, walks, and of course the building grants from the 
County Council and Local Government.

The houses were finally completed in 1974.Tenants were found and rents fixed. In 1974, Fr 
Patsy Young vacated the chair and Miss Sadie Maguire was appointed. Mrs Gretta O’Neill con
tinued as secretary for another year. Michael Duignan was appointed ordinary treasurer at the 
request of Michael Hackett. Guest teas were mentioned at this stage for fund-raising. There 
were held later and were a great su'ccess.
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At that stage also arrangements were made to build fuel sheds for the old 
folks’ houses which was duly done. A free turf scheme was run by the com
mittee. Turf was bought in bulk and left in the senior citizens’ garden. Plastic 
fertiliser bags were collected from farmers and filled with turf by the voca
tional school students. Each person got 10 bags several times a year. The 
NWHB gave a donation to the committee. In the eighties, the NEHB gave 
vouchers direct to the applicants, relieving the committee of the responsibility 
of buying the turf.

Fr Patsy Young arranged to buy old phones from the Department of Posts 
for a reasonable sum. (Automation was about to begin). The phones, when 
cranked, could be used by an elderly person to summon help from an able- 
bodied neighbour. These phones were installed by committee members and 
were a great success. The remaining bill for the work on the houses was 
,£3500. Fr Young departed in 1975 to be replaced by Fr Oliver Kelly, who was 
appointed chairman. Gretta O’Neill and Michael Duignan were re-appointed 
Hon secretary and ordinary treasurer respectively.

It was decided to seek a loan from the St Vincent De Paul to help to pay 
for the houses who in 1976 agreed to pay the bank the money due on the 
building. It is pleasing to record the report of Francis McGlynn in September 
1977 that all expenses were paid on the houses and that only £300 was owed 
to Canon Byrne. The canon was finally paid at the end of the following year.

After the houses were in occupation, repairs were needed. A new roof was 
constructed, some new doors were fitted, and of course the inevitable paint
ing. All tlais meant more fund gathering for the committee. At the end of the 
eighties FAS had arrived in Ireland, and each year FAS offers two workers to 
the committee to repair and refurbish not alone the four chalets owmed by 
the committee but also those occupied by any senior citizen in Carrigallen. 
This was a great help. Committee members supervise the work.

Fr Kelly resigned from the chair and was replaced by Fonsie McCabe. Fon- 
sie died in summer of 1982, RIP, and was replaced by Fr J AYoung PP. Mrs 
Pauline Morris replaced Mrs Elizabeth Mulligan who did not seek re-elec
tion. Pauline served till March 1992. She was succeeded by Mrs Bernie Rawle 
who served as Hon secretary till August 1996. The present incumbent is Mrs 
Rose Tierney. Father JA Young—later Canon and now Monsignor Young— 
served as chairman till November 1989, when Sergeant John Mulligan 
replaced him. After Francis McGlynn died, Mrs Elizabeth McGlynn contin
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ued her role of housing secretary and rent collector till Catherine Flynn succeeded her. In 
1993, Michael Duignan become housing officer instead of treasurer, and Noel Lee became 
ordinary treasurer.

In the mid-eighties the committee began to be known as the Carrigallen Community Care 
Committee. The Health Board had finally built a Health Centre and meetings moved to its 
spacious waiting-room. Senior citizens came in for music sessions, dancing, and drama enter
tainment by the local troupe. In 1993 the committee members attended a conference in 
UCD. After this, funding was given reluctantly from the NWHB. Later some lottery funding 
was allotted. This meant that it was possible to run a day care centre. Senior citizens are 
brought in by mini-buses and join in games, reading the papers, and having a meal for two 
days in the week. They make a part payment to the cost. Sr Elizabeth McNicol, the present 
district nurse, must take much credit for this day centre. She is at present, with the help of the 
Community Care Committee, hoping to get a site or a building to house ex-patients from 
hospital before they are returned home.

In the years of its existence since the seventies, the Community Care Committee has always 
provided a Christmas party for senior citizens. Until some years ago a summer outing was 
provided to such places as Killykeen, Rockingham Forest Park, or Kon Tiki. Houses were pro
vided or kept in reasonable repair for senior citizens. All this took time, though, and above all 
money. Only some of the committees activities have been related here. An effort has been 
made to make the sunset years a little more attractive for so many people.

Tribute is due to all involved who helped in any way—the people, officials of the NWHB. 
and County Council, and individual council members.
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FARMING-A HISTORY
ORIGINS

T HE TWO LARGEST land-owners in the parish were the Gores of Woodford 
and LaTouches of Dublin (formerly French). Others were Lord Leitrim of Mohill, 
who owned property in the village as well as much of Newtowngore and the 

Godleys of Killegar, the only family to survive in the parish to this day. The system in Carri
gallen was reasonably benign. The third Earl of Leitrim had been known to evict people from 
the village of Carrigallen, and in the Newtowngore area and the townland of DruminifFe.

There were other landlords but all were bought out gradually. The farms varied from good, 
sixty-plus acres to very small nonviable patches which have merged with neighbouring hold
ings. The land is a mixture of limestone (Newtowngore and surrounds, and patches near the 
town); the largest topography being drumlin hills with soil of a good average plough depth of 
top-soil. Whins only manage to survive in the dry ditches, so that land is not really dry or 
sandy.

On the other hand rushes were not prevalent, which shows the land was not over-abused 
or waterlogged. Pre-war Carrigallen, like much of Leitrim, was a mixed farming area—four or 
five cows (ten or twelve in larger farms), a sow or two, and bacon pigs for sale (one for the 
family), a good kitchen garden, one to two acres of potatoes, a couple acres of oats and maybe 
some wheat. Summer pasture and meadow for winter hay made up the bulk of the land. 
Dwelling houses ranged from two-storey slated to three or four-roomed thatched houses.

The out-offices left much to be desired. The cow-byre was often too stuff)’ with poor ven
tilation. Farmers did not realise a cow has a tremendous high normal temperature of 103 F 
(39.4 C), so she sheds much natural heat. The modern byres correct this by ventilation natu
rally. The pig, in contrast, was often housed in a veritable vault. Bonhams especially are as pro
tected. So winter was a hazardous time especially.

The sow, who often suffered from deficiencies, was hard to corral and often ate holes in the
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John O’ Neill, general manager, 
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wooden door. Galvanised roofs added to the problem. A dry sow could get a lot of protein 
balance from good grass but, even though she does not chew the cud, she had not a good pas
ture to graze on, especially in winter. So she rooted the fields; (her primordial instinct for 
which she inherited her nose) and thus, she found herself locked up.

The piglets suffered several minor deficiencies, in the house, because they are natural rooters 
also, and they could not be let out for most of the year. So they often died of convulsions which 
was really iron deficiency.The typical diet was boiled potatoes, high starch, with imported Indian 
corn, also starchy, with a balance of protein from skim milk. This produced a slow growth and a 
very sweet fat bacon.This system all changed in the fifties.The long lean breeds came in.

Home-grown grains, balanced with animal products fed dry, came in. Pig-rearing became an 
exact science. The sow or two disappeared from the farms, to be replaced by the large units, for 
rearing hundreds of pigs—a veritable factory with insulated houses including cavity floors, auto
matic feeding silos and computer feeding.
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Cattle and milk producing had its problems in those far-off days. The tradi
tional ways were carried on from generation to generation. The same fields 
were pastured from year to year; the same fields were invariably meadows for 
the winter hay. The potatoes were the usual crop to benefit from farm-yard 
manure plus fertilisers. The corn crops that followed usually made do with the 
residual nutrients. The meadows might get a dressing of dung, often at the 
expense of a blade badly blunted at mowing time from stones, pieces of iron 
etc. The pastures were the most neglected in the mistaken idea that grass is 
eternal which of course it is not. The Emerald Isle looks green, but not every
thing is grass. Pastures and meadows produced rosette weeds (low growing 
wide-species) which took the place of grasses and clovers. The drumlins of 
Leitrim are naturally acid and therefore, while naturally favouring good 
healthy potatoes and oats, they limited good grass sward and ruled out barley 
and most wheat species.

So there were naturally low milk yields, often poorly fleshed cows; and store 
catde needed cosdy housing to get them ready for the fair. The big problem was 
the universal hay diet over a long winter—September to May often. Even if 
there was a good aftergrass on the meadows, wet years brought poaching, and 
late growth closed down. Silage making was yet unknown. Another problem was 
the changing back to grass after tillage. During much of the forties, huge acres 
were ploughed for tillage all over the country: This was of course compulsory: 
Carrigallen had an advantage here because, in pre-war days, a department— 
appointed instructor, the late Dan Keenan, spent much of his time here instruct
ing ploughing. Jack Nixon and John Carthy were two of his finest students. 
Thus, the district produced many all-Ireland champions as well as good average 
ploughmen. Most farms boasted a good plough, and a pair of horses. Tractors 
were slowly appearing, first the old Fordson with its long training plough but 
later the tidy Ford and Ferguson models with the tidy hydraulic three-point 
linkage.

All this tillage left the farmer weakened. Fertilisers almost disappeared till 
after the war. Changing back to grass was traditionally to under-sow grass, 
seeded with the last corn-crop. If this grew well, it caused endless trouble in 
the harvesting, being green when the corn was cut, and so hindering the 
proper drying of stooks and stacks, which was the only way to harvest corn. 
In severe cases, and in bad harvests, dark lusted corn was the result. Direct 
seeding was unheard of.

Jack O'Neill, Main Street, until the first tractor in 

Carrigallen town. 1952.
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Above:John Carthy, Champion 
ploughman in the 1930’s and 
president of the Co Leitrim 
Ploughing Association in the 
I990’s. 1994.
Right: Ploughing in Killegar. 1944.

In the late fifties a vocational teacher (an agricultural graduate), Mick Duignan persuaded 
the late John Carthy, a champion ploughman, to plough and harrow a fallow field and direct 
seed it with good grass-seed and clover complete with fertilisers and the requisite lime com
plement. The field that everyone thought would be idle for so long, bloomed into a magnifi
cent rye-grass clover sward in six to seven weeks. John was convinced and he proceeded to 
direct seed several fields. His neighbours were equally convinced, so the method came to be 
common practice. The addition of ground limestone to ploughed ground was more effective 
than spreading it on grass.

In those years Carrigallen had its problems with waterlogged soils. The Land Project came 
m 1948, bank-rolled initially by post-war American Marshall Aid. A pity it came so late 
because dry land is a basic. Drainage was mainly done the hard way in the west at least—with 
the spade or loy and shovel. No suitable machinery was available. Small fire-clay pipes were 
laid in trenches 27 inches deep, herring-bone fashion across the hills, seven yards apart; Sand or 
gravel was then added and the drain was topped up with top-soil. The sub-soil had to be 
painfully removed. All credit is due to the generation of farmers and their children who 
undertook this task.

The scheme was grant-aided but it was a well deserved grant. In some cases, a farmer might 
have the means to mole-drain across the drains, and thus speed up the job. Seven yard intervals 
were too wide a spacing to drain the drumlins. In the sixties, a deputation headed by 
Fr Browne (Roscommon) who was national chairman of Muntir na Tire in the sixties, and 
others from Carrigallen persuaded the Land Project (through and Minister of Agriculture of 
the day) to give a limited grant fos mole-drainage alone. The provisions were suitable catch-
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ment drains at regular intervals, and good outlets to open drains to be provided. The moles 
were to be at four-feet intervals. By that time, heavy caterpiller tractors were becoming avail
able which had power and grip to drain up against the hill and pull the large three-inch 
moles. This scheme released much needed waterlogged meadows and pasture to almost instant 
fertility.

The passing of the hard war years and the return to grass farming brought many changes. 
As said before, a dramatic change came in pig husbandry; equally, a change came in cattle hus
bandry, and many farms became identified with an intensive way of farming. Tillage of all 
kinds (sometimes even the kitchen garden) disappeared; spacious cow-byres were constructed. 
Large slatted houses were built for dry stock. Other farmers opted for single suckling calves at 
the mothers’ feet, in the same padlock. By then, rural electrification had reached practically 
every farmer.The huge jump in machine milking rather than the glow grind ot hand milking, 
the huge quantities of fertilisers and lime being used and the introduction ot silage making 
enabled cow-herds to increase enormously.

The traditional breeds of cattle also began to change. From the neat herd ot Aberdeen 
Angus, the beef Shorthorn and the larger Hereford, farmers now introduced the Charolais, the 
Holstein or Friesian (mainly dairy but also with a large beef carcass), the Limousin etc. These 
are large animals and demand high levels of fodder, but are large producers in turn. It follows 
that the farms had to be geared to meet them. Another development was fresh water, not just 
in the fields but in large byres for high yielding cows (a thousand gallons of milk or more in a 
lactation). Farmers provided water from group schemes or bored wells.

The introduction of silage came slowly, from recognition of the fact that short leafy pickled
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Back: Pee Mollalian, Eugene 

Corr, Jimmy Higgins, Vincent 

Greene, Michael McCusker, Frank 

Corr, Mickey Masterson, Tom 

Doonan, Tommy Reynolds, Parrel 

Molloy & Jimmy McCusker. 

Middle: Charlie Reilly & John 

Magarahan.

Front: Larry Wiliams, John 

Carthy, Michael Murray, Seamus 

Williams, Eddie Heslin & Tom 

Maguire. Ploughing enthusiasts, 

c. 1950‘s.

grass was the nearest thing to field grass. Bad summers and the invention of forage harvesters 
were the two great incentives. The early efforts were painful: long fodder had to be painfully 
collected by buck-rake and shaken laboriously to get out the air pockets, thus precluding 
moulds. Sloped walls in silo-pits, heavy tractors to compact the grass, early forcing of grass, and 
the forage harvester to chop it up, brought a whole new concept to producing fodder.

The last few years saw the introduction of the baler, and later still the large round baler that 
wraps the fodder tightly in black plastic, thus eliminating the time and trouble to cart in fod
der to hay-sheds or silos. The traditional way of bygone years is gone—the hand-cocking, 
trimming and roping, the drawing in to the rick or hay-shed. Then, there was the belief that 
the hay could not be carted in for several weeks, in order to let it fully save.This was a ridicu
lous waste as the tops and the bases were rooted or moulded.There may be accidental or care
less waste in silo pits, but this can be avoided with care and know-how.

Another torment on the farm df yesteryear was the prevalence of so many parasites. Cattle
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hosted three deadly parasitic worms: liver-fluke in dry stock and cows, stom
ach and intestinal worms in dry stock (cows, harboured these but were not 
affected), and hoose worms in the lungs and air passages of young calves. 
Remedies were poor and not effectively applied. Veterinary personnel was 
very scarce, and vets were not noted for the volume of information they 
passed on.

Other pests were bacterial, chiefly blackleg in young stock, trichomaneisis 
(failure of cows to bear calves), bacillus brucellosis (cows aborting calves) and 
of course the omnipresent tuberculosis. While veterinary care and more pow
erful drugs have left most of these scourges a bad memory, TB and brucellosis 
persist. The two-winged gad or warble fly that made all bovines, flee for their 
lives in hot weather, could not be stopped by the older derris powder.

Thankfully, new washes have left this scourge a bad memory. Horses had 
their share of parasitic worms too, plus the insidious bumbly horse or bot fly, 
that spent its larval stage attached to the stomach wall. Those and poor nutri
tion plus the poisonous ragwort or buachallan made a wreck of many a work
ing horse. A farmer can get a mechanic to work on his tractor nowadays, but 
his father usually had to bury the horse—his main source of power.

One of the best innovations to-day was the invention of the cattle crush, a 
simple steel or wooden device for holding animals for drenching and other 
simple operations that are so necessary. Not all ills or course have vanished 
from the farmyard, but there is now less reason for losses than in years gone 
by.

Then, there were diseases of progress. For example grass tetany killed many 
good cows. This was a deficiency disease caused by the loss of the minor ele
ment magnesium, which is temporarily depressed when high applications ot 
the major elements were supplied. This and other problems are now solved. 
When stocking numbers rise, vigilance is all important. Of course, the mod
ern farmer has not the endless chores of his father, the spring ploughing and 
sowing, the tedious preparation for potato growing and later spraying, dig
ging, etc, cutting and saving turf and hay the hard way, weeding and thinning 
etc. etc. The tractor out-classes the horse in speed and volume. Yet there 
seemed to be a charm of its own to the old style. The farmer worked all the 
hours of light God gave him to get everything done. The winters were restful. 
Second level education had not become the norm as now, so there was 
more time for the family to work on the farm, and share the burden. They

John Harahan & John McLoughlin. At the back is 

James McGovern. Making a hayrick, c.1945.
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Back:John Duffy,John O’Malley 

Roy Taylor, Gerry Grimes, Lorcan 

Masterson, James Grimes, Stephen 

King, Cathal Sheridan & Paddy 

Carthy.

Front: Errol McCartin, Margaret 

McCartin, Tommy McGuckian, 

Michael McKiernan, Anthony 

Brennan & Jim Kiernan. Plough

ing Association members. 1996.

did not seek summer work as often happens with teenagers today. There was no work 
available anyhow.

What of all the modern improvements in the past forty years or less? Is there a price to pay? 
Yes. In the bygone days the farmer was to a large extent self-sufficient. He supplied the basic 
food for his family and his stock. So his outlay was small. He had to because his income was 
minuscule. But he had no big bills to pay, for light, fuel, phone, groceries, car etc.The expenses 
of the modern farm are enormous. But the, wretched prices farmers got for stock years ago 
were a terrible handicap. The entry of the Republic to the EC in the seventies was a great 
epoch. Prices and markets were guaranteed for the first time and a boom period followed.

It is true that the cost of other things rose too. Nevertheless, a nation like ours with an agri
cultural background cannot be successful when its farmers are poor. There had to be adjust
ments the EC regulations to prevent over-production, but nonetheless improved things 
especially for farmers.

One final word about the farming housewife. Gone are the free-range hens and baskets of 
eggs, the temperamental bronze turkeys carefully nurtured for the Christmas market, the cart 
of shining bonhams several times a year. The sale of these commodities was usually the house
wife’s personal pin-money, as she did the lion’s share of these chores.

The modern housewife does not miss these perks, one imagines. She has a much better 
income. The social structures have changed down the years. In pre-famine times, farmers had
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nothing to pass on. They owned no land themselves. Young couples could get a patch of land 
and build a cabin or even set up house in the end of the parents’ hut, a few split bags forming 
the only privacy to the nuptial bed. After the Land War, the parents formed a fierce attachment 
to the house and land. Dare any outsider enter as a bride! Thus, towards the end of the cen
tury and into the twentieth, the age of marriage rose. The heir apparent had to wait until all 
the other siblings were gone and he had to get a dowry with his bride. Even then, it caused 
friction as it really meant two generations in the one house. DeValera advocated dower-houses 
in the thirties, but he was scoffed at. Of course, the economics of the times did not favour the 
situation, but it is interesting to note that the dower-house is very much part of the farming 
scene today.

In conclusion, the social history of our country has often been more turbulent than our 
military history. We have survived many calamities. Our farmers have been the bed-rock and 
the progenitors of most of our race. Long may they prosper.
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CON DOLAN

CARRIGALLEN GAA
1984-1996

T his contribution deals generally with the period from 1984 to 1996. In summary 
this period has provided many highlights. Success for the senior teams ranged from 
the four cups of 1984 to a senior final appearance in 1992. The club achieved its 

ambition of officially opening their own playing park and club rooms in 1984. Participation in 
Scor, the cultural side of GAA, was encouraged, and All-Ireland success was achieved both at 
senior and juvenile levels.

As with many clubs throughout the county, Carrigallen GAA published a magazine history 
of the club in the GAA centenary year, 1984.The club celebrated its own centenary in 1990. 
Juvenile football has been particularly strong during this period and is representative of the 
unselfish input of a talented number of team mentors and juvenile club officers.

Ladies’ football is once again being nurtured at under-age level. The handball club is also 
being revived.

Sections on Juvenile Football and 

Ladies Football contributed by 

Gretta O’Neill; Section on 

Football in Vocational School 

contributed by H alter Sharpley

CLUB HISTORY
The occasion of the official opening of the park in 1984 was marked by the publication of a 
commemorative booklet titled Carraig Alainn 1889-1984; Carrigallen G/L4 Club History. This 
104-page booklet was edited by the county board secretary and the principal of Drumeela 
NS, Mr Tommy Moran. As well as being an extensive history of the club, articles on adrletics, 
tug-of-war, drama and Macra Na Feirme were included. The publication of this book, apart 
from being an essential historical record, was also a commercial success. The net proceeds 
accruing from book sales at _£ 2 each, sponsorship and advertising, exceeded jQ 2,000. The 
book contained a total of 42 articles.
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Back: John Joe Dolan, Larry Reilly, 
Frank McManus, Pal Heslin, who 
represented Sean Heslin; John Fran
cis Molahan.John Donnelly, lion 
president, & Willie McManus.
Front: Edward Doherty, Margaret 
McCabe, representing her husband 
Fonsie McCabe; Susan Flynn repre
senting her husband John Flynn; 
Thomas Nesdale & Charlie Greene. 
The Tully senior team, Leitrim senior 
champions, 1945 at Carrigallen 
GAA dinner dance, c. 1990.

THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE PARK
In his article titled ‘We have a Park' in the 1984 Club history, Michael Duignan described the 
efforts involved in acquiring a suitable ground and how the enormous task of raising funds 
was approached. Up to October 1982, the total outlay on the park was £65,554. At that time 
the future ouday was estimated at £10,960.

By the time the park was officially opened on April 22nd 1984, it was considered that well 
in excess of £80,000 had been committed to the development of the park and club rooms. 
The youth employment scheme funded by the Departments of Education and Labour, pro
vided lor most ot the labour costs. Bank loans and GAA loans provided short-term cash flow. 
However, the repayment of these loans and the material costs were sourced from the local 
community. The overall cost to date has now exceeded £100,000 with the completion of the 
spectator stand.

At the park committee AGM held in the Tom Clarke rooms on October 25th 1983, the 
official opening date was set for Easter Sunday, April 22nd 1984. At a meeting on November 
9th, 1983, it was resolved that the new park be named Pairc Carraig Alainn.The intervening 
period until the opening was a time of intense work, with meetings taking place almost 
weekly.

Easter Sunday arrived and it was a beautiful day weatherwise.The official opening was per-
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formed bythe Leitrim, Connacht and All-Ireland selection footballer, Packie McGarry; who in 
his address to the crowd complimented all involved on their work in establishing the park and 
he said he hoped for a senior championship for Carrigallen in the near future.

The official blessing was performed by Dr Francis McKiernan, Bishop of Kilmore. On that 
day Carrigallen beat Drumreilly in the club match to win the Peter Donohoe Perpetual Cup. 
Leitrim and Longford played a draw in the county match for the Kilbracken Arms Hotel Per
petual Cup. This game was never replayed. Carrigallen and Arva youth bands entertained the 
crowds. The Carrigallen team and substitutes for the official opening day were: Kevin Doo- 
nan, Eamon Gray, Kevin O'Rourke, Michael Dolan, Philip Greene. Michael Reilly (Beagh
more), Matt Kerrigan, Seamus McManus, P J Maguire, Raymond Hackett, John O’Neill, 
Brian Brady, Michael Reilly (Bredagh), Brian Doyle, Con Dolan. Subs: Hugh Cooke, Michael 
Donohoe, Michael Lee, Seamus O’Rourke,John McCabe, John Flynn and Owen Mulligan.

Back: Anthony Morrow, Gabriel 
Cooke, Thomas Lockhart, Seamus 
McManus, Michael Reilly, Seamus 
O'Rourke, Brian Doyle, Seamus 
Cooke, Hugh O ’Neill, Pat Master- 
son, Peter Donohoe, Kevin O’Rourke 
& Michael Lee.
Front: Tomas Lee, Cathal og Sheri
dan, Tomas Tierney, Fintan Cooke, 
Andrew McManus, Emmet Ward, 
Ciaran Harte (Capt), Dennot 
Mulligan, John O'Neill, Derek Mul
ligan, Christy Coyne & Bernard 
McCartin. Mascots are: Dennot 
Lyons & Stephen Tierney.

JUVENILE FOOTBALL

The juvenile GAA was started in the early 1970 s and has consistently provided the new mate
rial for U-21 and senior teams. We have won all grades from U-lO’s and U-13’s in Commu
nity Games to U-12, U-14, U-16 and minor competitions at county- level. The club has also 
provided players and team managers to represent Leitrim at county level.
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Aidan Harte, Terr}' Shortt, Catlial 
Sheridan, Mickey O'Brien & Sean 
Maxwell at Carrigallen GAA 
dinner dance, c. 1990.

LADIES' FOOTBALL IN CARRIGALLEN
Ladies’ Football was active for a period in the mid 1980 s. Noel Lyons and Bernie McHugh 
were the trainers. Unfortunately, numbers dwindled and the remaining players joined up with 
some of the neighbouring football clubs. In 1990, U-12 and U-14 girls’ teams were formed 
with Killian McGuinness and Jerome Maguire in charge. Two of the National School compe
titions in Leitrim for large and small schools are cups in memory of the late Masters Frank 
McGlynn NT and Paddy Reynolds NT who taught in Carrigallen National School.

SENIOR AND U-21 FOOTBALL
Carrigallen Senior Team have alternated between Divisions I and II almost on an annual basis 
during the period.The second string has been represented junior B Division IV.The lead into 
tins period commenced with junior championship success in 1980, followed by promotion to 
Division I in 1982. Relegation back to Division II happened in 1983 but dais was not unex
pected, given that the team had only reformed in 1977 and was still young and relatively inex
perienced.

The team in 1984 achieved many successes starting with the Peter Donohoe Perpetual Cup 
when they defeated Drumreilly on the occasion of the official opening of the GAA park 
grounds.This was followed by a victorious campaign in the Division II league and success in 
the intermediate championship. The year was rounded off with a week-end trip to Abbeydor- 
ney, Co Kerry, to represent Connacht in the centenary tournament organised by the home 
club, Brick Rangers. Ironically in Kerry the objective of this tournament was to promote 
football. This was an area that was otherwise noted for its strong hurling tradition. After 
defeating Brick Rangers 6-12 to 2-3, Carrigallen overwhelmed St Anne’s, Dublin, in the final.
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The Carrigallen/Aughavas combination known as Carrigallen Harps won the U-21 Champi
onship this year. The team was as follows: Alan Harkness, Michael Lee. John O’Neill, Kieran 
Nichol, Owen Mulligan, Philip Greene, Michael Fitzpatrick, Brian Doyle, Seamus O'Rourke. 
Raymond Hackett, Brian Brady, Sean McKiernan, Peter Magarahan, Gerry Keaney, Joe Casey. 
Subs: Hugh Cooke for O’Neill.

The expectations of the team of 1984 were not realised in 1985 with an early exit from the 
championship and relegation back to Division 11. However, a very successful tour of the USA 
was undertaken and was organised by Seamus McManus, John McCabe, Michael Reilly 
(Beaghmore), Michael Reilly (Bredagh), Edmund Dolan and Philip Greene. The team played 
games in New York, Boston, New Haven and Hartford. In 1986, for the third time in five 
years, Carrigallen were Division II league winners. Carrigallen reached the semi-final ot the 
1987 Senior Championship, only to be beaten by Aughawillian. In 1988 the team gained pro
motion from Division II of the league.

Minor Team: Colin Galligan, 

Hugh O’Neill, Cathal Og Sheri

dan, Barry Hard, Noel Magara

han, Kieran Harte & Winston 

Harkness.

Front: Fintan Cooke, Emmet 

Ward,Johnathan Finnegan,

Derek Mulligan, Gerard Gormley 

& Dermot Mulligan. Minor team.

198~.
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Front: Collette McCabe;

Anne O’Neill, Theresa 

McCabe,Eileen Donohoe, Gretta 

O’Neil, Yvonne Donohoe, Cather

ine Donohoe,Claire O’Neill & 

Catriona Reilly.

Front:Joan Reilly, Tina Mulli

gan,Maura Reilly, Martina 

McCabe, Veronica Reilly, 

Stephanie Mulligan,

Marley Mulligan,

Patricia Reilly & Maura 

McCann. Duties Football. 1984

In both 1989 and 1990, Sean O’Heslins and Allen Gaels respectively beat Carrigallen in the 
first round of the Senior Championship. A revival in club fortunes occurred in 1991 when the 
club achieved the double of the intermediate championship and Division II league winners.

The following year, 1992, Carrigallen came within a whisker of winning the senior cham
pionship when they were beaten by Aughawillian in the final on a score-line of 10 points to 
1-6. A good league campaign this year saw the club finish in fifth position in Division I, its 
highest placing in a long time.

The 1992 championship final team were as follows: Christy Coyne, Peter Donohoe, Seamus 
O’Rourke, Ciaran Harte, Fintan Cooke, Seamus McManus, John O’Neill, Hugh O’Neill, Sea
mus Cooke, Derek Mulligan, Brian Doyle, Emmet Ward, Andrew McManus, Michael Reilly, 
Dermot Mulligan. Subs: Michael Lee forWard.

In 1993 the club were relegated from Division I only to be followed by promotion from 
Division II the following year. Carrigallen retained their Division I status in 1995 to a struc
turing of the leagues at county board level.

The club finished off 1996 by securing Division I football for another year, this time on 
merit. Carrigallen Harps won the 1995 U-21 championships. The team was: Patrick McGirl, 
Gerry McGovern, Enda McNamara, Noel McBrien, Michael Holohan, Bernard McCartin, 
Ciaran Mollahan, Adrian Charles, Damien Smyth, Andrew McManus, Fintan McBrien, Ray
mond McBrien, Rory Harte, JP McManus, Seamus Colreavy. Subs: Kieran O’Rourke, Colin 
McKiernan, Terence Reynolds, David Bohan, Keith Conefry.
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Back: Danny Mitchell, Aidan Dolan 
representing his father, Johnny; 
Christy McIntyre, William McIntyre 
& Frank Maguire.
Front: Tom Mimna, Benny Reilly & 
Benny Brady. Members of victorious 
Drumeela junior team. 1944.

CENTENARY YEAR

The Carrigallen Mandevilles are recorded as having played tournament football in both 
Leitrim and Cavan in 1889. They were not represented at the first County Convention held in 
Drumshambo on October 20th 1889. However, they did feature in the Ballinamore division 
of the first Leitrim championship in 1890. Accordingly, the club centenary7 was celebrated in 
1990. The significance of the year was marked by the erection of a special sign and by the fly
ing of the club flag from the club rooms throughout the year.

A centenary tournament was organised for the week ending August 26th 1990. Carrigallen 
beat Drumreilly in the boys under-12 game. The under-14 game was postponed. Carrigallen 
lost in the first round of the senior tournament. Drumreilly beat Aughavas in the final. The 
highlight of the year was the revival of the annual dinner dance held on New Years Eve. The 
surviving members and wives of the 1946 Tully senior team, Leitrim champions, and the 
Drumeela Junior Champions of 1945, were honoured.

SCOR

Many Leitrim titles have been won during this period with the club coming close to getting 
the overall Leitrim award on several occasions. At the 1989 Connacht Scor finals, the juvenile 
ballad group reaped Connacht success. They were Carmel Gorby, Una Charles, Therese 
McCartin, Olivia McCartin and Bernard McCartin. The Morrow brothers from Errew, 
Robert, Thomas and John, won the juvenile All-Ireland instrumental section in the Gaiety
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Theatre in 1989. This was a fitting reward for a talented family group. Gus Ward, Kivey, and 
Killian McGuinness, Drumbreanlis, became the first All-Ireland Senior Scor Winners from 
Carrigallen in 1988 with their presentation of The Drunk. Gus went on to win the recitation 
section in the 1994 All-Ireland Finals held in the Green Glens Arena. It is a unique distinction 
in Leitrim to have won All-Ireland success in two disciplines.

FOOTBALL IN THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
The Vocational School enters teams in three competitions, namely Senior (U-18), Junior (U- 
16) and first year. Up until 1994 these teams competed in the Leitrim Vocational Schools 
League, but because of the very large numbers in both the Ballinamore and Carrick-on-Shan
non Schools, outright victory always eluded them. In that year the county leagues were abol
ished and were replaced by a Connacht competition in which all vocational schools were 
seeded according to their size. Carrigallen were placed in Division III with amongst others 
Mohill and Drumkeerin Vocational Schools. In the first year of the competition Carrigallen 
won the junior title with the following team: Enda Lyons, Shane Donohoe, Barry McGurren, 
Eoin Brennan, Jim Morrow, Francis Corrigan, Raymond Warrington, Hugh McFee, David 
Corcoran, John McKeon, Kevin Keegan (Captain), Tony Lunney, Raymond Reilly, Bernard 
O’Rourke and Gerard Smith. Sub: Sean Corrigan.

The following year the Juniors retained their tide and this year they are aiming for three 
in a row.

Over the years the school has supplied many star players to the County' Vocational School 
team. During the 1980’s the names of Ciaran Harte, Seamus O’Rourke and Terry Harton 
from Gowna spring to mind. When Leitrim won the Connacht title in 1990 for the first time 
in many years, their midfield pairing was Pat Connolly and Emmet Ward, both from Carri
gallen. Peter McBrien from Aughavas played at left-half forward on that team. Pat Connolly 
had the added honour of captaining the team.

When Leitrim won the All-Ireland B tittle in 1994, the team included Noel and Fintan 
McBrien and J P McManus from Carrigallen School. The following year Fintan McBrien was 
again the star player on the team beaten by Donegal in the All-Ireland Final in Croke Park. 
Terence Reynolds was also on that team.

The school have their own small pitch behind the main buildings. They use it for training 
and also for inter-class competitions. The opening of the local GAA grounds in 1984 has 
been of great benefit to the school team because as well as playing their home games there 
they can also use it for specialised training before important matches.

The girls have not been forgotten when it comes to GAA within the school. In 1994 the 
school was represented by a camogie team for the first time. As there is no other camogie
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school team in Leitrim the teams have had to travel to Cavan, Donegal, Fermanagh and Mon
aghan for games. In 1996 a girls’ football team has entered the Leitrim post-primary competi
tion and thus far have a 100% success record.

Back:John Reilly, Raymond Hack
ett, Thomas Doonan, Aidan Harte, 
Frank Maguire, Benny Rourke & 
Pat Mitchell.
Front: Cathal Sheridan, Terry Short! 
(vice-chairman Leitrim County 
hoard), John Donnelly, Sean 
Maxwell (joint treasurer, Leitrim 
County board) & Gretta O’Neill. 
Committee members and guests at 
Carrigallen G.-L4 dinner dance, 
c. 1990

The school teams draw their players from three local club: Carrigallen, Drumreilly and 
Aughavas, plus the Cavan Clubs of Killdallen, Templeport, Killeshandra, Cornafean, Gowna 
and Lacken.The team jersey colours are black with an amber hoop, black togs and black and 
amber socks.

FUND-RAISING
The normal fund-raising sources include the gate receipts on league games, membership, sub
scriptions, sponsorship, functions, ticket sales and church gate collections. Over the years how
ever, to fund expenditure on the development of park playing facilities, spectator stand, ball 
stop nets, the night-training lights, perimeter path ways and landscaping, it has been necessary' 
to supplement the normal fund-raising activities with other more exciting and attractive 
events.

A very successful Lord Mayor fund-raising campaign was held in 1985. Three candidates 
were put forward, each representing an organisation and also a strategic section ot the parish. 
Joan Reilly from Beaghmore represented the Ladies, GAAand held various functions far and 
wide in her fund-raising activities. She accumulated the grand sum of £1,300 during her 
campaign. Hugh Magarahan from Calloughs stood for the GAA and established the pub quiz 
as the mainstay of his fund-raising activities. He collected £2,665. Pat Mitchell from New
towngore representing Macra Na Feirme raised £3,731 during his campaign and was duly 
elected Lord Mayor. For the record the sum of £937.50 was raised on the night of the Lord 
Mayor function. This yielded a total of £8,633.50 from this activity over a three month
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D [ffe: Michael McGovern, Searnas 
McCabe, Adrian Nichotl, Dinny 
McNamee John O’Neill, Brian 
Brady, Kevin O’Rourke (capt), 
Philip Greene, Michael Heslin & 
Tomas Mimna.
Front: Sean Brady, Gerry 
McDermott, Hugh F McIntyre, 
Kevin Doonan, Martin Reilly,
Gene Doherty, Raymond Hackett, 
Michael McCabe & Martin Greene. 
Right: Community Games U-13 
County Champions 
(Carrigallen/Aughavas). 1975.

period. Effectively this cleared the debt on the park purchase and development programme at 
that time much to the delight of all involved.

The participation by the club in the sales of Ciste Gael tickets continued until about 1986. 
This idea tired and other ventures had to be tried. Poker classics were held, horse-racing 
nights were organised and numerous £20 limited draws took place. At the 1994 AGM the 
club Chairman John Reilly introduced the lotto. Cathal Sheridan and Tonnny Brady were 
appointed first lotto co-ordinators. This concept based on the national lotto has proved to be 
an outstanding success raising funds from both inside and outside the parish on a weekly basis.

SYNOPSIS AND AMBITIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The achievements and successes of the period 1984 to 1996 both on and off the field could 
not have been realised without a huge amount of voluntary effort from members of nearly 
every family in the parish.At this time we salute their efforts .We remember also the deceased 
friends and members of the club. May their souls rest in peace.

However, that elusive first senior championship victory since 1946 is still awaited. The 
resources for and the whole-hearted promotion of juvenile football must continue. The con
tinued representation at Scor must be encouraged. The maintenance and continued develop
ment of our club facilities are is to be complimented and should not be neglected in the 
future. The organising of games and competitions exclusively for girls has been a success. As a 
major part of the social and cultural fabric of our parish, the community identifies with and 
takes pride in its GAA Club.The responsibility for a strong club rests with us all.
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CLUB OFFICERS AND OFFICIALS 1 980-1996

Presidents: Canon Byrne, Canon Young, Frank Maguire, John Donnelly,

John Mulligan, Larry Reilly, Jack McManus, Cathal Sheridan.

Chairmen: Pat Magee (1980-1983), Cathal Sheridan (1984-1985),

Thomas Doonan (1986-1987),Jim O’Rourke (Acting Oct-Dec 

1987), Sean Donnelly (1988-1989), Cathal Sheridan (1990-1991), 

Christy Coyne (1992),John Reilly (1993 to date).

Vice Chairmen: Sean Doyle (1981), Jim O’Rourke (1982-1992),

Christy Coyne (1993 to date).
Derek .Mulligan & Patrick Mitchell on Lotto night in 
Longfield. 1996.

Secretaries: John Mulligan (1979-1983), Aidan Harte (1984—1985)

Bill Lomasney (1986), Aidan Harte (1987), Pat Mitchell (1988 to date)

Assistant Maureen Gormley (1981-1984), Frank McGlynn (1985)
Secretaries:

Aidan Harte (1986), Bill Lomasney (1987)

John Mulligan (1988-1989), Bill Lomasney (1990), 

Thomas Lockhart (1991-1992), Maureen Gormley (1993), 

Thomas Doonan (1994 to date).

Treasurers: John Mulligan (1980),John Donnelly (1981 joint),

Jerome Maguire (1981 joint),Thomas Doonan (1982-1985), 

Seamus McGovern (1986),John McCabe (1986 Assistant), 

Michael Reilly, Kivey (1987 joint), Sean Doyle (1987 joint), 

John O’Neill (1988 joint),Seamus O’Neill (1988 joint), 

Thomas Doonan (1989 joint),Cathal Sheridan (1989 joint), 

Thomas Doonan (1990-1992 joint)John Reilly (1990-1992 joint), 

Charlie Ward (1993 to date joint), Sean Cooke (1993 to date joint).

PROs: Joe Gormley (1981-1982),John McCabe (1983),
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Jimmy Morrow (1984), Sean Donnelly (1985-1986),

Maura O’Reilly (1987), Peter Magarahan (1988),

Peter Donohoe (1989), Aidan Harte (1990-1992),

Cathal Sheridan (1993 to date).

Registrars: Hugh Cooke (1981-1984), Michael Reilly, Bredagh (1985-1987),

Maureen Gormley (1988), Con Dolan (1989-1990),

Maureen Gormley (1990-1991), Pat Mitchel] (1991-1992),

Gerard Gormley (1993), Kevin Doonan (1994),

Teresa Donohoe (1995 to date).

Scor
Co-ordinators:

Jerome Maguire (1981).Aidan Harte (1982),Thomas Doonan (1982),

Cathal Sheridan (1982), Aidan Harte (1983), Gus Ward (1983),

Sean Donnelly (1983),John Donnelly (1983), Seamus O’Rourke (1983),

Maureen Gormley (1986), Maura O'Reilly (1986), Con Dolan (1986),

Pat Mitchell (1987-1992), Seamus O’Rourke (1993), Cathal Farrelly (1993),

Pat Mitchell (1994 to date).

Ciste Gael 
Co-ordinators:

Cathal Sheridan (1981-1986).

Irish Officers: Frank McGlynn (1982-1984),John Mulligan (1985-1987),

Raymond Hackett (1988—1992),John Mulligan (1993-1995),

Aidan Harte (1996).

Youth Officers: Sean Donnelly (1982-1984), Con Dolan (1985-1988),

Gus Ward (1989-1990), Gretta O’Neill (1991 to date).

FAS
Co-ordinators:

John Mulligan, Pat Mitchell.

Park
Committee

Sean Doyle, Gus Ward.
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Park
Committee
chairman:

Sean Doyle.

Park
Committee
Secretar}1:

Park
Committee
Secretary:

Park
Committee
Secretary

Team Manager:

Brian Reilly, Michael McGovern, John 

Mulligan, Con Dolan

Michael Duignan

John Mulligan

Juvenile
Chairmen:

Sean Heslin (1980-1985), Noel Lyons (1986) 

Gerry Donohoe (April 1986—1988), Peter 

Donohoe (1989 Manager), Seamus 

O’Rourke (1989Trainer), Michael Reilly, 

Beaghmore (1990), Patsy Prior (1991),

Michael Reilly, Beaghmore (June-Dec 1991) 

Brian Doyle (June-Dec 1991), Seamus 

O’Rourke (1992)

Brian Doyle (1992), Seamus McManus(1993) 

Noel Lyons (1994-1995), Michael Reilly (1996) 

Brian Doyle (1996).

Jimmy Morrow, Gus Ward (1988—1989), Benny 

O’Rourke (1990), Noel Lyons (1991), Pat 

Mitchell (1992), Killian McGuinness (1993 to 

date).
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Juvenile Vice 
Chairman:

Juvenile
Secretar)’:

Juvenile

(1991)
Assistant
Secretaries:

Juvenile
Treasurer:

Back:Tomnry Moran,Declan Bohan,Gerry Mahon & 
Pat Conefry
Front: Seamus McGovern, Bornacoola (capt),Mrs Eliza
beth McGlynn & Sadie Maguire. Presentation of Frank 
McGlynn Cup. c.1988.

GusWard (1990-1991), Benny O’Rourke (1992 to date)

Sean Donnelly Gretta O’Neill (1988 to date)

Sean Donnelly (1989), Eileen Ward (1990), Bernie O'Rourke

Patrick Mitchell (1992 to date)

Thomas Lockhart (1983-1988), Gretta O’Neill (1989to date) 

Margaret McManus (1991/92 to date}
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CON DOLAN

CARRIGALLEN TOWN 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LTD

c ARRIGALLEN TOWN Development Company was incorporated in 
1993 to continue the activities of the Town Development Association. Its aims and 
objectives were to provide for the establishment and promotion of initiatives which 

are of benefit to the social and economic well-being of the town and its immediate hinter
land. This has been achieved by the sponsorship of a number of social/community employ
ment schemes, by the production of brochures, hosting of information meetings and through 
liaison with the local council, state organisations and semi-state bodies. In particular the group 
has promoted the following projects:

1 The mill race was piped. This project was completed with the assistance of a FAS scheme 
which employed a supervisor and 14 men.

2 Con’s lane was developed.

3 Stone walls were constructed on the Mohill Road entrance to the town and this area was 
landscaped. The Killeshandra Road has also been developed.

4 New access has been provided to the Town Lake.

5 International Fund for Ireland were invited to a meeting of all community organisations 
operating in the parish.

6 A tourist accommodation brochure has been produced.
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Back: Gerry Farrelly & Monsignor 
J .4 Young.
Front: Pat Masterson, John 
O'Malley, Greta O'Neill,John 
Mulligan & Michael Duignan. 
Town Development committee. 
1996.

1 The town plan was finalised and presented to Leitrim County Council and other relevant 
semi-state bodies.

8 To mark the 150th Anniversary of St Mary’s Church, Chapel Road, is being developed with 
the aim of providing a footpath up to the Catholic Church; and the area is being landscaped.

The directors of the company as appointed at the 1996 AGM are as follows:

John O’Malley (chairman), Paddy O’Rourke (secretary), Pat Masterson Jnr, (treasurer), John 
Mulligan, Maura Cusack, Michael Duignan, Lottie McGerty, Francis Murray, Gretta O’Neill, 
Elizabeth McGlynn and Thomas Lockhart.

The auditor is: Con Dolan, chartered accountant and registered auditor, Cavan.
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NATIONAL SCHOOL 
PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

N FEBRUARY 1985 a meeting was held in Carrigallen to organise the formation of a 
Parents’Association. This meeting was addressed by Canon Young and attended by 27 parents. 
The aims and objectives of the association then, as now were;

To represent the views of the parents.
To inform the parents of developments in education and school.
To foster co-operation between parents, teachers and school management.

The officers elected in 1985 were:

Chairman: Paddy Cooke
Secretary: Sheila Mollaghan
Treasurer: Breege Grimes

The first function of the newly formed association was to fund-raise for the building of a new 
school. £14,005 was raised by means of a house-to-house collection and the balance ot 
£11,000 was sourced from accumulated parish monies. This contribution ot 10% from the 
parish was necessary before the Department of Education would approve the building of the 
new school at a cost of £250,000. The parish also contributed the school site. The beautitul 
new school, Scoil Mhuire, was officially opened in 1990 by Frank Fahy TD. Minister for 
sport representing Mrs O’Rourke TD, Minister for Education. Monsignor P J McManus 
blessed the school deputising for Dr Francis McKiernan, Bishop ot Kilmore. Rev Jack Watson 
was in attendance with Inspector Mattie McDonagh, John Ellis TD, Gerry Reynolds TD, 
Councillor J J Short, and Pat Joe Reynolds. Mass was concelebrated by Canon Young and 
Father John Sexton and was attended by children, parents and parishioners.

The new school consists of four classrooms, a general purpose room, office, staff room and
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Miriam Doyle, Helen McManus, 
Bernie Dolan, Antoinetle Gregan 
& Mary McLean. NS Parents 
committee. 1996.

toilets. This fine facility is representative of the contributions of the people of the parish and in 
particular of the efforts of the committee of the time. Mr Joe Doonan was school principal in 
1990 and Eileen Ward, Mary Hunt and Bernadette Greene were on the staff. Mrs Hunt has 
since retired and has been replaced by Colette Doris {nee McCabe).

The parents’ association provided a beautiful meal after the official opening. The association 
has been active in all the years from 1985 to date. It has been responsible for the introduction 
of the school uniform and also for recommending to parents the nutritional value of provid
ing a ‘healthy lunch-box’. It has declared, the National School a ‘junk-free’ school. Over the 
years the parents' association have organised school quizzes, the annual school dance and the 
treasure hunt in Lough Rynn.This organisation has provided support to the ‘Santa’ committee 
at Christmas. A TV and video were bought by the association and presented to the school. At 
the 1996 AGM the following officers were elected:

Chairwoman: Berni Mulligan-Dolan 
Secretary: Mary McLean 
Treasurer: Antoinette Gregan
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DRAINAGE

w HAT DOES ONE associate with Lakelands? Perhaps milk production and 
processing, a chain of loughs attractive to anglers at home and abroad, scenic 
beauty, or leisure. For drainage purposes, the area in which we live was once 

referred to as the ‘District of Loughs Oughter and Gowna and the River Erne, in the counties 
of Cavan, Leitrim and Longford’. In 1845 an Act was passed ‘to Promote the Drainage of 
Lands and Improvement of Navigation and Water-Power in Connection with Drainage in 
Ireland’.

Gortermone and other townlands mentioned in the Schedule (original shown next page) 
area were designated for a mammoth drainage project.

This first Act was to be followed by several more to confirm or amend the initial one. 
I mention some of these, as they have a particular bearing on present day living.

An Act was passed in 1848 to amend the 1845 Act and to ‘Afford Facilities for Increased 
Employment for the Labouring Classes in Works of Drainage during the present Year’. It was a 
year of recovery from the famine; one might say it was a year of awakening to the plight ot the 
‘labouring classes’ left destitute after years of hardship. The majority were not capable ot creat
ing employment for themselves but government officials attempted to find a solution to the 
problem of unemployment in the waterlogged land of Cavan, Leitrim and Longford. The cry
ing need for drainage matched the dire need for employment.

In 1856, an Act was passed authorising the recovery of certain monies spent on drainage. It 
stated: ‘And whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the said last mentioned Act (1848), the 
Commissioners of the Treasury, having caused the necessary inquiries to be made in relation 
to the said works of drainage in the said district, have authorized and directed us to charge 
upon the lands liable under this award, in respect of the works in the said district, the sum of 
£35,075, being a lesser sum than the said sum of £109,772’.
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The Commissioners of the Treasury specified precisely the amounts recoverable from each 
‘proprietor’. Schedule A is a copy of a section of their assessment as it related to the Latouche 
estate. However, John LaTouche had other ideas and his land agent, John J Turner in a letter of 
objection to the Commissioners for Public Works stated that they had no intention of paying 
the sum levied of £31 as “no good or value” whatever resulted or is ever likely to result to 
any part of the said townlands’.The sum levied, £31.00, must have seemed exorbitant, but to 
say that no good or value whatever resulted or was ever likely to result to any part whatever of 
the said townlands, was a gross exaggeration. But then, exaggeration has always been recog

nised as one way of making a point.
With hindsight, it can be said that ‘good or value’ did actually result from the drainage 

scheme. Part of the undertaking was the building of the Gortermone/Firmullagh bridge 
which has stood the test of time and has served the locality well. By organizing the draining of 
the local rivers and loughs in the late 1850’s, the government were making a strong statement 
about the necessity of drainage in low lying areas. Like cultivation itself, drainage is not a 
once-off effort; it is an on-going phenomenon which, if neglected, will take its revenge on its 

neglecters.
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EILEEN WARD

DRAMA IN 
CARRIGALLEN

ARRIGALLEN CLAIMS a history of amateur theatre dating back to the last 

century. Johnny Cosgrove, great-great-grandfather of Jim and Geraldine Cosgrove, 

Clooncorrick, who died in the 1960’s aged 94, was one of the leading drama 

enthusiasts in the 1880’s together with John Slowey, Hugh Kiernan and James Harney, a 

policeman’s son.

At that time Clooncorrick Castle housed performances. In the 1890’s, Johnny Cosgrove 

and his group also played in the primary school, which was situated in the grounds in front of 

the present Catholic Church. Rehearsals were held in a section of O’Reilly’s premises, which 

was also used as a courthouse. In the early part of this century, up to 1926, drama was 

performed in the Market House, owned by the late Jack Smith, a businessman in the town. 

These premises later on became Brewsters’ garage (more recendy Dan Dolan’s garage and 

presently owned by Paddy Me Cann).

In 1918 The West’s Awake was staged to raise funds for Sinn Fein. In the early 1920’s John 

Joe Dolan’s father, Con, and Packie Cosgrove took part in a play called The Shaughran. When 

the players were taking their production to Ballinamore they prevailed upon Jack Smith to 

lend them his new Bedford truck. The driver of the vehicle was Peter Kennedy. Between Car

rigallen and Ballinamore they were hijacked by the IRA and the lorry was conunandeered but 

was returned the following day to its owner. Some of the people associated with the produc

tions in the Market House were John Briody, Barney Reilly, John Campbell. Con Dolan. 

Katie Rourke, Eugene Sweeney, Richards, Delaneys, Farrellys and of course the Cosgroves.
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Back: Frank McGlynn; Tommy 

Moran;John Donnelly;Jimmy 

McGerty; Pat Fitzpatrick; Gus 

l-lard; Fr Patsy Young CC; Peter 

McNamee.

Front: Sadie Maguire; Mary 

Coddon; Mary Magee;Anne 

Maguire; Veronica Dolan; Una 

Ward & Madge McGerty.

Cast of‘Them’. 1970.

THE GAELIC HALL
A new chapter opened when the construction of the Gaelic Hall, Chapel Road, commenced 
during the troubles. It was built with voluntary labour and was completed in 1926. The build
ing is adjacent to the old primary school. The first play staged there was Lily of Killamey. 
Another show in the early years of the Gaelic Hall was The Whiteboys. Involved in these 
productions were Michael, Barney and Mary Joe Cunnion (the Cunnions owned a bakery in 
Church Street), Rosie and Maisie McIntyre, Packie Maguire (still living in Church Street), 
Michael Gilhooley (brother of Mrs Cosgrove), Mrs Cosgrove, Jimmy and Packie Cosgrove, 
Tom Farrelly and P. Kiernan. Mrs Cosgrove supplied a lot of the curtains and materials for 
stage dressings.

The Cosgrove family have been involved in Carrigallen drama from the 1880 s up to the 
present day. Packie died in 1978.

Simon Lee, The Real McCoy and The Porter were plays performed in the thirties. New recruits 
were James Flynn, Jack McTiernan,A B Curran, Jimmy Curran, Larry McDermott and Tom 
Dorr. During the 1930’s impromptu plays were performed in McManus’s egg store at the cor
ner of Church Street. I am told the uncovered dam flowed through the shed. It was here that 
the young aspiring actors learned their trade. Although there was free entry, audiences were 
minimal. John Donnelly recalls that when an entry fee of threepence became mandatory, there 
was no problem filling the house! The advertising was done by Willie Nixon from the roof of 
the store with a gramophone horn. Seating consisted of tea chests and egg boxes.
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s* A GRAND CONCERT £
And Dramatic Entertainment

WILL RE IIEI/D

In the Hall, CARRIGALLEN
On JSunday, fcith May, 1932

I AT 8 O’CLOCK. SUAJU»

Admission,

DANCE TO FOLLOW I
vz»:s$

17-

>:

Left: Admission ticket for a concert 

in the ‘Old’ (Gaelic) hall. 1932. 

Above: Gits Hard (top) & Catlial 

Farrelly, the producers of the festi

val plays in the 1980’s & 1990's

Some of the people who acquitted themselves well in the training school were Michael and 
Jim McManus, Billy and Gerry Cosgrove, Willie and Harr}' Nixon, and John Donnelly, Main 
Street.

Another venue used at that time was a shed on the Chapel Road, now Pat Magees display 
yard. Jack Smith’s customers used the shed to rest their horses. Sean McManus remembers that 
quite a lot of digging was necessary in preparation for performances! The budding stars, 
unknown to Jack Smith, entered his yard and with an ample supply of calico sacks (embla
zoned ‘Marshall of Belfast’) headed for Mrs McIntyre’s of Church Street where Packie 
Maguire’s house stands. She first of all erased ‘Marshall of Belfast’ and then proceeded to stitch 
the calico sacks together to make a backdrop. Packie Cosgrove painted the required scene and 
the job was finished.

At that time Jack Smith contributed much to the economic and social fife ot the commu
nity in Carrigallen. He worked a paraffin generator in his yard which, along with supplying 
electricity for his own business, provided light both to the Market House and the Gaelic Hall 
when it was required.

Professional travelling companies frequently performed in Carrigallen because it was 
unique in rural Ireland at that time to have both electric light and a receptive and discerning 
audience. John Cowley and Annie Dalton of the The Riordans, the Baileys, Taylors and
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Gay Byrne & Kathleen Witkins 

(holding programmes) and some 

members of the Corn Mill Theatre: 

Cathal Family, Gus Ward, Eileen 

Ward, Ronan Wird & Alfie Harte. 

1991.

Opposite: Brona O'Brien in 

‘A Crucial Week in the life of a 

Grocer’s Assistant’. 1991.

Carrickfords, to name but a few, performed in Carrigallen. While in town they boarded in the 
Corner House guest house, now John Joe Dolan’s pub. In fact Robert Carrickford, who plays 
Stephen Brennan in Glenroe, performed in the Market House, the Gaelic Hall, St Patrick’s 
Hall, Main Street, and more recently in the Corn Mill Theatre when he played in The Country 
Boy in 1994.

During the 1940’s there was no individual director. Such was the calibre of the members 
that everyone contributed to the production of plays. The first production of the 40’s was The 
New TD. Involved at that time were Nell Hagan, Kathleen Smith, Fr Sean Smith, Anna M. 
Donohoe, Maureen Donnelly, Barney Doonan, Willie Reilly, Pauric Reilly and Jim McManus. 
At a performance in Rossan, Fr Sean’s moustache went missing and a goat came to the rescue. 
The only condition Sean insisted on was that the required hair be cut some distance from 
the tail!

The cast rehearsed, on occasions, under candlelight, in Peter O’Rourke’s new house which 
was not as yet occupied by its owner. In 1942 The Whip Hand was produced.

Plays at that time served a dual role, to entertain and to raise funds for parochial purposes. 
The annual play was usually performed on just one night in Carrigallen but if the need arose 
a second night was provided. In 1944 Wigs oti the Green was staged, followed by This Hand is 
Yours in 1945. In 1946 or 1947 Little Nellie Kelly and Spring were performed together. At that 
time a variety show consisting of music, song, dance and recitation was included in the annual 
concert. It was a lengthy performance but was enthusiastically received by all.
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Another production in the 40’s was Shadow of a Gunman. Matt Cusack 
remembers the shot effect realised by banging the gun barrel off the wooden 
leg. Involved in the plays were Lily Cosgrove, John Donnelly, Willie and 
Harry Nixon, Willie Cosgrove, Mrs Cosgrove, Eilish Greene, Jimmy 
Cosgrove, Rose Anne Kiernan and Eileen Sweeney. Walter Fleming (husband 
of Eileen Fleming) and Johnny Smith, Francie Smith’s uncle, were singers of 
note, while Eugene Masterson, Madge McGerty’s father, was an accomplished 
Irish dancer. 77t<? Swan Song, considered to be the best play performed in the 
Gaelic Hall, was staged in 1953.

FR LYNCH 1954
Fr Lynch came to Carrigallen as curate in 1954. The following year he 
directed No bac Leis, a two-act play. Michael Hackett and Barney Doonan 
were two of the drama enthusiasts at that time. A few lean years were to 
follow, during which time Fr Pat McNiffe PP saw it fitting to build 
St Patrick’s Hall, Main Street, and so bring down the curtain on the era of the 
Gaelic Hall.

The first play to be staged in the new hall was Hie Far-off Hills by a 
Carrick Group. In the late 50’s, the McPeaks from Belfast and the famous 
Dubliners performed here. A Gallogly man from Aughavas ran film shows. 
There were all cowboy films and Sean Donnelly recalls standing on an 
adjacent shed to get a look in the window.

In 1960, with co-producer Frank Me Glynn, Fr Lynch produced Moody in 
Manitoba by George Shields. Bill Henry, and Tom Hickey, both from Cavan, 
were invited along by Fr Lynch to help with the production. Betr\r Hickey 
accompanied them to advise on make-up. Taking part then were Sean 
McGarry (Sean had a shop where Eileen Wtrd now lives); Bartley Conroy, 
(a teacher in Drumeela, Lily McGoohan (Lily Plunkett): Paddy McCormack 
a Westmeath man who married a McCabe girl from Drumeela, Barney 
Doonan, Alfie Harte,Tommy and Joe McCartin.

Mugs and Money directed by Fr Lynch went a step further the following 
year, 1961, when the Company entered a novice drama festival in Cavan.The 
competition was held in the afternoon and continued on into the evening
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ack: R McHugh, Killian

McGuinness & Cathal Farrelly.

Middle: Kevin Duignan,
* * -j i 1 r •

Padraig O Baoil, Jonathan 

Finnegan, Philip McIntyre &

Lyndon Johnson.
Front:Jim Williamson, Chris 
Durkin, Ina Olohan & Eileen 
Ward. ‘Wood of the Whispering’.
1985.
Opposite page: Seamus O’Rourke & 
Michael Reilly in a scene from ‘The 
Communication Cord’. 1992. 
Below: Catherine Donohoe & 
Killian McGuinness. Curtain call 
‘The Communication Cord'. 1992.

incorporating three shows in succession.This format was not conducive to attracting big audi
ences and thus drama companies had to play to very small houses. This was a very successful 
outing for the Carrigallen Players, with Lily McGoohan winning a medal for best actress of 
the festival.

The following year, 1962, Fr Lynch directed All The Kings Horses. Bartley Conroy played 
the part of a garda.

The money accrued from performances was used to help reduce the debt on the hall. Hav
ing satisfied the home crowd, Fr Lynch recalls travelling to venues such as Swanlinbar, Cor- 
roneary and Potahee. The remuneration from those outings was half the takings on the door. 
Along with the names already mentioned in the fifties, we can add Eugene Corr, Tommy 
Kiernan, Betty Connolly, Margaret Faye, Dolly Reilly, Tim McCaffrey, Mrs Dawson, John 
McGoohan, the two McCuskers and Geraldine Mullery N T.
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THE COMMUNITY PLAYERS
In 1963 Fr Patsy Young replaced Fr Lynch as curate. The production that year was 
Old Acquaintance. Sheila Mitchell, who had just returned from England, was roped into the 
cast. Sadly her brother died in England before the show was ready for the stage and the pro
duction never came to fruition. It was at that time also that the Carrigallen Players adopted 
the name the Community Players. In 1964 Frank McGlynn directed Roadside.

A box set was normal then and wooden legs were used. These consisted of eight-foot flats 
held in place in an overhead groove. Domestic bulbs were used for lighting.

Easy Money was the 1965 production. In 1966 Tommy Moran arrived on the scene in 
Charlie’s Aunt. The three-act farce was well received in Carrigallen and the group decided to 
spread its wings. In Swanlinbar the audience consisted of eleven Carrigallen supporters plus 
twelve others. Stradone attracted no more than the caretaker of the hall and in Crosserlough 
not even the caretaker turned up. Jimmy McGerty recalls that when they visited Mountnu- 
gent, the audience there consisted of a dozen or so card-players at the back of the hall who 
had their backs to the stage.

In 1966, the 50th anniversary of the Easter Rising, the Tom Clarke Rooms were opened 
with Rebels and Raincoats. In 1967 Maura Harte played the mother of the house in 
Old Acquaintance, the play that never came to fruition back in 1963. Jimmy McGerty played 
the sergeant. He recalls Tommy Moran prompting him from underneath a table on stage. He 
also remembers Maura’s repetitive line to him 'You’re a game boy, sergeant’. In 1968 Eilleen Ward 
played her first role in That Family Feeling.

In 1969 the Community Players took a further step into the world of theatre when they 
entered their first festival in Threemilehouse, Co Monaghan. This was an unaffiliated festival 
run by Fr Markey. On arrival at Threemilehouse the hall was locked and on gaining entry the 
fuses had been removed. ‘Hz/iert’ in God’s name is Carrigallen?’ asked someone. 'It's in Leitrim' 
replied John Donnelly. When they were leaving, John Joe Smith asked: ‘Where in hell is Tliree- 
milehouse?’ so we’re about evens. The only member of the crew made welcome was Gus Ward, 
who made a great impression on the lady adjudicator, Marie O’Hanlon. He stole the show 
where awards were concerned. Certificates of merit awarded to some members of the cast 
failed to arrive by post, as promised. The following year, Gus and Una Wird played the lovers 
in Them.

That same year it was seen fitting to invite Patsy Croal to conduct a Theatre Workshop in 
St Patrick’s Hall. All members of the company were encouraged to participate. This was a very
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informative and worthwhile exercise, which inspired Sadie 
Maguire, Veronica Dolan, Gus Ward, Mary Magee and 
Fr Patsy Young to attend a drama course conducted in 
Gormanstown with a view to improve standards in the group 
and to get involved in the festival circuit.

In 1971 with Many Young Men of Twenty directed by Frank 
McGlynn, the Community Players entered a drama festival in 
Glenamaddy. This was a registered festival under the auspices 
of the Amateur Drama Council of Ireland. The company 
acquitted themselves well on the outing.

In 1972 Fr Patsy Young took over the role of director. The 
first play was Bugle in the Blood. He was also fighting manager, 
ably assisted by Christy Kiernan. It was a great achievement 
to reach the All-Ireland confined finals in Loughrea on the 
first attempt. Patrick McLoughlin was the adjudicator there 
but he was not impressed by the production and indeed was 
very' critical of the director. Afterwards Mrs Eileen Fleming, 
who was a very keen supporter of the Community Players, 
approached the adjudicator and asked ‘What do we have to do 
with the director?’ to which Patrick Me Loughlin replied 
‘Get rid of him and get yourselves a producer’.

In 1973 Gus Ward was asked to direct Sharon’s Grave and Fr 
Patsy Young was in charge of fighting, at which he was very 
accomplished. In the course of the year Gus became ill and 
the lot of director fell back to Fr Patsy. He proceeded with his 
crew to win the All-Ireland award in Loughrea. Involved at 
that time were Fr Patsy Young, Gus Ward, Gerry Murray, Sadie 
Maguire, Bernadette Keenan, Mary Magee, Mary Hunt, 
Maura Farrelly, Veronica Dolan, Michael Hackett, Christy 
Kiernan, Gerome Maguire, Madge McGerty, Cathal Farrelly, 
Pat Fitzpatrick, Aidan Harte, Peter McNamee, Sean Nash, 
Elizabeth McGlynn, Sean Connolly, Annie Smith, Catherine 
Duffy, James Dooner, Brian Connell and Tommy Moran.
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The Community Players arrived rather late at the festival club to find the doors closed. 
Fr Patsy (a non drinker) managed to purchase a botde of whiskey which was consumed outside 
the GAA grounds in Loughrea. They proceeded to Carrigallen and woke the sleeping resi
dents. John Joe Dolan opened his public house and the celebrations continued until morning.

The Shaughran took second place in the All-Ireland finals in 1974. On the way to Loughrea 
the truck, supplied by Hugh Hourican of Arva, broke down near Ballymahon and a replace
ment truck was sent by Phil Brady of Arva. They were great friends to the Community 
Players. Phil’s son, Niall, is with the company presently.

In 1975 The Hotieyspike, an outstanding production, along with winning the confined 
All-Ireland in Loughrea, came third in the open section in Athlone, where Tommy Moran, who 
played Dickybird, won best supporting actor. Alan Nicholl was the adjudicator. His wife was of 
the opinion that the Community Players should have been adjudged the winners.

Fr Patsy went as curate to Glenfarne in 1975 and has deservedly earned for himself a niche 
in amateur drama in Ireland. Fr Oliver Kelly was fighting manager until 1982, having replaced 
Fr Patsy Young.

Gus Ward assumed the daunting task of director in 1976 when he produced Big Maggie 
which won two premier awards along with best comedy award at the All-Ireland finals. In 
1977 Gus directed The Playboy of the Western World, which again won two premier awards on 
the festival circuit and foutrth place in the finals in Loughrea.

1978 took on another dimension when the Community Players made the first break into 
the open section of amateur drama and were rewarded by achieving a place in the finals in 
Athlone with To Live in Peace. Numbers had swelled then. Taking part were Maura Farrellv. 
Vincent Murray, Mary Nixon, Aidan Harte, John Donnelly, Bernadette Doonan, Pat Fitz
patrick, Liam Grimes, John Joe Smith, Cathal Farrelly, Peter McNamee, Eric Bothwell. 
Richard Nixon, Liam Faughnan, Jimmy McGerty, Rosemary Farrelly, Anne Brady, Catherine 
McGovern, Hilda Flanagan, Maire Reynolds, Paddy McDermott. John McLoughfin, Michael 
O’Rourke, Maureen Kiernan, Gus Ward, Cathal Sheridan, Sean Donnelly, Fr Oliver Kelly, 
Patrick Delaney, P.C.Tague, Eamonn Daly, Elizabeth Me Glynn, Madge McGerty.

Eileen Ward directed The Year of the Hiker in 1979. Jimmy McGerty was the stage man
ager. Aidan Harte always remembers this as his happiest year on the boards. 1 will have 
to say the hiker—Peter McNamee—played a memorable part. David Walsh, former 
sports journalist with the Irish Independent, presently sports journalist with the 
Sunday Times, came to Carrigallen to see the play and wrote: McNamee portrayed the part
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of (lie hiker in all its dimensions and the intensity of concentration on the part of the audience mas 
almost tangible.

Gus Ward directed Da in 1980 and ’81 when it took second place in the ADL confined 
finals in Mullingar. In 1981 The Workhouse Ward, also directed by Gus, won the All-Ireland 
one-act finals. Cathal Farrelly directed Sive in 1982. Paddy Dillon directed The Black Stranger 
in 1983. It qualified for the All-Ireland finals held in Rossmore, Co Cork. In 1984 Maura 
McGuinness directed The Country Boy, another play which was much appreciated by the pun
ters. In 1985 Gus emulated the success of Fr Patsy Young with The Wood of the Whispering, 
which won the confined All-Ireland finals in Tubbercurry, taking numerous awards and places, 
11 marks ahead of its nearest rival. The same play came fifth in the open finals in Athlone, 
where Eileen Ward won best supporting actress for her part as Sadie Tubridy. Taking part in 
1985 were K McGuinness, P O’ Baoil, E Ward, C Farrelly, R McHugh, P McNamee, P Dillon, 
C Durcan,J Williamson, I Olohan, Johnston, J Finnegan, P McIntyre, C Sheridan, F Greene, 
S Nash, E Daly, E McGlynn.

In 1986 Cathal Farrelly directed Philadelphia Here I Come and in 1987 he was at the helm 
again with The Field, which reached the All-Ireland finals held in the Hawkswell Theatre, 
Sligo. The Community Players were as close to professional as you would find and always pro
duced a piece of excellent drama. Neighbouring parishes and towns availed of their free 
services to finance a variety of organisations. These included Cornafean, Crosserlough, 
Corroneary, Mohill, Cloone, Ballinamore, Ballintemple, Drumlish, Milltown, Arva, Belturbet, 
Kinawley, Killeshandra and Cohncille. The Community Players had an excellent reputation 
since they always played to full houses on and off the festival circuit. Jimmy McGerty trans
ported sets to many of the above venues. He was a great advocate of six-inch nails—a set was 
put up to stay up!

THE CORN MILL THEATRE

1987 saw the dawn of a new era in the history of drama in Carrigallen. There was no show 
that year as the back wall of St Patrick’s Hall had been demolished to accommodate the Corn 
Mill Theatre which was built on parochial grounds behind the hall. With the increasing 
demand on the hall for other community activities its availability to the Community Players 
became more limited. That, coupled with the realisation that theatre patrons expected a level 
of comfort that could not be provided in the hall, prompted the company to embark on the
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project of providing a purpose-built theatre and arts centre. Cathal Farrelly was chairman of 
the Community Players then. There were lots of dissenting voices when the idea was first 
mooted. After many many meetings and much discussion as to whether a store for sets and 
props was required or a theatre, the latter was opted for. At a meeting in St Patricks Hall the 
decision was taken to provide a home for drama. Present at that meeting were Cathal Farrelly, 
the newly arrived parish priest, Fr John A Young, Lyndon Johnston, Gus Ward, Maura 
McGuinness and Eileen Ward. Fr Young had been discussing the issue with Fr Patsy Young and 
he certainly helped to convince the meeting that it was all or nothing. ‘The money will come’, 
he said.

The project got a great boost when the parish priest gave a site in parochial property at the 
rear of the hall. A request for grant aid was unsuccessful but. not to be deterred, the company 
set about raising funds. A draw was organised, £40 per ticket, and the people from the parish 
and surrounding parishes and towns were generous in their response. Further monies were 
raised by the Community Players themselves from their own local productions. The dream 
became a reality and work commenced on the site in 1987 as the subject of a FAS Training 
Scheme, ably supervised by the very experienced Pat Corr, Gulladoo. By 1989 the building 
was completed. Francie Smyth kindly donated the mill wheel, which is decoradvely erected in 
front of the theatre and from which the name Corn Mill Theatre is derived. Then came the
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furnishing of the building. Janies Creed of An Grianan was helpful in securing seating from a 
cinema in Drogheda which had closed down. Cathal Farrelly got the seats at a bargain price 
and Tommy Reilly, O’Reilly Wood Products, provided a van to get them to Carrigallen. Frank 
Corrigan, haulier, gave his lorry to collect the front-of-house velvet curtain and other fittings 
from a vacant cinema in Sligo. In this way the thrifty committee pieced the fixtures and 
fittings of the Corn Mill Theatre together.

By 1989 the Theatre was functional. It consisted of a foyer, a 160-seater raked auditorium, 
dressing room, box office, toilets, store room, kitchen and wardrobe. There was a catwalk and 
limited fighting installed since money was scarce by this time. The draw mentioned above 
raised upwards to £20,000. A very kind gesture was made by Pat Keane of Keane Holdings, 
who, having won the £1,000 prize, gave it back to the theatre committee.

A memorable fund-raising event was the show A Slice of Leitrim & a drop of Kavanagh staged 
in the National Concert Hall. This was co-ordinated between North and South Leitrim and 
the finances were divided accordingly.

God’s Gentry, directed by Gus Ward, was the first production to take the stage at the Corn 
Mill Theatre when the doors opened in 1989. By this time the Community Players had 
fittingly become the Corn Mill Theatre Company. Whilst not a great success on the festival 
circuit, God’s Gentry was a huge box office success.The play required a large cast and a lot of 
new7 talent was unearthed. Involved were Seamus O’Rourke, Kevin Doonon, Brona O’Brien, 
Charlotte Rosmond, Raymond Hackett, Michael Reilly, Cathriona O’Reilly, Jim Williamson, 
Maura McGuinness, Peter McNamee, Cathal Farrelly, Sean Ledwith, Margaret Mimna, Brian 
O’Reilly, Kevin Lynch, Killian McGuinness, Anne Doonan, Lil Fleming, Colette McCabe, 
Martina McCabe, Patricia McCabe, Geraldine Lane, Mary Dowling, Kathleen McCabe, 
Eamonn Daly, Thomas Lockhart, Sean Reilly, Vincent Murray, John Donnelly, Paddy McDer
mott, Rita Martin, Brian Caffiey, Tom Morrow, John Morrow. The back-stage crew were 
Lyndon Johnston, Jonathan Finnegan, Pat McCann, Noel McGarahan, Dermot Harte, Philip 
McIntyre, Finbar Jackson, Elizabeth McGlynn, UnaWard, Sean Creamer—a total of 45 people 
including the director, Gus Ward.

In 1990 The Honeyspike showed its head again but was not as successful on the circuit as the 
previous production. John Donnelly, who played the part of Mickie, had by then a long acting 
career which took him from the Gaelic Hall, to St Patrick’s Hall and now the Corn Mill 
Theatre. Paul Williams, presently journalist with he Sunday World interviewed John back in 
1984. He quotes John as saying: Tn the time of the old Gaelic Hall, which was frequently visited by
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travelling professional drama groups, I as a young boy remember trying to get a look in 
the door,but gaining admission to these shows was no easy task. One night they were 
there. I was outside looking in but hadn’t a bob to my name. A well known character at 
the time, Tom the Post, was on the door and beckoned to me to come in, but I was too 
scared. The next thing was he came out, grabbed me by the hair and put me sitting in a 
seat when no one was looking. John’s natural talent earned him numerous best 
actor awards at drama festivals culminating in his winning best-actor award for 
his fabulous performance when he played Michael Sherlock, a tinker in The 
Honeyspike in the All-Ireland confined finals in 1975.

Two awards scooped soon after the theatre opened helped to boost the 
morale of those who worked so hard to make it a reality. Top of that team will 
have to be Cathal Farrelly, chairman, who did trojan work at that time. The 
two awards were the Bank of Ireland/Farmer’s Journal Community Award of 
£1,000 in 1989 and the AIB Better Ireland Award for Culture in 1990.These 
awards brought the Corn Mill national acclaim. In the same year, 1990, the 
development company, after many submissions got a response when a fact 
finding team arrived from the Arts Council. The team included Larry 
McCluskey, CEO in Co Monaghan, who had a keen interest in amateur 
drama. In March the Committee was notified that an award of £30,000 was 
forthcoming. In July Ulster Bank, Arva, granted £300 sponsorship towards 
Gormanstown summer school.

Mr Pete Ward, Cootehill, drew the plans for the theatre and gave expert 
advice throughout its building.

In 1991 A Crucial Week in the Life of a Grocer’s Assistant was directed by 
Cathal Farrelly. It was a box office success at home but the festival circuit 
didn’t bring the success many felt it deserved.

Kathleen Watkins and Gay Byrne visited the theatre in November 1991 
and were pleasantly surprised to find such a wonderful theatre in a village in 
Leitrim.

The Communication Cord was staged in 1992 under the direction of Gus 
Ward. This Irish farce proved to be a tremendous success both on the festival 
circuit and at the theatre box office, where over 5,000 spectators passed 
through. After four open festival wins, hopes were high going to Athlone.
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A wonderful performance on the night was reflected on the final night when the company 
was awarded third place. Best actress went to Eileen Ward for her memorable performance as 
Nora Dan. The adjudicator, Scott Marshall, remarked on the performance: ‘ T/n's was one of the 
finest pieces of acting I have seen in an Irish comedy for a long time’. Desmond Rushe, drama critic 
with the Irish Independent wrote Eileen Ward gave a superb performance as Nora dan. In dress, 
appearance, gesture, voice and poise her naturalistic acting was totally credible and achingly funny. In total 
the Communication Cord was staged 35 times.

In 1992 Cathal Farrelly relinquished his position as chairman, a position he had held for ten 
years, to Eileen Ward.

Another Brian Friel play The Gentle Island was the 1993 choice, again under the direction 
of Gus Ward. This play pleased sufficient adjudicators to qualify for the All-Ireland finals. The 
play was another success story when it came fifth, and Hugh Reilly and Sean Donnelly were 
awarded ‘Best Lighting’ of the festival. Resulting from a win for the company in the Mid- 
Ulster festival in Carrickmore, Co Tyrone, the Corn Mill Theatre Company were invited to 
contest the Ulster Finals in the Grand Opera House in Belfast. This regretfully never came to 
fruition as the opera house was bombed two nights before the Carrigallen Company were 
due to perform there. The contest took place at an alternative venue. A hurried exodus from 
Belfast was enforced due to a bomb scare in the festival club after the show.

Another visitor to the theatre in September 1993 was Anne Walshe of RTE who was doing 
research for the Arts Show on RTE Radio. The Corn Mill featured in one of the arts shows 
later in the year.

After the highs of the previous years the company was brought back to reality when at first 
nobody could be found to direct a play for the 1994 season. Into the breach stepped Killian 
McGuinness with his production of Dr Cyril Daly’s A Matter of Practice in which Geraldine 
Cosgrove played an apothecary. Killian decided to forego the festival circuit, a decision he may 
have regretted later, since his production was a resounding success.

New ground was broken in October 1994 when, under the banner of Co-operation 
North, an amateur drama group, Tongue in Cheek from the Ardoyne, Belfast, performed plays 
written by their own Kate Muldoon in the Corn Mill Theatre. This project was grant aided 
and so it was possible to accommodate the visitors overnight. In reciprocation the Corn Mill 
Theatre Company were invited north in January 1995 with two one-act plays, The Zoo Story 
and Family Matters.

The following year, 1995, Conversations on a Homecoming, a difficult play to perform, was
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directed by Gus. It was handled superbly and achieved fifth place in the All-Ireland finals. The 
same cannot be attributed to it at local level where it was poorly received.

Having spent three years as chairperson, Eileen Ward handed over the reins to the capable 
hands of Maura McGuinness. Geraldine Cosgrove and Charlie Ward have been secretary and 
treasurer for a number of years. Rita Reynolds is the current administrator, Monsignor John 
Young is president. His contribution to The Corn Mill Theatre and The Corn Mill Theatre 
Company has been enormous down through the years.

Numerous one-act plays have been undertaken by the company. It was the standard policy 
to introduce new blood to the boards through this medium. Some of the plays were Spring, 
Spreading the News, 77ic Travelling Man, On the Outside, Dream Jobs, Die Coiner, Pound on 
Demand, Thirst, Dopey Dan, Backwater, Riders to the Sea, Drinking Companions, Blackjacks (written 
by its cast), Kernaghan's Law, Zoo Story, Family Matters and the All-Ireland winning show in 
1981 which Gus directed. Starring in that show were Gus Ward, Killian McGuinness, Cathal 
Farrelly and Mary Newman (a teacher in the Vocational School). Gus directed and starred in 
The Drunk which won the All-Ireland Scor Competition 1988. Killian Me Guinness played 
the garda. Gus, a man of many talents, also won the All-Ireland Scor 1994 in the recitation 
section.

Maura McGuinness, a member of the Corn Mill Theatre Company and teacher of speech 
and drama, directed the annual Childrens Theatre from 1992 to 1994. These shows were 
always played to capacity audiences.

LOVELY LEITRIM 1 996

Having consulted with the company, Gus Ward acquiesced to John’s request to direct Lovely 
Leitrim, which was premiered in the Corn Mill Theatre in February 1996, where the cast took 
a bow to tumultuous applause from the audience. The play was a resounding box office 
success. On the festival circuit Lovely Leitrim was also a winner. The cast, crew, playwright and 
producer felt a great sense of pride when the company performed in the 41st All-Ireland final 
in Athlone where they finished in fourth position, with Sean McIntyre winning Best Support
ing Actor for his brilliant performance as Clocker Lynch. The adjudicator, Irene Rostrow, on 
making her selection, said: ‘who else can it be but Clocker Lynch?' Loivly Leitrim was the Corn 
Mill Theatre’s fourth appearance in five years in Athlone finals.The following were involved in 
this year’s production: Cathal Farrelly, Pat Fitzpatrick, Niall Brady, Sean McIntyre, Jim 
Williamson, Killian McGuinness, Thomas Lockhart, Eileen Ward, Brona O'Brien, Peter
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McNamee, Brian O’Reilly, Raymond Hackett, Gus Ward, Eugene Finnegan, Eamonn Daly, 
Hugh Reilly, Ronan Ward, Sean Donnelly, Seamus Mulligan, Mervyn Pryce, Fr Patsy 
Young, Elizabeth McGlynn, Una Ward, Declan Donohoe, Shane Flynn, Enda Lyons, 
Martin Fullen.

DEVELOPMENT PLANS

Given the current status and success of the Corn Mill Theatre and Arts Centre Ltd, the 
Committee decided that further development and improvement of the facilities at the Corn 
Mill should be undertaken. In Autumn 1994 a grant of ,£2,500 from the Leader Programme, 
which had to be backed pound for pound by the Theatre Committee, was used to provide a 
proper access roadway from the Main Street to the back of the theatre and to make a separate 
entrance to the theatre stage from this roadway. This latter involved dispensing with the 
already fitted kitchen. The main thrust is ultimately to create a comprehensive cultural centre 
which will focus on and incorporate:

1 A theatre and venue for musical entertainment
2 A set design and construction centre
3 A theatre workshop centre
4 An art gallery
5 A photographic gallery
6 A reception area
7 Au artistes accommodation area

The Corn Mill Theatre Company has been granted planning permission for this major new 
expansion and a FAS scheme under the capable supervision of Pat Corr, Gulladoo. is at work 
since October 1995. Working on the scheme are Pat Corr, Rita Reynolds, Sean Donnelly, 
Christy Mimnagh, Cecil Hill, Frankie Greene, Seamus Mulligan, Michael O’Rourke, Paddy 
Morrow, Tommy Battles, Mervyn Ryce and Gerard Charles. As it undertakes this ambitious 
building development, the theatre company is seeking Government or EU money to help 
fund the project. Another objective of the company is the appointment of an arts officer for 
the county. Incidentally the arts officer for Co Cavan, Cathriona O'Reilly, is a former admin
istrator of the Corn Mill.
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PROFESSIONAL SHOWS
The Corn Mill Theatre over the years has provided a stage for visiting companies, both 
amateur and professional. Amateur companies such as Moate Club, Naas, Backstage Co Long
ford, Belturbet Players, Corcaghan Drama Co, Breffhi Players Carrick-on-Shannon, Cloon- 
clare Players, Drumshambo Drama Co to mention but a few have trod the boards.

The first professional group to grace our stage was Prior)'Theatre Company: Paul and Ger
ard Lee with The Poor Mouth by Myles na gCopaleen. On arrival in this quiet village Gerard 
exclaimed What are we doing here? However the warm welcome by the committee and the 
receptive audience put paid to that. From Sligo came Seven Woods Theatre Co with The Play
boy of the Western! World directed by Frank Conway. The Famous Blue Raincoats were here 
with Accidental Death of an Anarchist, Double Cross and IVhistle in the Dark, all directed by Niall 
Henry. Des Braiden, a long time friend of The Corn Mill Theatre Co, featured with both 
Seven Woods Theatre Co and Blue Raincoat Co, Everyman Theatre Co, Sligo, staged A Cru
cial W'eek in the Life of a Grocer's Assistant and Baile Gan Gaire directed by Liam Me Kinney. The
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Good Woman, Measure for Measure and Gulliver’s Travels were performed by the Gallowglass The
atre Co from Co Tipperary. Yew Theatre Co, Ballina, under the direction of Pierce Campos 
and his wife, brought us two superb shows: A Man With Connections and The Business of Murder.

From Northern Ireland came Charabanc with Botidagers, Big Telly Co with Onions. Tinder- 
box Co with Pentecost and Dubblejoint from Belfast, one of the most popular visiting groups, 
presented The Government Inspector, A Night in November, Women on the Pnge of HRTand Stones 
in his Pockets, all written by Marie Jones and directed by Pam Brighton.

Motion Theatre Co, Dublin presented Frank Pig Says Hello and Loco County Lonesome, both 
works by Pat McCabe of The Butcher Boy fame. Pat himself graced us with his presence at a 
performance of Loco County Lonesome in 1994. Vincent Woods, the Leitrim playwright, who 
wrote The Song of the Yellow Bittern, visited the theatre when Druid Theatre performed his play 
here on 22nd and 23rd Nov. 1994. Ger Ryan was one of its stars. She had just finished her 
role as The Mammy in Roddy Doyle s controversial television four part series The Family. 
Terry O’Dea of Theatre O and ODK Productions brought One for the Road. Don't Dress for

Back: Una II ard, Sean Donnelly’,
Gus Ward, Elizabeth McGlynn, 
Seamus O’Rourke, Jonathan 
Finnegan, Michael Reilly, Conor 
Duignan, Killian McGuinness, Ray
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Dinner and more recently Out of that Childhood Country. Lady Chatterley’s Lover, a Tony Cole
man production, starring the former Miss Ireland, Olivia Treacy, was the most controvesial 
show to come from the capital. On die booking receipts there are names that had not 
appeared before nor since.

Jon Kenny and Pat Shortt, two of Irelands best known comedians, presented their award 
winning show Hell of a Do on 15th and 16th November to capacity houses. We are presently 
looking forward to another visit from this hilarious duo. Acme Theatre Co, Dublin, was the 
first company to bring Soap Stars. In November 1993 Enda Oates (Glenroe) and Tony Tormey 
(Fair City) starred in The Dumb li'aiter. In the following July several Soap Stars graced our 
stage in John Murphy s The Country Boy, playing to full houses for six nights.

Tommy Me Ardle, Monaghan, a producer with RTE and great friend to The Corn Mill 
Theatre Co since his amateur Drama years with Ballintra Players, brought RTE to Carri
gallen to film a fifteen minute piece for the programme Suiumcr Signpost. He also produced 
and participated in A Slice of Leitrim and a Drop of Kavanagh in The National Concert Hall in 
September 1991. Tommy and his twin brother John, a former teacher now writer, presented 
one of the most memorable shows in The Theatre Heading for Dakota

In February' 1995 the famous Kerry poet and Trinity College Lecturer, Brendan Kennelly, 
gave us a rendition of his well known and not so well known poetry. He was ably assisted by 
Dermot Healy, author, w'ho read from his latest book. Eamonn and Orla Daly, with their 
music and song, contributed to a very memorable night. The internationally known Dublin 
Opera Company commenced its 1993 nation-wide tour with Jenufa in the Corn Mill Theatre. 
Leitrim’s own Eleanor Shanley and Charlie McGettigan, Eurovision Song Contest winner 
performed here. We also had Jimmy Crowley, Cork, Sean Keane, Galway, Mich Hanley, Arty 
McGlynn, Noel Hill, Frances Black, Dervish,Thom Moore, Andy Irvine and Kieran Goss.

The most electrifying night for music lovers was The De Danann concert starring Frankie 
Gavin, Eleanor Shanley and a duo of Gospel Singers. The Theatre was bursting at the seams. 
Anuna, of Rtverdance fame, entertained us on a few occasions. First class entertainment always 
for our very discerning patrons. I must mention here our local talented musicians, singers and 
dancers who have entertained us at the highest level on numerous occasions.

THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL'S LINKS WITH THE ARTS
Eamonn Daly, a member of the theatre company and principal of the Vocational School has played 
his part in introducing his students to the very best in theatre, readings, music, song and dance.
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Seated in centre:Johnny Cosgrove, 
who was involved in Drama, in Car
rigallen, since the 1880’s. Pictured 
with his family, c. 1900’s

Team Educational Theatre Company, founded in 1976, has visited the school most years 
since 1980.This company uses theatre as an educational medium through which various social 
issues, which are not adequately covered by existing subjects in the school curriculum, are 
examined. The Globetrotters, a professional company, visited The Corn Mill and presented 
Romeo and Juliet and Macbeth for the students. Seven Woods Theatre Co presented The Playboy 
of the Western World as did Sligo Drama Circle. The students themselves presented two plays in 
Feis Shligigh in Autumn ’94 where Mary Reynolds won a gold medal for best actress. There 
have been regular trips from the school to see plays in The Abbey, Olympia, Gaiety' and Gate 
Theatres Dublin, the Hawk’s Well Sligo and Ardowen Theatre Enniskillen.

Writers such as John F Deane, who has given poetry readings throughout Ireland UK, 
Denmark, France, Italy and USA, Paul Durcan, who won the prestigious Whitbread Poetry 
Prize in 1990, and Fred Johnstone, a literary critic with the Irish Times have done readings in 
the Vocational School.

The Meanjin Dance Company from Australia, Maura O’Connell, Jimnw Crowley, Cork, 
Liam Og O’Flynn formerly of Planxty, Nollaig Casey and Artie Me Glynn, Van Morrison. 
Makem and Clancy, Charlie Me Gettigan and Jargon all performed for the Vocational students.
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From abroad came Delen Dir from Brittany, Talip Ozakan from Turkey and Jim Couza from 
USA. We have also welcomed classical music from Denise Kelly concert harp. The Prelude 
Brass Quintet and the Douglas Gunn Quartet, and pop/rock from Beats Working and Shadow 
Play. In autumn 1995, the students recorded their own tape Carrigallen Unplugged in the the
atre.

Eamonn Daly can indeed be justifiably proud of the fact that he has opened the channels 
and exposed his students to this national and international flavour of the arts.
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JOTTINGS FROM 
GORTERMONE

HE WORD GORTERMONE derives from one or other of two Irish names 
for this townland, Gort na Mona or Gort ar Moin (both meaning ‘Field of the 
Bog’).The townland is situated in the south-west of the parish of Carrigallen and 

has an area of 619 acres, excluding the two lakes, Gortermone and Tully. The importance of 
its National School in the life of the community can hardly be overestimated. It followed the 
traditional belief in the townland that ignorance was deplorable, that knowledge was ‘no load 
to carry’ and that everyone had a right to be taught how to acquire it. According to John 
Nash of Gurteen, there was a hedge school that ably catered for the education of the local 
children long before the British government of the time saw fit to extend education to all. 
This hedge school was situated near Noble’s crossroads and one of its masters was a Mr Nash, 
reputedly related to the great Rev Robert Nash SJ.

As for the National School itself, I give its history direct from records found in the National 
Archives, Dublin.

School: Gortermone; Parish: Carrigallen

LEASE
Grantor; John LaTouche Esq DL
Trustees: Most Rev E Megennis, Cavan; Rev P Gilchrist, C C Carrigallen; Mr James Cooke, Gortermone. 
Date of Lease: 9.6.1890 
Tenure: 61 years
Original applicant: RevT Murray
Grant to build vested school house: Boards Order 4.8.1890
Grant £254 to build, on expenditure of £381; and £36.19s.4d. to enclose, on expenditure of £55.9s.0d. 
House to be built according to Plan No. N to accommodate 120 in maximum attendance.
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Salary at £44 to Mr Edward McCabe as teacher fora April 25th 1892. From 1894, Susan 
Reilly was recognised as work mistress.

June 7th 1899: Instruction to trustees to have dividing wall between boys’ and girls’ play
grounds repaired without delay.

September 1899: Miss O’Rourke was appointed as principal. She remained at that post until 
May 1912. In 1912 the school was under threat of being closed down, and it would have been 
if it had not been for the timely intervention of the local people. The following letter to the 
Department of Education speaks for itself and tipped the balance in favour of retaining it.

Corriga, Carrigallen.
30.10.1912

Gentlemen,
There being some rumour of Gortermone NS going to be closed, we the householders of the district earnestly 
petition you to leave it open.

The people lost much time and energy in the erecting of that school for the convenience of the little ones. 
It would be too bad after a short space of 21 years the school would now be dismissed. In the past three 
months the attendance has gone up wonderfully; we fail to see why it should be closed. There are forty on 
roll and we earnestly hope you will aid us in our grievance and decide in favour of us.

Yours gratefully,

John McCabe 
Owen Redehan 
Lawrence Cosgrove 
Andrew Donohoe 
Bernard Cunningham 

John Brady 
Bernard McCabe 
Thomas Molohan 
Michael McCabe 
Francis A Cooke 
James Cooke

James O’Reilly 
John Farrelly 
John Mollohan 
Mat McCabe 
Laurence McDonnell 
George Noble 
Philip Kelagher 
Patrick Donnelly 
Edward Heslin 
Hugh MacIntyre

The people found in Rev Fr McCabe a loyal ally He informed the inspector: ‘Gortermone
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school has been built at the earnest wish of the people against the wish of the late Parish 
priest, and he was informed that they would not, on any account, make use of the van service 
if such were instituted’. He stated further that he believed an average of 30 pupils could be 
maintained (National Archives ).The teacher referred to was Miss Annie Higgins.

Mrs O’Reilly, formerly Miss Higgins, retired about 40 years later. Predictions about 
improvement in average attendance were justified, and by the 1920’s a second teacher. Miss 
B MacManus, later Mrs Cregan, was appointed as assistant mistress. For many years. Miss Mac- 
Manus taught infants, first and second classes. By 1941, there was need for a third teacher 
whose main job would be to teach Irish to the pupils from third class upwards. Master 
Kavanagh was the first of these. Master McGlynn came later; and subsequendv, he was 
appointed principal of Carrigallen. On Mrs Creegan’s retirement. Mrs Leddy joined the stafF. 
Other teachers came later, and finally Misses Duffy' and Catherine Sullivan. It fell to the lot ot 
these two to turn the key in the door of the school for the last time. Government was imple
menting a policy to amalgamate small schools and free travel was provided, making it possible 
for children from this area to attend school in Carrigallen.

Of the past pupils there were many professionals (dentists, vets, engineers, teachers, nurses, 
caterers, stenographers), not to mention farmers, business people, missionaries and many other, 
who made an honest living for themselves and their families.

Much of the credit for all the successes of pupils from the school must go to the parents 
who encouraged the children to believe in themselves, fostering in them a healthy sense ot 
responsibility for their own achievements, and in this way releasing creative energy to pursue

Back: Rose Masterson; Katie 
Dan's; Mary E Campbell; Kath
leen Donohue; Mary B Mollalian. 

Second Row: Miss McManus; 
Sonny McBrien; Cissie McBrien; 
Mary A Farrelly; Brigid Campbell; 
Rose Ann Curran; Unknown; 
Anne Reilly; Ellie Malion; Mary 
Reilly & Mrs O’Reilly (teacher).

Third row: Michael Brady; 
Unknown; Unknown; Mary ,4 
Campbell, Rose McBrien; Lizzie 
McCabe; Mary J Reilly; Maggie 
McCabe; Unknown; Unknown; 
Packie Campbell & Unknown. 

Front Row: Pec Masterson 
Unknown; Alphonsus McCabe; 
May Cooke; Kathleen McCabe; 
Monica Curran; Unknown;
Eugene Masterson; Unknown;
Jim Reilly & Jimmy McCabe 
Gortermone c. 1925.
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worthwhile goals. But also a lot of credit is due to the teachers who with their vision and 
training helped the pupils to acquire the learning skills that would stand to them through life.

Alongside the success of the school, another success story was unfolding. I refer to the 
creamery—Gortermone Co-Operative Creamery which was built in 1927, to replace a 
creamery in Aughnacliffe which served Co Longford. The townland ot Gortermone was 
recognised as suitable for dairy farming and the local farmers had cherished a dream to have a 
creamery nearby. The people of this locality got together and formed a co-operative society. 
Before long they had the creamery they wanted, with Mr Patrick McNerney as manager, Mr 
B McCabe as secretary and Mr James Curran (Gurteen) as president. The creamery was ready 
for business and registered on July 21st 1927 under the title, Gortermone Co-operative 
Creamery Society: It had a life span of 24 years. It was a boon for the local farmers and they 
valued its great service.

The statistics for 1929 will, hopefully, be of interest to the young farmers of to-day: they 
will also serve to bring the older among us back to that period.

Opposite page: back—Matt 
Grimes, Brendan Grimes, Jackie 
Farrelly & Seamus Masterson. 
Middle: Oortagli Corr,Anne 
McLoughlin, Margaret Donohoe, 
Maureen Reilly, Vera McLoughlin 
& Eileen McIntyre.
Front: Mary Brigid McHugh, Rose 
Brady, Mona Reynolds, Maura 
Corrigan, Maura McLoughlin & 
Evelyn McLoughlin.
Gortermone School. 1960.
Left:—back Catherine Duffy 
(teacher), Ciaran Cooke, Peter 
Curran, Paddy Sweeney, Sean 
Cooke, Martin McKenna, Tony 
Heslin, John Sweeney, Eileen 
McCabe, Geraldine Brady & 
Martina McCabe.
Middle: Seamus Cooke, Eileen 
Donohoe, Collette McCabe, Teresa 
Donohoe, Teresa McCabe, Veronica 
Donohoe & Vincent McEntire. 
Front: David McKenna, Hugh 
Cooke, Anthony Curran, Sean 
Curran, Sean Donohoe, Michael 
Donohoe, John Donohoe & 
Michael G Donohoe.
Gortermone School. 1971.
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Above: back—Christy, Hugh, Matt, 

front:Pat,John & Billy members of 

the McGarahan family, Calloughs

(1950’s).

Below: Members of the McGarahan 

family, Calloughs (1958).

STATISTICS 1929

Name of society: Gortermone Co-op.
Number of shareholders: 133
Number of milk suppliers: 165
Gallons of milk received: 81,915
Lbs of butter made: 34,613
Average price paid for milk per gallon: 6.08d (about 2.5p today)
Average price received for butler per lb: 17.3 Id (about 7p today)
Total Sales: £2558.13.4
Nett Loss: fS8. 8.6

During the 24 years of its operation, the creamery went from strength to strength. In February 
1949, a report was sent to the manager of Killeshandra creamery, part of which reads as 
follows:

‘Mr McGee has reported on Gortermone Co-op and I am glad to know that the milk supply in 1948 
increased by 100 per cent. Many factors combined to make this increase possible; among these was the 
constant effort on the part of the fanners to improve the quality of their dairy stock, and of great signifi
cance in this regard, too, was the Land Rehabilitation Programme spearheaded by Mr Dillon. The local 

farmers fully availed of this programme, reclaiming the land from the wild state into which it had fallen in 
the time oj the Depression’.

According to the 1821 census there were in the region of 200 people living in Gortermone: 
the names of families are given below. The number in brackets indicates the number of 
families of that name in the townland:

Reilly (1) Nobel (1) Erles (1) Diamond (1) Maguire (1)

Cooke(lO) Costello (1) Costly (1) Cunningham (1) Latimer (1)
Smyth (1) Hill (1) Me Entyre (1) Abbott (1) Flood (1)

Farrelly (3) McCusker (1) McGinley (1) MacShawn (1) Brady (1)

McKeever (1) Masterson (1) Donohoe (2) Maginness (1) Farrell (1)

Balfour (1) Kavanagh (1)

By 1856 no less than 15 of the families listed above had faded into oblivion. One may wonder 
why. The big wind of January 6th 1839 comes to mind, for tradition has it that during this dis
aster many homes were devastated and families fled to many unknown destinations. Then 
there was the Great Famine, and while Gortermone is not recorded as an area badly affected
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by it, one may reasonably suppose that its people did not entirely escape the 
ravages of the Great Hunger. Besides, I cannot but detect a strong thread of 
resilience in the lives of the people of this area. Even now, when many town- 
lands in Leitrim have become a mere memory, Gortermone has a population 
of 50.

Following close on the Batde of Ballinamuck (1798), one is surprised to 
discover that in Gortermone there were people of three denominations, 
Presbyterian, Church of Ireland and Catholic, living in harmony. But there 
were rumblings of the troubles. A secret organisation called the Thrashers, possi
bly a branch of the Whiteboys, made itself felt in this otherwise peaceful spot. 
Three of its members were apprehended in this very townland. They were 
James Ferguson, Michael Grant and James Connell.

A brief quotation from the document, describing their arrest and trial will 
serve to convey some flavour of the whole:

Carrick-on-Shannon Dec. 15 1806.

‘This day, the Lord Chief Justice delivered a charge to them. James Ferguson, Michael Grant and 

James Connell were indicted for that they, with many others, on October 29thl806, with force and 

arms, at Gortermone, in the County of Leitrim, to the terror of his Majesty's subjects, did assume 

the name and denomination of Thrashers and did wear unusual dresses and badges, to wit—white 

shirts over their clothes, not being their usual dress upon their lauful occasions—against the peace 

and statute’.

Examination and cross-examination ensued. The three men pleaded not 
guilty, nevertheless the jury found them guilty. The Lord Chief Justice, deliv
ered the verdict and meted out the punishment in unambiguous terms:

Frank Donohoe, with the first tractor in the Gorter
mone district. Also in picture, with his back turned, is 
Tincenr Heslin. c,1950’s.

'... Vim will, each of you, be transported for your lives, and the country which you and your associ

ates have infested will be relieved from the presence of men capable of such abominable wickedness, 

as to bind yourselves by an oath to commit any atrocity whatever which you may be desired by a 

confederate to commit’.

This little overview covers a period of 190 years, of periods of little change 
followed by spells of great change. Over the last 50 years, we have seen what 
the rural electrification scheme has done, not only to throw light on our lives 
but to facilitate the work of the butcher, the baker, the farmer and their 
wives. The fact that secondary school education was made available to all in
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Pal Reilly,John Smith, Pee Mola
han,James Reilly &John Molahan. 
Kneeling: Larry Reilly. On the 
bog. c. 1945.

the seventies revolutionised the notion that only a chosen few could aspire to higher learning. 
The relocation of people changed the face of Gortermone. One would wish to know more 
about the families who left the townland for ‘fresh woods and pastures new’. Were the hills all 
that green far away?

The car is now commonplace, but memory goes back to the time of Shanks Mare, the 
pony and the horse—a time when Carrigallen seemed far away, in fact too far away for 
Sunday Mass. One positive result of change is that the people of Gortermone can better iden
tify with the parish to which they belong. And speaking of history, there was a small island in 
Cookes Hollow, known as ‘Brave Ine’s Hollow; it boasted of one house, claiming to be a law 
unto itelf, independent of priest or parson—but of course that is history!
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SEAN CONNELLY

TUG OF WAR IN 
CARRIGALLEN

c ARRIGALLEN TUG OF WAR Club was formed in February 1976.A 
meeting was called for 3 o’clock at McManus’s garage (beside Jet Wash). A good 
number attended, and it was decided to form a team and start training. A full 

committee was not appointed at this time but some were elected to fulfil various duties.

Secretary: Packie Reilly, Breadagh
Treasurer: Sean Connolly, Drumbreanlis 
Coach and Trainer: John Burke, Druminchin glebe

Training was to take place on Wednesday evenings and on Sunday afternoon. It was also 
decided to write to anyone that might be interested in pulling so as to have a pool of pullers 
to pick from. On the first few training sessions there was quite a good crowd but numbers 
gradually diminished to 10 to 15 men.

Some of our members had pulled in a pub tournament in Mohill the previous year. Others 
had pulled at field-days or sports. Most had never pulled before, except when an animal got 
stuck in a hole. Our coach, John Burke, had pulled extensively as an anchor-man in England 
and had won many cups and trophies. In training John taught the team the importance of 
pulling with their body rather than the arm which the beginners instinctively did.

Training continued during March when there was a challenge pull against Ballinagh, which 
proved a great help to Carrigallen. Charley Fleming, Balhnagh pulled on the opposite side of 
the rope to the rest of the team as he was left handed. He advised us to affiliate to the All-Ire
land Tug ofWar Association as we would be eligible to pull at all their fixtures.

The first pull of the 1976 season was at Tierworker, Kells, on Easter Sunday; we decided to 
go there as they had a section for novice teams.This was the first time many ot the Carrigallen 
team had witnessed a properly organised tournament.
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When the novice section was due to start, Carrigallen stepped up to take their positions to 
shouts of encouragement from the few followers that travelled to see them that day. They won 
through to the final, which was against the local Tierworker team, and after three hard pulls 
came out winners. There was great jubilation among the supporters and even from some of 
the other teams. The team was:

Anchor: Joe Reilly, Sonny Kiernan, Kevin McManus, Tommy Grimes, James Grimes, Joe 
Grimes, Peter Duignan, and Mickie Flynn.

Carrigallen had mixed success in 1976 winning some tournaments losing others, but always 
losing gracefully, something they were known and respected for during the next 4 years.

In the autumn of 1976 Carrigallen competed in the Connacht 106 stone novice section 
held in Mohill. They were runners-up to a team from Mayo, called Burrashrule, a team that 
was to snatch victory from their grasp on future occasions. When that season ended, members 
met on numerous occasions to discuss strategy and organise some fund raising activities.

The only funds the Club had at that time were contributions from the members them
selves. It was decided to hold a dance in St Patrick’s Hall on St Stephen’s night.Tickets were 
printed and sold beforehand. A band was booked. The main organisers of this dance, which 
was to become an annual event, were Joe Reilly, Gerry Lyons and Laughlin McManus.

Now for the first time the club had some funds (between one and two hundred pounds), so 
it was decided to buy a new rope which cost £60 and a set of jerseys. This was subsidised in 
part by the Tug ofWar Association as well as 12 jerseys. Carrigallen Club was starting 1977 on 
a confident note. At this stage Gerry Lyons and Laughlin MacManus had taken over as 
coaches. Training took place. This consisted mainly of two groups of five or six pulling against 
each other. The important job of looking after the rope was given to Sean Connolly. Training 
took place in the school field at first but later moved up to Pat Masterson’s field opposite the 
Church of Ireland, where there was a suitable tree on which a pulley was erected.

The training session involved pulling up a barrel of stones, adding or subtracting weights, 
depending on how many pullers were present. Team members were all expected to bring their 
own boots for training, sometimes some would forget and arrive in wellingtons. Training 
progressed smoothly until somebody decided to partly cut through the branch on which the 
pulley was tied, so that left the team with no alternative but to move back to the school field.

In May 1977 Carrigallen held their first tournament which was to become an annual 
event. It took place in Drumcannon on the lands ofVincie Greene.

Teams from Leitrim, Cavan, Roscommon, Sligo and Mullingar there that day. There was a 
100 stone event and a Catchweight (over 100 stone).The teams were weighed on the cattle 
scales in the Mart and walked down the road to the field. The referees that day included 
P J Me Loughlin, Ballinamore, brother of‘Big Pee’ who pulled with Drumsna and a referee
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Back:Joe Reilly, James Crimes, 
Sean Reilly, Tommy Crimes, Peter 
Duignan, Mel Grimes, Kevin 
McManus, Joe Grimes, Jim Kier
nan & Laughlin McManus.
Front: Dam Grimes, Sean McIn
tyre, Michael Kenny & Sean 
Connelly.
Children at front: Kevin & 
Miriam McManus.
Inset: Sonny Kiernan.
li mners in 106st Novice section,
in Mayo. 1977.

from Boyle. The local 100 stone team did not win, so they were depending on the catch- 
weight team to try and achieve success.

Drumsna and Carrigallen were in the final with the first pull going to Drumsna, Carri
gallen won the second, and the supporters, of which there were many, were ecstatic. In the 
deciding pull, both teams dug hi neither giving any ground. Drumsna gave a mighty heave, 
pulling Carrigallen forward about two feet, but the local side reacted well taking them back 
five or six feet. The supporters got very excited and converged on the team shouting support 
and encouragement. They went so close to the team that the referee could not see the pullers 
so he cancelled that pull. It took until the sixth pull before Carrigallen established their 
supremacy and emerged worthy winners.

It was a day of great joy and excitement for Carrigallen on account of the win hut also in 
beating Drumsna, a team that they had so admired and up until then feared. The team that day 
was Joe Reilly, Sonny Kiernan, Kevin McManus, James Grimes, Tommy Grimes, Joe Grimes, 
Peter Duignan, Sean Connolly. It was that same team with Mel and Liam Grimes, who were 
Connacht champions at two weights, 113 stone, and catchweight, for three years in succes
sion—1978,1979,1980.

Having won the cups for three years in succession, they were allowed keep them. So after 
the team split up it was decided to present one of the cups to the Carrigallen and Aughavas 
ploughing association as a memorial to Joe Reilly. Later that year Carrigallen went to the 
Drumgoon festival, beside Cootehill and pulled against Dromin who were All-Ireland catch-
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weight champions, and had diem practically beaten when, as in Carrigallen, the crowd came 
too close, obstructing the referee’s view and he had to ‘blow out’ or cancel the pull.

Among Carrigallen’s victories that year was the Connacht 106 stone, novice which took 
place over in Mayo. At that time tug of war was getting very popular with seven or eight 
teams in Leitrim, 10 or 12 in Cavan, and many in Monaghan, Mayo, Sligo, Roscommon, 
Fermanagh to name but a few.

On one of the trips to Mayo to compete in the 100 stone which was held in Newport, the 
transport was supplied by Patsy Wrynn, Ballinamore. The team left about 11 or 12 noon from 
the corner and arrived just before the weigh-in in Newport. Realising they were going to 
have problems making the weight they ate nothing until after the weigh-in and even with that 
they had to put on the lightest men available. Gerry Lyons was a qualified referee at that time 
and he took charge of some of the pulls. Carrigallen didn’t do well that day but won! They 
retired to a hostelry down town where they were made most welcome.

1977 was also the year Packie Reilly died. Carrigallen had lost one of their best supporters. 
It was Packie who notified all the members of the different pulls and times of training. May he 
rest in peace.

Highlights of the next three years were as follows:
The winning of the Connaught 113 stone and catchweight for the third year in succession. 

Participating in die World Club Championships in Oriel Park Dundalk in 1978. Staging of All Ire
land 106 stone novice in Tom Eddie Kiernan’s field at back of what is nowjetwash in 1978.

One of the club’s biggest days and greatest disappointments was the aforementioned All- 
Ireland in 1978.On that day in front of a crowd in excess of 800, Carrigallen did not perform 
to their usual standard. There were 19 teams, divided into three groups—two groups of six 
teams and one group of seven. Carrigallen was in the group of seven, so they had to pull six 
other teams with a minimum of two pulls each to win the group, which they did. They then 
had to pull against runners-up in group two which proved a very tough pull. There was one 
pull each with two blow-outs, eventually winning the last pull. That put Carrigallen into the 
final against their old friends and rivals from Mayo, Barrashrule. However the previous pulls 
had taken their toll and Carrigallen were only to be runners-up.

The team on that day was the same as the Connacht team with the exception of Mel 
Grimes for Joe Reilly and Jim Kiernan for Tommy Grimes. Other members of the panel who 
pulled on numerous occasions were Sean McIntyre,Tom Sheridan, Francie Corcoran, Michael 
Flynn, Seamus McCarthy, Johnny Reilly, Michael (Sambo) Reilly, Sean Reilly, Jim Kiernan 
(Kiwy), Michael Kenny.

The team travelled extensively over the next two years, competing in tournaments in 
Meath, Cavan, Fermanagh, Roscommon, Sligo, Mayo, OfFaly, Monaghan and Leitrim. At most
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of these events Carrigallen won the catchweight competition, and on occasions competed at 
lighter weights putting on seven men instead of eight when they could not make the weight.

On one such occasion at Mohill Festival, six Carrigallen men pulled an opposing team of 
eight men.

The club continued training in the school field until 1979. After that they moved down to 
the carpark at the GAA grounds where they had a proper gantry set up with pulleys.

At that time a ladies team was started, which was to compete with mixed success over the 
next year. One of the ladies on that team was Chris Mulligan, who later became treasurer of 
the club. Her husband John S Mulligan helped train the team over the winter months.

In the spring of 1980 the club applied to the Tug ofWar Association for permission to stage 
the Catchweight All-Ireland in Carrigallen, as it would be the most suitable weight for the 
team. Later that year the club was informed that they could host the 109 stone event, so they 
decided to accept, even though it was not the most suitable weight.

Some ladies in the town made a big banner with ‘All-Ireland Tug ofWar’ written on it 
which was suspended across the Main Street. The club members booked the same field where 
the previous All-Ireland was held, roped off the pulling arena and generally got things ready.

The teams started arriving early on the morning of the competition, the senior officials 
came later.There were teams from Boley (Wexford), Dromin (Louth), Carndonagh (Donegal), 
Midlanders (Mullingar) and many more.

When the Carrigallen team arrived to weigh in they were told that they could not com
pete because they had not pulled at that weight in Connacht and so could not pull in an 
All-Ireland.When they explained that due to a death in the family of one of the team on die 
day of the Connacht Championship they could not pull, they were still refused. Needless to 
say there was uproar among the Carrigallen team and supporters, but they decided to let the 
event take place as it would be unfair to teams that had come such a long journey if they 
could not compete. Boley and Midlanders were the eventual finalists with Boley emerging the 
winners. This was very annoying for Carrigallen as they felt that they could have done better 
in the final pull than Midlanders, whom they had beaten many times in the previous three 
years.

That evening some members of the local club confronted the President of the Tug ot War 
Association, explaining that they did not see much point in supporting an organisation that 
would not allow them to participate in a national tournament, organised by themselves and 
staged on their own grounds. That evening was the beginning of the end of Tug ofWar in 
Carrigallen.

Carrigallen did not affiliate in 1981 but continued to pull at festivals and tournaments 
nearer home. Over the five or six years of its existence Carrigallen team won in excess of 60
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trophies along with many cups and medals. A further blow to the team was the sudden death in February 1982 of its big 19 
stone anchor-man, Joe Reilly.

Later that year the Club disbanded. The money-in-hand about £200, was given to charity, the ploughing association took 
custody of the rope and the gantry and pulleys at the football field disappeared. For a small community with no tradition of 
tug of war the team from 1976-1982 achieved much.
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RAYMOND HACKETT & MICHAEL REILLY

CHURCHES OF THE 
LAST CENTURY

The Chapel that is in Carrigallen now, St Marys was not the first chapel in the area.
In the last century there was a chapel in Cornaughy. This chapel was a thatched mud 

wall building about twice the size of a house of the time. This building was on the road 

to Mullinadara, a very short distance from the road that weaves through Cornaughy, on 
ground presently owned by Matt Grimes.

At this time, the road through Mullinadara was the main road to Cloone and Mohill.
People came to Mass from Aughawillan, Errew and Drumbreanlis direction would get 

onto a well kept foot-pass through the bog to the Cornaugh Road. The entry to this pass 

was almost opposite Jimmy Higgins’ laneway.
There was no graveyard at this chapel. The water font in the newly built wall at Mons. 

Young’s house is from this building. The chapel was maliciously burned down.
After this, a chapel was used in Mullinadara. This, too, was a thatched building and 

stood on land presently owned by Frank O’Rourke in a field called ’The Chapel Field’ to 

this day. The right of way to this was a foot-pass above Mickey Brady’s house (now 
J J Dolans).There was a graveyard beside this chapel. This building was blown down on 

the 6th January 1839 in the ‘Big Wind’.
After that Mass was held in a building beside the house where the priest at the rime 

lived. He was Fr Magauran. Fr Magauran lived in a house in Killahurk at that rime (on 

the same site as Peter O’Rourke’s house now) so, he held Mass in an outbuilding there. 
The hill leading up to O’Rourke’s and Lyons was called ’The Priests Brae’. Meals for 

people who were building the present chapel were cooked there. Jim Kiernan's grandfa-
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ther was 18 or 19 years old at the time and his job was to deliver the food by ass and cart 

to the site. Food was the only payment they received. Some of the stone for this building 

came from Cornaughy.
In 1846 the chapel was completed and a graveyard opened there. When Fr Magauran 

died, he was buried in the church he built. Based on information recieved from Jim 

Kiernan, Killahurk, Packie Rawle, Cloughla & Peter O Rourke,Killahurk.
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ST MARY’S CHOIR

A S IN ALL churches, music plays an important part at St Marys. During the 
1880’s, Mrs McGuinness was organist and Hugh Kiernan was in charge of voice
testing and singing. Hugh was also responsible for the purchase of a new organ in 

1888. It was used until 1938, when Mrs McGuinness received a citation from the Pope in 
recognition of her fifty years’ service to the choir. In gratitude she bought a new organ which 
is still in use to-day. Around this time Radio Eireann invited the choir to go on the airwaves, 
which they did. Members of the choir included John Tuite (watchmaker), Frank Reilly, 
(blacksmith), and Anna B Smyth, later Mrs Curran.

Hugh Kiernan was a talented man. He taught in Gortermone School in the 1890’s before 
emigrating to America. His daughter, Judith, entered a convent there and became Mother 
Viola. She presented vestments to St Mary’s on two occasions. Hugh’s brother. Patrick, was 
also a member of the choir in those years. Other members included Cathy Flynn, later 
married to a publican and leather merchant, James Smyth. Their daughter, Anna B, was a noted 
singer and organist. So he too had a long association with the choir.

Anna’s younger sister, ‘Bashie’, was also a member before emigrating to America where she 
died before her 19th birthday. Other members included Mrs Doonan, Alice Gilchrist, and 
Ellie Reilly, who later became a matron in a hospital in America. Mrs McGuinness was organ
ist for all those years. She was tireless in her devotion to die church and the choir and was well 
deserving of the papal honour.

In the 1960’s, changes in the liturgy brought about changes in church music. The organ was 
brought down to the body of the church to encourage the congregation to participate in the 
singing. Mrs Clare McGarry was organist during this time. Mrs Anna B Curran was always available.

The organ was moved back to the gallery in 1978. The choir at this time was very success
ful. It was strong in male voices. Mrs Anna Madden then became organist. Mass was recorded

A/zs McGuinness—organist, who 
received a medal front the Pope. 1938
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Above: Anna B Curran, organist. 
1980.
Right: back—Cathal Farrelly, Char
lie Ward, Jean McManus, Una Ward, 
Cus Ward, Mary Reynolds, Ann 
Reynolds & Joan Kerrigan. 
Middle.Theresa Percival, Sheila 
McGuinness, Rita Reynolds, Karl 
Ward, Caroline Kiernan & Marie 
Dolan (Organist).
Front: Margaret Percival, Killian 
Ward, Eoghan Ward, Ronan 
McManus, Sharon Kerrigan, Edel 
McIntyre, Cary Reynolds, Helen 
Kiernan & Sheila Kiernan. St 
Mary's Choir, Carrigallen. 1996.

from St Mary’s for Northern Sound Radio. Fr J A Young was the celebrant. Mrs Curran, who 
continued to play during the 1980’s, was known on one occasion, the Feast of Christ the 
King, to play God Save the Queen.

A folk choir was formed by the younger members. The McCabe family, Tully, were largely 
responsible for this. This ran successfully for a number of years. The contrasting styles of the 
two choirs complemented each other well.

At present both choirs are united. Marie Dolan is organist and Tommy Hunt plays on 
occasions. There is an abundance of singing talent among the younger generation. It has added 
much to church services down the years. Hopefully it will do so for many more years to 
come.
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ST PATRICK’S HALL

UN DAY OCTOBER 5 th 1958 was a memorable day in the history of the 
parish when St Patrick’s Hall was blessed and opened by the Bishop of Kilmore, 
Most Rev Dr Quinn. Up to 700 people were present to watch his lordship bless 

the hall from the stage and hear him speak about the great achievement and proud night it
was for the parish of Carrigallen. The priests of the parish, Rev Patrick McNiffe PP and Rev 
Edward Lynch CC, received the bishop and escorted him to the stage where he got a tremen
dous welcome from the audience. The Anglo-Cell front-page article states:‘Also on stage was 
Rev Pat Smyth CSSP, home from Nigeria and a native of Carrigallen, Mr P Shaffrey. Dublin, 
the architect, and Mr Michael Murray, Errew, Carrigallen, the builder. The hall is 75ft by 35ft 
and cost over £5,000 to build. It contains a maple dance floor and one of the most modern 
stages in the country ... The work took a year’.

After the blessing Fr McNiffe thanked His Lordship for coming to Carrigallen. He thanked 
the people who were connected with the successful building of the hall and went on to pay a 
tribute to the architect who he said had done a fine job, while the builder had done a really 
wonderful job and with the aid of local and other subcontractors and had left nothing 
undone.

In the course of his speech the bishop paid tribute to the people of Carrigallen for adopt
ing a strong do-it-yourself line. He commented on the cost of the hall as being considerable, 
and while the parishioners had kept it down by an exceptional volume of voluntary’ labour, he 
went on to say that despite this the cost is nevertheless formidable.

He continued: ‘Dancing has its place, but it would be a pity if a parochial hall was merely a 
dance hall. As a parish centre it should have more recreational ends. It should be a means ol 
cultural development, and a high standard of drama should be aimed at’.

Emigration was very much on his mind for he declared in his speech: ‘Unfortunately there
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His lordship, Bishop Austin 

Quinn, Fr McNiffe, Michael 

Murray & Fr E Lynch. At the 

opening of St Patrick's Hall. 1958.

are so many reasons why our young people seek to leave the country, but if the reason is that 
life at home is dull and uninteresting as alleged, I can only say that it is their own fault. People 
can make life interesting anywhere if they have a mind to do so, but undoubtedly the 
existence of a hall in their midst is a tremendous help’.

After initial formalities, Fr Smyth was very complimentary to the priests of the parish. Of 
Fr McNiffe he remarked: ‘First the church was transformed, both inside and out, into a very 
beautiful house of prayer. The Drumeela church was renovated; the fairs were brought to life 
again.

A technical school was built and now Fr McNiffe has moved into the world of entertain
ment with a parochial hall which must be one of the finest in the north-west’. He said of Fr 
Lynch: ‘Good humour, good nature and true priestly devotion are the marks of 
Fr McNiffe s assistant. The arrangement of to-night’s entertainment is in great part the work 
of Fr Lynch’.

MC
r Offf
Leitrim
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1958 ends as follows: 'Interval music for the artists was played by Tim Fitzpatrick and his band 
from Milltown, Co Cavan. The opening dance in the hall will be held on Sunday night next 
October 12th, with Norman Metcalfe and his orchestra’.

The voluntary work to which the bishop referred included the digging out of the site on 
which the hall was built. The soil was excavated by every means available at the time and 
carried away with horses and carts and any tractors and trailers that could be procured volun
tarily. Horses and ploughs were used to loosen the soil while conditions allowed the horses to 
work. When the horses failed to pull the plough through the rough ground, a winch mounted 
near the road, the brainchild of Seamus Williams, Clooncorrick, was used.

The horses continued to pull the plough back up hill ‘idle’, in preparation for winching 
downhill. This innovation achieved a depth of about ten feet to be dug from the side ot the 
hill.

The voluntary workforce was interdenominational and comprised mainly farmers and 
farmers’ sons, and anyone else who was capable of using a shovel or a loy.The business people 
of the town who could not work on the site either paid a man’s wages or sent a man to work 
at the excavation.

Michael Murray, Fr McNiffe, His 

Lordship Bishop Quinn &

Fr Patrick Smith. The blessing of 

St Patrick’s Hall. 1958.
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TOM CLARKE CLUBROOMS

St Patrick’s Day 1967 was probably the biggest celebration ever to take place in Carrigallen on 
the feast-day of our national apostle. The event was organised to open the Tom Clarke Rooms 
in honour of the Easter Week leader. His son, son, Dr Emmet Clarke, unveiled a bust of his 
father, erected by the people of Carrigallen.

The FCA under Lieut J Blessing led a parade through the town which included the Civil 
Defence, St Mary’s Pipers Band, Aughavas, St. Brigid’s Pipers Band, Kiltubrid, and a fife and 
drum band from Cootehall, Co Roscommon.

The Minister for Justice, Mr Brian Lenihan, was among the distinguished visitors who 
observed the unveiling. He had previously inspected a guard of honour of the Mohill 
Company of the FCA. The national flag was hoisted by Dr Clarke and the 1916 Proclamation 
was read by Mr Michael Duignan, principal of Carrigallen Vocational School.
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Dr Emmet Clarke had travelled from Liverpool with his wife and two sons, Emmet and 
Thomas, for the ceremony. Mrs Clarke was presented with a bouquet of daffodils by Margaret 
Murray, who hailed from the townland of Errew, where Tom Clarkes father, James, was born 
before the famine. The building was blessed by Very Rev C Cartwright, PP It was erected by 
Corr Bros, building contractors, Gulladoo, Carrigallen, at a cost of ,£3,000. The bust of Tom 
Clarke was executed by Mr J J McKiernan of Fenagh, Co Leitrim. The script for the plaque 
was written by Michael Duignan.

Dr Clarke, in his address, recalled many of his father’s concerns leading up to the Rising as 
told to him by his mother. Other speakers included Rev Fr F Gilfillan, CC, Mohill; Rev 
F McKiernan, President of St. Felim’s College, Ballinamore: Very Rev Canon McNiffe, PP 
Ballinamore (former PP in Carrigallen), and Very Rev C Cartwright PP. Michael Duignan 
presided.

A large and distinguished audience was assembled in the main hall to hear the guest speak
ers. It included Mr P J Reynolds, TD; Senator Patrick O’Reilly; Senator Seamus Dolan; Rev 
R Browne, national chairman of Muintir Na Tire; Mr M O’Callaghan, national chairman of 
CCE; Mr Berney Sweeney, chairman of Leitrim Brigade, Old IRA, and survivor of the 
Gorvagh ambush; Mr Padraig Reilly, chairman of the Commemoration Committee; 
Mrs Katey B Keaney, niece of Sean Mac Diarmada; Mr Michael Reilly, Ballydufiy, Moyne; and 
Mrs Mary Kate Sheridan, Beaghbeg, Carrigallen, the nearest relatives ofTom Clarke still living 
in the area.

A concert of Irish music, song and dance followed and a historical pageant was presented 
by the students of the Ballinamore secondary school. A ceili was held that night to round off a 
very full programme.

Opposite page:Johnny O’Rourke, 

John Frauds McGreevy, Tom 

Mahon, Patrick Guckian, Jimmy 

Coyle, Bartley Campbell, Packie 

Cosgrove, Jimmy Curran,Jimmy 

Finlay, Dr MJ Cusack,

Dr Emmett Clarke & Barney 

Sweeney. Ben Harte is behind 

Jimmy Curran (all members of the 

South Leitrim Old IRA).

Back wall: left—Packie Reilly, 

John Lyons & Rosetta Lyons. At 

the opening of the Tom Clarke 

clubrooms. 1967.

DANCING IN ST PATRICK’S HALL
Carrigallen hall had become a very popular venue for dances from the late fifties onwards and 
the new curate, Fr Patsy Young, saw an opportunity after the opening of the clubrooms to 
attract larger crowds by hiring the top showbands of the time. He had a gala opening on 
March 29th 1967 with a double bill, the Hi-Lows Showband and Maurice Mulcahy's orches
tra. Wednesday night dancing in Carrigallen became well established and all the top 
showbands played there.

A snooker club was formed and Fr Patsy Young revived amateur drama in the area. A new 
game called bingo was being played all over the country and the larger halls were very suitable. 
Fr Young convinced the parishioners to start a Sunday night bingo and it is still flourishing.
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S-fc. Patriot's Hall,
CARRIGAUUEN

GRAND OPENING DANCE
On Sunday Night, 12th October

Norman Nmtcatfa & Nla Dana Orchestra
featuring Art HiMnwrf trgM .
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The site on which the hall clubrooms are built was bought from Jack O’Keeffe, Main 
Street, some time prior to 1957.'Two thatched houses stood on the site in line with Gilcreest’s 
forge, a shop belonging to ‘The Bar’ Kiernan and a dwelling house belonging to Billy 
Whitney, Jack O’Keeffe’s uncle. Patrick Kiernan, who was a wealthy businessman in his time, 
ran a grocery and hardware shop next to Gilcreests. An entry to Kiernan’s yard was between 
these two houses. Patrick ‘The Bar’ was reputed to be generous with credit to his customers 
and often donated or loaned money to those in need. He died in 1947.

Patrick Kiernan’s father, Johnny, disputed the nickname 'The Bar’ and said the origin of it 
was‘The Bard’. Patrick’s nephew Robert Tinneny was the last person to live in Kiernan’s house 
as he ran the shop for some time after Patrick died.The last person to have lived in Whitney’s 
was a millwright called John Drumm who was alive until at least the mid thirties.
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FRANK MURRAY

PHIL REILLY
WORLD WAR II VETERAN

H I L R E I L L Y was born in 1908 in Aughawillan, Carrigallen. One of a family 
of four boys and one girl, he left National School at 12 years of age to work on his 
father’s farm. He was frequently sent to help neighbours but rarely received 
payment for his work, nor did he expect any. On one occasion, a tailor asked Phil

and liis brother to dig some ridges and set some potatoes. He gave them Is lOd each and they 
thought that they were made up. Phil loved all kinds of work, but it was difficult to make a 
living in the Ireland of the twenties. Emigration was always an attractive or unhappy alterna
tive for Phil’s generation. In the early twenties, 43% of all Irish-born men and women were 
living abroad: 1,037,234 in USA, 16,767 in UK, 93,301 in Canada, 198,334 in Australia and 
New Zealand, 12,289 in South Africa and 8,414 in India.

PHIL EMIGRATES TO AMERICA
In September 1930, after his father’s death, Phil followed his brother John to the USA. In that 
same month, the US State Department instructed American consuls to refuse visas to prospec
tive emigrants unless they would be able to support themselves on arrival. In practice, this 
meant having the equivalent of S50 in cash—a requirement that few could fulfil. It was the 
decade of the depression.

In President Hoover’s America in 1930, four million were out of work. This was to rise to 
seven million in 1931, twelve million in 1932 and fifteen million in 1934. Bread-lines were 
commonplace, and as people starved, they resorted in some areas to city garbage. A survey in 
New York City, where Phil settled, revealed that 20% of the children there were suffering from 
malnutrition.

Phil had a distant relation who managed to keep him until he eventually got work. His first

Phil Reilly
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offer of a job carried with it a condition that he would join the Freemasons. Phil declined it. 
He got a job in Butlin’s warehouse in New York. After a few years, he had saved enough 
money to direct his brother to buy a small farm which had come up for sale in Carrigallen. 
Sometime later, the firm with its 200 employees went into receivership. Phil and another 
employee were retained. A better-paid job soon came his way and the American dream came 
closer to realisation.

Phil had always intended to return home eventually, but President Roosevelt’s declaration of 
war on December 8th 1941 soon put his plans on hold, if not in jeopardy. When war had 
broken out in Europe on September 3rd 1939, the US regular army comprised 14,000 officers 
and 188,500 men. By the end of the war on May 8th 1945, 7,700,000 young Americans had 
been affected in one way or another by the general mobilisation which had been the response 
to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour. Phil was called up and sent for training to Camp 
Blendan in Florida, where he was assigned to the 142nd Infantry as a rifleman. Then it was off 
to the war in Europe.

CASSINO BOMBED
Phil was involved in many battles there, the most notable being the battle on the Cassino 
front. From January to May 1944, the Germans withstood the allied attacks there. Cassino is a 
small town between Naples and Rome, dominated by a Benedictine monastery. It is said that 
the fighting in the streets of Cassino resembled that of Stalingrad in its ferocity. It was a 
prolonged, dramatic combat. Men were flung into trenches like shovelled earth. Weather 
conditions were very severe. Phil avoided frostbite by rolling a blanket from his knapsack 
around his feet. For 11 months of the Italian campaign, he never slept on a bed of any kind. 
Some of the fighting took place during pitch darkness. Guns and shells blasted. Hundreds 
were blown to bits. Phil became conditioned to the screams of death.

The writer Rene Chambe has left this account of what it was like.‘Night passes ... The 
enemy is counter-attacking furiously everywhere. He is driven off by bayonets and grenades. 
Ammunition runs out again; the parsimoniously distributed mouthfuls of food which make 
up our rations are far away. Hunger comes again and with hunger thirst, the terrible thirst 
which gnaws at your stomach and drills into your brain. As for sleep, that real sleep which 
restores, we haven’t had any for a long time. Men are falling asleep now under shelling in the 
midst of mines and bullets. They’re killed almost before they know it. Only wounds wake 
them up. Some answer back, aiming their rifles and throwing their grenades in a state of half 
consciousness’. ’
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On the morning of February 15th 1944,142 four-engined and 87 twin-engined American 
bombers flew over Monte Cassino in three waves, dropping 453 tons of high explosive and 
incendiary bombs. The monastery of Saint Benedict with its priceless and irreplaceable works 
of art was reduced to a complete and absolute ruin.

On March 15th 775 aircraft dropped 1,250 tons of bombs on the little town of Cassino and 
the immediate surroundings. From January 16th to March 31st, the allied forces suffered casu
alties amounting to 52,130 killed, wounded or missing, of whom 22,219 were American, 
22,092 British, 7,421 French and 398 Italian.

After Cassino, Phil and his fellow soldiers marched on Rome. They passed through flattened 
towns and villages, some with just a church spire or a barking dog, emblems of the misery of 
war. They saw the agony of mothers and wives; they saw children starving. But despite the 
widespread hardships, the decencies of life were not forgotten. On one occasion a little girl 
asked Phil for matches. Later she returned with a piece of cake which her mother had man
aged to bake. The pathetic spectacle of lines of trucks evacuating stunned adults and screaming 
children reminded Phil that war does not involve soldiers only. For four days, he survived 
without food or drink by sucking the bark of trees. While crossing a river by boat, Phil and his 
fellow soldiers were plunged into the water He lost consciousness, but was saved by a 
comrade.

Phil served Mass for the Army chaplains including Fr Quinn, who gave him a Rosary. 
Although he knew that war was the province of chance, he also knew that religious beliefs 
should never waver.
SURVIVAL
It seems ironic that Phil attributed his survival of the war to the fact that he was wounded, 
because this meant his withdrawal from the front line. He was hit by a shell fragment at 
Migano in December and was carried down the mountainside to hospital. An army magazine 
Yankee Boomer reported: Medals earned awarded to eight men. Philip Reilly qualified for the 
Purple Heart near Mignano on December 5th 1944 while serving with the 142nd Infantry. 
Reilly is from New York City’.

Phil was discharged from the Army in 1945. His brother John had been in the US Air 
Force. He too survived the war. Both came home to Ireland in June 1946. John returned to 
America to continue his career in the USAF and died there in 1972. Phil made his home in 
Carrigallen, where he married and had five children. He died in October 1985.
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Above: back—Thomas Doonan, 
Dymphna Morrow, Anne O’Mal
ley, Mons J A Young, Joan Lunney, 
Rose Donohue & Eugene Mulligan 
From: Francie Murray, Maura 
McGuckian, Patricia Ward, 
Marion Reilly, Mrs J Kiernan & 
Con Dolan. Eucharistic Ministers 
Carrigallen 1996.
Right: back—Louis Cosgrove, 
Thomas Rourke & Charlie 
Arnold FrontPaddy Reilly, Pat 
Masterson,James F. McManus 
Carrigallen c. 1950’s 
Far Right: Tom Lockhart 
Honorary Sarcristan 1996.
Below: Maggie Doonan sarcristan 
for 32 years c. 1980
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JEROME MAGUIRE, SEAMUS MCMANUS, SEAN HESLIN,

CARRIGALLEN 
GUN CLUB

ARRIGALLEN AND ITS surrounding parishes used to be an area of mixed 
farming—milk, beef, pig and poultry production. This type of farming was self- 
sufficient in its animal feed requirements. They produced potatoes, oats, barley and 

of course most households had their own vegetable garden. These farms consisted of small
fields surrounded by stock-proof hedges. This landscape coupled with the plentiful supply of 
food resulted in an abundance of wildlife including game.

The main quarry species were partridge, duck, rabbits and pigeons. Snipe and woodcock 
were plentiful but the likelihood of a sportsman expending a valuable cartridge on these small 
species was remote.

Nowadays no sportsman would wish to be referred to as a pot-hunter but the reality in the 
period during and after World War II was that hunting and shooting provided a necessary part 
of the diet of many households.

The red fox is a native species and it is a great surprise to find that the capture of a fox at 
Oakhill, close to Arva, in the late 1930 s, created such an interest that people travelled from 
Carrigallen and surrounding areas, most likely on foot, to see a most unusual sight. Grey crows 
and magpies were also scarce. Taking into account all the aforementioned factors, we had an 
ideal environment for the production and survival of game and wildlife.

The snow-storm of 1947 began on February 25th and blanketed the landscape for many 
weeks. In fact it was still evident the following Mayday. Many forms of wildlife were deci
mated and the native partridge, much loved by local sportsmen, dwindled to the verge ot 
extinction.The scarcity of the partridge created a void in the local sportsmens lives and the 
hoped-for regeneration did not occur, so for the first time ever the local sportsmen felt that 
the situation had to be addressed.This provoked much discussion and it was not until the mid 
1950’s that a few enthusiastic sportsmen came together to discuss the situation and a gun club
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Back: Tomas Tierney, John Reilly, 

Gene Doherty, Eamon Gray & 

Mel Grimes.

Front: Michael Smith, Liam 

Grimes, & Seamus McManus. 

Carrigallen Gun Club members. 

1996.

was formed. The committee members were Chairman Fr E Lynch, Secretary Frank Corr, 
Treasurer Jim Wall.

This new club decided on the purchase of adult pheasants on the recommendation of Sean 
Cahill who was then the gamekeeper at Newtownforbes estate. The pheasant was not a native 
species and only existed on estates and the immediate environs of the estate. These birds were pur
chased at Knockdrin, Mullingar and were coUected by Larry Williams and released into the wild.

This venture would appear to have been reasonably successful and these birds formed the 
nucleus of a breeding stock. At this time there was an established gun club in the parish of 
Dromard and amongst its members and supporters were Phonsie McCabe, Frank Doyle, 
Frank and Peter Donohoe. & John Harahan of the Tully/Gortermone area who were also 
involved in the stocking of game.
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While the stocking of this game had a long term influence the lifetime of the gun club 
was of a shorter duration. An attempt was made to reform it in the late 60’s but this was 
unsuccessful.

In 1973 another gun club was formed and the lessons learned from the previous failures 
proved invaluable. The club has endured and developed to the present day .

The committee was:

Chairman: Sean Heslin
Secretary: Jerome Maguire
Treasurer: Micheal Hackett

At the AGM in 1974 a decision was taken on restocking and it was proposed to purchase 100 
six-week-old pheasants for release in 1975. This programme of releasing was financed by 
voluntary contributions of £5 each from club members. This suggestion was made by Joe 
Doonan and its acceptance by the membership was indeed noteworthy. The first pen was built 
at Tom Maguire’s, Bredagh. In July 1975 the 100 pheasants were purchased at a cost of 
£115.00 and placed in the pen at Bredagh.They were held there over the winter and released 
the following spring throughout the parish

South Leitrim Regional Game Council was reformed in 1974. A delegation from the club 
attended the inaugural meeting and the club was affiliated to it. Affiliation fees were £5.00.

At its AGM in 1975,Joe Doonan was elected secretary1, which was an honour for the club. 
In subsequent years he was also chairman. Due to our involvement with this organisation, 
information became available which was not known heretofore. For example, grants were in 
existence and available to affiliated clubs during the late sixties.

Tourism promotion was very much on the agenda of the Lemass era and it was out of this 
policy that aid for game development emerged. The thinking behind this policy was that an 
abundance of game in the countryside would attract an increase in the number of tourist 
shooters.

These grants were administered by the then Department of Lands. The grant on pheasant 
poults and duckling was approximately 90% of the purchase cost. Release pens were built to 
department specification and were generously grant-aided. Poults and ducklings were released 
into these pens under department supervision. Grants were also available for the provision of 
winter feed.

On a national basis there was an enthusiastic uptake on these grants and our own club 
benefited greatly from them.However, as a government policy, this did not have the desired 
outcome, as it appeared to encourage the formation of gun clubs who guarded their areas
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jealously. Not only did they not want tourist shooters but they were also resentful of people 
from outside their areas coming in.

In the early 80s, when they realised at government level that this policy was not successful, 
grants were axed as part of a cost-cutting exercise. This decision had an adverse effect on many 
clubs throughout the country. Many did not survive but our club did even though it was a 
low point in our fortunes.

Whilst grants were available, the club derived full benefit from them. The first release pens 
were built at Drumderglin on the lands of Thomas and Bernard Egan, on the lands of Mrs 
Seamus Williams at Clooncorrick, at Drumbreanlis on the lands of Francis Murphy, and on 
tire lands of Joseph McGoohan, Longfield. A duck release pen was built on the lands of Jimmy 
Morrow at Gulladoo lake and further pheasant pens were built at Beaghbeg and Beaghmore 
on John Reilly’s land.

These pens had a good geographical spread. They were constructed by Sean Heslin,Paddy 
Doherty, Eugene Doherty (snr), Joe Doonan, Jerome Maguire, Gene Doherty, Micheal Reilly, 
Micheal Doherty, Sean Lynch, Micheal Hackett, Noel Lyons, Jackie McManus, Joe Morrow, 
Francis Murphy, Donal Murray and Sean Nash. Some members contributed more of their 
time than others but nevertheless the work was completed and the club had a suite of release 
pens throughout the parish. This period would have been the zenith of the club’s achieve
ments. While the number of birds released varied from year to year, our maximum for a given 
year was 300 pheasant poults and 50 ducklings. This level of releasing and an aggressive preda
tor control policy led to an abundance of game in this period.

An inexpensive compensation fund (insurance) was in place throughout this period. Unfor
tunately due to the volume of claims made a substantial increase in contributions led to a 
decrease in membership from a high point of 66 to 16. The formation of a gun club in the 
Newtowngore/Drumeela area also contributed to the decline in membership but the club 
now had a hard core of enthusiastic members all contributing to the compensation fund.

Another venture for the club was the organising and running of a clay pigeon shoot. This 
came about due to the encouragement and support of Paddy McCormack, who was married 
to a local girl, Ms McCabe. He was a personal friend of Frank Corr who has been one of the 
members down through the years. Paddy supplied and set up the traps on the Beggar’s Bank 
with the kind permission ofT E Kiernan. He also gave a very informative lecture on gun 
safety and associated matters on the eve of the shoot. While the event was very successful from 
a participant’s point of view, it was not a financial success from the club’s point of view. There 
were many categories of competitions which were dominated by experienced outsiders but 
the main local interest was in the confined section which was won by Micheal Smyth.

Members were now more'experienced and they had further shoots at Francie Murphy’s
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and J J Dolan’s Mill Meadow. The proceeds of this latter shoot—£100—were donated to the 
GAA Park Development Fund.

In the mid 80s the club was at a low ebb and the absences of grants for game releases was a 
major factor in its decline. It was the necessity for insurance cover to protect the interest of 
the land owners that justified the club’s existence.

It was in 1986 under the leadership of Robert Patterson (chairperson) Louis Johnson (trea
surer) and Thomas Masterson (secretary) that an attempt was made to introduce a new species 
of game bird, red-legged partridge. However, through no fault of the above-mentioned 
officers, this was not one of the club’s most successful ventures.

The past officers of the club include : Micheal Reilly, Sean Nash, Gene Doherty, William 
Wilson, Padraig Gormley, Francis Smyth, Jackie McManus, Thomas Tierney and Noel Lyons. 
In 1988 the restocking of pheasants commenced once more despite the unavailability of 
grants and has continued since.

In 1990 a new committee was elected: Chairperson, Kieran O’Rourke; treasurer/secretary, 
Seamus McManus. This coincided with a series of poor breeding seasons and it was in 1993 
that the situation reached crisis proportions. From the evidence of November 1st and the fol
lowing weeks, it was obvious to many that a harvestable supply of game was not available and 
that the actual breeding stock was under threat unless something was done. An emergency 
meeting of all interested parties including non-members was held in the Kilbracken Arms and 
all present agreed that an immediate voluntary ban be introduced as and from December 1st 
and for the first time ever in this area shooting ceased on November 30th. It was also agreed 
that the breeding stock would have to be cosseted. To this end a campaign of winter feeding 
was embarked upon.This feeding took the form of distributing wheat at locations where there 
was evidence particularly of hen pheasants.

Feeding stations were set up using a combination of hoppers and straw, which continued 
for the following six months. One and a half tonnes of feed were distributed.This proved to 
be a very wise decision as the stock greatly improved the following season as a result of this 
experience. Winter feeding has continued ever since.

This venture while successful was also expensive and a series of fund-raising efforts were 
undertaken. The third night of Christmas was deemed to be an appropriate night for fundrais
ing and is now regarded as our major annual fund raising event. These funds have made it 
possible to undertake a blitz of pheasant releases in recent years. Of course the other impor
tant social occasion in the club’s calendar of events is the Longest Pheasant competition, which 
was started in 1975. The venue was Donohoe’s Bar and the overall winner on that night was 
Micheal Hackett. This event is always well sponsored by the publicans whose premises the 
competitions are held in and it provides an opportunity for all the local sportsmen, both
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members and non-members, to impart details of their fortunes and misfortunes on the 
opening day. This year’s competition was held in Pat Masterson s and the winner was A McIntyre.

In early 1994 FAS was approached by Seamus McManus on his own initiative with a 
proposal and a programme of works which would create employment and benefit the club. 
A scheme was approved for the employment of two men. It began on April 6th and ended on 
June 2nd.

The work involved the erecting and maintenance of release pens, the manufacture of larsen 
traps, mink cages, winter feeding, feeding of released poults and predator control, which is 
beneficial to the club and also the farming community, particularly during the lambing season. 
Club members staged all out war on vermin from the end of January 1996 to the end of 
April. After numerous attempts they were successful in winning the Perpetual Trophy spon
sored by South Leitrim Regional Game Council. John Flynn was the outright winner in 1996 
while Andrew McManus took second place.

One might ask why there is all-out war on predators. Foxes, once a rarity, have today 
reached pest proportions and are a serious threat not only to stock but to sheep as well. In 
addition there is an abundance of grey crows and magpies which feed off domestic dumps and 
supplement their food requirements from game and livestock for periods of the year. The 
American mink is a newcomer on the scene and has a voracious appetite for game birds and is 
on record as having killed lambs, so a reduction in their numbers is justified. One of the 
biggest challenges facing sportsmen at present is the education of those coming into the sport. 
Game shooting was not invented by this club but handed down to its members by previous 
generations of like-minded people and it is their hope to hand it on to the coining genera
tions in a better and healthier state than they found it in.
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CHURCH OF IRELAND
CARRIGALLEN 1 422-1 996

T HE HISTORY OF Carrigallen Church of Ireland dates back to 1422 when 
Rev Maurice O’Flynn was the first Rector on record to be appointed.

We are not sure where the Church building itself existed at that time. It is most 
likely that there was none, as Carrigallen was part of Drumreilly parish, and so it is quite possible 
that Drumreilly church was the only one.

It remained with Drumreilly until 1661 when it joined with Ballinamore and in 1663 it 
became Ballinamore, Mohill and Carrigallen.

In 1705 Rev Peter Lombard came to live in Clooncorrick Castle and took charge of Carri
gallen, Templeport and Drumreilly. There are no records of any other rectors having lived in Car
rigallen until 1804, when Rev Cobbe Beresford came to reside in the parish, where we are not 
told, but we can almost definitely presume that Carrigallen became a parish on its own in 1804. 
The present church was build in 1814.

The Hon Rev Agar took charge in 1809. In 1819 he built Druminchin Glebe House which 
became the Rectory for Carrigallen. At the time of building there was also 590 acres attached. 
Rev Agar was also responsible for the making of the present main road from Carrigallen to 
Mohill and up until recently some older people still referred to it as 'Agars road’.

Rectors continued to live in Carrigallen until 1921.The last rector to five in Druminchin was 
Rev Aubrey Forster. Carrigallen was then amalgamated with Arvagh Parish in Co. Cavan and 
Arvagh Rectory became the rectors residence front then until the present day.

As already stated the Church was built in 1814 by the aid of a loan of £1,500 front the late 
Board of First Fruits. It was re-roofed in 1987. The up-keep of the building was well supported 
in the past by the four society families who lived in the parish or (the gentry as they were better 
known as in those days).

They were the Godley Family, Druminchin (relatives of the present Lord Kilbracken of
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Rev John Blaney (Carrigallen 

rector 1911-1916).

Killegar), the O’Brien Family, Drumsilla, the Galbraith Family, Corriga and the Simpson 
Family, Clooncorrick Castle. The Gallery pews in the church were divided into three boxed in 
sections to accommodate three of these families. The East window of the church was donated 
by the Godley family.

There were three open fireplaces for fuel fires, two on the gallery and one in the vestry. 
Central heating was installed in the 1930 s. This was run by a furnace in the basement. When 
this system fell into disrepair it was then heated with fuel stoves and then a blow heater until 
in more recent years when the modern central heating system it has today was installed.

In the large grounds outside, the church is actually situated on a rock overlooking the 
town. The meaning of the word Carrigallen is ‘beautiful rock’ and this is supposed to be the 
rock from which the town takes it’s name. Also in the grounds are the remains of a Roman 
Catholic Church.Very little is known about this church except that local history tells us that it 
was destroyed by Cromwells soldiers and the Priest was murdered on the steps of the church 
well, a short distance down the road.

The Galbrath family vault is built into the end of this old church although hardly visible 
now. Humphrey Galbraith was responsible for bringing the first Protestant planters to the 
parish of Aughavas.

The graveyard around this church was mixed, although mostly Roman Catholic. The last 
known Catholic funeral to take place here was one of the Delaney family of Dohern, a rela
tive of the present Pat Delaney, Dohern.

In the 1960’s this graveyard was levelled out and the old grave stones disposed of. This left 
the grounds much easier to mow and maintain but the unfortunate part was that a great deal 
of local history was lost forever, as these stones were so very old. The oldest tombstone known 
there today dates back to 1707, that of a Edward and Catherine Reilly and their family.

Only two rectors of the parish are known to be buried here, Rev Peter Lombard and 
Rev James Godley.

The O’Brien family vault is still in a good state of preservation. Percy French attended 
service here on his many visits to the Godley family in Druminchin.

The grounds were landscaped in 1987 bringing them up to their present state. They also
z

benefited from two FAS schemes in more recent times. Through this the very long stone wall 
surrounding the ground has been rebuilt and some other necessary work done to the grounds.

Canon Jack Watson is the present rector and the present congregation amounts to forty six 
people between children and adults.
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RECTORS CARRIGALLEN

1422 - 1996

PARISH

Maurice O’Flynn 1422-
John Evatt 1622-1634
Robert Vaux 1634-1639
Walter Fraser 1639-1657
Denis Sheridan 1657-1661

Josias Hollington 1661-1664
William Conyngham 1664-1698
Arthur Harris 1698-1705
Peter Lombard 1705-1752
Joseph Story 1752-1768
Geogre Knox 1768-1769
Henry White 1769-1774
James Cottingham 1774-1804
Charles Cobbe Beresford 1804-1809
Hon. James Agar 1809-1866
James Godley 1866-1905
Thomas Sutliffe Humphreys 1905-1907
Frederick William Woods 1907-1911
John Blaney 1911-1916
Aubrey Forster 1916-1921
Canon W A McDoughall 1925-1941
William Clements 1941-1953
Canon Alexander Scott 1954-1977
Brian Wilson 1978-1981
Canon Jack Watson 1982-1996
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DRUMEELA NATIONAL SCHOOL

1842—School for male pupils on chapel grounds, but with a separate entrance.There were two 
rooms: one, 28 x 14 feet; the other 18 x 15 feet.

1st May 1850—a girls school established. The Manager was Rev Patrick Reilly. On the February 
27th the school was recognised by the board. It was a non-vested school..

1856—The thatch was renewed.

1859—Michael Lynch, boys school teacher died.

1861—On August 7th there was a partition erected between the boys and girls rooms. An addi
tional window was inserted. Anne Kiernan was awarded good service salary of £4, 
but this was withdrawn in 1863 due to fall in numbers. Pat Kilkenny commenced 

eaching in boys school.

1868—Michael Sweeney began teaching, replacing Robert Scott.

1869—Anne Lynch (Nee Kiernan) was the teacher. Over the years she was given warnings and 
even reprimanded on several occasions due to being late for school. School fees were £4; 

teachers salary £24.

1884—Inspector requested suitable partition between boys and girls school.

1890—One house a day was stricdy set aside for industrial instruction e.g. needlework.

1892—Michael Sweeney retired.

1893—Anne Kiernan retired receiving a pension of £25 a year. J McCaffrey retired, receiving a 
pension of £29 per year.

1894—William Maguire commenced teaching

1896—Due to insufficient accommodation a grant for a new school was allocated.The grant was 
notified to Mr B Fauthor, given him instructions to proceed with the work. However there was a 

delay of two years in getting the grant.

1900—On April 25th Miss Ellen King was recognised as a teacher in the new school. Free stock of 
school requisites was granted on condition that a sale of stock be purchased.

1910—Annual Salary—Miss Ellen King, £89.00

1914—On the amalgamation of the boys and girls’ schools. Miss Ellen King was demoted to privi
leged assistant teacher (whereas previously she was recognised as principal of the girls’ school). 

Now Master William Maguire was headmaster of the new school. Rev M. Kelly PP was manager 
of the new school.

1915—Miss Ellen King died on June 8th ffomTB.

Mossie Whelan
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WINDOWS ON 
OUR PAST

T HE PARISH OF Carrigallen, which today consists of 67 townlands, has had its 
boundaries extended considerably over the past few centuries. The oldest map of 
the parish, which gives details of townlands and land ownership as well as parish 

boundaries as they were then, dates back to the 1650’s.
When the Cromwellian war came to an end in 1652 with the surrender of Galway, its admin

istration charged Sir William Petty with the task of carrying out a census and survey of the whole 
country. The main purpose of this exercise was to locate lands for confiscation, to be given in 
payment to die soldiers and financiers who had supported Cromwell in his campaign. Thankfully 
the result of this survey is still available to us, and provides very interesting information.

According to this survey, the parish of Carrigallen did not extend very much beyond what 
is to-day known as the Carrigallen half of the parish.There are some blanks on the map, 
which relate to lands around Killegar already granted to Sir James Craige in 1640 and not sur
veyed on this occasion. As the map stands, the only portion of Drumeela that would have 
belonged to the ancient parish of Carrigallen would be the townlands of Curraghboy 
Corglass and Kilnemar.lt is possible that some other townlands, like Drumhaldry or Cullen & 
Brownhill, which are not shown on this map for the above reason, also belonged to 
Carrigallen. The rest of Drumeela as it is to-day was part of the parish of Drumreilly.

Modern parish boundaries have their roots in ancient history and are generally based on 
the old Irish Tuatha system under which the land was owned and run by an extended family 
system and ruled over by a chieftain elected from the family. The Tuatha in turn would form 
part of the greater kingdom whose territories are represented by today’s diocesan boundaries. 
In ancient Ireland,Tuathas, Chieftains and Kings were not a matter ot consensus and election. 
Powerful families emerged from time to time and carved out their kingdom. Boundaries and 
territories altered with the fortunes of war through the centuries.
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The earliest settlers in the parish would have travelled up rivers front the Erne valley. 
Evidence of pre-historic settlements can still be seen around Newtowngore where cronilachs, 
locally know as druids altars, are almost certainly megalithic tombs dating from about 3,000 BC. 
The coming of the Celts to Ireland about 750 to 500 BC brought with them the ring-forts 
and crannogs which we can still see all over the parish. Early man depended on rivers and 
waterways for travel and movement, so the greater evidence of early life will be found around 
Newtowngore, close to Garadice, and around the rivers and lakes from Killegar to Gulladoo.

THE PARISH AND THE O’ROURKES
In the 7th and 8th centuries, the area since known as Breifne was conquered and settled by 
the Ui Briuin who were a branch of the royal family of Connacht. The Ui Briuin, of whom 
the O’Rourkes were hereditary chieftains, established themselves, first in Leitrim and then 
into what is now Co Cavan. During the 12th century the O’Rourke’s reached the height of 
their power under the kingship ofTiernan O’Rourke. Tiernan spent most of his long reign 
from 1124 to 1172 at war, and he expanded the boundaries of his territory until it ran from 
Drumcliffe in Co Sligo to Kells in Co Meath. Most historians now agree that King Tiernan, 
also described as ‘a great man of battle,’ ruled his kingdom from Tuam Shanshadha, now 
Woodford, at Lough Fenvoye (Garadice), and maintained a fortress on Cloch Inse na Dtorc 
(Cherry Island) on the same lake.

Tiernan married Dervorgilla, Princess of Meath, in 1152. Like many royal matches, this had 
more to do with power than with love. Her family, the line of King Malachy, was in difficulty 
with the High King, Ruaidhri O’Connor, who depended on the support of O’Rourke to 
keep him in power. This marriage must have been seen by the Meath dynasty as the perfect 
alliance to secure the future of their kingdom. The wrath of the High King was not however 
stayed and a few years later he invaded the Kingdom of Meath. Tiernan did not aid his wife’s 
family, but appeared to remain neutral. However when the spoils of war were being distrib
uted, he received the Kingdom of Meath by way of grant from the High King.

Some of the most talked of and written about events in the history of Ireland were about 
to unfold on the shores of Garadice Lake. For it was these events which were generally 
accepted in folklore and tradition as having led to the Norman invasion and the ultimate 
conquest of Ireland.

DERVORGILLA
As the purpose of Dervorgilla s marriage to King Tiernan O’Rourke was no longer relevant, 
she availed of his absence on pilgrimage and gathered together her servants and her cattle and 
departed for Leinster to join' with King Diarmuid MacMurrough, her lover of earlier years
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and an old ally of her father’s family. Tiernan on his return, hearing what had happened 
mustered his army and called on the High King, Ruari O’Connor, for help to wage war on 
Leinster, and Diarmuid MacMurrough—their mutual enemy. Diarmuid agreed to peace talks, 
and an agreement was worked out in the Black Stairs Mountains which provided for the 
return of Dervorgilla with all her train to Breifne.

Over the following 18 years as wife of Tiernan O’Rourke, Dervorgilla performed many 
queenly ceremonies. She is recorded in the annals of Ireland as having been with her husband, 
Tiernan, at the consecration of the Church in Melafont, and in 1167 she had the nuns’ chapel 
of Clonmacnoise restored. Clonmacnoise at this time was also within the territory ofTiernan 
O’Rourke.

Dervorgilla’s association with the Norman invasion, and the loss of the Kingdom of Ireland, 
grew through the ages and she became an ‘Eve’ figure to an unhappy and defeated people. 
There is nothing in history that can associate Dervorgilla with the Norman invasion. 
Dervorgilla had in fact lived 20 years as Queen of Breifne and dutiful wife of Tiernan 
O’Rourke following her sojourn in Leinster, before ever a Norman set foot in Ireland. In 
1172 Tiernan O’Rourke was killed at the Hill of the Ward in Meath while negotiating terms 
with the new Norman Lord of Meath, Hugh Delacy. Following the death of Tiernan 
O’Rourke, chieftains of the clan continued to reside either on Inish na Dtorc (Cherry- Island) 
or at Tuam Shanshadha (Woodford) depending on whether peace or war prevailed at the time 
over the next 200 years.

A great batde fought between the O’Reillys and the O’Rourkes in the year 1256 near 
Ballinamore led to the division of Breifne between the O’Rourkes and O’Reillys, with West 
Breifne eventually becoming Co Leitrim and East Breifne becoming Co Cavan. This division 
changed the importance of Tuam Shanshadha as a centre of power. So, instead of being in the 
centre of what was all Breifne, it became a stronghold on the Eastern margin ot West Breifne, 
as there is evidence to show that West Breifne was ruled from Tuam Shanshadha intermittently 
up to the early 15th century. Sr Elizabeth O’Rourke, in her recently published Stronghold of 
West Breifne, cites a number of interesting events which gives credence to this theory;

In 1257 Con, son ofTiernan O’Rourke, having gone to the residence of the O’Connors to 
ratify a peace with them, conceded their demands for all lands of Breifne, together with 
Clough Inish na d’Torc on Lough Fenvoy, to which Hugh, the son of O’Connor sent a garri
son. In the same year a further entry in the annals or Ireland states that ‘Clough Inish na 
d’Torc on Lough Fenvoy was burned by O’Rourke and the garrison was turned out of it.

In 1386 Anne, daughter ofTeige McDonagh and wife ofTiernan O'Rourke, one of the 
most worthy women of Leath Cuinn (northern half of Ireland), died at Tuam Shanshadha at 
Lough Fenvoy and was buried at Sligo. In 1418 the annals of Ireland refer to Cherry- Island
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again in two separate mentions, noting that in that year Owen, son of Tiernan Mor,Tanaiste of 
Breifhe, was drowned after Christmas while returning from Irtish na d’Torc where his father was 
on his death bed. Later it states that ‘Annie’s husband, Tiernan Mor O’Rourke, Lord of Breifhe, 
the most valiant man of his race, died at an advanced age and was buried at Sligo Abbey’. Follow
ing this time, the administration of Breifhe shifted away from Tuam Shanshadha and from this 
parish, to Nordr Leitrim initially and Dromahaire, and eventually to Leitrim village. Cherry 
Island and the great fortress at Tuam Shanshadha, which was said to have covered more than half 
an acre, waned in importance, not alone in the context of Breifhe, but also within the parish.

A NEW AGE AND A NEW NAME
The late 16th and early part of the 17th century were critical periods for the last remaining out
posts of the old Gaelic order, which West Breifhe still was, and of which this parish was a part. In 
1541, Henry VIII introduced a law whereby chieftains who had not yet submitted to the Crown 
could avail of an arrangement whereby they could surrender their lands to the Crown and have 
them re-granted. Under tins setdement too, pardons would be extended to all those who were 
named by the Chieftain as having participated in previous wars or disturbances.

It is in this context that we come across an entry relating to Carrigallen. On June 2nd 1585 
Brian O’Rourke, Chief of Breifne, living at Dromahaire, surrendered his lands to the Crown,. 
The entry lists his estates and names his supporters and landowners who are to be pardoned. 
In his statement which refers to Carrigallen parish we find that there is no reference whatever 
to Tuam Shanshadha or Inish na d’Torc and, while he includes the lands from Gulladoo, to the 
Woodford river, the only O'Rourke named is at Clooncorrick, so what becomes obvious 
from this is that Tuam Shanshadha had declined over the previous 150 years and a new seat of 
importance had developed within the parish at Clooncorrick. Another very interesting point 
which arises from the detail of this surrender is the name of the parish. It was known as 
Cowlloffluyn, which was a corruption of the Irish Cul Bhfloinn, meaning the ‘backhill of the 
O’Flynns’, which was the old territorial name of the area. The O’Flynns had been the domi
nant family in the parish prior to the formation of Breifne. Around that time the inquisition 
which set the boundaries of the county and the baronies, meeting in Dromahaire, substituted 
the name of Carrigallen for Cull O Bhfloinn, and this appears to be the first time the name of 
Carrigallen in its present form was used. It is probable, therefore, that the name Carrigallen is 
a corruption of the older name Cull Bhfloinn, and only came into general use around 1606. 
The political scene within Breifne continued to change, as it did within the whole country, 
and with it changes were felt in Carrigallen. Briain (Ramparts) O’Rourke, the subject of the 
surrender and re-grant arrangement, was hanged a few years later in London for aiding
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Spanish sailors wrecked from the Armada. His son Briain Og, based in Leitrim, took over the 
chieftaincy, and joined a general revolt by Ulster chieftains, which continued for nine years. 
Their defeat at Kinsale and the eventual surrender of O’Rourke left Leitrim without an effec
tive chieftain. In the years that followed, plans were made for a plantation by King James 1 and 
this came into effect in 1620.

The Carrigallen half of the parish remained in the hands of the natives, while the Drumeela 
half was distributed between the Earl of Westmeath, the Earl of Meath, Sir James Craige and 
Robert Nugent. These arrangements, however, were short lived. War was on the land again 
and defences were being strengthened to protect the area against Cromwell. Castles were built 
at Longfield, Clooncorick and Woodford; the islands on Garadice were fortified. Eoghan Roe 
O’Neill was training an army at Tully and Gortermone.

At the end of the Cromwillian war, we get the first information on population density 
from William Petty’s census. The total population of the parish as shown in this census was 
210 persons. This is broken down into two categories, English and Irish. It is quite possible 
that this figure is understated, since children under 16 are unlikely to have been included,but 
it is obvious that there are large tracks of the parish that were unoccupied, and large areas 
which would have been totally covered with natural woodland. It should be noted that the 
war at the beginning of the century was said to have led to the deaths of one third of the pop
ulation, while the Cromwellian war reduced the population further by 25%. The townland of 
Du Carraig for instance, which is present day Newtwongore, had nobody registered; nor had 
Mullyaster. Gortermone is also without population. Towmanaghan, which was the name then 
given to Tuarn Shanshadha (Woodford), is recorded as having 46 occupants, 32 English and 
14 Irish. This was obviously a Cromwellian garrison.

By the end of the 17th century, with the conquest and plantations completed, the parish 
was hilly in the hands of what became known as the landlord class. The next indication we get 
of population is from the religious census of 1766, which records that there were 126 Protes
tant families and 398 Catholic families living in the parish in that year.

The population continued to grow until it peaked before the famine at a population of 
8,100. Through deaths, emigration and migration the population declined steadily from there 
on, and by the end of the century had dropped to around 3,500 It can be seen front the fore
going figures that high population levels only covered a short period relative to the long 
history of the area. Large families were a contributing factor, natures reaction to uncertainty, 
famine and untimely deaths. But a greater influence was the huge number of migratory 
refugees who would have come to the area from other parts of the country where the hard 
landlord regime of the 18th century was executing forced clearances and dispossessing the 
indigenous people. Many such people front various parts of the country moved into the
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parish, rented small portions of land, built a cabin and paid rent to the local landlord, usually 
for what was called a tenancy-at-will. The repressive regime of the 18th century begot a severe 
backlash, when in 1798 the oppressed Presbyterians, supported by the Catholic population, led 
a rebellion against the Government and the Crown. It was a bloody civil war, which we know 
involved great numbers on both sides from the parish, and ended in September of that year 
with a massacre of rebels at Ballinamuck.

A story remembered from the period was told to me outside Drumeela church by the late 
Michael McGovern and Eugene O’Kelly. As the French army under General Humbert 
marched through the county that September on their way to Granard, many young men along 
the way joined up to travel with them in support. These in turn were very often followed by 
their families. One such family, a group of children, lost their way and were gathered up in the 
townland of Drumbrick. These camp followers, as they were called, were set upon by yeomen 
at the end of the Drumbrick Lane, and some of the children were said to have been killed and 
buried there. All would have been killed only for the intervention of an Arnold man who 
lived in Drumeela and came to their rescue. He took home two children whom he and his 
family fostered and reared until they were able to look after themselves. But if 1798 might 
appear a failure, it brought in its aftermath changes which were for the better. Freedom and 
equality were eventually granted in the 1820’s for both Catholics and Presbyterians, and 
agitation through the 19th century was for land rights and votes.

Following the famine of the 1840’s, as before in local famines, disease and afflictions contin
ued to plague the people of the parish. By the late 1870’s, Charles Steward Parnell, a landlord 
from Co Wicklow, was providing the leadership to harness the power of an aggrieved people 
and converted to a political force to bring about much needed changes. Meetings were being 
organised all over the county, and in September 1879 a great rally was organised in Carrigallen.

Parnells political career was sadly short, but the movement to which he had given leader
ship and credibility would not be set aside until the people had control of their lands and con
trol of their lives as they saw it.

To this end came a great ally from within the parish in the person of John Arthur Godley, 
who had inherited Killegar when still a schoolboy, and became private secretary to Gladstone 
when still a young man. As such, he worked with the premier on the first of a series of Irish 
Land Acts that would enable tenants to become owners of their lands. While this act was 
resisted vigorously by landlords throughout the country, Godley was one of the first to 
encourage tenants to purchase through a long-term land-purchase scheme, which up to our 
own time was run by the Land Commission. John Arthur Godley for his services was created a 
Baron by King Edward VII in 1909 and became the first Lord Kilbracken.
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TOWNS OF THE PARISH
The villages of Carrigallen and Newtowngore are late arrivals in the history of the parish. The 
first suggestion of establishing a town came in 1640, when Charles I granted an area around 
Killegar and Drumeela to Sir James Craige and Dr John Craige of Riccarton in Scotland to 
be established as the Manor of Craigstown with a patent to hold courts and establish a town, 
fairs and markets. However, while Craigstown remained in-the Craige family into the follow
ing century, no town was established.

We know that in 1686, when Tadgh O’Roddy of Fenagh pubhshed a survey of the county 
and refers to all the towns and villages, no town or village appears for this parish. It is probable 
that some semblance of a village must have existed around Clooncorrick, which continued in 
use as an O’Rourke castle up to the Williamite/Jacobite wars of the 1690’s, and a list of the 
high sheriffs of Leitrim shows a Hugh O’Rourke of Clooncorrick, high sheriff in 1689. 
Carrigallen as a village in its present location probably started to develop in the early 18th 
century after the purchase of Craigstown by the Morgans.
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Above: back—-Jim Kiernan, Seamus 
Gray, Tommy Kiernan, Kathleen 
Nash, Bernadette Gray, John Joe 
Reynolds & Eileen Ward (teacher). 
Middle: Patricia Nash, Margaret 
Reynolds, Noel Kiernan, Seamus 
Nash & Susan Reynolds.
Front: Margaret Murphy, Julie Mur
phy,Anne Kiernan, Kitty Kiernan, 
Thomas Reynolds Gerry Kiernan & 
Cyril Morrow. Drumbreanlis School. 
1970.
Right below: back—Michael 
McCusker, Pat Corr, Uney Corr, 
Francie Murphy, Frank Corr,
Vincent Reilly & Margaret Reilly 
Front— Ellie Kiernan, Tessie Duffy, 
Peggy Kiernan, Bella Rice, Marley 
Mulligan, Josie Mac, Packie Morris, 
Packie Murphy & Jim Corr. 
Drumbreanlis School c. 1945.
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9HHK Left: Back—Martha Kilkenny, Bridget 
McManus, Lena Tiernan, Molly Carthy, 
Francis Abbott, Lily Nixon, Lizzy 
Morrow, Maggie McGoohan, Mary Kate 
Kiernan & Nora Reilly.,
Next:John Abbottt,Joey Morrow, Janies 
Kiernan, Tom Carthy,John Carthy,
Packie Morrow, Molly Kiernan, Gertie 
McManus, Jane Abbott, Mary Kate 
Murphy & Ellen Maguire (Teacher)
Next: Rose Kelleher, (Teacher) Tom 
Rowan, Eugene Murphy, Ben Rice, 
Charlie Me Manus, Jim Carthy, Packie 

Jones, Eugene Rowan, Catherine Brady, 
Maggie Carthy & Bridget Kiernan.
Next:John James Kiernan, Three Corr 
Sisters, May Jones, Maggie Gormley, 
Maggie Ellen Kiernan, Nan Carthy, 
Kathleen Rowan & Mary Kate Murphy. 
Front Row — Tommy Abbott, Willie 
Sheridan, Jamsie Kiernan, Jack Jones, T P 
Murphy &Tom Eddie Kiernan. 
Drumbreanlis School. 1923.
Below: Drumbreanlis School with teacher 
Mrs Briody. 1905.
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FR CHARLES CARTWRIGHT PARISH PRIEST 
OF CARRIGALLEN 1964-1967

Charles Cartwright was born in Drumora, Crossdoney, Co Cavan on 
November 7th 1899.

He was son of George Cartwright and Mary Mulligan, who had a family of boys and 
girls. He attended local NS and St Patrick’s College, Cavan, before going on in 1922 to 

St Patricks College, Maynooth, to study for the priesthood.

There he was ordained for the diocese of Kilmore on June 23rd 1929. He spent the 
next four years on temporary mission in the diocese of Edinburgh before 

returning to Upper Drumreilly as curate in 1933. He was curate in 
Killargue 1938-1943 and in the Cathedral, Cavan 1943-1956.

Appointed PP in Killasnett in 1956, he was transferred to Carrigallen in 1964 
where he died after a brief illness at the age of 68 years on July 15th 1967.

I served as his Curate during those three short years in Carrigallen and I quickly grew 
not just to respect him but to revere him. He was a holy priest and a born gentleman. 

Many in Carrigallen would assert to this day that he was a saint.
He was. He loved his God, he loved his priesthood, he loved his peopl; 

he loved his sport, his fishing, his shooting, his bee—keeping. Some friends said he 
was a bad shot but he said he delayed his shot so that the bird had a 

fifty-fifty chance of escaping-a sportsman par excellence.

Some writers today define real spirituality as ones relationship with oneself, with people, 

with the environment and with God.

Fr Charlie Cartwright had it on all counts.

He is buried in a grave built by Michael Murray outside Carrigallen Church, where 
many people still pray for him and to him.

Fr Patsy Young
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RAYMOND HACKETT & MICHAEL REILLY

JOEDOONAN
INTERNATIONAL COACH

J AMES JOSEPH DOONAN was born on March 28th 1947, the year of the 
big snow, at Church Street, Carrigallen, the eldest child of Bernard Doonan and 
Elizabeth Donohoe. Joe, as he is usually known, has five brothers and four sisters, 

all of whom still five in Ireland with five of the ten settled in Carrigallen. He spent his forma
tive years in the Mill Lane where his father operated the old corn mill and vividly remembers 
the installation of the town sewerage and the coining of the ESB. He attended Carrigallen 
National School where his first teacher was the late Mrs Farrell. He did quite well at the 
books but recalls the very effective ducation available to children of the time long before 
audio visual aids were heard of.

Joe says he can still ‘smell’ the shoemaker’s shop, the smell of leather in the saddlers, burned 
hooves and cooling iron in the blacksmiths, oats drying in the kiln, and soda bread baking on 
the open fire in his grandmother’s house; and he can hear the sound of the anvil, Billy 
Cosgrove hammering segs into a half-sole and the rhythm of milk flowing into a bothy 
bucket as his grandfather hand-milked a cow. He sat the primary cert at eleven and went to 
the Latin school, Moyne, on a County Council Scholarship in 1959. He spent his five years 
there despite being offered a scholarship to St Mel’s, and made the daily journey by bicycle 
with around ten others from Drumeela and Carrigallen.

It was in Moyne that he met the man who, after his father, had the most influence on the 
formation of his character and attitudes. This was the late Fr Jimmy Faughnan. He fondly 
remembers him as a great mathematician, a pragmatist, an inspiring philosopher, and most of 
all a man of great humility who shunned all publicity and notoriety. In 1964 Joe entered 
St Patrick’s, Drumcondra, as a trainee teacher, and graduated in 1966.

It was back to County Leitrim straightaway and he became principal of Jamestown NS in 
July 1966. He moved to Rossan NS in 1967 where he was to remain as principal for 17 years.
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In the early years he toyed with the idea of a career in the hotel trade or in music but these 
fantasies were put to rest in 1971 when he and Sheila McCormack from Keadue, 
Co Roscommon were married. They decided to settle in Carrigallen and this family of seven 
children, five girls and two boys, have grown up and gone to school locally.

Joe was a decent footballer, hurler and handballer and played with the local club. He also 
shared the local traditions of hunting and fishing. He was a tireless community activist serving 
as an officer in the GAA Club, Handball Club, Angling & Tourist Development Association, 
Youth Club, Gun Club, and as a member of the Drama Group, the Variety Group and 
St Mogue’s Ceili Band.

A serious footballing injury in 1973 was to change the direction of his leisure activities. 
With his playing career suddenly terminated he became interested in coaching children in 
football and other sports. Very soon he formed the opinion that this was a task that required 
some knowledge and expertise, and he started a quest that has continued ever since. In 1974 
he became a member of Ballinamore AC and for 18 years worked with children in the club, 
coaching and bringing them to competitions. During this time he coached a host of provin
cial and national juvenile champions at a variety of events. In 1975 he organised community 
games for the first time in Aughavas, and for a number of years served in that organisation 
locally and at county level.

By the early 80s Joe had emerged on the national scene having attended numerous courses 
on coaching athletics and having qualified in a number of events. He became BLE Event 
Coach for race-walking, then middle distance, and finally had responsibility for 5000m and 
10,000m walks, cross-country and marathon. This involved coaching national squads, coach 
education and conducting training camps and attending internationals. He helped prepare the 
Irish teams for the Los Angeles 1984 and Seoul 1988 Olympics.

Meanwhile he was now coaching a number of senior athletes and from 1986 to 1992 
helped Patricia Griffin of Ballinamore AC to a number of national titles and international 
honours including world CC challenges and world 15k road challenges.

In 1987 he was approached by Fr Oliver Reilly from Cornafean, a classmate in Moyne, to 
help out a girl of 17 who was interested in running. This of course turned out to be Cathe- 
rina McKiernan. Using his by now wide experience he slowly and carefully charted her 
development, and by 1989 she had gained her first international cap. In 1990 she won her first 
national senior title and from there steadily but surely emerged as a respected international 
runner and finally as a world-class distance athlete. She has to date competed in eight consec
utive World CC Championships, two World Trade Challenges, and one European and two 
Olympic Games.

Catherina is rightly regarded as the greatest female cross-country runner in Europe, having
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won the World Grand Prix series four years in a row and silver medals in the World Champi- 
onsips four years in a row. She was European champion in 1994 and is highly placed on the 
all-time world lists for 5,000m, 10,000m and 15,000m. She is the only athlete ever to achieve 
such success from home with a home-based coach and illustrates the expertise and dedication 
of the schoolmaster from Carrigallen.

As national coach, Joe was selected for quite a few prestige international events as team 
coach and travelled to such places as Japan, New Zealand, Poland and Iceland. He has been 
team coach at four World Championships and two European challenges. In 1992 he was 
appointed Irish team coach for the Barcelona Olympic Games. This is the top honour that can 
be given to any coach. He was also voted ‘Coach of the Year’ in 1992 by his peers.

This remarkable career in coaching has brought him to every country’ in Europe and places 
as far flung as New Zealand, Tahiti, Alaska and South Africa. He has sojourned for altitude 
training in the Rockies, the Pyrenees and the Alps, and worked in warm-weather camps in 
Portugal, France, Italy, Yugoslavia and Spain. He is on first name-terms with many of the 
household names of world athletics and has met and exchanged views with the worlds top 
coaches.

Joe Doonan (extreme right—middle 

row) and the Irish Olympic team 

(Barcelona 1992).
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Joe Doonan, coach of the 
year 1992.

Joe often shares with his pupils his first-hand knowledge of places and peoples about which 
most of us can only dream or at best see on video. He will tell with enthusiasm of some of his 
more remarkable experiences. He was in Yugoslavia a short time before the revolution there 
and at the first world event held in the new, free South Africa. He was in Atlanta when the 
bomb went off and remembers being in an isolated country hotel in Thessalonika, Greece, 
with the Cypriots, Israelis and of course the Irish. The hotel was guarded by a battalion of the 
Greek Army as all were regarded as a security risk.

Finally for the last two years he has been training the Cavan senior football team and gets a 
fair share of the credit for their remarkable improvement. In fact he has started a quiet revolu
tion in the training of Gaelic footballers and is highly regarded country-wide by team man
agers and coaches. Though he admits it is very hard work and involves many sacrifices, by his 
wife and family in particular, he is extremely happy with the satisfaction it has brought him 
over the years.
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RICZGARDAI IN 
CARRIGALLEN

N RURAL IRELAND in the 18th Century, law enforcement was carried 
out by the constables and watchmen who were employed by local authorities and 
supported by the British Military forces. A Peace Preservation Force on paramilitary’ 

lines was raised 1814-1816 trained at Armagh, Ballincollig, Ballmrobe and Daingean. In 1836
all the police were merged into one force, which was trained in Phoenix Park, Dublin and 
named Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC).

In our parish they were based in stations at Main Street, Carrigallen where Eileen Ward 
NT now resides; in Newtowngore at Gorby’s old premises, which was recendy demolished; 
and in Corrawallen, where Patrick Conefrey NT now resides. RIC Stations also existed for a 
time at Drumcoura and Corraneary and police from these stations also worked in Carrigallen 
parish. Courts presided over by a Magistrate were held every other week on Main Street, 
where they continued to take place after 1922 when the Garda Siochana replaced the RIC 
until the area was split up between Arva and Ballinamore Courts.

Residents magistrates during RIC times included TD Gibson, Captain O’Brien, Archibald 
Godley and AM Harper, Particulars of Court cases were reported in the Leitrim Advertiser by a 
local correspondent. Surnames of RIC men who served in the area included Sergeants Lynch. 
Reilly, Maguire, Deane, Brett, Henry and McCaffrey and Constables Ehifiy, Manning, Maguire. 
Murphy, Carter, Grier, McDermott, Roddy, Mullaney, McGarry, Allan, Harney and Murray.

The main duties of the RIC appeared to be full-time manning of stations, foot patrols, 
dealing with agrarian disputes, and prosecuting minor offences. Protection duty was also 
performed when a person’s life was in danger as a result of an agrarian dispute.

A sample of offences prosecuted and reported in the Leitrim Advertiser in 1882-86 is as 
follows. Assaults, with fines between two shillings and five pounds imposed; using threatening 
language-bound to peace for 12 months. Carrying an unlicensed gun, fined /J or 14 days in
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Carrigallen Garda Station. 1996.

prison. Cutting rushes in evicted land, fined 10 shillings. A father of two youths who fought 
over a woman was jailed for one month when he assaulted a third party who tried to stop the 
fight. Goats damaging young trees, owner fined eight shillings. Moving a bed illegally,dis
missed. Using a gun on other person’s land, fined £,\ or 14 days prison. Biting a Constable in 
the lock-up in Carrigallen, fined £1 or month in Jail. Drunkenness,fined 2s-6d. Road con
tractors fading to maintain roads, allowed six weeks to put work right. A constable prosecuted 
a lady on two separate occasions for not having name and address printed on her cart, but the 
magistrate dismissed the charges when he discovered that the constable was on both occasions 
on protection duty at the lady’s house. The impression given was that the constable didn’t like 
this protection duty. Possession of a stolen ass, dismissed. A number of people found drunk and 
assaulting each other on a public road were fined 5s each. Breach of licensing laws at 
Newtowngore—Licensee fined £1 and those ‘found on’ 10 shillings each with costs.

An interesting case involves the breaking of a chicken’s leg. Mary A-—prosecuted David—of 
Aughadruminshin for breaking a chickens leg and a man named Thompson gave evidence of 
seeing David—breaking the chickens leg. James-gave evidence that Mary A-—-brought the 
chicken into his house and that it was he who had broken the chicken’s leg. Capt. O’Brien 
who was presiding, dismissed the case and advised:‘Put the broken legged chicken in the pot!’

Allegations of daylighting, which was looking through a person’s windows without consent 
when they were out, got a mention in the paper!
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The RIC were disbanded in 1922 but for some time before that men were confined to 
barracks and stations were closed down with manpower moved to larger centres. The RIC 
Station in Carrigallen was the last to close in this area, when manpower moved to Balli
namore.

Sergeant Patrick Sarsfield, Gardai John Clerkin, Patrick Lally, Patrick J Boshill, and James 
Cummins of the newly formed Garda Siochana, an unarmed police force, were allocated to 
Carrigallen. Shortly after their arrival they made their base at Church Street and the Garda 
station was where McDermott’s vacant house now stands, although they may have spent a 
short time in another house on the opposite side of that street. Eoin O’Duffy, the then Garda 
Commissioner, inspected this Garda Station on October 3rd 1929 and declared it totally 
unsuitable.

The Garda station continued in use until early 1940 when the present building at Bredagh 
on the Chapel Road was completed. Sergeants who served at Carrigallen included Patrick 
Sarsfield, Corrackin, Clonbur, Co Galway, who retired incapacitated on November 20th 1929; 
James Francis O’Hagan, Ballyhoy, Milford, Co Armagh who remained until July 23rd 1931; 
Patrick Hackett, Ballyhenry, Portumna, Co Galway July 23rd 1931 to July 27th 1934; Patrick 
Brady, Killafana, Redhills, Co Cavan July 27th 1934 to April 10th 1952; D Rafferty April 15th 
1952 to April 3rd 1959; D J Hurley April 10th 1959 to 2nd June 1961; Tom Murphy 2nd 
June 1961 to November 15th 1964; Sean Garvey Spril 4th 1964 to December 2nd 1968; 
Daniel Murphy December 23rd 1968 to June 4th 1970; Anthony J McGloin, Donegal, June 
4th 1970 to June 23rd 1973; Patrick Walsh, Kerry June 23rd 1973 to October 2nd 1975;John 
Mulligan, Mayo October 2nd 1975 to date.

Gardai who served at Carrigallen included John Clerkin; Patrick Lally; Patrick J Boshill; 
James Cummins; Harry John Coan; John Scott; Thomas Sheehan; John Joseph McLoughlin; 
Patrick Linehan; Patrick Fogarty; Patrick Joseph McCann, whose widow Katherine, son Paddy 
and daughter Philomena Donohoe still reside in Carrigallen with their families; Thomas 
Mangan, whose family recently visited Carrigallen for the school re-union; Walter Fleming, 
whose widow Eileen Fleming still resides at Church Street. John Reilly whose family still visit 
the area from time to time. Dan Sullivan; Brendan Hunt who was promoted to Sergeant in 
November 1980, has since retired and resides with his wife Mary and family at Church Street; 
Michael Hanley, still serving at Ballinamore; Frank Glancy, who married a daughter of Barney 
Doonan’s and is now Sergeant at Balhnagh; Brendan Flynn now working at Swanlinbar and 
Bill Lomasney who arrived on November 7th 1980 resides at Calloughs and still serves at 
Carrigallen, residing at Calloughs.

Other connections with the force include the late Bernard Harte who retired at Cootehill 
to five here. His sons Alfie and Aiden and daughter Maura Cusack still reside at Carrigallen.
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THE PRE-SCHOOL & 
CRECHE

Scoil Mhuire, the new national school, 

was completed in 1990. The 
prefabs were demolished. The old 

two classroom school, built in 
1916, was a fine substantial build

ing. People wondered if it would 
be allowed to fall into decay and 

become an eyesore, or if it 
would be sold. Similar schools have 

been transformed into very 
attractive homes.

Desmond Lynch, Dessie McTiernan, Margaret Rourke, Brian Doyle and 
Peter McGarahan are all local people who joined the Garda Siochana.

District Courts presided over by district justices and now judges covering 
the area take place monthly at Arva and Ballinamore. Among the names of 
those who presided at these courts were J P Gilvarry, Mayo; J J Shaw, 
Monaghan, and currently J P McArdle, Louth. Offences mainly dealt with in 
early years related to assaults, drunkenness; licensing laws; animal drawn vehi
cles, pedal cycles, and pedestrians. The Road Traffic Act 1961 meant that 
motor vehicles were to receive priority attention for ten years or more.

From 1970 to 1990, security became a priority with the re-checking of 
licensed firearms and the listing and checking of vacant houses and other 
vacant premises in the area. Attacks on the elderly brought a new change 
countrywide, and a Community Alert Committee was formed at a public 
meeting in the Hall in 1991, attended by 125 people. This was followed in 
1993 by the formation of a separate Committee at a meeting in Drumlea Hall. 
Newtowngore formed its own Community Alert Committee in January 1996.

Joan Reilly (shown on right with Veronica 

Bradley) of Beaghmore, who was home 
on holidays, quickly saw its potential.

She had considerably 
experience in child care in England 
and with a Montessori diploma, felt 
confident that she could organise a 
successful creche and pre-school in 

Carrigallen. She rented the school in
1988 and she soon employed 

Veronica Bradley, another qualified 
child care worker. They provide 

an excellent service for the 
parents of this area.

Joan married Raymond 
Hackett in 1993.

Monsignor J A Young
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WORLD WARS- 
THE CARRIGALLEN 

CONNECTION

ARRIGALLEN, LIKE ANY other Irish parish, can list many who joined 
armies and fought wars. Economic life in Ireland in 1914 and 1939 was bleak. 
Money was scarce and employment non-existent. A married man joining the 

British army in 1914 got sixpence (2.5p) a day but more importantly his wife got 12s 6d 
(62.5p) a month with allowances for children. A man joining the army in 1939 got 13s 6d 
(67.5p) a week and food, clothes and lodging. Many of the Leitrim men in World War I 
fought in France on the Western front in trench warfare. The battle of the Somme in one day, 
July 1st 1916, claimed 20,000 men, nine from Leitrim but none from Carrigallen.

Those who were listed as killed in World War I and who gave Carrigallen as their home 
address are:

DIED NAME REGIMENT

7/11/1917 Arnold, Richard Canadian Expeditionary Force
21/8/1918 Bryson, Thomas North Irish Horse
7/10/1918 Bryson, Lt Joseph Roval Irish Fusileersy
19/4/1918 Cooke, Fred Royal Irish Fusileers
-/3/1918 Doonan,John Irish Guards
12/8/1915 Hourican, Patrick LIS Expeditionary Force
7/8/1915 Lynch, Richard 11th Kings Liverpool
5/9/1916 Masterson, Terence South Lancashire
-/-/1918 McCusker,John US Army (Aughawillan)
25/2/1917 Sheridan, James F Roval Irish Riflesy
29/9/1918 Smylie, Sgt Ernest Kings Liverpool
— Slowey, James, Kivey
7/9/1915 Sutherland, Corp Alex Roval Irish Riflesy
29/9/1915 Timmins, Henry Royal Field Artillery7
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There are possibly many more who did not give Carrigallen 
as their home address.

Others who fought in World War 1 include:

Sergeant A A Beattie, Killegar
Sergeant Henry Magee, Church Street, who served in the Medical 
Corps.
Corporal T Timmins, Cullen & Brownhill, (brother of Gunner 
HTTimmins, killed in action 29/9/1915).
Gunner Herbert Cooke, Gortermone, (brother of Private Fred 
Cooke, killed in action 19/4/1918).
Corpora] T W Lee and Private Alfie H Lee, Corglass, and perhaps 
one other brother.
Private David Thompson, Druminchinglebe.

Mr Woods, who owned the Post Office in Killegar, had 
eight sons. Seven of them-George, David, James, Samuel, 
Alfred, Robert and Thomas— served in the British Army in 
World War I, while Albert was not accepted because of a 
hand injury from a bacon sheer. All served in the Irish Guards 
and Sam fought in World War II. David suffered shell shock. 
Thomas served in the Dardanelles. He was one of only 35 
survivors of his group and was awarded the Persia Medal and 
the Dardanelles Star.

Robert like his brothers joined at age 18 and served in 
France. His regiment raised the white flag and he was taken 
prisoner of war. The POW camp knew the war was over 
when the gates were left open one morning, and two French 
nuns brought cans of milk. He was discharged as ‘fit’ on 
leaving the army and so got no disability pension. However, 
he needed surgery to remove most of his stomach after the 
war. Remarkably, all seven brothers survived the war and 
there was a party on their return to Killegar that lasted until 
four pigs were killed and eaten.

The Godley family have a long military history. James 
Godley, Rector of Carrigallen until his retirement in 1905, 
had a number of sons who enjoyed a military career. His
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eldest son, Alfred Denis Godley, a poet and public orator in Oxford from 1912 to 1925, is on 
the Roll of Honour in Carrigallen C of I Church as having been County Commandant in 
the Oxford Volunteers.‘They also serve who only stand and wait’.

Alfreds brother, Francis Clements Godley was a brigadier general and served in the South 
African War and World War I. Francis’ son, Brian Richard, was also a Brigadier and served in 
World War I in Mesopotamia.

Robert Godley’s fifth son was William Alexander Godley who was also in the army. His 
son, General Sir Alexander John Godley, was born in 1867 and died 1957. He served in the 
Irish Guards and fought in the Rhodesian Rebellion, the Boer War and in World War I at 
Gailipoli as commander of the New Zealand Forces, who suffered enormous casualties against 
the Turks. Among his many decorations were the Grand Cross of the Bath and the Croix de 
Guerre of France and Belgium. Alexanders brother, Lieutenant Colonel Richard Sherman God
ley, served in the Boer War, and World Wars I and IL He was awarded an OBE after World War I.

Lieutenant Raymond Denis Godley, a grandson of the rector was killed on duty in London 
in an air raid on January 11th 1941. John Godley, the present Lord Kilbracken, joined the 
Navy on July 1st 1940. He rose to be a Lieutenant Commander in the Fleet Air Arm and 
served as a pilot in the Atlantic, Arctic and Channel, flying 62 operations. He was awarded the 
Distinguished Service Cross and five campaign medals.

The Greenes of Drumcannon had three brothers who served in the Army. Jack was work
ing in Scotland and joined the Navy in 1938 as he wanted to train as an engineer. While in 
service in the Atlantic his ship was torpedoed 40 miles off Cork. He managed to cling to a 
plank of wood and hold on until he was rescued and brought to Cork He was a non-swim
mer. Francis was born in 1924 and trained in Limerick as a wireless operator.

The only work available was to join the Air Force or Navy as a “sparks”. Corporal Robert 
Greene was conscripted into the RAF in 1939 as a flight mechanic. He served in India and 
Burma where he was very ill with malaria. The Indian Army sent a package to the soldiers' 
families every month containing 41bs of tea. As tea was rationed during the emergency in

/i/wve: Gerry Cosgrove. he was in 

the Irish army and left to join the 

RAF He fought in Normandy on 

D-Day, June 6th 1944.
Ireland, that packet was eagerly awaited. Robert died in an accident in London 18 months Below: Robert Greene, c. 1940.

after the war. Opposite page: Thomas Woods (with

Phil Reilly and John Reilly were brothers from Aughawillan who had emigrated to Amer- hat), who fought in the Dardan-

ica. Phil was conscripted into the 142nd Infantry and served in Italy, France and Germany. He nelles. Thick fog, wlule he was on the

received a leg injury on December 9th 1943 tor which he was awarded the Purple Heart, front-—hne, saved his regiment from

John volunteered for the US Air Force and fought in the Pacific where he contracted malaria. enemy tire. He served with the Insh
Fusileers and was awarded the 

Dardanelle Star, c.1947.
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•

• 111 1
Above: Sarah & Robert Woods. 

Robert spent time in a prisoner-of- 

war camp in France in World War I. 

c. 1960's.

Right: David Woods with his 

parents. He fought in both world 

wars and suffered shell-shock after 

World War II. c. 1930’s.

Other names in World War D:
James Kiernan, Cloncoose, US Army
Gunner McCafirey, Dohern, fought in the Normandy landings
Victor Lee, Corglass
Tom Campbell, blinded in France
Gerry Cosgrove, Clooncorrick, RAF
Johnny Gallagher, Killegar, with the UK army in France and Germany 
Pat Prior, Clooncorrick
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IN MEMORY OF
General Sir Alexander Godley. g.c.b.. k.c.m.g.

1867 - 1957
OF THE ROYAL DUBLIN FUSILIERS AND IRISH GUARDS. 

COLONEL ROYAL ULSTER RIFLES.
A.D.C. GENERAL TO H.M. KING GEORGE V.

SERVED IN RHODESIAN CAMPAIGN 
AND SOUTH AFRICAN AND FIRST WORLD WARS.

ELDEST SON OF IIEUTENANT COLONEL W. A. GODLEY.

These are but a few of the many.

The present day local people serving in the Irish Army are:
Pte Jim Cosgrove, Clooncorrick
Lieut Manus Ward, Main Streetreet
Pte Kevin Percival, Beaghmore; Pte Uel Fisher, Newtowngore

Why do men join? The reasons are many and varied: honour and glory; love of country, 
excitement, money. I do not believe the old he of Horace-Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori — 
‘It is sweet and decorous to die for one’s country’.

Gerry Cosgrove refused to talk about the war when he came home; all he would say was 
‘War is a horrible thing’.
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REV JAMES GODLEY 
James Godley was born in 1821, the second son of John and Catherine Godley, 

Killegar. Educated at Winchester andTCD, he became Rector of 

Carrigallen in 1866 after serving as a curate in different places such as 

Killesher, Annagh, Ashfield, Lavey and Tomregan. The present Lord Kilbracken is 

his great-great-grandnephew.

In 1852 he married Eliza LaTouche, daughter of Peter LaTouche ofBellevue, Co 

Wicklow, the well-known banking family.

He retired from duty in Carrigallen in 1905 and contributed ,£100 a year to the 

endowment of Carrigallen parish from then until his death in 1910, aged 89 years. 

He is buried in Carrigallen.

Mr Godley was the last of the old country gentleman type of clergy in Carrigallen. 

His three sons, Alfred, Francis and John, all made their careers in England.

Alfred, an acknowledged poet, was an Oxford tutor and held the office of 

orator in the university. His daughter Maude lived in the parish all her life, 

latterly at Liseaux, a house in Carrigallen.

She died unmarried in 1946 and was buried here with her parents.

Ruby Abbolll
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TOWNLANDS
TOWNLANDS TAKEN FROM O’DONOVAN & PINKMAN

(SPELLINGS ARE OF THE PERIOD 1830’S)

Achadh Mhor
Augliavore
Great Field
The northern Section is known as 
Corboy

Ath A Mhuillin
Aghawillan
Ford of the Mill
T/ie soil is generally good being of 
a strong red quality

Achadh Liag
Aghaleague
Field of the Stones
or the Field of the Precious 
Stones

Achadh
Aghavilla
Field of the Old Tree 
Principally under cultivation with 
several patches of wood

Breadagh
Breadagh
Breach or Gap
Includes Carrigallen church and 
part of the village.

Beitheach Beag
Beaghbeg
Small Birch Land
Beagh Fort is situated North of the 
Centre

Beitheach Mor
Beaghmore
Great Birch Land
Forms the boundary with Co 
Longford. The Southern Division 
know as Derranafinga and Mulli- 
nahoyer

Baile Na Mona
Ballinamony
The Toum of the Bog
Situated about three miles from 
Carrigallen town — forms the 
boundary with Kildallen

Ceallachaigh
Calloughs
Church Lands

Coilleadh
Cullies
Woodland
A small but well cultivated town- 
land, contains some good farm 
houses and some small woods

Cluain Comhraic
Clooncorick
Meadow Land of the Combat 
O’Donovan relates that a King is 
buried in a grave near Clooncorick 
House as a result of a combat 
at Mullandaree in the same 
townland.

Cloch Loch
Cloughlough
Stony Lake
A Danish fort south west of the 
centre, In the northern division, 
wood, orchards & ornamental 
ground

Cor An Achaidh
Cornaghy
Round Hill of the Field 
A chapel stands in the northern 
extremity

Corthanagh
Corneagh
Rugged Land
The soil in general is good, 
consisting of a strong red clay
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Cor na Feirste
Cornafest
Hill of the Ferry
It does not present any peculiar fea
ture worthy of remark

Carraig A tSiadain
Carrickateen
Rock of the Foxglove
There are two Danish forts in it

Ciuain Buidheachair
Cloonbuyher
Meadow Land of the Yellow
Water
This townland is nearly all under 
cultivation

Ciuain Cuis
Clooncouse
Meadow Land of the Caves or 
Hollows
There is a good orchard on the 
NW boundary

Cor a Car
Cori car
Round Hill of the Cars (Side 
Cars)
The farm houses are neat and 
clean, the soil is good for tillage and 
pasture

Curracha Buidhe
Curraghaboy
Yellow Moors
Nearly all under cultivation

Cor Chrionagh
Curacreeny
Round Hill of the Withered 
Grass or Shrubs.
All under wood and cultivation, the 
soil good for tillage ,

Cuileann
Cullen & Brown Hill
Nothing known of origin or 
meaning except Cuileann 
means Holly
The soil is good for tillage

Cor Gias
Corglass
Green Round Hill
The soil good for tillage, the farm 
houses are neat and clean and form 
a fine appearance

Church Island
In Garadice Lough Belongs to 
Lord Leitrim, the old walls in the 
island are the ruins of an old house 
of worship built by Tieghemeach 
O'Rourke in the year 547. There 
is a burying place which in entirely 
reserved for the interment of the 
O’Rourkes.

Cherry Island
Belongs to Lord Leitrim. It has the 
ruins of an old fortification. It was 
frequented by the United Irishmen 
in 1798 as a place of refuge from 
the English Army.

Crane Island
The island is said to be linked to 
the mainland by a subterranean 
passage and was used by the 
United Irishmen.

Drium Uinsean
Druminchin
Ridge of the Ash Trees 
The glebe house is situated near 
the northern boundary

Druim Breun Lios
Drumbreanleas
Stinking Ridge of the Fort 
A considerable number of farm
houses and a Danish fort.... 
nearly all under cultivation

Drumm Dearg Ghlin
Drumderglin
Ridge of the Red Glen 
There is a Danish fort... almost 
all under cultivation.

Druim Caolmhaic
Drumkeelwick
Kehvicks Ridge
A small townland ...The soil in 
general is good producing abun
dance of oats and potatoes

Doire Leathain
Derrylahan
Broad Oak Wood
A small townland entirely under
cultivation.

Doire nUigin
Derryniggan
Oakwood of the Higgins. 
Principally under ailtivation. There 
is a Danish fort near the north end.

Druminshingore
From Major Gore — Dru
minchin — Gore 
There is a small lough on the 
northern boundary...nearly all 
under cultivation, with some good 

farm houses.

Druim Sean Gahar
Drumshangore
Old Ridge of the Goats. 
Principally under cultivation with 
very good soil for tillage.
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Druim Mucar
Drummucker
Ridge of the Swine Head 
The soil is good for tillage ... two 
small pieces of bog.

Druim Chaleridhe
Drumhaldry
Ridge of the Caldry (sept) 
Nearly all under cultivation with a 
few pieces of boggy land, from 
which the inhabitants collect their 
fuel. The Caldry were the descen
dants of Lewy Cal, grand uncle of 
Maccon, King of Ireland in the 
third century.

Druim Liomhain
Drumleevan
Ridge of the Elm 
There is a good farm house with 
ornamental ground on it, and cross 
roads immediately to the south of 
it, where a fair is held.

Druim Uilre
Drumeela
Ridge of the Warriors or 
Soldiers
There is a Danish fort and a 
chapel... may have been a drilling 
place.

Druim Brie
Drumbrick
Ridge of the Speckled Trout 
A portion is under brush wood and 
bog, the remainder well cultivated, 
the farm houses are in general very 
comfortable.

Druim Canain
Drumcannon
Cannon’s Ridge
There is a good corn mill... a great
portion is under bog, the remainder
cultivated.

Druim Air Crois
Drumercross
Ridge of the Cross
All under cultivation, soil is good
for pasture and tillage.

Druim Ar Gabhail
Drumergoole
Ridge of the Fork
Principally under wood, marsh and 
ornamental gardens belonging to 

John Godley Esq.

Drum Saileach
Drumslagh
Ridge of the Willows 
This townland is all under wood, 
ornamental ground and pasture 
Drumsillagh House is the residence 
of Mr O’Brian.

Druim An Iubhair
Druminure
Ridge of the Yew
Nearly all under mltivation ... the 
soil good for tillage near the centre.

Eanach
Armagh
A Moor or Marsh
A small townland entirely under 
cultivation with a few good farm 
houses near centre

Aireamh
Errew
Arable land
Red earth, all under cultivation... 
.4 burying ground on the west side 
of a by-road.

Guala Dubh
Gullydoo
Black Hills (Shoulders)
The shoulders are two hills on the 
north & south of the lake. On a 
day that is not too bright, one can 
see how the name is descriptive. 
Partially cultivated being composed 
of rough boggy land.

Seiseagh na nCapall 
Sessinagh na Gaubhal 
The Sixth Division of the 
Horses
In the Townland of 
Gullydoo, this appears to be the 
original name for the townland.

Gort Air Moin
Gortermone
Field of the Bog
Partially cultivated, being composed 
of rough boggy land.

Caoilrin
Keelrin
Narrow Point
There is not a house in it.
Principally under cultivation.

Ciabaigh
Kivey
Hairy Bushy
Nearly all under cultivation with a 
few small pieces of bog and some 
plantation

Coill an Droma
Killydrum
Wood of the Ridge
Nearly all under cultivation. Near
the centre there is a Danish fort.

Coill Airtin
Killeerin
H'boil of the Small Stones 
Principally under cultiiMtion, there 
are a few good farm houses on it.
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Coill an Ghairr
Killegar
Wood of the Turf Mould 
Greatly composed of wood and 
ornamental ground. It also includes 
the seat of John Godley Esq., 
Killegar village and Mr Godley’s 
church.

Coill Na Marbh
Killnemar
Wood of the Dead
A number of Highland Redshanks 
were cut off here. A great portion is 
under plantation near the centre. 
There is a Danish fort.
Coill Na mBreacan

Kilbracken
Wood of the Brackens 
Here is where the 
Redshanks threw off their brackens 
... Plantation,furze marsh and 
bog, the arable is well cultivated. A 
Danish fort exists.

Coill NaTorc
Killahurk
Wood of the Hogs
There is a good farm house and a 
large fort ...partially cultivated.

Lag Na gCon
Legnagun
Hollow of the Hounds 
Some good houses in the western 
part. A considerable part of it is 
under cultivation

Longfield
Elm Wood
The soil is good especially for 
tillage. There is a Danish fort, a 

farmhouse with an orchard and east 
of the centre a part is known as 
Brown Hill <

Leat Chaoin
Laheen
Beautiful Half
There is a good corn mill near the 
northern boundary...Nearly all 
under cultivation, a portion of bog 
on southern boundary.

Mullagh Na Darach 
Mullinadarragh
Hill of the Oaks
All under cultivation, only a few 
small portions of bog, the soil good 
for tillage.

Mullagh Aistir
Mullyaster
Hill of the Journey
There are two Danish forts, two 
good limestone quarries. It is nearly 
all cultivated.

Du Charraig
Newtowngore
Black Rock
Nearly all under cultivation, there 
is some good limestone, and the 
ruins of Moyagh Church near the 
village.

Sessnagh
A Sixth Part
A small townland well cultivated 
containing a few comfortable farm 
houses, ornamented with wood, a 
small portion offurze and rocks. 
There is a large Danish fort.

Tullaigh
Tully (North)
A Hill
There are limestone quarries and 
one Danish fort in it. Nearly all 
under cultivation. Part of the 
village of Newtowngore is in the 
Northern Part.

Tullaigh
Tully (South)
A Hill
Nearly all under cultivation.

Uinseanagh
Unshinagh
Ash Land
A great portion of it under planta
tion

Woodford
In the Northern part is a place 
called Toomonaghan, the seat of the 
Gore family formally a genteel resi
dence, but now in a ruinous state.

Sonagh
Sonnagh
A Mound
Contains some good farm houses.

Achadhsasair
Aughasancer
Field of the tradesmen 
near the northern boundary of 
Mullyaster. A name given to a few 
straggling houses, which offer noth
ing worthy of remark.

Bel Atha Gad
Ballygad Bridge
Mouth of the ford between the 
townlands of Cornaugh and 
Drumbreanlis.

Charles’ Hole
On the northern boundary of the 
townland of Derryniggin. Deep 
hole in the river where a man 
named Charles fished.

Croc An Beite
Crockabeagh
Birch Hill
Entirely under cultivation (near the 
eastern boundary in the townland 
ofAughamore
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Cor Buide
Coraboy
Yellow Round Hill
Near the northern boundary of the
toumland of Aughainorc (known
only in the neighbourhood by that
name).

Crichard
Creighard
High Boundary
On the eastern boundary of the 
townland of Cloonbuher.

Doire Na Cathrach 
Deranacaher 
Oakwood of the Stone Fort 
Situated in the northern part of 
Aughaleague.

Doire Na Fine
Derranafunga
Oakwood of the White Cow 
Part of the townland of 
Beaghamore (extreme south) called 
the Fair Extreme.

Gullydoo Ferguson
In the south of townland of Gully
doo. There is agreat collection of 
houses mainly inhabited by people 
of the name of Ferguson.

Gullydoo Donaghy
Near the centre of the townland 
mainly inhabited by people of the 
name of Donaghy.

Kirk or Lower Gullydoo
In the northern division of the 
townland, a local name given to 
that part of the townland.

Mullagh an da Ri
Mullinadaree
Hill of the two kings
In the townland of Clooncorrick.
Two kings fought in this place.

Goose Foot Hill
Near the eastern boundary of the 
townland of Aughaleague.

Seiseagh Na nCapall
Sesinagh na Guabhal
The Sixth Division of the 
Horses
In the townland of Gullydoo; this 
appears to be the original name for 
the townland.

Tuain—Monachain
Too Monaghans
Monaghan’s Mound
Part of the townland of Woodford
Demesne.

Fort Hill
Near the north western boundary 
of the townland of Killydrum

Deerpark
In the townland of Aughaleaguc- 

formerly a deer-park belonging to 
the Gore family.

Gort Na bFeanog 
Gortnavanogue 
Raven field or Field of the 
Scald Crow
In the townland of Killahurk

Muillean Na Gross
Mullinagross
Hill of the Cross
In the northern end of Beaghmore.

Mullinabahy
Hill of the Kiln
In the townland of Beaghmore— 
a few scattered houses comprising a 
siiiull hamlet.
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NEGLECTED YOUTH

I was confirmed on May 7th 1921 by Dr Finnegan DD Bishop of Kilmore. On that day there was 
a large crowd for confirmation.

During the years prior to 1921, there was a lot of trouble in Ireland. The War of Independence was on, men 
were imprisoned for long terms and houses of suspicion were raided and often burned. To prevent this, 

bridges were destroyed and thrown into the rivers. Where there wasn’t a bridge, a large cutting was 
made in the road to prevent the movement of troops and equipment. A lot more setbacks had 

to be dealt with which meant that church gatherings and a lot of ceremonies suffered and often 
had to be postponed for more peaceful times.

When things settled, there was an overflow of youngsters for the ceremony I have already referred to. 
Along with that, over forty adults who had missed confirmation were also on the list. Scholars from 

five well attended schools when added to this number of adults made up a large number. The five schools 
were Carrigallen, Beaghmore, Drumeela, Drumbreanlis and Gortermone.

Peter O’Rourke

THE HON JAMES AGAR

The hon James Agar was the third son of Charles Agar, Archbishop of Dublin and Lord of Normanton. He 
was born on July 10th 1781, and educated at Westminister and Oxford. He was curate of St. Nicholas Church 
1805-9. Appointed to Carrigallen 1809 to 1866, he became Archdeacon of Kilmore in 1816. He was married 
in 1829 to Louise Thompson, youngest daughter of Samuel Thompson, Greenmount, Co Antrim and died on 
September 6th 1866 at Donnishal Co. Wexford. He was buried in Christ Church Cathedral Dublin with a full

choral service.

Ruby Abbott
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CARRIGALLEN MART

ANON PAT MCNIFFE ARRIVED in Carrigallen as Parish Priest in April 

1953. He had been president and acting bursar in St Patricks College, Cavan, and 
had a great interest in agricultural affairs. By now the monthly fair in Carrigallen 

was in severe decline. He and the local community set about reviving it. Marts had already 

come to the larger centres but both business people in the small towns and indeed the local 
farmers were loath to let go the traditional ways of buying and selling.

With the aid of a full scale publicity campaign, the fair was revitalised and flourished for a 
few years. By 1959 however it had largely disappeared again, but reached the mid-sixties with 
a struggle. It was in that year that a resident of Church Street emerged from his house onefair 

morning and seeing one lonely old cow standing at the corner remarked: ‘No matter how we 
try to keep this fair a secret, somebody hears about it!’ She was probably the last cow to set 

foot in Carrigallen fair. Other fairs in the surrounding towns were experiencing the same 

fate—Arva, Ballinamore, Killeshandra. Even the famous Arva pig fair had vanished. In the 
early sixties each one of these towns debated the possibility of establishing their own mart, but 

each felt that the catchment area was too small to sustain a successful operation. The initiative 
to start thinking in terms of a large central mart came from the Killeshandra Co-operative 

Society and, particularly, from their then general manager, John O’Neill. He envisaged a catch
ment area of a large portion of South West Cavan, North Longford and South Leitrim. He 
also foresaw that an association with a larger co-operative mart society would have beneficial 

commercial implications. After many meetings in the various areas, this approach was agreed.
The campaign to raise the necessary share-capital begun and there was an enthusiastic
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Malt Kane, Fr Patsy Young, 

Johnny Nash, Joey Sheridan, 

Packie Maguire & Charlie Sheri

dan. At the preparation of the site 

for Carrigallen Mart. 1969

response from farmers. Within four weeks, £17,000 had been collected. This rose in a short 

time to £25,000 from 900 shareholders. Carrigallen was seen as the most central location and 
a site was acquired from Charlie Sheridan, Calloughs.

Negotiations took place and agreements were concluded whereby the new mart was to be 

a branch of Golden Vale Marts Ltd, Kilmallock, who already had branches at Rathkeale, 
Tullamore, Charleville and Edgeworthstown. The building contract was awarded to 

Mr Francie Smith, Ballyhaise, and the South of Ireland Engineering Co, Co Kilkenny. Work 
was completed within 100 days of signing the contract. The cost was £71,000, including site.

The official opening and blessing took place on the April 7th 1970.1 myself did the bless
ing and Mr T J Maher, President of the NFA, performed the opening ceremony. A local 

advisory committee was formed representative of the shareholders in each area. The 28 mem
bers ot this first committee, four of whom were from Carrigallen, were:

Phonsie McCabe, Peter Donohoe, J J Richardson and P F Young C C.
Other Members: Hugh Leddy, Willie Lyons, Irwin Warren, Pat McDonnell, Francis McGov

ern, M J McLoughlin, P J O’Reilly, Sean Prior, James Quinn, Paddy Quinn, James Brady, 

Patrick Brady, William Booth, Paddy Corcoran, M J Clancy, Benny Donohoe, Mick Dinneny, 
Michael Dobson, Eamon Dolan,Thomas Flynn, Kevin Heerey, Peter Honeyman, J Smith and 

Michael Reynolds. Paddy Quinn, Garadice, was the first Chairman with John O’ Neill as 
secretary. The first sale took’place on March 18th 1970.
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Left: back—Jbfcn O’Neill, 

manager at Killeshandra Co-op 

Society, Fr Patsy Young &

PS O’Connor, Mart engineer. 

Seated:John J Keane, general 

manager at Golden Idle. 1969. 

Abotv: Hughie Magaralian at a 

sale in Carrigallen mart. 1988. 

Below: Michael Lee. 1988.

Turnover in the first year was _£1.34 million with sales of 17,067 cattle and 41,339 pigs.
The first representatives from Carrigallen to sit on the Central Board of Golden Vale Marts

were Paddy Quinn, Benny Donohoe, Peter Honeyman,J F Richardson and Eamon Dolan. 

Any recollection of the beginnings of Carrigallen Mart would have to record a tribute to
the united efforts, faith and generosity of the first shareholders. The brilliant leadership and 

business acumen of the late John O’Neill was of central importance. Indeed his contribution 

to farming in the region was quite unique.
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WALKER’S GHOST

Related by Johnny Brady 
(above)

T7ie rhyme Walker’s Ghost’, 
was written by Johnny Walsh, 
Cornatigh about 1910. Mr 
Walker taught in Arva. His 
sister lived with him. Miss 
Walker was alone in the 
house one windy night. There 
was a crack in a wall in the 
room. The wind blowing 
through the crack and over a 
cobweb in the wall made a 
weird sound—when Miss 
Walker heard it and saw the 
cobweb blowing she thought 
she had seen a ghost, and 
swooned. Mrs Johnson, who 
then taught in Cornauglt, 
suggested to Johnny, that he 
write a rhyme about it.

Draw up your seat beside the Spark
And give your shins a roast 

I'll tell you how old Gibson Camp 
He shot the Masters ghost.

The master did in Ana dwell, 
For many a long year 

Until a ghost came to his house 
That filled his heart with fear.

This uus a large and ugly ghost 
And wore a grinning Smile 

It looked like something got between 
a Shark and Crocodile.

And when the monster used to yawn 
It had a lonesome croon 

And suxlled up in the middle like a 
Thriving young balloon.

It's mouth was like a limekiln
And its voice had such a sound
As if rumbling up a hogshead 

From some place beneath the ground. 
The master uus a modest man 

The children liked him well 
And wiry this monster haunted him 

Not one on earth could tell.

Miss Walker was the first to meet 
This lodger when he came 
She gate him no reception 

Site commenced to shout and scream 
She ran to where the master sat 

Perusing over his books 
Upon that branch of leamment 

That deals with ghosts and spooks.

She called for his assistance 
Ee’r she fainted in a suwn 
She says bring in the peelers 
For the devil u in the room.

The master looked in wild surprise 
And thought on what to do 

He brought in some cold spring uuter 
To try and bring her to.

He says before 1 rise a fiss 
I'll go myself and see 

And he stole up to the doom ay
And peeped in cautiously.
It was no hoax invented by 

The go boys of the town 
The ghost had his mouth wide open 

To let the master down.

Now to acquaint the police 
He shuffled on his knees 

Until he reached the doomuy 
And got into the breeze.

The guard he heard his statement 
He handed him a chain 

Saying I must see the Sergeant 
And he turned up the stairs.

The Sergeant came upon the scene
And Jumbling in his books 

He asked a string of questions 
How the master found the spook. 
Has he come to a boarding school 

In quest of education 
Or has he come to break the law 

And give intimidation

Or can you swear he means to take 
Possession forcibly 

And we’ll proceed according 
to Sub-Seaion 23.

J never kept a boarding school 
Or taught to ghosts and spooks 
He is none of my school boys 
His name’s not on arty books

He has no recommendation 
That I can find or see 

He frightened all my household, Sir
And he also frightened me.
The warrant was got ready

Their batons they took down 
They didn't need the handcuffs 

To march him up the town

If they had him for a barrack maid 
He'd keep the Strong Room clean 
None of their constant customers 

libuld ever dare appear.
H hen they reached the hallway 

The police there did stand 
They went in a hurry 

So the Sergeant he passed on

Some of his men had cursed the Veldt 
And stood before the boers 

But the)1 wouldn't face at dead of night 
A ghost inside of doors.
The door it uus lift open 

Since the master saw his doom 
The Sergeant closing both his eyes 

Addressed the open room

Now Mr Ghost alias Spooks 
I’ll have you come with me 

Into the legal presence 
Of his worship the JP 

To answer to the magistrate
The charge I’m going to make 

I Vhat took you into Walker’s room 
Possession there to take.

Be careful of your statement 
I’m going to write it down 

To be put in evidence against you 
In the Council for the Crown.

At length the ghost he found his speech 
And spoke out solemnly 
I Vhoeurr heard of justice 

In his worship the JP

When the ghost had finished speaking 
The police they withdrew 
Into the master’s study 
To consider what to do 

7b call in an old civilian 
Would reflect upon theirfame 

So they came to the conclusion 
That the ghost had won the game.

This didn't please the leader 
lie gave them to understand 
Boys you must know its the 

Sergeant has the case in hand.
Go up and tell old Gibson Camp 

As fast as you can nm 
lb hurry down to Walker's 

And be sure to bring his gun

He says we would shoot the devil 
If before him he would stand 
So I hold it right and legal 

To let him try his hand.
The news uus brought to Gibson Coup 

About the masters ghost 

They said they Would buy cartridges 
In place of what was lost

Pie took a gun called ‘siveet lip’ 
'That was hanging on the brace 

And stepped out on the side walk 
With the police a keeping pace. 

What in the name of Common Sense 
I’m sure its not for fin 

Tire townsmen asked in wonder 
Why you are taking out your gun

If you come down and listen 
You'll shortly hear the boom 
I'm going to Shoot the devil 

lliat's below in Walker's room 
Them all stood back in silence 
For not one did dare to come 

In contact with the devil 
But old Gibson and his gun.

They were not long kept uniting 
Wien a shot was heard to ring 

And straight into the devil's mouth 
Ould Gibson slopped it in 

He tore his belly open 
He ripped his jaws in two 

There was nothing but a cobweb left 

PWjcti <iu«y the Smoke he bleu'.

I never yet the Sergeant said 
Met anything so strange 
I needn't leave a guard 

To watch over his remains 
The web the monster sat upon 

Was spun across a hole 
Sure the devil has no body 

He is looking for a soul

Now to conclude and make an end 
Andfinish up the fin 

The master he forsake the School 
And a parson has become
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FRANCIS MCKIERNAN —BISHOP OF KILMORE

CARRIGALLEN PARISH IN 
182 1

N 19 5 8, Father McNiffe, the then Parish Priest of Carrigallen, drew my 
attention to a manuscript census of Carrigallen parish which was then in the 

possession of Mr George Rosemond, Carrigallen, Co Leitrim. It is a large 
unruled ledger 12” x 7” and nearly 1” thick with a stiff paper cover. On the tide-page it is 
called A Return of the Population of the Parish of Carrigallen, taken from the books of the clerke 
of the peace. It is in fact a copy of the 1821 census which omits some details of the original. 
There is a date on the ride-page which has been tampered with and changed and even a close 
scrutiny cannot now discover whether it is 1823 or 1833, although it is written twice. But the 
total population corresponds with the total for the 1821 census.

As far as I know, this is the only copy of the 1821 census for any parish in County Leitrim, 
that still exists. Cavan is more fortunate, where a copy made at the order of the Grand Jury 
survived in the Courthouse in Cavan until it was transferred to the Public Records Office, 
Dublin, after the originals had been destroyed in 1922. It contains the census of only sixteen 
of the parishes in the county.

The Carrigallen census is a much less complete copy than the one tor the Cavan parishes. 
It gives the names of all those living in each house, which is numbered, in each townland. and 
the relation of each person to the head of the household. It also gives their age but no indica
tion of occupation or trade except in the description, apprentice, beggar or servant; nor does it 
tell us how much, land the householder had if any. The original did not indicate the religion, 
but a later hand added the religion of each householder and only in a few instances the reli
gion of some of the other members. There are very few observations in it and these are all 
later additions as we shall see on the following pages.
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THE 1821 CENSUS OF THE PARISH OF CARRIGALLEN

Townlosd Religloa.. Nams* and Numbers utf FanWUes

1. Aughawillln 44 223 Catholic—Reilly tSJ. Ganetl (4). Connally (3),
Mahon (2). Lynch (23. Flynn (23. Maguire. 
McCabe, DocJaddy, Raven. Roach, Campbell, 
McCusker, Gerroghly, Windsiow. Kiernan. 
Slsney. Ouinn. McMsnos. Marrow, Magov- 
om. McDermott. Carr. Meonagh. Uoyd, Mo 
Glinn. Muddearney, Kennedy, Roarfce, Ban-

THE PARISH 
CENSUS

I 82 I

2. Errvw 25 137

X Carnahrst

4. Guladufi

20

37

129

192

5. Ballygad

6. Co mag h

3

8

17

7. Drimanure 28 161

8. Brownhill 4 22

Protestant—Irwin (23.
Catholic-Doyle (4). Redly [Rlelly] (2). Doo
nan, Murphy, Reed, Dorrlan. Doulan, Dufley, 
Giiirtteney. McVaine, Kiernan. Mulligan. Fee. 
McCabe, Goodwin. Bleesingtan. Corrln, Emo, 
Clerke.
Protestant — Johnston
Catholic—Kiernan (4). Masterson (4). Elliott (23. 
Bermingham, Courtney, Kilkenny.
Protestant—Hamdtac (4J. Nixon. Foster. Lowe. 
Catholic—Quinn (5). Danogho (4). Kleman (33. 
Meenogh (23. Shanoghy (23. Mogavem, JQ1- 
rain. Ferguson. Dolan. Girin. Powell, Healy, 
Maguire, Carter.
Protestant—Lowe (43. Norres. Owen. Arnold. 
Armstrong. Munealy, Levision.
Presbyterian—Armstrong. Lowe.
Catholic—Murphy.
Protestant—Todd.
Presbyterian—Lowe.
Catholic—Healy.
Protestant—MarTlson £23, Carlton [Carleton]. 
Todd. Foster.
Presbyterian—Forbes, Crumey.
Cathohc—Brody (3j. Gallagher CD, McGrath 
(23. Watur (23. Me A Her. Crodan. Brannan. Fili
ps trick, Gainor. Murphy. O Neill CO NsilIJ, 
Mimnagh. Mcflntyre. Hullaghan.
ProleeUnl—Gilhully (23. Taylor. Staddarts. 

Nixon. Block, Johnson.
Presbyterian—Gilhully. Nixon.
Protestant—Judge (23. Glancy. Staddarts.

Townland

•o _
°3 ■

8
11 
H Ck B e>

Religion. Names and Number* ol Families

a. Uruxneicioas 4 36 Catholic—Cooney.
Protest: ml -Gilpin. Staddarts, Woods.

>0. Unshinogh 5 33 Catholic—Q Neill [O Natll. O Neille], Kelag- 
her. Reilly.
Proiestonl —Gilpin.

11. Balhnamoney 4 20 Catholic—Brady. Sweeney.
Protestant—Judge (23.

12. Long hi II 2 16 Protestant—Goodwin, Smyth (Smith].
13. KiUegar 10 76 Catholic—O Donnell (23. Brady. Farmer. Reilly. 

Protestant—Burns. Godloy, Leany. Peebles.
Wood.

14. Drunnergowl 6 40 Catholic- Magohen.
Protestant—Dawdle, Gibson. Gilhuly. Hopper. 
Tlmmon

15. Laheen 24 133 Catholic—Brady (2), Shonan (2). Kinman,
Cahill, Sweeney. McBrien. Farrelly. McMunos.
Davy.
Protestant—Gilpin (7), Farrell, Grieves. Heals.
Lenny. Logan. Parks,

16. Drumlevan 15 97 Catholic -Cassidy, Burke. KnlutulqheT, Owens. 
Cruddon. Peilly. Mooney. Lynch. Woods. Mc
Keon. Roache
Protectant—Johnston. Parks, Wynne.

17. Annagn 1 7 Calbobc Cassidy
18. CuiTaghpooha 8 50 Catholic—Quinn (4). Campbell, Covin, Covnin.

19 Bredagh 12 58
Fee. McCabe.
Catholic—Reilly (4). Rowon (3). Connally.
Dlvin. DukxJdy. Magovern. Roarko. Sbenan.

20. CUncorTick 10 55 Catholic—Kiernan ' (23, Mallin (2). Boll, Gen- 
aughty, Flynn.
Proiestonl -Cooke. Green. Magee

21. Kivey 20 114 Catholic—Ca log ban (2), Brody. Clerke. Fordo, 
Crossln. Reilly. Rynick. O Donnell.
Prolestanl—Elliott (23. Stuart (2J. Carroll. Baird, 
Morrow. Love. Highixxin.
Presbyterian—Humphress. Robinson, Rore,

22. Sessiagh 6 29 Connelly. Cruddon. Kleeay. Mulligan.
Prolestanl—Mormon. Dis.

23 Drumkilwick 18 99 Catholic—Mulligan (23. McCuskor (23. Me 
Loughlin. Klsrnon. O Nall, Coyle. CampboU.
Dolan.
Protestant—Todd (23. Scott. Rogers (73.
Presbyterian—Ellis (3), Bernoy.
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Townland
111

z-gx

|
4
►* S’ Religion. Nanut and Numiwn ot Famih*»

24. Cully* 16 109 Catholic -Devon (2). Donavy GO. Devhhon. 
McPaddvn. Mahon.
Protesinnt -Arnold (2), Kiernan, Looby. Wil
son.
Presbylonan—Arnold JSJ, Fawcett. NetbercoaL

23. Augbovore 21 126 Catholic—Kiernan (23. Greet*in 12). Reilly. 
Mogoorty, Bnunan, Donnelly. McLoughlin. Mc
Partlan. Gutty. McCafry. Campbell. Crudden. 
Leo. Dougherty. Keluugher. Podden. Arm 
strong.
Protestant—Armstrong. Fari*.
Preebyterinn- Faris.

26. Cor boy 8 33 Catholic -Grwenan (23. McGoohan. Reilly, Wil
liams. Mogoorty. Fitzpatrick. McCrine.

27.

28.

Crudhiboy

Aughavoru

9 60 Camey C2>, Brody. Kennedy. Flynn, Loney. O 
Donald. Reilly. Smyth. Smith.

Begg 3 34 Catholic—McClean. Magee, Murray. Reilly. 
Protestant— Fans.

29. Kilbiucfcin 10 36 Catholic—Kiernan, McCaul. McGaghran. Ma
goohan. Murray. Reilly.
Protestant—Armstrong. Boyd. Farrelly. Cibeon. 
Reilly (?).

30. Stria ugh 12 78 Catholic—McMnnu*.
Protoetanl—Pougo (2). Stewart (3). Stuart 15). 
Walker.

31. Cloghbi 20 112 Catholic— Brady 12). McCluskey 12). Boyle. 
Kiernan. O'Donnell, McGoldrick. Milanifer. 
McHath. Murphy. Cathn [Codin]. Magoohan 
Prolestanl—Gtlhuly (3). Baird. Carlton. Pougo. 
Prenbytertan—Irwin,

32. DrufdtiUa 4 33 Catholic—Groenan. Magoohan. Reilly. 
Presbyterian—Irwin.

33. Corocreeney 3 ■30 Catholic—Carman. Maguire. Sweeney. Reilly. 
Presbyterian—Nixon.

34. Gortermone 33 248 Catholic—Faneley (Fanely) <37. Donogho (2). 
Reilly. Costello. Smyth. McEntyre. Flood. Mc- 
Cusker. Fannell. Mcfihown. McDooagh. Brady. 
McKeever, Masterson. Maginess.
Protestant -Cooke (101. Earles CErles], 
Maguiro, Latimer, Curry, McGinley. Costly 
Presbyterian—Abbott, Dimond. Hill. Noble. 
Cunningham.

Townland

1
4

£
Bsbgtan. Monee and Numbers at Fomfies

33. Coralogbs 10 64 Catholic—Reilly CO. McGavem (2). Croesin (2). 
McAleer. Ksiaugber. Roarke. Kxenan

36. Tully 33 167 Catholic—Roarke IB. Flood IB. Redly (7). 
Gunn. O'Donnell. Cassxty. McEntyre. Keen. 
Kiernan (23. King. Daily. Neisdalo.

37. MulLnaboyher IB 94 Cotbobc—Masterson (3). Connelly (23. Bougo 
(2). Blescic. Flanagan. Ke«my. McEntyro. 
Flood. Moore. McManus. Roarks. Really. 
Murphy. Kiernan.

38. Demnrave 11 58 Catholic—Redly (7). McManon. Misgovern. Mc- 
Cawiy. Smith

39. Beboghmore 17 87 Cothobc—Mivphy <3). Dougherty (3). Hands 
®. McManos (23. Foley CO. Germty (23. Roarfce. 
Kiernan. Kilkenny

40. Curonahey 16 100 Catholic--Deraoa (2). Connelly (23. Gerak y 
(23. Prior. Creegtn. Dtnany. McBryan. Foley.
McGisdey. MdSbown. Murphy. Meeoagh. 
Smith.

41. Bebsgbeighter 18 89
(23. ReiLy. Mullan. Wtndslow. Shend-m. Grey, 
Cwgley.

42. Drandughn 42 213 Catholic-Hand (4). Mogwre (4). Gilroy (33. 
Haragban (33. Mcfihown £33. Murphy (2. Cumn 
(23. Gaxagban (23, Redly CD. Roarke. McLaugh
lin. Corrtn. Beafly. Baxter. Farrell. Merchin. 
Kiernan. Gormley. Dougherty. McDermott. 
Mulligan. Lyon*. Navsaan. Flynn. Egan. Me 
Portland. Cassidy.

43. Cllnoomcfc 63 311 Calbobc—Prior (43. Reilly (2). Dokn (2). Shen- 
dan (23. Bums (23. Cgvanogh (2). Connor (23.
Bradley t2J. Wbc*xjhun C2. Brody. Busier. 
Sbenon. South. Reynolds. McMonoa. McGora 
han. Keogh. Mulaaiter. Boyle. Mogutro. Kelog 
her. Kiernan. Gthmartm. Hannotty. Colrick. 
Dootaddy. WhUney. McCawky. O Noil. Far
rell. Roarfce. Darcy. McFadden.
Protoetanl—Hcrmson (2). Sbemt CD. Richard 
■on. Wlggcms. Levisfcxa, Fairbaum. Carroll. 
Gibson*. Baker. Go! log her. Darby. Lawdon 
(Lawton). Rood. Wood*. Irwin. Armstrong.
Whitney.
Presbyterian—Qb». Wright.
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Townland

44. Bmdngh

45. Qonbuyher

46 Augbaleague

47. Derryluhen

48 MullycilK

49. Soawtolugh 
5a Toomon»»ghan

51 Dereoxwn

52- KiJodrum

53. Le*jrxiaim

54 Curaoipul

28

20

10

7

14

1
2

10

14

21

17

142 Colhohc Kieman (4J. South 13). Moguue (23. 
PiKx* (23. McManos. Roarke. Tully. Gormley. 
Doiwin. Murphy. O Donnell. Fitxsunoas. Cox. 
Gihoonn. M«_TXinogh. Kitroram. Ctvanogh. 
Whitney.
Protestant—Bannetl, Hutchinson. Fuller ion 
Sheen n

3(7* Catholic—Dolun (23. McCartin (23. Maguire (23 
Muliin (2). Gormley. Raarke. Kieman. Higgins. 
McCarty.
Protestant—Houghton GO. Irwin (2). Brown. 
Gerrard. Acbeeon.

57 Catholic—Dotan (23. Kelly. McCornuck. 
Doooho. McCabe.
Prc4estanl Roseenan (2). Gibson. Gore. 
Pouge.

27 Catholic—Dolan C3J. Kiernan (23. Murray. 
Protestant Gibson

73 Cathobc—Redly (3). Loughan GQ. McCatry. 
Me Art. O Nail. Lee, Duignan.
Protestant—Arnold. Flonugon. Irwin. Stephen
son.

14 Cathobc - Logan. O Donned 
21 Cafho&c McTague.

Pioleikml Gore.
42 Cathobc Dolan (2). Fannell (23. Lohan. Mc

Catry. Cassidy. Kelagher. Logan.
•rolvUonl—Lypeay.

85 Calboiic—Kiernan (43. Bannon. Baxter. Me- 
Gul.
Prolestanl—Winter (23. Booth. Scolleo. Thamp 
eon. Koon. Wiggnns.

122 Cnthohc—Bnnnnn CO. Brody CD. Flynn CD. 
McCartin (23. Reynolds. Dlvtnun. Murphy, Mc
Cabe. Maguire. Carney.
Protesiani—Gross (2). Raycroh (2). Thompson 
(23. Johnson, Mathews
Catholic—Kiernan MJ. Fltxpatnck CD. McPart- 
hn. Reilly. McAran. Magoorty, Darby. Hig 
gans. Marlin
Proteekml—Sh«rill (23. Andersen. Irwin.

41 oi

Towolaod
s.

RsUgian, Names and Nnmhsrs ot Families

55. Drununshin-
gore 37 195 Calhobc -Murray (4). Kiernan (23. Baxtse (23, 

McCatry (23. McCurray (23. Stephenson (23. Fltx- 
palrick, Sweeney. Dtvwan, Carter. O Donnell. 
Gallagher. Maguire. Kelagber, Quinn. Teague. 
Protestant—Taylor (3). Fee. Montgomery, 
Parks. Ken, TrounselL

56 Culogher 19 115 Catholic—Kiernan (23. McCartin. McGeever, 
Sweeney. McLoughlin. Reilly, Fitxpatrtck, Mc
Cabe. McHugh. FarreU.
Protestant—Richardson (23. Briggs, Grier. Fin
ley. Ltpsey. Haughton.
Presbyterian—Gott.

57. Drumahangare 13 91 Catholic—Kieman (33. Sheoan (23. McBryan. 
Masterson. Sheridan, Gafney, Maguiro, 
Roarks. Codln.
Protestant—Finley.

58. Druraluna II 50 Cathobc—Reilly (43. Fltxpatnck (23. McColrey. 
Kieman. Doonan. Kelly. Keegan.

59. KUlenn 4 32 Catholic—Masterson (3).
Protestant—Story.

60. Drumoala 11 59 Catholic—Kieman (31. Carney (3), Roarks (23. 
Brannan. Fee, McCabe. McGavem.

6). Drumudcer 10 63 Catholic—Reilly (23. Sweeney CD. Kieman. 
Cassidy. Lee, O Nadi.
Protestant Roberta. SherTltt

62. Corkar 5 Z7 Catholic- Reilly. Farrelly. Irwin Sheoan. Ma- 
gavem. Connelly.

63, Irish Drumbrick 12 73 Catholic—Reilly (5). Sheridan (3). Galloghor, 
Smith. McKeon.
Protestant—Johnston.

64 English Drum
brick 11 76 Catholic—Reilly (23. Kieman. Dolan, Mcflath.

Mogurl.
Protestant—Arnold (33. Johnston. Wright.

65. Cumsnlnsgh 11 71 Catholic—Odan (3). Nisdoll CD. Cnwraogh. 
McCartin. Reilly. McLaughlin.
Protestant—Eagar. Monohan.

66. Gannaugh 1 2 Catholic—Murphy.
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Townland «fi 4 Religion. Name* and Nuxsbers at Falsifies

67. Mullirta-
darrogh 31 140 Catholic—Koarke (5), Kiernan (2). Reilly (23. 

Murphy (21. Magee (23. Smith. Flynn, Gilhuly, 
Dolan, Garroghan. Corrin. Creegrm. Don
ogho. Gallagher, Williams. Canifey. Cassidy. 
Boyle. Brady. CoWwin.
Protestant—Crothere. Gardner, Richardson.

68. Armoghnu-
shinagh 7 35 Catholic—Dofen (31. Reilly. Cox. Owens. 

Cavnnagh.
69. Drum cannon 18 96 Carbolic—Brady (23. Magtrvem (2), Farrelly 

(23. McCusker. Farrell. Goodwin. McCabe. 
Kiernan. Kennedy. McPartlan. Redly. Kain. 
Duladdy. Garoghan. Smith.
Proteetunt—Sheeran.

70. Crucian 7 30 Catholic—Reilly, Cassidy. McCartin. Tierney, 
Gilronan.
Protestant—Ennis (Innle) QJ.

71. Aoghavillay 4 32 Catholic—Bannon, Brannan. Cannon. Prior.
72. Bock 3 14 Catholic—Fordo. Kilkenny, McPartlan.
73. Cor brock 3 24 Catholic- Brody, Farrelly. McHugh.
74. Cnlloghs 17 114 Catholic—Garrogban (4). Conlon. Corrigan. 

Fordo. Hart. O Donnell. Reilly, Smith. 
Proteeianl—Gallagher. Harrison, Hutchinson. 
Monaghan. Price. Scofl.

75. Killahurk 43 249 Cathohc—Roarkc (5). Reilly (4). Gilhuly CD. 
Kiernan (2). Corrin (2). Farrelly CD, Brody CO. 
Boyle (2). Hart (23, Keefe. Donogho. Dogherty. 
Kelagher. Prior. Bulger. Cronogue. Pridden. 
MdBrien. McManus. Magoorty. Mullin. Tim- 
mon. Maguire. McDermott
Proleetnnl--Harrison (3). Patterson, Thompson.

75. Killahurk
(Island) 5 28 Catholic—Reilly (3). Gdhuly. Trmmnn.

76. Drumbrinless 36 194 Calhollc—Klora IBJ. Btdhera (2. Conta O,

Townland

77. Duoang

78. Drumhelrey

78. Gcrglaxs

Murphy (2). Winslow £2). Brody. RelUy. Clarke, 
Duladdy. Irwin. Farrelly, Loaroan. Dolan. Mo- 
Entyre
Proleetnnt—Irwin (2>, Brother*, Crawford. 
Keim*. Mitchell. Morrow (2. Sheridan. Stuart. 
TuDy.

80. Kdnoman

X 183 CathcUc—Eagan CD. McCabe (23. White.
Sweeney. CurTay. McHugh. Murray. Owens. 
Gucfcac. Grant. Bannon. Reilly. Lee. Logan. 
DooneDy. Frerier. Kiemen. Iordan. Bouge. 
Pmtoeiiani—Winter CD. Armstrong. Caulfield. 
Irwin. Banagan. Soother. McMacac. Craw- 
lord. Ellis. Sherah.13 81 Cathobc—Carney 03. Lee (2). Mcfiryne £2).
Mclaugban. Wlndsinw.
ProtMCnnl—Bacsty. Chart CeOett Phillips. 
Stodders.

73 47C Catholic—Reilly (B. Boyle (4). FarreCy 14).
Raarfce (4). Gough (31. McGovern (3). Brody 0. O Nail (3L Duffey £2). Dolan (23. Maguzre 
(23. O Donnell (2. Brother. Cadchn. Sweeney, 
CcnneHy. Maiim. Gilheeney. McEcryre. Kier
nan. Mohan. Smith- SptriRs, Mograban. Mur
ray. McBryne. Prior. McManos. Caeeidy. 
Protestant—Cooke (33. McLaughlin. Arnold. 
Spcttln. Chngan. Goodwin (4). John eon. Pouge. 
Tunmoc. Gallagher, Richardsoc. Baker (23-

3 11 Cathchc—Gough. Greenan. Monaghan.
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HISTORY OF THE MS

The MS descended through the Godley family until it came into the possession of Mr George 
Rosemond. I assume that the copy of the 1821 census was made at the request of John 
Godley of Killegar, who was 35 years old at the time of the census in 1821. The subsequent 
history of the MS is bound up with the history of the Godley family and I am deeply 
indebted to the present distinguished head of the family, Lord Kilbracken, for his kindness and 
courtesy in helping me in my search.

TOWNLANDS

There are eighty townlands or units given in the MS as against seventy in the OS documents. 
These eighty include two divisions in Carrigallen town, Bredagh and Clooncorrick, as against 
one in the OS and the townlands of Irish Drumbrick and English Drumbrick are one in the 
OS As well there are eight townlands in the MS which are stated to be part of other town- 
lands which lost their separate identity in the OS. But against that the OS distinguishes 
between the townland and village of Newtowngore while the MS does not. Neither does the 
MS mention the portion of Keelrin which is in Carrigallen parish but which had no house in 
it. As well a new townland, Druminuff, appears in the OS which before was part of Corglass. 
This information is in the Tithe Applotment Books, which also have a note that parts of 
Corglass were known as Cullen and Brownhill and Curraghboy. This solves the mystery of 
what happened to Corglass between our census of 1821 and the 1841 census. In the MS the 
townland of Corglass had 74 houses and a population of 470, but in the 1841 census (which 
should have been considerably larger) it had only 30 houses and a population of 187.

There are two townlands of Drumercross, the second of which is sub-titled Brownhill. In 
the Tithe Applotment Books, Longfield and Drumercross are grouped together and there is a 
note that “parts of this townland are denominated Longfield, Drumercross, Brownhill, Unchi- 
nagh and Ballinamony”. I take it that this Brownhill of the MS is part of the OS Drumercross 
and not connected with Cullen and Brownhill.

The Tithe Applotment Book has a note of Aghavore (‘parts of this townland denominated 
Corboy and Crockaboy’) which leads us to suppose that the OS townland of Aghavore contains 
these two. Again from the same source we are able to identify Snawrallagh of the MS with 
Carrickateane of the OS (‘Snawrallagh-this townland is commonly called Corrickthain’).

In the Petty Maps, Snawrallagh was in Drumreilly Parish, cf. Goblet, Index of Parishes and Townlands of Ireland, p. 
356. The Petty Barony Map of Carrigallen clearly indicates that all the northern end of what is now Carrigallen 
parish belonged then to Drumreilly, including the whole estate of Sir James Craigge, i.e. the Manor of Craigstown, 
cr. n. 20 below. ,
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Certain other townlands have changed their names between the census and the OS 
Behagheighter became Beaghbeg, Coracapul (still in popular use) became Clooncose, 
Culagher (or Cullaho in the Tithe Applotment Book) is Tully North, Ducarig became New
towngore, Sinaugh became Sonnagh and Toomonoghan is the very old name for Woodford.

The MS spelling of some townlands appears to represent more closely the popular pronun
ciation than does the OS spelling, e.g. Cloghla (Cloughlough), Curanahey (Cornaghy), 
Drimderglin (Drumderglin) and Legnagun (Lugnagun). In two instances alternative names are 
given for townlands-Guladuff (Gulladoo of OS) or Sesianagowl, Cullies or Quillagh.

Corracreeney is stated to be part of Drumsilla in MS as well as in the Tithe Applotment 
Book, but it maintained its separate identity in OS In the Tithe Applotment Book we also 
learn that Killidrum was also known as Coolartin. Father McNiffe has been able to identify 
Curaghpooka as part of Bredagh, Corbrock as part of Druminchin, and Armaghnasinagh as 
part of Druminchin also.

POPULATION
Appendix 1 gives a picture of the growth and decline of the population of the various 
townlands. The figures for 1821 are to be found in this appendix. The figures for the modern 
townlands will depend on the conjectures 1 made on the disposition of these townlands in the 
OS which I have discussed above. The others are from the published census abstracts of 1871 
and 1891. The abstract for 1831 gives only totals and does not break it down into townlands.

HOUSES
There were 1262 inhabited houses in the parish, housing 1310 families. Thirty onehouses 
were uninhabited. That gives us 48 houses with two families living in each. There is one 
instance of three families, seventeen persons, living in the same house. As noted above the MS 
had no mention of the type of house, so we can form no opinion of the living conditions of 
the people. In 1831 there were 1299 houses inhabited by 1416 families and in 1841 there 
were 1358 houses inhabited by 1395 families. In 1851 the number of houses dropped to 1053 
and by 1891 it stood at 741.The 1841 census abstract does give us the type ot houses and the 
distribution of families.
8 families reside in first class houses (8)
120 families reside in second class houses (114)
869 families reside in third class houses (838)
269 families reside in fourth class houses (267)
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FAMILY NAMES

There are 1310 families in the parish and a great variety of family names. One would expect, 
perhaps a majority of O’Rourkes, but the commonest name is (O) Reilly—82 families scat- 
tered over 42 townlands. Next comes (Me) Kiernan-71 families in 36 townlands. There are 
only 34 O’Rourke families in 15 townlands. There are 23 Brady families, seventeen each of 
Maguires and Connollys, and 13 Quinn families.

There are no noticeable concentrations of families with a few exceptions. There are eight 
O’Reilly families in Corglass and seven in Tully. There are eight McKiernan families in Drum- 
brainloss, 8 O'Rourke families in Tully, eight Flood families in Tully, and seven Connolly fami
lies in Behagheighter.

RELIGION

In the margin of the MS opposite each householder there is an entry of his religion. This 
entry as we saw above was a later edition ‘R’ clearly stands for Roman Catholic and ‘P’ for 
Protestant. Mr Thomas P O’Neill. MA, of the National Library of Ireland, who examined the 
MS, was the first to draw my attention to the entry ‘P’ opposite some names and his sugges
tion that this stands for Presbyterian seems to be certainly correct.

In the parish there are 988 Catholic families in 78 townlands, 286 Protestant families in 
43townlands and 36 Presbyterian families in 16 townlands. This gives a total of 5,229 
Catholics, 1806 Protestants and 231 Presbyterians. These figures pre-suppose that each mem
ber of the family was the same religion as the head of the house, unless where the contrary is 
explicitly stated. But I am of the opinion that many of the servants in Protestant and Presby
terian houses were Catholic and this is rarely stated. (It is stated in the townlands of Guladuff 
and Ballygad.) The names of most of those are predominantly Catholic and while this is by no 
means an infallible guide, it is something which cannot be disregarded. Thus I suggest that 
100-150 of the servants working in Protestant houses may have been Catholic and the figures 
given in the totals above must allow for that margin of error.

In the 1835 Report of the Commissioners of Public Instruction, we get the figures for reli
gion for the parish in the 1831 census, which were verified as correct in 1834 by the Com

mission. There were: Catholics-5595, Church of Ireland-2150, Presbyterians-56, Other 
Dissenters-8. These figures indicate that our figure for Presbyterians was too high, for these 
figures are certainly correct having been verified by the clergy of the different churches. Why 
the decline in the Presbyterian population? They did not become Catholics or Protestants and 
they did not leave the parish. It is clear from the 1835 Report that only about a quarter of the 
population was church gofng. I suggest that the person who made the entry of religion in the
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MS had this difficulty of not knowing to what church these non-churchgoers belonged and 
he may have guessed wrongly.

The period was one of deep religious controversy and, while Carrigallen parish did not 
experience any of the worse aspects of that bitter conflict, there are indications here and there 
in the census of a “divided house”. Twice there is the indication that the husband, who was 
Catholic had a Protestant wife. A mother who was Protestant had two Catholic children; a 
Protestant father had six Catholic children. In Carrigallen town Thomas Prior, Catholic, was 
married to Elizabeth Prior, Presbyterian, and their one-year-old son, Patt, was a Protestant. 
Were these ordinary mixed marriages or was the difference of religion due to conversions? We 
have not enough evidence to decide.

LATER OBSERVATIONS
Some time after the completion of the original MS, others entered the religion of each house
holder as well as writing in observations here and there through the text, and adding at the 
end a skeleton census of some townlands in the parish of Drumreilly. As the 1831 census took 
note of religion and the 1821 did not, I take it that these additions were made after 1821 and 
the original 1823 date on the fly-leaf (the date of copying) was then changed to 1833.

The original MS was all written in the same hand but there are two different hands dis
cernible in the additions made to the original text. In one hand are written the title on the 
title-page, the entries of religion with observations passim in the fifteen townlands of Brown
hill, Drumercross, Unshinagh, Ballinamoney, Longfield, Killegar, Drumergowl, Laheen, 
Kilbrackin, Druminshingore, Drumshangore, Drumluna, Killerin, English Drumbrick, 
Drumhalrey, and Corawallen in the parish of Drumreilly. The entries of religion and observa
tions for all the other townlands are in a different hand.

John Godley, aged 35 at the time of the census and still alive in 1856, was (according to 
Griffith’s Valuation) the landlord of all the 15 townlands noted above, as well as of the four 
townlands of Corrawallen, Mullaghmore, Toonte and Crocken in Drumreilly, but not ot the 
rest of Carrigallen parish. These townlands included his home in Killegar. As a long shot I will 
hazard a guess that these entries are in his hand and the other in the hand of an agent. It was 
also the same hand that changed Druminshingore to Druminshingodley and in the same 
connection it is strange to read Ducarig for Newtowngore in the body ot the MS.

1 have counted in all 58 later observations which were written in besides the notice ot reli
gion. Eighteen of these explain that the person left the parish or that the family left the parish.

Since I wrote this Lord Kilbracken has examined the MS and confirmed my conjecture front a comparison with 
letters of John Godley in his possession.
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12 say that the person has gone to another townland or lives in another townland. Nine 
people are noted as dead. In five instances the name is crossed out and another one written 
over it, once with the note N N in his house, with wife and child, and three times a large cross 
is drawn through a whole family. Five times, an uninhabited house is crossed out, or a house is 
stated to be down. ‘R’ is opposite the name of Patt Magohen in the townland of Druinergowl 
and beneath it, opposite his wife, Mary, the note: ‘the wife is P’. In the townland of Drumin- 
shingore, after the name Hugh Divinan, is the note ‘Or Cuffe’, which may be an attempt at an 
anglicisation of the name.

TRADES AND OCCUPATIONS

It is unfortunate that the copy of the 1821 census which we have does not include all the 
details of the original. Trades and occupations are not given but in the published abstracts of 
the census we learn that in the whole parish, a total of 3,567 persons were occupied:

1312 chiefly employed in agriculture;
1853 chiefly employed in trades, manufactures or handicraft;
402 not comprised in the other two classes.

There are only a few apart from servants whose occupations are explicitly stated in the MS. 
Joseph Smith (23), in the townland of Laheen, is stated to be a carpenter. In the town of 
Carrigallen, Peter Rorke (20) and James McHugh (58) are given as shopman and ragman 
respectively. 12 people are listed as beggars, all being kept in houses here and there in the 
parish. Even 60 or 80 years later, these beggars or ‘poor men’ as they were, more usually called, 
had certain houses j*vhere they called regularly and were hospitably received and given a 
‘shake-down’ for the night either in the corner of the kitchen or outside in the barn. Many 
years after this census, Miss Maud Godley,in her book ‘In the Land of Breffne’, described the 
eggler, an old woman who went around buying eggs from the country and selling them in the 
town, thus making a poor living. Some of these beggars could well include an eggler or two 
and others who made a livelihood out of peddling, whether rags or bottles or horse-hair.

Another tantalising entry is that of apprentices. If we only knew the trades they were 
apprenticed in, we would have a very full idea of the life and livelihood of the people in the 
parish. Those employed in the parish in 18^1 in trades, manufactures and handicraft would 
have included all the handicrafts-men to provide all that was needed around the house from a 
basket to a firkin (or butter-tub), from nails to noggins. Very many of them were engaged in 
the linen industry-weavers, spinners, carders, etc. The place that the linen industry occupied in 
the fives of the people of the parish can be seen from an entry in the Tithe Applotment Book 
where there is a note in the townland ofTully-“this acre of pasture is allowed by the landlord
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(viz. Mr Robert Latouche) as a bleach green for the accommodation of the townland.”These 
craftsmen had a house and a garden for potatoes, hardly ever more than an acre and very often 
only a rood. In good times they lived comfortably on their potatoes and their earnings but they 
were extremely vulnerable in bad times and the Famine practically wiped them out.

SERVANTS

There are 286 people listed as servants in the MS, 118 males and 168 females. It must also be 
noted that no servants are listed in the first 12 townlands or in the last four. These latter 
include the large townland of Corglass where 31 people, mostly in the 18-22 age group 
common for servants, are unclassified in the families where they reside. Some of them, of 
course, could be apprentices.

In the MS most of these servants are classified as servant boy or servant maid and the num
ber of families that had one or more servants was quite large. At the time labour was cheap. 
One entry in the MS gives us a glimpse of the splendour of the landed gendeman and his gra
cious living, which even then was passing away for ever. Richard Irwin Esq . (74) lived with 
his three nieces named O’Brien, in Drumsilla. (Incidentally they were aged 40, 38 and 30 
respectively). In his household he had a butler, a steward, a dairymaid, a cook, a coachman, a 
stable groom, a housemaid, a kitchen maid and a kitchen boy. Even the household of John 
Godley Esq. of Killegar does not sound as impressive as that. Mr Godley (35), lived with his 
wife, two sons, two daughters and a nephew. He kept three servant boys, eight servant girls 
and a saddler.

Three other households in the parish are interesting in this discussion of servants. The 
Rev William Gore (50) lived with his wife, four sons and three daughters at Woodford. He had 
two servant boys and four servant girls. The Hon and Rev James Agar (33) was the Church ot 
Ireland Rector and lived in Druminshinglebe. He had a body-servant, James Gardner, a house
keeper, Anne O’Brien, a housemaid, Brigid Lynch, and a kitchen maid, Ellen Fitzpatrick.

The religion of each of these is indicated separately as Protestant. Mr Agar was still alive in 
1835 according to the Tithe Applotment Book and the Report of the Commissioners on 
Education and he had a curate then, the Rev Archibald Saint George. Rev Janies Forde, PO, 
aged 55, lived in Colloughs. His nephew hved with him and he had a housekeeper, a maid and 
a servant boy. There is no other priest listed in the parish, though 20 years earlier in 
Castlereagh’s list of the Kilmore clergy, there was a parish priest, Rev J Kiernan, and a curate, 
Rev P Smith.
3
In McPartlans Statistical Survey of the County Leitrim, 1802, Richard Irwin is praised for his methods ot agriculture. 

He used bullocks for ploughing ‘harnessed with wooden yokes so rounded as not to injure them, but in other 
respects, like horses’
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TEACHERS

There is only one teacher mentioned in the census. He was Daniel Reilly, a Catholic school
master, who lodged with Thomas Gardner in the townland of Mullinadarragh. In the census 
abstract for 1821 there are 353 pupils at schools, 205 boys and 148 girls. However, in the 1826 
report there are 15 schools listed with a population of 897 scholars. There are 18 teachers and 
Daniel Reilly is given as teaching 118 pupils in Carrigallen in a small mud cabin. His salary 
was £12 from the London Hibernian Society and Is 8d to 3s 4d per quarter from sixteen 
pupils.

AGE

Of a total population of 7,266, there were 309 (4.3%) aged 60 years or over. Of these 79 are 
70 or over. Only 10 people in the parish are over 80 years and one of these had reached the 
patriarchal age of 99. While some doubt has been thrown on the accuracy of the 1821 census 
generally, the accuracy of these ages in the higher age groups is highly questionable. There are 
suspiciously many who are an even 60. This is understandable for even yet in rural areas there 
is a tendency to discount a year or two on either side and give one’s age as an even 50, 60 or 
70. Some few entries indicate the possible but unlikely cases where children were born to 
women as late as 47or 48 years of age.

The number of children ten years or less is 2,109 or 29.05% of the parish. Even when ages 
were not regularly recorded by the family, this figure is likely to be correct as memory would 
be good enough to recall the ages accurately.

The average age for marriage was just over 25'^ years for the men and just over 21 years for 
the woman. But there are a few instances, here and there in the census, of girls being married 
as young as 15 and boys at 17. There are a few instances of a notable disparity of age between 
the husband and wife—25 years, 21 years and 15. In the townland of Kiladrum, Luke Thomp
son is 75 years old and his wife Jane is 40.

It is interesting to note that in the whole census there are only nine instances where a 
father is living with his son, that is where the father has actually transferred the title to his son. 
In all nine cases the son is married. Five of these fathers are 75 years or more, one is 65 and 
three are 60. This is a good example of the tendency for a father to hold on to his property 
until his death. In that same context we can note that there are 19 instances where a son (11) 
or a daughter (8) has married and lives in the house with a parent who still holds the reins.

There is another tendency, long noticed in Ireland, which is well illustrated in the census. 
On a man’s death, his property usually passed by his will to his son rather than to his widow. 
In the census there are 52 cases where a mother is living with a son who owns the place. In 
only 20 of these is the son married.
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There are in all 117 persons in the census noted as brother or sister of the householder. 
Most of these are younger members of the family who live with the eldest brother who now 
owns the palce after his fathers death. In 15 cases a brother and in 16 cases a sister lives with a 
married brother. There are many instances where children are being reared by their grandpar
ents (80) or by uncles and aunts (63). Some of these children would be orphans, others had 
come to live there in order to succeed to the property. The other relations in the family are 
not so numerous. There are six fathers-in-law and 17 mothers-in-law, one grandmother-in- 
law, seven brothers-in-law, and 16 sisters-in-law. These last two would probably be widowers 
and widows who came to live with their sisters and brothers-in-law after the death of their 
partner. There is only one stepmother mentioned, but there are 22 stepchildren. There is one 
uncle, no aunt, only three cousins, nine visitors and a few lodgers.

CARRIGALLEN & NEWTOWNGORE

In 1802 the town of Carrigallen “contained about 80 houses, large and small, most of them 
very small. In this census it had 65 houses and 311 inhabitants. Later in 1837 it had about a 
100 houses and a population of 492. Lewis is here giving the figure of the 1831 census). This 
population is larger than any recorded in the later census abstracts. In 1841 Carrigallen had 
473 inhabitants. Possibly the Ordinance Survey of the 1830’s had reduced the size of the town 
and this explains why it had a smaller population in 1841 and 1831. It had a market for grain 
and provisions on Mondays, and fairs were held on April 4, May 7, August 9, October 8 and 
the last Friday of December. With the exception of the April fair these had been held in it 
back in 1800.There was a penny post to Killeshandra and Ballinamore, and petty sessions were 
held every alternate Saturday.

Newtowngore, in 1802, was a village of from 15 to t20 houses. In our census it had a popu
lation of 163; in 1831 it had 36 houses and a population of 207; in 1841 it had t36houses and 
a population of 187, and in 1851 it had 37 houses and a population of 193. It had two fairs in 
the year, on June 26th and October 15th.

Both Lewis and McParlan state that there were fairs held three times in the year at 
Longfield, May 17th, October 10th and December 29th.
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ALTAR SOCIETY 1996

The Altar Society are responsible for the cleaning of the Church, arranging the flowers, and 
keeping the Church spotless.

January: Margaret McManus, Ethel Maguire, Chris Mulligan and Noreen McManus—Carrigallen

February: Brigid Doyle, Hannah Farrelly, Rita Reynolds—Gortermone and Bernie O'Rourke, Tully.

March: Lottie McGerty, Cornafest, Tessie Reilly, Alice Reilly and Patricia Reilly—Beaghmore.

April: Sheila Holohan, Drumbreanlis, Patricia Ward, Aughawillan, 
Patricia Smyth, Killahurk and May Sheridan Bredagh.

May: Anna Magee, Augliavore, Mary Collins, Kilbracken, Ann Lomasney, Calloughs and 
John Morrow, Aughawillan.

June: Margaret Flynn, Monica Lyons, Killahurk, Kathleen Corcoran, Cornafest and Mena Maguire, Scordan.

July: Sean & Bernadette Heslin, Sean and May McIntyre, & Roisiti Duignan—Clooncorrick.

August: Nora Masterson, Brid Grimes Beaghmore, Achuisle Doherty, and 
Margaret McCabe, Tully.

Sept: Eileen Ward, Una Ward, Anne O’Malley & Maura McGuckian—Carrigallen

Oct: Elizabeth McGlynn, Anne Murray, Lily O’Neill and Anne Doonan—Carrigallen

Nov: Sean & Maura Connolly, Drumbreanlis, Kathleen Gray Bredagh andAine Gray, Errew.

Dec: Joan Lockhart, Joan Lunney, Maura Cusack and Brian Harte—Carrigallen

Joan Lunney and Joan Lockhart are also responsible for the Altar linens.

Monsignor J A Young
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DRUMEELA SOLDIERS ON!

RUI M M H IL E : The Ridge of the Soldiers. Nobody’s sure who Drumeela s 
soldiers were. Maybe the name came from the fighting men of the Fir Bolg or the 
Tuatha De Danann,back in the mists of time.

It might be more appropriate to recall the hardy men and women who soldiered in the
ridges of the spuds and turnips in the damp, sticky soil of the rolling drumlins. It’s certainly 
Drumlin Country, because we have Drumeela, Drumergoul, Drumhaldrv, Drumbrick, 
Druminure, Drumucker, Drumleevan, Drumshangore, Druminchingore and 
Drumloona-these lilting Gaelic sounds.

Though but a small townland, Drumeela became the capital of the half parish, a sort of 
independent republic where the people didn’t want too much truck with the townies in 
Carrigallen.

Drumeela had a Church—the focal point for the community where they congregated for 
mass, christenings, confessions, holy hours, marriages, benedictions, the stations, removals, 
funerals—since way back in 1824, when Fr McGauran built St Mary’s—a welcome change 
from the penal mass-rock on Armagh Hill.

Just across the road was Fargie’s Shed. It’s an insult to call it a shed, because this establish
ment became everything from a political arena to an entertainment mecca. Among the local 
minor relief works planned in the shed was the link road between Drumeela and Corahopple 
through the Red Bog, under the ganger James Delaney, who doubled as the local cobbler.

An engineer was lost in James 

He could make soles for a clog 

But nothing like the may he made 

The road doum through he bog’.
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-Mk
Left: Maisie McCartan (nee O'Don

nell) & Kathleen Maguire (niece of 

Kate Dolan), c.1950,

It was important to have good roads, especially for the politicians like Mrs Mary Reynolds, 
Frazer Brown, Ben Maguire, Stephen Flynn or Paddy Carey, who met their respective 
cumanns in Fargie’s, or for Johnny Gaffney who established Drumeela s first ever Labour Party 
branch in this mini house of parliament.

Fargie’s was a centre of trade too with its weekly egg-market, back in the days of the free- 
range hen. It was also used as a meal, flour and goods store when the merchandise came by 
horse and cart from the railway station in Killeshandra. However, a tilley lamp could transfer it 
into a ballroom of romance when the locals, who learned their steps from Murtagh Curran, 
danced the night away to the melodious strains of Frank the Blacksmith, the Gray brothers or 
the Drumany Band.

In the 1940’s, the parish priest, Fr Patrick McCabe, seized the opportunity of the Second 
World War to smuggle white flour, tea and butter across the Teemore border as major prizes in 
his fund-raising bazaars in Fargie’s shed, when money was needed to re-roof the church. 
Fr McCabe displayed further business acumen when he tore at the heart strings of Drumeela 
exiles in a letter which stated:

Down in Sweet Drumeela 

Where the fair bogs lie;

A sad sore thing has happened; 

Something to make you cry; 

Our little church has fallen 

Into a state of disrepair 

And the folk around fair Drumeela 

Have but little wealth to spare.

Despite the scarcity of money, there was always enough for a few pints in O’Brien’s pub 
where local historian, folklorist and statistician Mickey O’Brien regaled the customers, pour
ing forth like the fountain of knowledge. O’Brien’s was busy too on the nights of the Cross
road dances, when Con O’Reilly was the entertainment impresario and the people enjoyed 
themselves without any knowledge of synthesisers, PA systems, or strobe lighting. Many’s the 
romance blossomed at those crossroads dances and many’s the courting couple’s first kiss was 
among the headstones in the graveyard. Many of those couples became husband and wife and 
many now slumber in the same graveyard, awaiting the great Crossroad’s dance in the sky.

Longfield creamery was the Roman Forum, where the farmers discussed and debated while 
awaiting their turn to hoist the heavy cans off their carts on to the platform and have their
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daily supply recorded and balanced against the Indian meal, calf nuts, barley meal and flour 
from the store. While the horse ate from the nosebag there was time to take the discussion fur
ther over a hot half-one or a bottle of stout in Jack McGerty’s. Jack could also supply the Celt 
or Observer, plug tobacco, hairy ned, carbolic soap, bluestone and washing soda, indeed all 
goods and provisions. Longfield creamery is no more, the bulk tanker and the EU have seen to 
that; but Jack still flourishes.

For some reason the post office in Drumeela was called Killegar. And Kate Dolan, the Post
mistress, dispensed not only stamps, postal orders and pensions but a conglomeration of gro
ceries, hardware, medical remedies and confectionery.

This was an historic building, its original use being as a school-house from whence came 
scholars well versed in the broad curriculum of life. Among the teachers was James McCaffrey, 
Cloncoose, whose ancestors had come from Fermanagh after the Plantation of Ulster and 
whose son, James Owen Morgan McCaffrey, distinguished himself as a self-educated classical 
scholar, holding an MA from Oxford University. He spread his love of learning to pupils as far 
apart as Gola Island and Fethard, Co Tipperary, as well as imparting the rudiments of Latin and 
Greek to many future seminarians.

The old seat of learning was replaced by Drumeela s new school in 1899 and it then 
became the Chapel House, housing a number of caretakers over the years including 
Mrs Darcy, Jane and Maggie Cassidy, and finally Kate Dolan. Matt Cassidy, whose son Cyril 
played with Leitrim Minors in the 1945 All-Ireland Final, was not merely a caretaker, but

Back:Joe Cassiday, Pat Reilly, Edward 

Kiernan, Frank Dolan, Eddie Meehan, 

Jim Dolan John Joe Cassiday, John 

McCarron, John Brady & Johnny 

Dolan.

Middle: Master Willie McGuire, Mary 

Agnes Kiernan, Maggie McIntyre, 

Anna Looby, Ellie Fitzpatrick, Lizzie 

Meehan, Eleanor Kenny, Anna Mary 

Dolan & Dolly Looby.

Front: Christy McIntyre, Stephen 

Meehan, Mary Masterson, Martha 

McCartin, Kathleen Brady, Beatrice 

Looby, Bessy McIntyre, Lily Prior, 
Tommy Cunningham & Peter Reilly. 

Senior Division Dnimeela NS. 1924.
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Baek.Aisling McGovern & Darren McCovem.
Next Row: Noel Lee, Jrnelda McCarte, Sheila Mitchell, Christy Coyne & 
Martina Kiernan
Next row: Breege McCaffrey, Caroline Kelleher, Fionnuala Corby, Mrs 
Maguire, Margaret McCarte, Enter Baxter & Sheila McCaffrey 
Next R.ou>: Dcirdre McCartin, Therese McCartin, Natasha Murray,
Marie McCartin (organist), Edel Prior, Grainne McCaffrey & Niatnh Baxter. 
Front: Elaine McGovern, Colin McGovern, Danika McManus, Sinead Bax
ter, Enuna Connolly & Karen McManus. Dnuneela choir. 1996.
Right: Matt Cassidy, Longfield. c. 1940’s
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Left: back—Michael Kelleher, 
Anne McCartin, Monsignor J A 
Young, Margaret McCartin, Marie 
Corby & Micheal McGovern. 
Front: Angela McGovern, Beege 
Gorby, Myra O’Rourke, Sheila 
Mitchell & Winnie Lynch.
Below: back—Sean Maguire, 
Michael Kelleher, Mossie Whelan, 
Kathleen McCabe, Micheal 
McGovern & Jim O'Rourke. 
Front: Patricia Gorby, Sr Regina 
Fitzpatrick, Josephine Fox,
Fr Kevin O’Rourke &
Pegg}’ Gilgunn. Drumeela FIS 
re-union. 1993.
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Above: back—Tommy McCarte, Pi'h- 
cent Cassidy, Sean Lynch, Monsignor 
J A Young, Conor Maguire & Pal 
McNamee.
Front: Louise Patterson, Fr Frank 
Kelleher, Pal Fitzpatrick, Winnie 
Lynch & Jack McNamee at Drumeela 
past-pupils re-union. 1992.
Right: Benny Reilly, Eugene O’Kelly, 
Jim McCartan & Mrs O’Kelly who 
all danced in Fargie’s Shed. 1990
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Left: Vincent Murray & Sean Lynch. 
Vituent is honorary sacristan in 
Drumeela Chapel. 1996.
Below: back—-Joan Patterson, Tommy 
Moran, Mary Hunt & Joe Doonan, 
Middle: Ina Hyland & Anna Madden. 
Front: Mary Lynch, Frank McGlynn 
& Catherine Hattley. All have been 
teachers in the parish, c. 1980.
Bottom: back—Michael Reilly, James 
Toher, Mary O'Donnell, Eugene 
Reilly, Lena McEtttire, Claire Looby, 
Annie McCaffrey & Vincent Cassidy. 
Middle: John O'Donnell, Maisie 
O'Donnell, Ellie O’Donnell, Florric 
Dunlop, Joe Dunlop, Walter Dunlop, 
Kathleen McGovern, Michael McGov
ern, Eileen McGovern,John P 
O’Brieti, Eileen Cassidy & Brigid 
McCaffrey.
Front: Con Reilly, Peter Reilly, Mary 
Ellen Reilly, Michael Joe Reilly,
Maggie McCarte,Joe McKiernan, 
Tommy Reilly & P Toher. Drumeela 
\Sc. 1928.
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almost an extra curate, as he led the October Rosary, collected the dues and would surely have 
been a prime candidate for a Eucharistic Minister.

The present church caretakers are Vincent and Emily Murray who now reside in the house 
once owned by Matt Cassidy, so links with the past remain unbroken.

These links are particularly strong in Kate’s now Teach Duchais, where the local museum is 
housed, a treasury of memories and memorabilia. But Drumeela is more than a memory. It is 
still the capital of the half-parish. And the people of Drumeela keep soldiering on.
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THE LOCAL FAIR

T HE TOWN OF Carrigallen had always had a market or fair day dating back to 
the 18th century. In 1801 in Waltons Farmers Almanac gives the dates for the local 
fair in that year as 7th May, 10th August, 8th October and 25th December. How

ever, in the 19th Century, they tended to be on an ad hoc basis in response to supply and 
demand which varied a great deal due to the fact that the country was recovering from the 
Great Famine, and with the political unrest gatherings of people were not encouraged by the 
authorities.

In the early 1900’s the demand for an organised market was evident, so in 1910 a number 
of business people decided to organise a fair. The secretary of the fair committee was John 
Smith of Main Street with Con Dolan and John McLoughlin playing major parts.

The first fair was on third Monday of January and it was advertised in the Old Moore’s 
Almanac, an annual which listed all fair days in every town and village in Ireland.

The cattle were sold on the Green, a field to the rear of the old national school owned by 
John McLoughlin, while the pigs were sold from carts along the streets.

The types of cattle in the early part of this century, were mostly shorthorns followed later 
by Angus and Hereford. Cattle yards were provided by Con Dolan’s and McGaraghans, in 
which cattle were held until the new owner could take them home. Local men drove cattle to 
buyer’s land or to the railway station at Killeshandra. Willie McManus and Pee Richards often 
drove large herds of cattle to Longford or further. A man from Mohill. Michael Colreavy used 
to undertake longer drives, lasting for days following cattle on foot to the Midlands.

All the shops were busy on fair day and provided business-people with an excellent oppor
tunity to make extra money. Ulster Bank with its branch at Main Street and a sub-office ol 
the then Hibernian from Arva, provided the banking requirements.

Food and accommodation were provided at the Globe Hotel, Main Street, and Con Dolan’s
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Church Street. In later years meals were served in Whites’ McManus’, Doonan s and Fleming’s 
of Church Street.

Local tradespeople used fair days to exhibit their wares. They included the McManus family 
who sold haymakers’ handles, horse carts, turf steevens and whatever farm implement was 
appropriate for the time of year. Horse-drawn traps were auctioned by McCarrigan’s from 
Fermanagh, while the rate collector generally collected rates from farmers at the late spring 
and autumn fairs. Solicitors attended for the convenience of people. Veterinary surgeons who 
at that time were establishing their practices used fair days to meet the fanners and secure 
business.

Fairs started in early morning and by noon most of the business was complete, leaving the 
farmers and their wives, some of whom would have joined them by now, free to visit the vari
ous standings which were a feature of every fair day. These were on stalls from which delph, 
tools, second-hand clothes, harness and items of household goods were sold, while cabbage 
plants, young trees, hay and oats were sold convenient to the market house where a weight- 
bridge was provided. Straw for thatching and turf were also sold in the appropriate season.

Fair days meant different things to different people. To schoolchildren it was a day off 
school where they were free to ramble through the town and green amidst the animals while 
others enjoyed watching the men at the stalls use verse and rhyme to encourage people to buy 
from them. The most interesting of these was often the Black Doctor, a cavalier man who sold 
medicine which he assured you would cure all ailments ‘from a sprain on your wrist to a broken heart’.

Those who liked to gamble got their opportunity when the three-card-trick man set up his 
table, upon which lay three cards face down and you had to guess which one was the queen. 
Few won and more often than not the card man was moved on by the gardai or previously by 
the RIC.

Pigs were sold from carts with buyers representing McCarren’s of Cavan, Denny’s of Sligo, 
and in later years Lyons’, of Dromod and Hanley’s of Rooskey. Having sold their heavy pork 
pigs, some farmers would replace them with bonhams or suck pigs. In the war years (1940-45) 
some fairs and markets suffered due to irregularities in trade. Carrigallen was one of the casu
alties in this area. In the early fifties a group of people again came together to revitalize the 
fair, the campaign was led by Fr McNiffPP.

Having canvassed the surrounding parishes for livestock and secured leading buyers from all 
over the country, and the fair was arranged for the third Wednesday of March 1953. In an 
effort to create extra interest, prizes were given to the winners of all classes. The judging was 
carried out by a Mr Bradshaw, Mohill, and a Mr Foley, Oldcastle, ably assisted by Fr Comey. 
From early morning the roads were busy with cattle and carts carrying pigs. The fair was a 
success by any standard with the overall prize going to a Mr. Ferris of Drumbreanlis (whose
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farm is occupied by Noel Kiernan at present). At that time a springing cow 
was worth ^25-^28 and yearlings fetching £10-/)14.

With the business of the fair over, the people went home to complete their 
evening’s work before returning to a dance in the Gaelic Hall, known as the 
Show Fair Dance. Music was provided by Philip Reilly’s band. Philip lived in 
the townland ofTully South and was a very accomplished musician until his 
death at a very early age.

Throughout the years, fair-days played host to many exhibitions of farm 
animals and machinery. In early years, of this century stallion owners like the 
McDonalds of Corriga, McKeons of Cloone and Wilsons of Calloughs 
paraded their animals for the benefit of those who would be breeding foals. 
To exhibit on ‘show,' a stallion required great skill and on occasions when 
three or more were present in the town at one time even greater skill was 
needed. Throughout the late fifties and early sixties the fair was successful, but 
due to a combination of reasons ranging from the starting of marts in parts of 
the country, the banning of fairs during an outbreak of foot and mouth, and 
the blockade placed on fairs during farmer’s protests of 1966, the fair finally 
dwindled out.

.4him May &John Joe Dolan ofllist 
End Bar, prominent fair goers, c. 1960’s
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PATRICK CONNOLLY 1866-1914

orn in 1866 of Michael Connolly and Mary Creegan, Patrick Connolly was educated ; 
Beaghmore National School, Latin School, Moyne, and St Patrick’s College in Carlow. 

He was ordained in 1893.

He was Parish Priest of St. James’ Cathedral, Brooklyn, New York and formerly of Beaghbeg, 
Carrigallen. He died in Dublin as he was on his way back to his Diocese after spending a 

holiday with his relatives in Beaghbeg on the 23rd March 1914. He was 48 years old and in 
his 21st year of his Sacred Ministry. His remains are interred in Carrigallen Cemetery and he 

is commemorated by a plaque in Carrigallen Church by his brother and sister.

Mary Ellen Connolly

z
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FIANNA FAlL

A FTER THE FORMATION of Fianna Fail in May 1926, local members of 
Sinn Fein considered their position and eventually the greater part of them decided 
that they could further their cause by joining the new party’ led by Eamon De 

Valera. The first meeting was held in Cunnions bakery, Church Street, and later, as the atten
dance grew, moved to the Gaelic Hall.

It was not long before the new party had an administrative structure in place. In early 1927 
the first formal registration of the Carrigallen cumann as Tom Clarke Cumann was submitted 
to Fianna Fail Headquarters in Dublin along with an entry fee of 10 shillings. The register 
contained 48 members and a large number of associate members (notably all male, in contrast 
with today when women account for over half the membership).The first chairman was Fran
cis O’Rourke of Mullinadara. Secretary’ was John Smith of Main Street.

The initial work of the cumann was to create an awareness of the new party’s policies and 
enlist members and supporters while liaising with headquarters on the needs and ambitions of 
the people the party helped to serve.

One of the first big events the cumann organised was the visit of Eamon De Valera, which 
was scheduled for May 9th 1927. Plans to entertain him in Terry Lynch’s, which was a strong
hold for party supporters, were in doubt when the building was accidentally destroy'ed by fire 
some weeks earlier.

However the Lynch family were adamant that they could provide refreshments for Mr De 
Valera and his party of workers from headquarters along with the TD for the area at that time, 
Sam Holt of Carrick-on-Shannon. Dev was led into the town by the Drumreilly fife and 
drum band from the Mohill road to a platform at Terry’ Lynch’s where he delivered a speech. 
Crowds had been gathering all afternoon from the neighbouring parishes and also from 
nearby Cavan and Longford.
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Above:John Joe Farrelly. c. 1990 
Below: Mary Anne & Francis 
O'Rourke. Francis was thefirst chair
man of the local cumann. 1927.

Dev enjoyed the refreshments at Terry Lynch’s and took great heart from the fact that 
despite their plight they continued with their plans to host the event.

The turbulent years of the late twenties came and went, but it wasn’t until 1932 that the 
cumann had much to celebrate, when Mr De Valera finally secured a majority in Dail Eireann, 
despite the fact that no election had taken place in Sligo/Leitrim due to the death of one of 
the candidates during the election campaign. Nevertheless, the Tom Clarke cumann celebrated 
the national result with great zeal.Victorious TDs from neighbouring counties were invited to 
attend victory dances and functions.

Hugh Duff); Errew, a cumann member, successfully contested two council by-elections in 
the 1930’s, retiring at the end of his second term.

As the years rolled by, the cumann enjoyed the highs and lows of any political grouping. In 
the late forties and early fifties great divisions occurred within its ranks, as the sitting TD, Ben 
Maguire, had lost the whip and later stood as an independent candidate. Loyalties were divided 
between those who regarded him as an efficient representative and those who felt that, if Dev 
thought good of removing the whip from him, that was good enough for them. However, the 
vote held and when a new candidate, Stephen Flynn of Tarmon, Drumkeerin, emerged, the 
party faithfull closed ranks again.

The role of the cumann in the early days was to act as a medium between the rank and file 
supporters and the elected representatives, who tended to live a distance away from Carri
gallen. Delegates were appointed by the cumann to attend the Comhairle Ceantair meetings 
and Fheis selection conventions. However, the real work was to get out the vote on election 
day and this they did to the best of their ability. Many stories are told of high speed journeys 
from Killeshandra railway station with a voter. Canvassing door to door was carried out by 
cumann members accompanied by the candidate or an immediate family member. Indeed 
members soon earned a reputation as effective workers and were often called upon to canvas 
in other counties during by-elections.

The Tom Clarke cumann have been most fortunate in that all the party leaders with the 
exception of Sean Leinass have visited the area.

Following De Valera’s visit in 1927, the next leader’s visit was by Jack Lynch in May 1972 
while on a countrywide tour campaigning for a Yes vote to enter the EEC as it was then known. 
It occurred on Corpus Christi, a day on which a religious procession is held. Many were forced 
to choose between attending the procession and greeting their leader on his arrival.

The opening of the Tom Clarke Rooms was another occasion which featured in the 
history of the cumann. The late Brian Lenehan, minister of justice at that time, performed the 
opening on March 17th 1967. Lenehan was of course TD for Roscommon/Leitrim, of which 
Carrigallen was then part.
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AbovetTliomas E Kiernan. c. 1980 
D)i: Terence O'Rourke (Tasmania— 
brother of James), Fr M Dolan,
F McGovern, J Beale, Mr Dolan,
J J McDonagh & James O'Rourke. 
Irishmen resident in Tasmania, present 
a gift (a blackuwd walking-stick) to 
Mr De lalerafor his contribution 
to their homeland. The parr)1 was 
introduced by James O’Rourke, 
Carrigallen. c. 1930’s.

The presidential election of 1973 saw Erskine Childers visit the town during his successful 
campaign, and he was greeted by a large crowd upon whom he made a lasting impression. 
The election of Charles J Haughey as taoiseach in 1979 saw Ray McSharry (Sligo/Leitrim) 
appointed as minister of agriculture. The Tom Clarke cumann wasted no time in inviting the 
highly influential minister to a function in the town. The difficult period of the early 80s saw 
Fainna Fail in opposition for a time, during which Charles Haughey visited the county and 
made Carrigallen a port of call. He arrived on Sunday October 6th 1983 to a magnificent 
crowd whom he addressed from a platform in Main Street. Five provincial papers sent 
reporters to Carrigallen on that occasion who ran stories and interviews the following week.

During his term as minister of finance, Albert Reynolds TD, who was to become taoiseach 
within a few months, accepted an invitation to attend a parts' function held in Carrigallen 
during the local election campaign of 1991. Many friendships were made and some rekindled 
which have stood the test of the most trying time he experienced since then.

The last visit by a party leader was on June 9th 1996 when Mr Bertie Ahern TD visited the 
town and was received at the Community Centre by the cumann members before visiting the 
Corn Mill Theatre. Later he visited Anna B O’Keefes, in whose house the cumann meetings 
were held for many years up until recently, when they returned to Pat Masterson s-fortnerly 
Terry Lynch’s.

The reasons why such prominent party people see fit to visit our small town on such a fre-
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Julia & Hugh Duff)1. Hugh was 
elected to Leitrim County Council in 
1934 and served two terms e. 1920’s.

■
quent basis may have something to do with the various delegations who have visited them in 
their offices seeking assistance for the needs of a small community. Delegations led by Michael 
Duignan to a minister for education or by the late Tom Eddie Kiernan and J J Farrelly to a 
minister for agriculture, or the late Frank McGlynn to a minister for tourism and trade, or the 
frequent correspondence from numerous cumann representatives over the years to members 
on the front bench, have left the party headquarters in no doubt that the Tom Clarke cumann 
are a cumann with a mission.
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FOLKLORE
COLLECTED BY THE NATIONAL FOLKLORE 

DEPARTMENT FROM THE PARISH IN 1937

WHOOPING COUGH

This is locally called‘chin-cough’. The remains of bread eaten 
by a man and wife who had the same name before marriage is 
supposed to be a cure for this.
Put a grain of oatmeal in a child’s pinafore, let the ass take a grain 

of it in his mouth, make a cake of the rest and give it to the child 
to eat. The child was also put in and out through the ass’s legs. 
Another Cure was: If you get a bumble bee without searching 
for him put him, in a bottle, cork the bottle, let him die; and as 
the bee dies the whooping cough also goes.
Another cure to be found is to place the child near an ass and 
to make it walk three times underneath the ass at right angles 
to the position occupied by the ass. This is done in the Name 
of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost.

ERYSIPELAS

If this disease is suspected no person will mention the work 
‘erysipelas’ lest the complaint will develop badly and be .ill the 
more difficult to cure. Those who make cures for it always jeal
ously guard the secret. One of the ingredients is unsalted butter 
and this must be brought to the person who makes the cure.

He never provides it himself. It is known that prayers are said by 
those who make the cure but those prayers are kept a secret. If a 
cure is not effected in the course of the moon in which the 
disease made its appearance, the whole process must be gone 
through again.

Hair from the head of a posthumous child is said to be a cure 
for erysipelas
The Cure is made of chicken weed and unsalted butter. Some 

prayers are also used.
The seventh son or daughter is said to have the Cure ot the 

Running Worm. A worm is put in the baby’s hand and if 
he/she has the cure the worm dies in his/her hand. The person 
who has the Cure rubs his hand on a Monday and Thursday on 

the person affected.

STYE IN THE EYE

Pluck nine thorns from a gooseberry bush and point one at the 
stye each morning for nine mornings, saying ‘In the Name of 
the Father etc.’, and then throw away the thorn across the right 
shoulder. The cure was complete on the 9th morning.
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WARTS

Same cure as above—nine gooseberry’ thorns. But a more 
popular one is to put a ‘fasting spit' on the wart each morning 
for nine mornings saying Tn the Name of the Father etc.’

RINGWORM

The popular remedy is the mercury’ belt. Mercury is placed 
inside a belt and the belt is worn around the body till a cure is 
effected. It is said prayers are used when the belt is being 
constructed. Another remedy is to rub a gold ring 3 times a 
day for 3 days around the spots saying, Tn the Name of the 
Father, etc.’.This is also done for a rash called locally ‘wild fire’. 
This generally appears on the face.

MUMPS

A donkey’s winkers are put on the child and he is led around 
the pig sty 3 times for 3 mornings and the child says ‘Hurrish 
na muca higga do leacna. Cure of the mumps’.

SPRAIN

(Locally ‘strain’) Certain persons are supposed to cure this by 
simply rubbing their hand along the affected part saying some 
prayers whilst doing so. The affected part is also held in the 
water of a running stream. This acts as a cold fomentation. 
The person who has the Cure ties a thread with a number of 
knots on it around the affected part

TOOTHACHE

For this the old people advise making a Station atTubber- 
patrickWell in the Townland of Aughawillan. Various prayers 
are prescribed and the affected person is told to tie a rag on the 
bush adjoining the well.

SORE EYES

A sort of moss which grows on the blackthorn or sloe bush is 
boile:d along with tobacco and butter (some insist upon 
unsalted butter) for about 20 minutes and when cool the mix
ture is applied to the sore.

FALLING PALATE

This is cured by taking the affected person by the hair of the 
head and giving it a short quick pull. The roof of the mouth 
gradually goes back to its proper position.

SWINE FEVER

Locally called ‘the disorder’.The cure in this case, consists in 
burning the Alphabet from a child’s infant book under the pig’s 
nose. The procedure is as follows:
Each letter is cut our separately and each letter is burned sepa
rately under the animals nose, beginning with Z and proceed
ing backwards to A. Some prayers are said but those having the 
cure refuse to give the proper prayers.

SWELLING IN CATTLE

This is said to be caused by the animals eating or drinking a 
small insect locally called a‘aherib’.The animal continues to 
swell to an enormous size and finally the body will burst if a 
cure is not effected. Every person named Cassidy is said to 
have the cure. All a person of this name has to do is simply rub 
down the animal with his hand from head to tail. Any article of 
clothing belonging to a person of the name Cassidy will have 
the same effect, i.e his cap, coat, etc.
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CURE FOR THE HEART

The person who has the Cure got a cup of oatmeal filled well, 
a handkerchief was tied around the cup. The cup was put up to 
the heart and some prayers said. If there were any holes or 
marks on top of the meal when taken from the heart, the heart 
was diseased, but if it remained level the heart was sound.

CURE OF THE SPRAIN

The person who has the Cure ties a thread with a number of 
knots on it around the affected part. Mary' Kiernan, Aughaw
illan, has the cure at present.

CURE FOR A BURN

A cabbage leaf with unsalted butter on it or a grated potato 
was used as a dressing. When the burn was got, cow’s manure 
was put on it to keep out the air.

TO STOP BLEEDING:

A cobweb was put to the wound. A herb called Stanlis was 
sometimes put on.

MARRIAGE CUSTOMS IN THIS PART

Told by Brigid Kiernan, Drumbreanlis
Aged 80 years

A farmer's eldest son always gets his father’s land here. If he has some 
sisters, fortunes are made on the farm for them or if that cannot be 

done they go to America or England or get positions somewhere in Ire
land. One sister often stays in the ‘old place’ until her brother gets 
married. Then she get the fortune that his wife brings. That leaves the 
son that he always has to look for a fortune.

When the son is ready to get married some one of his friends leaves 
out a wife for him whom he thinks suitable. Then that ftiend and the 
boy who is about to marry go to the girl’s house some night provided 
with a bottle of whiskey. The friend tells the girl’s father their business, 
the fortune that the old man is able to give is discussed, and the 
amount of land the bridegroom has. If both parties are satisfied the bot

tle is drunk and a night appointed that they will return. The intended 
bride gets ready the tea and has very little to say in the matter. She 

nearly always falls in with her fathers wishes. The next night they 
return, the marriage day is arranged. The boy then has to go to the 
parish priest for “the writings” and has to go to some town to buy the 
ring.Tlie wedding ceremony is in the parish church to which the bride 
belongs. The wedding is held in the brides fathers. The wedding party 
dance in a bam all night and sometime before morning the bride goes 
home with her husband and there is a big party where they continue to 
dance and drink until morning.

About 30 years ago, rhe bride did not go home until about a week 
after her marriage. The wedding took place in herfathers home. The 
night she went home with her husband was called the night of‘the 
dragging home’. A big party was held in the groom’s house that night. 
There were what wen' called ninaway marriages about 40 years ago in 
Ireland. Sometimes the girl’s father was not pleased with the amount or 
the quality cf the land the boy was getting or it might be that the boy’s 
father was not satisfied with the girl's dowry. The young man being
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anxious to get married ran away, that is, they went some night together 
to a friends house and remained there until they were brought back 
again to their parents' homes. They were not married until three weeks 
after the runaway. In the meantime their names were called out by the 
priest from the altar after Mass and they had to go up to the altar rails 
and apologise publicly for the scandal they had given.
Nowadays a bride brings a trunk home with her to hold her clothes. 

Long ago (about 30 or 40 years ago) a special box was made for her 
by a carpenter. This box was filled with home made linen sheets, some 
fine and some coarse, home made blankets and quilted quilts, made on 
a “quilting frame" by the brides mother. There was a home made 
“tick” spun and woven at home filled with feathers placed on the top 
of the full box, outside of this was placed the quilted quilts. It was then 
put on a cart. The bride’s mother sat on the top of it and very proudly 
her husband drove her to her daughter’s home the day after ‘the drag
ging home’.

FUNERALS AND WAKES 70 YEARS AGO

Told by James Me Kiernan, Drumbreanlis, who heard it from 
his father.

When a person died 70 years ago, the first tiring done was send 
for the sheets to a particular house. These sheets were woven in 
the locality by a weaver named Micky Fitzpatrick. Most of the 
farmers wives got sheets woven by him but this woman 
happened to be careful and had half a dozen fine sheets left 
aside. The neighbours for a couple of miles around knew this 
and used to send for the loan of them to put around the bed in 
which a corpse was laid out. The beds then were covered beds 
called “tester beds” with a boarded cover over the head and 
curtains hanging down in front. When a corpse was being laid 
out the sheets were put to cover the two ends of the bed and 
top, and sometimes leaves of laurel were pinned here and there 
on them in the shape of a cross. After the funeral the sheets ,

were washed and ironed and sent back to the owner to be kept 
safely until another death occurred.

The next tiling done was send for the funeral charges. These 
consisted of tobacco, pipes, whiskey and a car. Then the “caoin- 

ers” were sent for. These were women who were particularly 
good at the Irish “caoin”. They charged some money for going 
a distance to “caoin”. All the wake the “caoiners” caoined.The 
older people drank and the young people played games. One 
game was called “the nine daughters”, another was called “the 
mulberry bush”.They marched in and out playing these games. 

Songs were also sung, generally sad songs but the best singers 
were called on to sing. At the funeral die “caoiners” attended 
and “caoined” at certain places along the road to the graveyard 
and also in the graveyard. Every man at the funeral got a glass 

of whiskey or more. A large funeral cost a lot of money and no 
matter how poor the friends were the deceased “had to be 
buried decent” and poor people were often in debt for years 
after a funeral.

THE HIGH WIND OF 1839

Told by James Kiernan, Drumbreanlis
Aged 66 years.
There were no carts at this time. People around here made use 
of a vehicle called a “truck”. It had one wheel in the centre, 
something like the wheel of a box barrow. It took eight men to 
turn it on the road. It was on the road near the bridge in 
Errew the night of the big wind and was turned by the storm 
on the road.

A hay shed was carried from one side of the road to the other 
in Aughawillan. All the windows were blown out of a house in 
Drumbreanlis.
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HEDGE SCHOOLS

Told by Mrs Dan Kiernan Errew
There was a hedge school in Errew taught by Micky Donnel- 

lan in the corner of a garden owned by a man named Reilly. 
There was another in Cornaugh opposite where Armstrongs 

shop is now, taught by a man named Sweeney who carried 
crutches but could cross ditches as quickly as anyone. 
Afterwards he taught in John Healy’s barn in Cornaugh.

LOSS OF BUTTER
In June 1860, in the County Longford, there lived a man 
named Farrell with his wife and three children.They had four 
milch cows but no matter how they churned, or for how long, 
no butter came. Nothing but froth was on the milk in the 
churn, even after several hours work.
As well as being a farmer, he was a cooper by trade. He had 
several neighbours accused of'taking the butter’ but not the 
right one. There was a neighbouring man called McGuirk.This 
man was called the ‘witchman’ and was supposed to possess the 

charm for restoring the butter.
He told them to prepare a churning for the following Tuesday 
morning at eight o’clock. He gave them the following instruc
tions which they were to follow carefully. ‘Have three red 
hoops around the churn and twelve harrow pins in the fire. 
Have the windows blinded, the keyhole stuffed and let in no 
light.’They did all these things, and they started to churn.They 
were almost 10 minutes at the work when a knock came to 
the door and a voice cried,‘Let someone run for the Doctor 
my mother is dying.’They stopped churning and one went for 
the doctor whilst others went to see the sick woman.The 
woman got well and then they returned to resume the churn

ing but no butter came.
They went again to the witchman and told him what

happened. He told them they would now have their butter if 
his instructions had been carried out. However, he now told 
them to go to the house of the neighbour who knocked at the 
door and to take a small quantity of milk from each cow 
belonging to that person.They were to mix this milk with 
their own in the churn. They went to the house but the byre 
door was locked. One man stood at the kitchen door to let no 
one out whilst the others tore a hole in the roof of the byre to 
get in.They got in through the hole but the cows ‘put up fight’ 
to them and it was with great difficulty they got them milked. 
They took it home and did as the witchman had told. They 
had plenty of butter ever after.
Related by James Cunnion, 84 years, Cornafest

AMBUSH IN DRUMSILLA WOOD

This wood is in the townland of Drumsilla about two miles on 
the east side of Carrigallen and on the main road to Killeshan
dra and Cavan. About the year 1820 a land agent named Cor
coran from Cavan was waylaid and robbed in this wood. He 
had been collecting rents for several days before, in the village 
of Cloone, about seven miles from Carrigallen and within five 
miles of Mohill, County Leitrim. Three men named Mulryan, a 
blacksmith, Rorke and Reilly, conspired to rob the agent when 
he would be returning to Cavan. They came from Cloone to 
Drumsilla Wood and lay in wait for him there. He was driving 
a fine horse and had the money concealed in the ‘well’ of the 
car. He also carried a revolver but got no chance to use it. 
Before he realised fully what was happening one man has 
seized die horse by the bridle, a second seized Corcoran and 
dragged him down from the car, w'hilst the third man searched 
for and found the money in a canvas bag in the well of the car. 
They did not injure Corcoran but deprived him of his gun. 
They then disappeared across the country through Clooncor
rick Wood and back to Cloone. Corcoran made his way to
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Drumsilla House, then owned by Captain O’Brien, who was 
also a magistrate. O’Brien immediately saddled the best horse 
he had in his stable and set out for Cloone.When passing Mul- 
ryan’s forge, Mulryan appeared at the door with a red horse 
shoe in his hand and shouted to O’Brien that his horse had 
lost a shoe. O’Brien would not wait but pushed on to Cloone, 
which was close by Mulryan was suspected of the robbery and 
was arrested and tried at a Courthouse near Carrigallen.This 
Courthouse was situated at Kivvy Cross, just below the village. 
It was a large room attached to a dwelling house on tire land of 
people named Rorke.This land was sold afterwards and the 
house was repaired. It is now in the possession of a Miss Weir, a 
Protestant lady. O’Brien had to admit that he saw Mulryan at 
his forge door when he reached the forge. This fact cleared 
Mulryan, but he was so swift a runner that he had reached his 
forge, reddened a shoe and was standing at the door when 
O’Brien passed by. Corcoran had only about forty' perches to 
go from the scene of the robbery to O’Briens house and 
O’Brien made no delay in setting out. It was said that the 
other two men had the money near some fort in Aughavas 
Parish but owing to their fear and state of mind at the time, 
they forgot where they hid it.
Related by John Sheridan, 67 Years, Cloughla.

WAKES

It is worth recording the beliefs and customs pertaining to 
wakes in this district.The wake proper as I knew it in my youth is 
a thing of the past. A recent order of the Bishop of Kilmore 
requires all corpses to be deposited in the Church after the first 
night. This was an excellent decree as it saves the relatives and 
friends already worn out with a long drawn illness from the 
responsibility of a wake. Before this, however, the church had 
stepped in with many of the malpractices and scandals which so 
marred many of the Irish wakes of the past. Even our greatest 
admirers will not endorse or support many of the rough games and 
suggestive tricks which went by the name of fun in such places.'

I will begin by giving a list of pisreoga connected with wakes.

1 Usually the clocks are stopped at a death and the hands 
indicate the hour of death.

2 The cat was put under a creel until after the funeral, for it 
was generally believed that, if the cat crossed the corpse and 
then crossed somebody else, that person would soon die. This 
belief probably was due to a hazy idea that a cat’s fur very eas
ily transmitted the disease from the dead to the living..

3 Every hanging picture w'as removed from the walls; and 
three candles inserted in brass candlesticks representing the 
Trinity stood lighted at the head of the bed.

4 If a mother went to the funeral, her eldest son would die 
before a year.

5 The coffin must not be carried across the house or all the 
household would die.

6. No coal must leave the house on the day of the funeral.

When a person died it was, and is, usual to lift one’s hat and say 
‘Lord have mercy on him’. During the evening of the death, 
two of the relatives were dispatched to the town for the 
‘carplements’, i.e. the coffin and shroud together with the 
requirements of the w'ake and funeral. These consisted of a 
couple of pounds of uncut plug, clay pipes, say half a gross, 
bread, butter, jam and tea. Whiskey used to be an essential at 
wakes until it was marked as a reseived sin.
The giving of drink at wakes was carried to such extent that 
many families were swamped and crippled with debt for years. 
When, as often happened, the Great Reaper visited the same 
family two or three times in a couple of years, it can easily be 
understood that this compulsory hospitality often proved a 
withering blight on a once happy and prosperous household.
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THE WORM 
This rhyme was written c. 1910 by 

James McIntyre, Beaghmore, about 
a worm that was brought over 
accidentally to America from Ire
land in a sod. Related by Jainsie 
McManus.

It was on a bright September’s 
morn

Beneath the flowery shade 

A little worm of common hue 

His winter’s home had made 

Within a green and fertile sod 

With wild flowers will bedecked 

A nicer place wherein to dwell

He hardly could expect.

And as he roamed his new 
demesne

He thought in heedless glee

In all this land no worm has 

As nice a place as me 

For I'll be dry and warm now 

Until the winter’s spent 

No hungry bird will find me here 

So now I am content

Hie breezy lake will me awake

When Spring does return 

So here I'm sure I am secure 

I have no cause to mourn 

But as he spoke a maid did stray 

Across that smiling plain 

A sod to choose to bring with her 

Beyond the watery main.

For she was bound for 
distant lands 

In a short hour or two 

And as he paused he heard her say 

This very sod will do 

For often when I’m far away 

T’will surely me remind

Of home and friends I loved so 
dear

And now must leave behind.

Hie parting from his native home

it grieved his heart full sore

To think that he might never see

Nor visit Beaghamore

But still they promised him 
to bring

Into a fairer land

Where he'd see many a splendid 
sight

And be a yankee grand.

Not long was he upon the Sea

Wien his health began to fail

He knew he would never 
reach the land

For which he had set sail.

11 hile fast across the surging foam

Hie gallant ship was flying

Hie worm faster in his cage

From want of drink was dying.

His glossy coat began to fade

He marked its fast decay

And soon he felt his strength 
decline

And courage die away

He longed to be at home again

Beneath the balmy bower

Wien he could hear the small 
birds sing

And feel the cooling showers.

For thirst and hunger soon subdues

Hie courage of the brave

Hie nest he made and called his 
home

Would soon become his grave

And when at last they loosed his 
cage

Hie captive to set free

Hiey found him cold and stiff in ■ 
death

llhicli grieved them for to see.

And yet that little sod retains 

Hie ashes of its brave 

And many a weary mile divides 

His birth place and his grave.
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SINKING OF 
THE TITANIC 
Written by James McIntyre, 

Related by Jamsie McManus.

The sea was calm, the stars shone 
bright

The wind uas scarce a breath

When Britain’s pride, her youngest 
ship

Ran madly to her death.

With two and twenty hundred souls 

Bound for America 

unconscious of the iceberg large 

That formally barred her way.

That Jfom the Arctic frozen felds

By angry currents roil

Afeaful monster of the North

Or deadly errand sent

Came down that night when 
all was still

And blocked the steamer’s way 

And like a tiger crouching low 

Awaitedfor its prey.

Upon her maiden voyage bound 

With speed unequalled yet 

The gallant ship Titanic came 

Her throttles open set 

Propelled by engines pourful 

The mightiest man could make 

T’was her determination 

All fast records to break

Unheeding friendly awning 

As if impelled by fate 

Her flying speed was never checked 

Until it was too late 

At three and twenty knots an hour 

The mistress of the Sea 

Was rammed against the frozen foe 

Which proved her destiny

For she received a fatal blow 

That made her timbers reel 

The ragged ice tore off her plates 

And pierced her hull of steel 

And left a deadly gaping wound 

Along the giant side 

And soon the surging waters Jlowed 

Just through the opening wide

Upon the bridge in deep dismay 

The Captain stood aghast 

For well he knew her maiden trip 

Would also be her last 

And oe’rhis palidfeatures stole 

A look of agony 

To think that all so very soon 

Must slumber in the sea.

His painfttl task lie realised 

As from his pale lips burst 

That tvell remembered warning 

Wbmen and children first 

For since uv cannot save yon all 

Brave men now stand aside

And tntst the women to the boats 

And the mercy of the tide.

That scene of desolation before 
your mind 

May dwell.

The horrors of that auful night

No tongue can ever tell

Where loving wives their 
husbands left

Their hearts I’m sure were sore 

And sweethearts parted on that deck 

To meet on earth no more.

And many an exiles soaring hope

With that great ship went down 

Of prospects bright in distant lands 

Of fortune and renotvn 

The heart of all America 

With honest pride may swell 

The roll of the Titanic’s dead 

Is quite enough to tell
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Of how her sons so bravely died

Thai others might he saved

Their cherished memory in 
our hearts

Will ever be engraved.

For while the rolling ocean 

Their ashes consecrate 

In silent admiration 

Their deeds we venerate

The pages of our history 

Their names may well adorn 

Their deeds of bravery be told

To ages yet unborn 

For since the goal of valour first 

The pride of man became 

It never was more proudly won 

Than on that deck of fame

When millionaire and 
peasant shared 

The fate of that great ship 

With faces that betrayed no fear 

Through prayer moved every lip 

Marshalled on the deck above 

The officers and crew 

With willing hands stood ready now 

Their duty for to do.

No thoughts had they themselves 
to save

The feeble and the weak 

Must first be placed in sefety 

Their posts they wont forsake 

The old tradition of his race 

more cherished than his life 

The British tar will still uphold 

Till death will end the strife

And many an act of bravery 

And courage was displayed 

As there between the sea and sky 

The crowded life boats swayed 

And far and wide across the wave 

The call for help was sent 

And high into the air above 

The fiery rockets went

To summon aid that never came

Tis sad to tell the tale 

Another ship at anchor lay 

Within an hour’s sail.

And though her Captain 
plainly saw 

The signals of distress 

He prized the safety of his own 

Too dear he must confess

Fullfifteen hundred helpless beings

T’was in his power to save

Were left unaided there to die

And share the ocean’s grave

But quickly the boats were filled

And launched upon the main

Though scarce a third of 
the passengers

Was all they could contain.

As for the rest all hopes being gone 

To die they must prepare 

And sad and solemn was the sight 

As each one knelt in prayer 

The flag was flying at the mast 

The light shone brilliantly 

As if they neared a friendly port 

In calm security

And their last hour on earth to cheer

The band played solemnly

That sad sweet strain befitting well

Nearer My God to Thee.

And as the silver trumpets tried

Their dismal thoughts to drown

They waved adieu, then sank 
from view

So many fathoms down

And on each boat, there 
quickly spread 

A gloom of dark despair

Their longfelt hopes were 
sinking low

That aid would reach them there 

But the ‘Carpathia’ heard the call 

Though many leagues away

Ignored all danger to herself 

And went without delay

Through icy fields and mountains 

She had to navigate.

Her captain was a sailor brave 

And would not hesitate 

And as the day began to dawn 

The rescuing ship espied 

The sad survivors of the wreck 

Full many o f whom had died

All that was left of what had been 

A few short hours before

The mightiest, proudest 
floating home 

That ever ocean bore 

And oe’r the side each little boat 

H&s taken tenderly 

And fainting forms were soon revived 

H il/i hospitality

And as their doleful task was done 

And they could do no more 

I Hth silent prayers for all gone down 

They headed for die shore.
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LOCAL HAPPENINGS

Drumeela district is rich in folklore. An old rock, not far from the school and lying in the 
townland of Corglass is still pointed out as the Mass Rock. One tradition tells of a confirmation 
ceremony carried out in the penal days. At the cross-roads just below the school the boys and 
girls had gathered and an open-air dance was in full swing. Fun and frivolity were in the air as 
the piper with drone and skirl and bats wing trill lent the wings of music to airy feet. Scouts were 
on the surrounding hills and all felt safe.
Suddenly the piper left aside his bagpipes and stepped up to a friendly thorn bush. In a few-- min

utes he had donned the robes of a bishop and was soon engaged in the ceremony of Confirma
tion. According to local belief, confirmation w'as administered several times in the district in this 
manner.

National Folklore Department. 1937 

Compiled by Raymond Hackett & Michael Reilly

HORSE CORN MORTAR

I recall a story told to me by my grandmother many years ago. During the construction of the 
chapel in the 1840’s, the workmen were fed on stirabout.

Amongst the many people who worked on the building, were some English stonecutters, who 
referred to the stirabout as horse corn mortar. They also called boxty, bog-stick.
My great grandfather,Thomas Rowan, Drumbreanlis, worked on the site, as did his brother-in- 
law, John Kiernan.
Another stonecutter mentioned was Pat Reilly, w'ho’s daughter was married to Charlie Sw'eeney, 
Bredagh.

Joe Doonan
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THE MIDWIFE’S JAUNT

Y AGE AND a fair memory bring me back to many events. I will begin with 

an old lady, Margaret Sullivan, Mullinadara. She was born at Mullinaghta, 

Co Longford, around 1819. Later on in life she met Phil Maguire from Carri

gallen, when both worked on a large farm at harvest times. After their marriage they returned 

to Mullinadara and had a family of three daughters and one son. Unfortunately two of the 

daughters were dumb. Their son died around 20 of age, he was a very big man of remarkable 

strength. The third daughter was a very normal person and got married to John Cassidy, a 

local man. The two other girls were taken to Dublin to an institute for the deaf and dumb. 

At a mission there they met two men, also mutes, John McCartin and Edward O’Brien. The 

sisters later married these two men.

By this time Mrs Maguire had been attending at births as a midwife—not as official 

midwife, but as assistant to the local doctor who had great confidence in her. Soon she had 

become very popular and much sought after due to her knowledge ot midwifery. But some

thing else was at work: her sight was declining rapidly and in a short rime it had disappeared. 

I can remember her, a very tall strong woman and her completely closed eyes.

This looked like the end, but she continued on. Her biggest problem was getting to houses. 

The people who called for her had to have assistance to carry her to their house. I remember 

her leaving her home in this manner. Everyone held great faith m her, and the Doctor had 

great belief in her attention and help. Our house was close to her home. I still can recall many 

events dealing with all this. 1 saw people come to her home and take her away, people 1 never
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saw before. I saw old Dr O’Reilly bring her to assist him in difficult circumstances. With all 

this she became much sought after. Of course there was never any instance of neglect with 

regard to he wonderful and dedicated work, which was remarkable considering Margaret was 

a blind old lady.

After a long hard life, she was laid to rest in Carrigallen Cemetary on a warm June day in 

1923, aged 104. Now, the painful part: after delivering so many babies, her funeral was 

attended by four men only.
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TEACH DOCHAIS

EACH D 0 C H A1S-Schoolhouse, Stable for the priest’s horse, Sacristan’s 

House, Shop, Post Office, now Community Centre.

It’s most colourful time was during Kate Dolan’s reign, which started in 1939,

when Fr Pat McCabe, then parish priest, appointed Kate, wh was from Glangevlin, to the post 

of sacristan for Drumeela Church. She subsequently started a shop in Drumeela, having had 

previous experience of similar work in Beaghmore. Kate stocked an wide range of goods: 

pigmeal, baby food, can openers, sweets, as well as the usual tea, flour and sugar. She was 

appointed Post Mistress in 1943, and the shop extended it’s range of activities to include the 

post office.

Many stories abound of Kate’s operations, and it was here that some local children got educa

tion in manners—and in banking. In one such incident, a lad from the master’s room (sixth class) 

went shopping in Kate’s for six penny bars. After Kate checked in many boxes, she told him she 

had not six. When the lad duly said,‘a half dozen will do’, Kate ran him with some choice words 

and phrases ringing in Iris ears. In those days, when you mightn't have money, you could get 

your daily requirement of sweets and ice cream on loan, and pay the next day. Indeed, many 

transactions involved paying for yesterday’s and borrowing for today’s at the same time.

Kate died in 1983, 44 years after she arrived in Drumeela. The job of caretaker and church 

sacristan was to continue in the hands ofThomas and Elizabeth Kenny until their deaths, 

Thomas in 1993 and Elizabeth in 1996. The church is now in the capable hands ofVincent 

and Emily Murray, Drumeela.
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Right: Kate Dolans shop and post 
office (1985) before its transformation 
to Teach Dt'ichais (below). 1996. 
Opposite page: back—Gene O'Kelly, 
Tommy McCarte, Monsignor J A 
Young, Anna Rose Connolly, Micheal 
McGovern & Geraldine Cassidy. 
Front:Josephine Maguire, Marie 
McCartin, Myra O'Rourke, Mary 
McCarte & Winnie Lynch. Teach 
Duchais committee. 1996.
Right: Some of the artifacts on display 
in the Teach Duchais museum. 1994.
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Following Kate’s death, the building lay unoccupied for some years.Fr John A Young, 

backed by the Macra na Feirme committee, instigated a project to have the building 

refurbished and converted to a community centre and local museum. The first committee of 

Teach Duchais was elected on October 11th 1989, with Canon Young presiding, and consisted 

of the following officers and committee: President: Eugene O’Kellv Senior; Chairman, 

Michael McGovern;Vice-Chairman, Seamus O’Rourke; Secretary, Marie McCartin;Treasurer, 

Pat Mitchell. Committee Members: Canon Young, Tonmiy McCartin, Mart’ Kiernan, John 

Lynch,Tommy Moran.

The refurbishment was successfully completed, and Teach Duchais was officially opened on 

May 7 th 1990 by the Tanaiste, Mr John P Wilson. The centre is now a vibrant parish meeting 

place, and is used for all manner of activities and parish events including whist drives, garden 

club meetings, art classes, funeral refreshments, historical research. FAS training courses. REPS 

and the annual parish reunion.

A generous donation was made to the parish by the late Jim McCartan, who gave a field to

si
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enhance the facilities of the parish. A number of ideas are being considered for the develop

ment of this site, and these are presendy being pursued by the Teach Duchais committee.

The committee comprises: president, Monsignor John Young; chairman, Micheal McGov

ern; vice chairman, Gene O’Kelly; secretary, Martina Gorby; joint treasurers, Winnie Lynch 

and Geraldine Cassidy; PRO, John Lynch; members, Moira O’Rourke, Marie McCartin, 

Benny O’Rourke and Sheila Mitchell.

Teach Duchais is set to continue its essential role of community involvement and support 

into the 21st century.
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MONSIGNOR 
J A YOUNG

A TRIBUTE

OHN ANTHONY YOUNG was born in February 1921 in Drumcrave,
J

Cavan of Bernard Young and Mary Ann O’Reilly. He was educated in Drumcrave 
NS and St Patricks College. He studied for the priesthood, in the Irish College, 

Paris from 1938-1939. He attended St Kieran s College, Kilkenny 1939-1944 and was
ordained in Cavan Cathedral on June 18th 1944 by Bishop Lyons.

His first appointment in 1944 was to St Austin’s, Kenilworth, in the Archdiocese of Birm
ingham, where he was until 1951. On his return to Ireland he was appointed to Aughawillan 
in 1951, transferred to Creevelea in 1953 and then to Ballinamore in 1957.

Ballinamore presented a big challenge-emigration was rife and with the closure of the Nar
row Gauge Railway in 1959 deep depression set in. Fr Young set about rebuilding the morale 
of the people, renewing their confidence by preaching hope, self-help and pride in themselves 
and their parish. He believed that old people should be kept in their own locality as long as 
possible, rather than being admitted to an institution. With the local St Vincent De Paul 
Society he pioneered in 1968 a housing scheme known as ‘Trathnona’ which provided thirty- 
dwellings for the elderly of the area. The development became a model for similar work by 
voluntary organisations all over the country. He was instrumental in persuading the Rehabili
tation Institute to set up a sheltered workshop in Ballinamore for the physically and mentally 
handicapped. Because of his interest in health and social welfare matters, he was appointed to 
the newly formed Health Board by Erskine Childers, then minister for health and has been 
re-appointed by successive ministers since then. He was also a member of the National Social 
Service Council 1970-1980 whose function was to advise the Government on budgetary- 
policy, health and social welfare policy, and on co-operation between voluntary and statutory- 
bodies. He is the only clergyman member of a health board in Ireland. He was responsible for 
the building of and the collection of funds for the new church of St Patrick completed in
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Fr Young. 1944.

1963. He was one of six people who purchased the old railway buildings 
which later became 'St Felim’s’ Diocesan College. He organised the building 
of the New National School for boys in 1964, was chairman of Leitrim Co 
tourism committee. He was founder member of the “Leitrim Guardian”, the 
“drama festival’ and the “credit union”. He was appointed Parish Priest in 
Carrigallen in 1982.

One of the first organisations to benefit from his drive and enthusiasm was 
the Community Players. When the Corn Mill theatre was just an idea, his 
encouragement was invaluable. He donated on behalf of the parish the site on 
which the theatre stands. He was instrumental in bringing about the Building 
of a well equipped health centre in 1986. He was made Canon in 1985.
___  z

Through various FAS schemes he developed the cemeteries in Carrigallen, 
Drumeela and Errew. Teach Duchais in Drumeela, consisting of a small 
community centre and a museum, which helps to give the area an identity is a 
source of pride for all.

The new national school, Scoil Mhuire, opened in 1985 and was probably 
one of his crowning glories. It was built at a time when government spending 
in the area on education was minimal. In that same year, he was made Canon 
by Bishop Francis McKiernan.

Fr Youngs Golden Jubilee was in 1994. It gave the people of Carrigallen 
parish an opportunity to express the depth of love and affection that they felt 
for a man who had done so much for them. As a fitting honour for all he had 
achieved he was made Monsignor in 1995.

Anyone who knows Fr Young will be aware that he puts little value on 
titles such as Canon or Monsignor and indeed prefers just to be called 
‘Father’. While his modesty and sincerity prevent him from feeling pride at 
being so honoured, we, the people of Carrigallen, feel a great sense of pride, 
both in him and on his behalf

To pay tribute to Fr Young solely on the basis of his countless material 
achievements would be to do him an injustice. It is his deep faith and spiritu
ality that is the driving force behind all he does. It may be said that he tries to 
cloak these qualities behind a veneer of pragmatism and mischievousness, but 
has genuine concern for his parishioners and his desire to see all doing well, is 
what makes us so lucky to have him as our priest. Long may he continue to 
lead and brine us to God.
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DRUMEELA PIONEERS

EJ

Treasurer

RUM EEL A PIONEERS WAS founded on March 8th, 1942. The working 
council were as follows: Spiritual Director: Rev Fr Patrick McCabe, PP, Carrigallen. 
President: Matthew Cassidy, Longfield. Secretary: Vincent Cassidy, Longfield. 

:John Maguire, Nedd. Other members who joined on that day were, John O’Brien;
Annagh; Edward Kiernan, Drumeela; Nora Maguire, Newtown; May McKeever, Druminshin- 
gore; Peggie Rourke, Drumshangore; Elizabeth Toher, Druminure; Ita McGerty, Annagh; 
Tommy McCarte, Longfield; John Joe Cassidy, Longfield; Josephine Kiernan, Cloncoose.

At their second annual general meeting there were 44 members enrolled in the Pioneer 
Association. The working council remained unchanged until 1953 when Fr Patrick McNiff 
became Spiritual Director. In 1955 Fr Eamon Lynch succeeded him. Matthew Cassidy 
remained President, Vincent Cassidy remained Secretary for 21 years.

June 26th 1949 saw the Pioneers take their first day trip. It was to Croke Park where 
32 members went to join in the Mass and celebrations of the Golden Jubilee of the Pioneer 
Association. A new banner was made for the occasion by Francis McLoughlin, Killeshandra.

On June 26th 1956, the Pioneers Association held their first social in the National School 
with invited members from Kildallon, Aughavas, Killeshandra, Drumreilly and Templeport. 
The profit from the night was £5-19-7d.

The 15th annual general meeting was on February 7th, 1957. The treasurer reported 
£8-11 -1 Od in the funds. A new members council list was drawn up for the year. The members 
were, John Dolan Michael Lee, Bridie Taffee, Elizabeth Lee, Eamon Kiernan, Mart’ Kate 
Roche, Maura McEntire and Thomas McCarte. In 1963 a new Spiritual Director was 
appointed, Rev Fr Patrick Young. 1964 President, Matt Cassidy, Drumeela: Secretary, Tommy 
Moran, BalIinamore;Treasurers: Maura McEntire and Mary Kate Roche.

Officers in the 1970s were Fr Oliver Kelly, Tommy Moran, Michael Lee, Veronica Dolan. 
The 1980 AGM saw new Officers elected and Fr John AYoung, Spiritual Director. Patrick
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Back: Vincent Cassidy, John 

Dolan, Michael Lee, Tommy 

McCarte, Oliver Galligan &

Par Fitzpatrick.

Middle:Teresa McGerty, Mary 

Kate Dolan, Christina Lee & 

Veronica McKeon.

Front: Noel Lee, Fiona O’Rourke 

& Teresa O’Rourke. Drumeela 

Pioneers, c. 1990.

Fitzpatrick, Maura Lynch, Tommy Brady, Cathriona O’Kelly, Jacqueline Gilhooly, John Shan
non, Mary' McCarte, Ann Shannon and Noel Lee.

In 1983 the Officers put great effort into making the Pioneer Association more accommo
dating to the youth. They prepared a Social Side to the Pioneers, where two generations 
would work well together, talent shows, day tours, sport days, table quiz teams, competitions 
between other centres and discos. It proved a great success. In 1987 a ballad group and senior 
old time waltzing group, Solo Singing and Musical Group, all reached the All Ireland semi
finals in Readoiri Competitions. Members were involved in youth seminars, which took them 
to counties Donegal, Limerick, Waterford and Scotland.

In 1988 our Centre celebrated its Golden Jubilee. Mass was concelebrated by Fr Young, PP, 
and Fr Flynn, CC. Mr Vincent Cassidy, Michael Quinn, Frank Maguire, John Dolan, 
Mrs Rosetta Lyons, Mae Quinn and Fr John A Young were presented with their Gold Pins 
and Golden Jubilee Certificates. Many other members from both Carrigallen and Drumeela 
Centres received their Silver Pins.

In 1989 the members took part in the international pilgrimage to Knock on June 18th .We 
would like to thank other members who contributed to the Pioneer Association in the 80s 
and 90s. People like Benny O’Rourke, Aisling McGurrin, Noel Lee, Fiona O’Rourke, Colm 
Galligan, Ann Shannon, Roisin O’Rourke, Martina Kiernan, Breege McManus, Mrs Mary 
McCarte, Mrs Christina Lee, Mrs Rose Ann Kiernan, Aidan Dolan and Brian Kiernan, Thos 
Rourke and Mrs Peggie Rourke.
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FR DANIEL GALLOGLY

CARRIGALLEN IN THE 
EARLY TIMES

T HE FIRST SETTLERS in what is today the parish of Carrigallen came 
there during the Stone Age, sometime between the year 4 and 15 BC. We know this 
from the scant remains they left behind in the form of megalithic tombs which 

they built as burial places for their dead. Professors Ruairi De Valera and Sean O Nuallain, in 
their Survey of the Megalithic Tombs of Ireland, pubhshed in 1972, mention two megalithic 
ruins in the parish of Carrigallen, both in such a poor state of preservation as to make it 
impossible to say with certitude that they were megalithic tombs. The first of these is at 
Newtowngore, described on the Ordnance Survey map as a ‘Druid’s Altar’. The second in 
Longfield, which is referred to on the Ordnance Survey map as a ‘Giant’s Grave' is described 
by De Valera and O Nuallain as a densely overgrown mound measuring approximately 11m 
long (N-S), 7m wide (E-W) and reaching a height of at least a metre. The northern end of the 
mound runs into a thick field fence. A fine of three erect stones running north-south is visible 
2metres inside the western edge of the mound. There are also a number of standing stones on 
a hill overlooking Calloughs Lake but again there is no evidence to authenticate these stones 
as the remains of a megalithic tomb and De Valera and O Nuallain don’t even mention them 
in their survey.

The ring forts, of which there are eighteen in the parish, belong to a later period. They are 
the ruined homesteads of late Bronze Age farmers. They continued in use down to the Middle 
Ages and in some cases until as recently as the late 16th century. The Ordnance Survey map 
marks forts in Kilnamarve, Cloughlough, Aghawillan, Killahurk, Drumeela, Kilbracken, 
Corglass, Longfield, Gulladoo (2), Mullyaster (2), Drumshangore, Beaghmore, Beaghbeg, 
Drumergoole, Cornafest, Errew. The fort in Killahurk is a fine example of a two-ring fort. The
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circular ditch or fortification, which is all that survives of these forts, provided protection for 
the farmer, his animals and possessions from wild boars, wolves, eagles and marauders. Inside 
the ditch was a house, circular in shape and built of clay and wicker.

The fact that these ring forts survived the centuries was due to folk belief that they were 
the dwelling places of the fairies or ‘good people1 and therefore were in some way sacred and 
were not to be interfered with. Folklore everywhere abounds with stories of people coming 
into contact with these magical fort-dwellers. It was dangerous for a young girl to stray unat
tended near a fort after sunset lest she be enticed into the world of the fairies and a changeling 
left in her place who died shortly afterwards. The girl who was taken was seen afterwards 
riding on horseback with her companion near the fort. Other stories tell how she was 
snatched from the horse by a member of her family and brought back to the real world. There 
are numerous stories of people who played music at dances becoming involved in a music ses
sion with the fairies at a local fort. It was considered unlucky until recently to interfere with a 
ring fort, to cut bushes growing on it, and people who were said to have died shortly after
wards or to have had bad luck. It is easy for us to discountenance these stories but our ances
tors believed them and this helped to preserve the ruins of the homes of our early ancestors.

There are 2 crannoga in the parish, both in Kilnemar Lough. Like the ring forts these small 
artificial islands were also the homes of early farmers built out in lakes for purposes of protec
tion. Access to them was by a causeway or by a boat or canoe cut out of a tree-trunk. They 
remained in use much longer than was originally thought. Some of them were still in use in 
nearby Cavan in Elizabethan times at the end of the 16th century. As no scientific survey has 
ever been made of Leitrim’s crannoga it is sometimes difficult to say whether some of the 
small islands in our lakes are crannoga or just natural islands.

It is well to remember that the country in which these early settlers built their crannoga 
and ring forts was densely covered with primeval forest, undergrowth, lakes and swamp and
would remain so for many centuries to Much of Leitrim’s primeval forest was
still intact in the 17th century and the last of it wasn’t cut down until the middle of the 18th 
century.

In the first quarter of the 6th century a people known as the Conmaicne moved north 
from around the present Dunmore in County Galway and settled in Magh Rein (Fenagh). St 
Caillin of Fenagh was the patron saint of the Conmaicne. From here they peopled what is 
now South Leitrim, which became known as Magh Rein, and its inhabitants as the 
Conmaicne Magh Rein. They consisted of different family groupings—Muintir Eoluis, Muin-
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tir Cearbhallain, and Cinel Luachain. The most powerful of these was the Muintir Eoluis 
whose chiefs were drawn in later centuries from one or other branch of the Mac Rannall 
(Reynolds) family. In Irish sources Muintir Eoluis, Conmaicne and Magh Rein are 
interchangeable names for the area we know as South Leitrim. At the end of the 8th century a 
second tribe know as the Ui Briuin moved north from mid-Roscommon and peopled 
Breifne or what is now North Leitrim, South Fermanagh and Cavan. Their chiefs from the 
9th century onwards were the O’Rourkes. They exercised an overlordship over MacRanall 
and the Conmaicne and were sometimes refereed to in the Annals as King of Breifne and the 
Conmaicne.

At some stage the Ui Briuin were able to annex permanently Cine Luachain (Oughter- 
agh/Ballinamore), Droim-air-Bhealaigh (Drumreilly) and Magh Angaidh (Carrigallen) from 
the Conmaicne and incorporated them into Breifne. This explains why the three parishes, 
Ballinamore, Drumreilly Upper and Lower, and Carrigallen, were included in Kilmore, which 
was the diocese of the Ui Briuin and not, as would be expected, into the diocese of 
Conmaicne or Ardagh, seeing that they were originally part of the Conmaicne people, and 
that the boundaries of the new dioceses followed the boundaries of the Gaelic Kingdoms as 
far as possible.

Magh Angaidh is probably the oldest designation we have for all or part of the modern 
parish of Carrigallen although we do not know the precise extent of it. It lay to the south of 
Lough Finnmhaighe (the lake of the fair plain) or Garadice. John O’Donovan in his notes to 
his edition of the Annals of the Four Masters, says that by the early 1830’s the area around 
Newtowngore was still known as the ‘Moy’. Lough Finvoy or Finnmhaighe, occurs a number 
of times in the Annals. The Annals of the Four Masters has the following entry under the year:

‘am 2506; Age of the World 3506. Fifth year of Ermon an eruption of the following lakes: Loch 
Rein (Fenagh) Loch Finnmhaighe’.

Needless to say these early entries in the Annals are purely fictitious.
Professor John P Duignan, in a lengthy article in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish 

Academy in 1922, entitled Croat Cruaich of Magh Slecht, in which he sought to establish the 
location of Magh Slecht quotes from the Tripartite Life of St Patrick as follows:

Thereafter Patrick went over the water to Magh Slecht, a place in which the chief idol of 
Ireland, namely Cenn Cruiach, stood covered with gold and silver, and twelve other idols 
covered with bronze about him. When Patrick saw the idol from the water called Guth Ard etc.
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NOTES ON THE DISCOVERY OF TWO CRANNOG 
SITES IN LOUGH KILNEMAR, CO LEITRIM

In 1957 two local youths, Johnnie Fyfe, Killegar, and John Spotten, Drummercross, discovered a wooden boat lying in about

J
V

/ • *

180 cm of water in the mud on the bottom of this lake. They broke pieces off them and 
brought them for me to see.

I recognised that the boat might be very ancient and notified the National Museum who sent an expert to 
the site. He confirmed that the find was a pre-historic canoe.

I hoped the museum would be able to mount an expedition to raise the boat intact, but the expert informed 
me that neither the money nor the manpower were available. He downgraded the importance of the find by 

saying the location of many other such canoes was known.

In view of this complete lack of interest, the two youths, unknown to me, subsequently dived repeatedly on 
the site and brought up any parts of the canoe (probably about 50%) that were not buried in the mud. These 

quickly disintegrated.

The site of the find, in the eastern corner of the lake, about 60m offshore, was close beside two positions in 
the lake where (as I had long known) the depth of the water is, in both cases, much less than would be

expected: about 75 cm. instead of 175 cm. The proximity of the dug-out canoe led me to wonder whether 
this might indicate that crannogs had existed there.

On examination, I found that the bottom for about 4 m. around these two points, which are some 17 m. 
apart, is mostly covered with quite large round stones instead of the mud that would be expected.

Some ten years later, I was approached by a Garda frogman who wanted to know if there was any local area that it might be 
of interest for him to examine using scuba equipment whilst he was on leave. I told him about the foregoing.

The guard (who has since died) carried out a series of dives in the course of which he located and brought ashore, an 
exceptionally fine saddle quern, which is still in my possession.

This, of course, proved conclusively that the two sites had been crannoga. During a recent investigation, I located another 
saddle quern on one of the sites, and two or three probable hearth stones. These are lying in about 75 cm of water and 

could be clearly seen from the boat I was using.They have not been disturbed.

Saddle querns were used (for grinding corn) until the Celts arrived and introduced the rotary quern, which soon replaced 
the earlier, less efficient ‘technology’.This proves that the crannoga, unusually, were pre-celtic, and also that grain was already 

being grown by ‘the first Killagarites’.

The sites are in the townlands of Killegar, about 150 m from Killegar House.

John Kilbracken
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Duignan claims that the Guth Ard of the Tripartite Life survives in the name Garadice or 
Guth Ard Deas (Southern Guth Ard). To facilitate this theory he postulates the existence of a 
second stretch of water called Guth Ard Thuaidh or northern Guth Ard, consisting of the 
modern Ballmagauran, Derrycassan and Coologe lakes in Templeport parish. The name 
Garadice didn’t come into common use until the 17th century.

By far the most important O’Rourke castle was not at Clooncorick near the present town 
of Carrigallen, but at Cloch Inse na dTorc (the stone fortress of Boar island) in Garadice, the 
remains of which are still to be seen on the present Cherry Island. Both the Annals of the 
Four Masters and the Annals of Connacht record under 1257 that Conn, son of Tiarnain 
O’Rourke, submitted to O’Connor and his son and ratified a treaty of peace with them and 
offered them their choice of the territory of Breifne. Cloch Inse na dTorc on Loch Finn- 
mhaighe was also give to O’Connor who placed a garrison in it. Later in the year, O’Rourke 
attacked the fortress and captured it back and allowed the garrison to depart. In 1418, Eoghan, 
son of Tighearnan Mor O’Rourke, eligible prince of Breifhe, was drowned in Loch Finn- 
mhaighe on Ins way from Cloch Inse na dTorc to visit his father who was on his death bed. 
Under 1386, the Annals of Connacht record the death of Aine, daughter ofTadhg Mac Donn- 
chada, wife ofTigherarnan O’Rourke, King of Breifne, atTuaim Senchaidh or Toomonaghan 
(now Woodford demesne). From the 12th century down to the 15th century these two 
fortresses, one on the mainland and the other on the island, guarded the eastern frontier of 
west Breifhe against attacks from the O’Reillys of east Breifne.

The Tripartite Life of St Patrick says that when Patrick was on his way to Magh Slecht to 
destroy Crom Cruaich, he founded a church and ordained a priest to look after it name 
Bruscus. The site of this Patrician church is thought to have been near Newtowngore. The 
ruin in the grounds of the present Church of Ireland in Newtowngore is more likely the 
medieval church of Moy, which was dedicated to St Patrick. Apart from this we know nothing 
of the early ecclesiastical history of Carrigallen. There are two holy wells dedicated to the 
saint, one in Aughawillan and the second in Beaghmore. Nearby the latter is a wart stone 
where people used to make the cure of the warts by washing them in the water which lay in a 
hollow in the stone.

The first reference we have in the Papal Annals to Carrigallen is in 1422 when Pope Martin V 
appointed Maurice O Flynn to the rectory of Cuyloftlaynd of Inis Moyrmaghangody (Inis 
mor Magh Angaidh) in the diocese of Kilmore, which was vacant for so long a time ‘that there 
was no certainty as to the true cause of its voidance’. Carrigallen doesn’t seem to have been in
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use as the official title of the parish at the time. The name Cowlovlvoin also appears in an 
indenture made in 1585 between the Lord Deputy, Sir John Perrott and the principal native 
gentlemen of Breifoe amongst them Felim Gias O’Rourke of Clooncorrick and Owen Mac 
Shane O’Rourke of Garadice. Elsewhere in the indenture the same Felim Gias is referred to 
as being from Cowlovlin. An inquisition taken at Dromahaire, July 22nd 1607, before Sir 
Anthony Sendeger to define the boundaries of the new county of Leitrim, says that Leitrim 
‘extendeth from Douffcoulofflyn mearynge upon Tayllagh Donoghy (Tullyhunco) to 
Bundoyne (Bundrowse near Bundoran)’. The indenture traces the boundary of the county 
westward, starting at ‘the river Douffecowlofflyn’ i.e. the river Duff of Cowlofflyn. The grants 
given under the plantation of Leitrim in 1621 are described as being in both the parish and 
the barony of Carrigallen.
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SEAN DONNELLY

BLESSED ARE THE 
PEACEMAKERS

S THE ENDING of World War II approached, a meeting of three world 
leaders took place, to come up with a formula to end war forever. The meeting 
took place in February 1945 in Yalta. Present were Roosevelt, Stalin and 

Churchill. As a result of this meeting and negotiations with other world leaders, the United 
Nations Peacekeeping Organisation was founded in October 1945, with its headquarters in 
New York. The admittance of Ireland in the late 1950’s was to have an effect on the following 
people from Carrigallen parish.

In 1942 Jim Donnelly had left Killahurk to join the army in Fort Drumcree in Co Donegal. 
After a number of years there, he was transferred to Athlone and later Mullingar where he excelled 
himself in gaelic football and athletics. In the late 1950 s, a civil war broke out in the Congo. The 
United Nations were asked to intervene, and they in turn requested Ireland to send troops.

Recruitment was on a voluntary basis. In 1961 Jim Donnelly joined the Headquarters 
Company 33rd Battalion who were about to undertake a tour of duty in the Congo.

The war got a lot of coverage in the papers, with photographs of the war in general and the 
Baluba tribe in particular were appearing. It was a very worrying time for parents, brothers 
and sisters. It was from this tribe that Jim Donnelly had a narrow escape as his unit went to 
assist the ill fated patrol of which six members were killed by the Balubas in the Namba 
massacre. After his tour of duty he arrived back in Carrigallen to a great welcome from a 
relieved mother, brothers, sisters and friends. Afterwards he was stationed in Donegal until his 
retirement. He came back to live in Carrigallen where he died in 1985.

Another civil war was to have an effect on two more young soldiers from the parish of 
Carrigallen namely the War in the Lebanon. In December of 1985 Uel Fisher from New-
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Above: Uel Fisher at a checkpoint 

in South Lebanon. 1994.

Right:Joe Donnelly, (third from 

left), a member of the first contin

gent to the Congo. He mould not 

face the camera as he did not want 

his mother to know that he was 

about to depart, c.1962.

towngore joined the 28th Infantry Battalion of the Irish Army based in Finner Camp, Co Done
gal.There had been some Irish casualties in this war but it didn’t deter Uel Fisher from volunteer
ing for four tours of duty. He first served with the 61st Irish Battalion UNIFIL in 1987. This was 
followed by tours with the 64th from 1988 to 1989, 68th Battalion from 1990-1991 and finally 
the 76th battalion from 1994-1995. He has won numerous medals for pistol and rifle shooting at 
unit and command level, and has represented his unit at all army shooting competitions. At the 
moment, he is doing a NCO s course and when finished he will be promoted to corporal.

In December 1989, Manus Ward from Main Street, Carrigallen, entered the Army Cadet 
School in the Curragh Camp. Commissioned as second lieutenant, he served with the 
29th Infantry Battalion in Cavan and Monaghan. He became the third man from the parish to 
serve with the United Nations and served in the Lebanon from October 1994 to April 1995 
where he achieved the distinction of being the individual rifle winner against the cream of the 
UNIFIL troops.
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His rifle skills came co the fore again when he was a member of the Cavan All Army Rifle 
winning team in 1993. He was also the runner up in the All-Ireland individual rifle competi
tion in 1994. Promoted to first lieutenant in 1995, he is presently doing a BSc degree course 
in hotel and catering management.

In 1982, Margaret O’Rourke, Drumshangore, qualified as a Ban Garda. She was first 
stationed in Baileborough in County Cavan, where she served with distinction until her 
transfer to Dublin. It was while serving in Dublin she reached the rank of Garda Sergeant, 
becoming the first ever female from the parish of Carrigallen to achieve such an honour. In 
1993 Ireland were asked to send a number of Gardai to join the United Nations police force 
in war torn Bosnia. Margaret immediately volunteered. After a full year there she returned 
safely home thus becoming the fourth person from the parish to serve with the United 
Nations peacekeeping forces.

Left: Tlte All-Ireland Army Gaelic 
Football team.Joe Donnelly is 
second from the left of the front 
row. c. 1950’s.
Above: Manus H ard (left) being 
presented with trophy for shooting. 
1995.
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PARISH PRIESTS OF CARRIGALLEN CURATES OF CARRIGALLEN

Maurice O Flynn c 1459 (d.) 

John Eariy c / 459 

John MacEgan c 1478 

Adam Fay c 1633 

Charies O Fay cl641 

Malachy O Rouike c 1675

CARRIGALLEN
PRIESTS
145O’S-199O’S

MOReilK’ c.1715

PhiKpO Reilly c/742

Daniel MacTier c 1765 (d.)

Peter Brady cl750

JohnMacKieman cl801 (d.)

James Forde c 1823 (d.)

Patrick Magauran 1859 (d.)

Charies O Reilly Ag 1859 appointed 29 March 1873 (d.)

Patrick Galligan April 1873 appointed 20Jan 1877 (d.) 

Terence Murray 7 Feb 1877 appointed 2Jan 1894 (d.)

Edward O Reilly 26Jan 1894 appointed Nov 1912 (tri). 

Martin Kelly 1 Feb 1913 appointed 11 Aug 1919 (to)

Philip Smith /1 Aug 1919 appointed 16 Feb 1934 (to)

Thomas J Bradley’ 16 Feb 1934 appointed 4 Nov 1937 (d.) 

Patrick McCabe 7 Dec 1937 appointed 11 April 1953 (to) 

Patrick McNifie 11 April 1953 appointed 8Aug 1964 (to) 

Charies A Cartwright 8 Aug 1964 appointed 15July 1967 (d.) 

John M Byrne 23 Sept 1967 appointeil 21 Aug 1982 (rid.) 

John A Young 2 lAug 1982 appointed 10 Aug 1996 (rtd.) 

Charies Heerey 10 Aug 1996 appointed

John O Reilly c'1784 
Peter Smith c.1801 

Thomas Forde c'18'13 

Patrick O Reilly c. 1826 

Owen Sheridan c 1829 

Peter Fitzpatrick c 1835 
Patrick Brady cl841

Patrick O Reilly 17 May 1844 appointed 24 March 1854 
Francis O Reilly 24 March 1854 appointed 10 March 1859 

Dominic MacBreen 10 March 1859 appointed 24 June 1866 

James MacCabe 24 June 1866 appointed 26 Aug 1872 

Patrick Brady 26 Augl872 appointed 1875
John O Reilly 26 Aug 1872 appointed April 1873 

James Brady 12 April 1872 appointed 20 Aug 1872 
Thomas Brady 13 Feb. 1875 appointed 28 Feb. 1880.
Patrick Brady Sept 1880 appointed 1882 
James Coyle 20 Nov 1880 appointed Sept 1882 
Francis O Hara 1880 appointed April 1882 
Patrick Gilchrist 1882 appointed 26 Jan. 1894.
James Fitzpatrick 14 July 1888 appointed Feb. 1891.
John Fitzpatrick Feb. 1891 appointed 29 Oct. 1897.
Patrick Smith 29 Oct. 1897 appointed 14 July 1904.
Hugh Brady 14 July 1904 appointed Sept. 1909.
James McCabe Sept 1909 appointed 1 Feb. 1915.
Charles Finegan (Dublin) Feb 1915 appointed June 1915. 
Francis Sheilsjuly 1915 appointed Aug 1928.
Terence J Brady Aug 1928 appointed 31 Aug. 1933.
Felix A McCabe 31 Augl933 appointed 28 Now 1939. 
Patrick Connolly Nov 1936 appointed 7 Dec. 1937.
Bernard McManus 28 Nov 1939 appointed 10 June 1941. 
Janies O Rourke 10 June 1941 appointed 26 Jan. 1949.
Hugh J Brady 7 May 1944 appointed 19 June 1944.
Patrick J McCabe 15 Jan 1945 appointed 11 April 1946. 
Nicholas J Comey 26 Jan 1949 appointed March 1953. 
Thomas McNift’March \ 953 appointed 24 July 1954. 
Edmund Lynch 24 July 1954 appointed 12 Jan 1963.
Patrick Young 12 Jan 1963 appointed 2 Aug 1975.
Oliver Kelly 2 Aug 197521 Aug. 1982.
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KEVIN McMANUS Jnr

THE LAND WAR IN 
CARRIGALLEN

HE EXCEPTIONALLY WET winters of 1878 -1879 brought the popula

tion of rural Ireland to the verge of a disaster comparable with that of the great 

famine. Horrific weather, falling agricultural prices and crop failure threatened the

small farmer with bankruptcy, eviction and starvation. As a result a series of public or monster 

meetings were organised in Connacht, the province hit hardest by the economic crisis— 

demanding an abatement in rents from landlords. In an attempt to voice the grievances of the 

tenant farmer one such meeting took place in Carrigallen on September 15th 1879.

The Freeman’s Journal, the main newspaper of the day reported that the meeting began at 

two o’clock and was situated on a hill owned by and convenient to the residence of 

RevTerence Murray PP. Among those present were Rev John Boylan of Crosserlough, 

Revlsaac Nelson, the Presbyterian Minister of Belfast, and a veteran advocate of Home Rule 

and tenant rights.

A preliminary meeting was held on August 25 th to make arrangements for the public 

meeting. The committee elected were Michael J Harte, Carrigallen (Chairman), Thomas 

Lipsey, Newtowngore (Vice Chairman), John McLoughlin, Carrigallen (Treasurer) and 

Matthias I< O’Rourke (Secretary).

According to the Freeman’s Journal, the purpose of the meeting September 15th was to give 

public expression to the widespread distress prevailing to the agricultural classes and also to 

enforce upon the landlords, in a respectful but earnest maimer, the urgent necessity existing 

for an immediate and substantial reduction of rents.
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The turnout at the meeting was disappointing in comparison to the meetings organised in 

Westport, Irishtown, etc. Nevertheless, it was most representative and demonstrated the 

solidarity that existed among the small farmers irrespective of religious or political affiliation. 

Protestants, Presbyterians and Catholics assembled together for a common cause. The village 

was garrisoned by approximately one hundred extra police, some of them in plain clothes 

who were drafted in case of disturbances. The report by WN Hancock, the Irish governments 

chief statistician, tells us that in 1879 Leitrim was the sixth most heavily policed county in 

Ireland, which is astonishing considering the population. The Land League may have awak

ened the west but in the 35 years before 1879 the only Connacht ounty to make consistent 

appearances in the annals of disturbances was Leitrim, especially South Leitrim. Even in 1879, 

when fenianism was on the wane, the area remained a fenian stronghold.

The Rev Terence Murray opened the meeting and in a long address, praised the support by 

farmers from the parish and surrounding localities who had arrived irrespective of their creed. 

It showed that the calamity that had fallen on the country was felt at every man’s door, no 

matter what class or religion they were. They were all assembled to make known their griev

ances to the landlord class.Three unsuccessful harvests had almost broken the backs of the ten

ant farmer and the rent increases of the previous year were the straw that broke the camel’s 

back. It would now be impossible for them to exist through another winter. The Rev chairman 

then stated that ‘at present in the parish many people were turned out of their lands and living 

unable to pay the rent to the landlord. These people were clinging to the old roof and old house in 

expectation of redemption which would never come. Father Murray believed that there was noth

ing for these people except the prospect of the poor-house. Unable to meet their debts and 

demands many were forced to sell their cattle. This year they face another bad harvest, and suffering 

such as never witnessed in the memory of the present generation. A week previous to the meeting 

a massive downpour of rain had flooded the meadows of the parish and destroyed thousands of 

cocks of hay. The Rev Chairman said that a crisis is coming in the form of a famine and that the 

landlords must be asked to come to the aid of the tenant farmers. They assembled that day not to 

preach communism or confiscation but to respect the legitimate rights of the landlords. They were 

assembled to report to the? landlords and to the world the state of their grievances’.
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On the positive side the Chairman spoke of some of the respected landlords in the county 

and that he wouldn’t be doing any justice to the landlord class if he didn’t mention some of 

them: John La Touche, Lord Harlech, Colonel Storey, J GTatlon and Thomas Kiernan, clerk, of 

the crown for the county. Thomas Kiernan was especially praised for doing everything he 

could to help his tenants.

Mr Thomas Lipsey of Newtowngore stated ‘we are assembled irrespective of religious 

difference and political prejudices’for a conunon purpose, not to denounce landlords and not 

to hurt any man’s feelings but ask what they had a right to ask. He stood as ‘the master of the 

orange institution of Leitrim and wasconsidered by many to be the leading conservative in the 

county’. Lipsey would not change his principles ‘but he would go hand in hand with every 

man of Adam’s race for a just cause. He stated that if he were made Lord Chancellor of 

England it would not make him prouder than to stand on that platform amongst his fellow 

countrymen, crying out for liberty and freedom. Mr Pat McCartin of Newtowngore sec

onded the motion and it was passed unanimously.

Dr Reilly of Carrigallen proposed the next resolution. ‘This meeting earnesdy appeals to 

the landlords of this district to make substantial abatement in Rents which alone can save the 

tenants from ruin’. Mr Samuel Rosemond seconded the resolution.

Rev John Boylan supported the motion and elaborated on it by stating that the suicidal 

policy of the rackrenting landlords might be best expressed by the fable of the farmer and the 

cow. This tells the story of the greedy farmer who pushed his cow so much to produce more 

milk that in its dying moments gave the farmer a fatal kick, and both farmer and cow tell 

down dead. The cow of course symbolised the tenant farmer and the greedy farmer the 

landlord. No matter how hard the tenant worked, Boylan believed he couldn’t pay the back 

breaking rent and still have sufficient funds for himself and his family to survive. He concluded 

by promising the undying attachment and devotion of the Irish priests to die Irish people.

The proceedings terminated, after a number of similar comments from Rev Isaac Nelson of 

Belfast, Rev James Brady C C of Carrigallen, and F Masteron and Francis Cooke, both from 

Carrigallen.

The years after 1879 witnessed an upturn in the fortunes of the tenant farmers of the
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parish. The following year delivered a more successful harvest. The success of monster meet

ings, such as that of September 15th throughout Connacht, led to the formation of the Land 

League in October 1879. This organisation was successful in pressurising the British Govern

ment with the result that Gladstones Land Act of 1881, progressively diminished the landlords 

on the land, and the door was soon opened for peasant ownership.
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JOHN KILBRACKEN

LONGFIELD
1968

ROM TIME TO TIME the word goes round that there’s to be music in Jack’s 

bar on a particular evening in a week or two.

Let it not be imagined that letters are written, invitations sent or telephone calls made. That 

is not the way such things happen, would indeed be a serious breach of custom and etiquette, 

in the green depths of Ireland. Almost everything, in any event, passes by word of mouth, 

whether it be a question of music at the pub or selling a litter of pigs or getting hold of a 

lorry to take a batch of cattle to Dublin. In some unexplained way, it’s never very difficult to 

get word to those concerned: Red Benny will be in Carrigallen that night and can see 

Georgie Rosemond about the lorry, it’s known that John Mills is looking for some pigs and 

by some mystery he will turn up next morning in your yard, and in just the same way the 

word will spread among ‘the boys’-whose ages may range from 14 to 85-that the fiddlers will 

be at Jack’s next Friday week.

His pub has no name and is in no town or village. It’s at Longfield in the parish of Carri

gallen but Longfield, in fact, consists of nothing but Jack’s pub. It’s on a back road that leads 

from Killeshandra, past my own front gates to nowhere in particular. Like most country pubs 

in Ireland, it’s also a general store, where not only the basic groceries are obtainable but also
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rope and saucepans, barbed wire and bluestone, and essential remedies (both animal and 

human) such as Vaps, Mrs Cullens powders, and Veno’s noted cough cure. Its clientele will 

include the occasional commercial traveller, or an English visitor who had probably lost his 

way, stopped to seek directions, and departs, much enlightened, several hours later, but most of 

Jack’s customers are the happy souls who live within walking distance, such as his brothers, 

Mick and Jim, Red Benny and John Mills, John Fyfe and Johnnie Gallagher, P Connolly 

(always known simply as ‘P’), the Kiernans, Josie McGoohan—and happily, among others, me. 

On a black winters night I may arrive to find myself the only customer. Then 1 will not drink 

my half-one, or my several half-ones, in the bar alone, but in the warm kitchen with Jack and 

Theresa (and their two young black-haired sons, Michael and little John).

But when the fiddlers are known to be coming, the bar begins to be unusually well-popu

lated from an early hour. Everything starts late in Ireland and it will probably be ten o’clock 

before the music arrives, but by then the growing company will have been whetting their 

whistles, trying out their voices and conducting their business (for there is no place like Jack’s 

bar for selling a cow or getting the loan of a chain saw) for two or three hours. Mick 

McGerty may already have sung The Decent Funeral, Red Benny may have recited Dan Magrew 

and it may well be that a jig or a reel has been danced already to Johnnie Gooldings penny 

whisde. Gerry Mulligan will have come from Arva, Paddy Hand from Killeshandra, a car-load 

from Carrigallen. There will be thirty or forty present already, three-quarters of them male, 

and not a stranger among them.

When the fiddlers arrive and enter, they do so inconspicuously. They are wearing working 

clothes and in no way stand out from the others. Their old cloth caps will remain on their 

heads all night. There may be two or three of them, and perhaps a fluter or whistler, and per

haps a man on the cymbals. Most, probably, are in their fifties or sixties. There could be no
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question whatever of their receiving any fee, though they may well play all night with hardly a 

pause for breath, but there will never be a moment when a Redbreast or a botde or two of 

stout has not materialised beside each of them. They enjoy the atmosphere and the company; 

they enjoy the drinks; above all, they enjoy playing.

There’s little in the way of tuning up; there’s little preparation and no formality at all. There 

will never be a moment when anyone calls for silence, still less announcments that there will 

now be a rendition of this particular jig or that particular reel. (Silence, anyway, is not wanted 

or expected.) A single fiddler, ready before the rest, will begin without a word to play what he 

feels inclined; talk will continue in the crowded bar-room, enlivened suddenly by the quick 

jiggy music as it makes itself heard through it. The other players, one by one, will pick it up-a 

score would be unheard of-as they take their places on hard kitchen chairs in one corner of 

the room. Within fifteen minutes, Jack’s bar will be in happy tumult.

The licensing laws are rather strictly enforced. This is not an ironic statement. In the dear 

dead days of the ‘bona fide’, it was possible to drink all night by pretending to be a traveller, or 

even by really being one. Then the law was changed. Pubs are supposed to close their doors, 

with the company outside them, about 11.40 pm (half an hour earlier in the winter) and they 

generally do so-at least within five or ten minutes after time. So what is to be done when the 

party is in fullest swing, there are sixty or seventy present, the music and dancing and singing 

are at their height and the clock says twenty to twelve? The answer, fortunately, is simple: we 

move the entire pub, musicians and all, to the kitchen at Killegar.

It’s less than two miles away and always, somehow, there’s transport available; seven to a 

Volkswagen, fifteen to a station-wagon. Each man takes a dozen of stout with him, or half a 

bottle of the hard stuff, or some minerals for the pioneers. Luckily my kitchen is exceedingly 

large; it has been known to accommodate over a hundred people.There are no licensing hours
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at Killegar. The fiddlers start up again and there is no let-up whatever; we eat every last thing 

in the house, but what does it matter? I've no electricity but the room is lit as brightly-or as 

dimly-as it should be by two or three tilly lamps and half a dozen candles. The noise is 

immense and wonderful. Everyone in the room is being completely himself-a unique and 

perfect individual, unlike any other.

Slowly, as the night goes on, the numbers dwindle; there are no good-nights, no sudden 

mass departure. The music just goes on till all are satisfied. And it would be most unusual, per

haps unprecedented, if the fiddlers were escorted on their way before the sun had risen above 

Donaweale.
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CLAY PIGEON SHOOT &

T WAS ALL HAPPENING at Drumeela on Sunday. It wasn’t the Shoot-Out 

at the Old Corrall, but from the sound of continuous gunfire which lasted for over 

four hours, strangers in the area would be inclined to think it was a re-enactment of

the old western.

Actually, the Newtowngore Fastest Gunmen in The West Gun Club were playing host to 

Donnaghmore, Ashbourne, and Guinness Gun Clubs.

Fargie’s Bottom had not housed such a crowd since the days of Charlie Barone’s Travelling 

Roadshow; Charlie’s gorgeous daughters were an added attraction in those days, but the Ash

bourne Gun Club brought glamour to the scene with their own Annie Oakley in the person 

of Miss Aideen Caffrey, their lady sharpshooter, who was the only female in the Competition.

Aideen, we are proud to say, has won the Individual Trophy in all the Ladies" Competitions 

in which she has competed. Not only her brother, but also her father, Eddie, are members of 

the club.

Although it is many long years since he left the area, Eddie Caffrey is no stranger, as he was 

born just a few miles down the road, in the Templeport, Bawnboy locality, where Iris brother, 

Frank, and sister, Maureen, still live. He is also the uncle of Mrs Angela McGovern, whose 

vivacious husband, Paddy, is a five wire in the organisation and running of the Newtowngore 

club. The Peat family (of Parnell Square fame) were well represented with Liam Peat and two 

of his sons, Ken and Declan.

Another man who would be no stranger to the area was Mr William ‘Billy’ Irwin, whose
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On the signpost from left:Joe 
McGovern, Darren McGovern,
Enda Lyons, Unknown & Liam 
Peat.Back: Unknown, Noel Power, 
Noel Lyons, Edmund Patterson, 
Richard Venton, Unknown, 
Unknown, Unknown, Tommy Toner, 
Unknown. Paul Caffrey, Declan 
Peat, Unknown, Maurice 
Curran,Dam McKiernan,John 
Hegarty, Unknown, & Unknown. 
Front: Dinny Farrell, Paddy 
McGovern, Peter Johnson, Eric 

'othwell,Johnny Fyfe,John Flynn, 
Felix Prior & Maurice Curran. The 
Newtowngore & Ashbourne 
teams. 1996.

wife, Miss Myrthle Gilpin, is from Drummercross. Billy is a founder member of the Ash

bourne club for which his son competes.

Sunday morning dawned bright and breezy; everyone had high hopes of a good day; after 

many, many hours of hard work, the scene was set. The Old Bottom, after its recent trim, (The 

shampoos were to come later) looked splendid: a pontoon bridge across the little river which 

divides The electoral divisions of Killegar and Newtowngore, and, in the background, the 

emerald green of John Lynch’s hill, on which stands an ancient mass rock, a relic of the penal 

days of long ago. The tables in Teach Duchais were laden with refreshment and the neatly clad 

attractive ladies of the catering committee, assisted by the experienced Dominic Lynch, were 

pouring tea by the gallon. Then down came the rain, enough to dampen the ardour of the 

most enthusiastic competitor. Slowly it cleared away and we had a beautiful evening, not a 

breeze; and with the sun in their backs, the gunmen got down to work. Lead and clay pigeon 

splinters flying in all directions and the rattle of gunfire could only be compared to Dunkirk.
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Newtowngore emerged as winners with a total score of 804 points

Guinness second with 685 points

Donaghtnore third with 651 points

Individual winner was Albert Monaghan (Guinness Club) with a total of 90 points. 

Newtowngore Gun Club wish co thank everyone who helped in any way

especially the lady caterers and Dominic Lynch, Raymond McHugh and 

others too numerous to mention. A special word of thanks to the Donagh- 

inore (Ashbourne) and Guinness, for their great sportsmansip. The successful 

Newtowngore team was, Aiden Greene, John Flynn, Victor Taggart, Johnny 

Fyfe, John Owens, Paddy McGovern, Seymor Cartwright, Micheal Lee, Sean 

McKiernan, Declan Denneny and William Wilson.

Above left: Iona Faliy.Joe & Elaine McGovem.At the 

gate of the clay-pigeon shoot. 1996.

Above Right: Mickey Flynn & his son Shane,

Eric Botlnvell, Brian Doyle, Paid Caffrey & John 

Flynn. 1996.

Left: Noel Lyons & Paddy McGovern. 1996.

Xfcoi'e.’ Darren McGovern & Enda Lyons. 1996.
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Back: Kathleen McConnell, Alice 
Reilly, Maisie Kiernan, Eileen Lee, 
Elly Reilly & Ita McGerty.
Middle: Eileen Maguire, Mary Joe 
Reilly,Maggie Maguire, Dahlia 
McGovern, Dolly Looby, Lily Toher, 
Mary O'Donnell, Peggy McGerty 
& Teresa Taaffe.
Front: Mrs F Reilly, Maggie 
McCarte, Alice K Reilly,
Mrs Cassidy, Josephine Kiernan, 
Lizzie Meehan, Bridie Taaffe & 
Lizzie Maguire. Drumeela Red 
Cross 1944.
Below: Tommy McConnell (driver), 
Jimmy Ellis, Willie Gallogly,

Cecil Whyte, Patrick O’Reilly,
Sean McManus, Bernard Kieman, 
Bernard Egan & Breege Grimes 
(organiser)

Middle: Kathleen Brady, Annie 
Murtagh & Mary Anne Brady. 
Front:Jane Farrelly, Katie Kerrigan, 
Bessie Murray & Chris Mulligan 
(organiser). Senior citizens outing.

1996.
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CLOONCORRICK CASTLE 
THROUGH THE YEARS

c LOONCORRICK CASTLE WAS built by the O’Rourkes and was their 
residence for many centuries.

The last of the family who lived in any degree of splendour was John O’Rourke, 
son of Thady, until, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, at a court of claims held at Carrigallen, 
he was deprived of his estate and declared illegitimate on the evidence of Abbot Macaward ot 
Tirconnell. Some historians believe that this was a false testimony given by the Abbott, with a 
desire to settle a wrong, be it real or imagined.

In 1629 there is a record that Shane O’Rourke held lands at Clooncorrick and other town- 
lands around Carrigallen—271 acres of arable land and pasture, 606 acres of wood and bog. 
He also had the power to hold courts.

In 1689 Hugh O’Rourke of Clooncorrick was High Sheriff for Leitrim. Others to hold 
this position who resided n Clooncorrick includes the following: William Irwin (1770 -1771), 
Richard Irwin (1804) and Major William Irwin (1823).

The Castle is again referred to in 1705 when it was occupied by the Rev Peter Lombard 
until 1752. He is buried in the Church of Ireland Cemetary, Carrigallen.

It appears that the Irwin family were the next to hold the casde but it is said in some circles 
that a Jameson family once owned it.

Major William Irwin did an extensive job of reconstruction and refurbishment on the castle 
in the late 18th century. It received such additions and alterations as scarcely to leave a feature 
of its original character. The stone was quarried at Aughavas and cut and dressed by masons on 
the site, the stonework was done to a very high standard. There were brick cellars and pavings. 
An emblem, the thistle, was to be seen on various items — fireplace, finish on gateways and on
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a plaque which once adorned the stables, which still exists and bears William Irwin’s name
dated 1797.

In 1835 Pierce Simpson bought the property. The following year he held the posts of High 
Sheriff, Deputy Lieutenant, and Magistrate.lt is interesting to note that 1857 William Ormsby 
Gore was the landlord and Pierce Simspon the tenant.

In 1875 Pierce Simpson died. In 1876, as a result of the death of Lord John Ralph gore, 
R Ormsby Gore was the new Lord Harlech. In 1879 George Bowen Carson Simpson is the 
owner. In an edition of the Leitrim Advertiser from the 1880’s there is a copy of an eviction 
notice. This eviction was on behalf of Colonel Simpson.

William J Francis a head Constable lived at Calloughs. He was clerk of petty sessions and 
Bailiff for Lord Harlech. William B Francis, his son, obtained title to the castle and lands in 
1903 and lived there with his wife. Mrs Francis died as a result of a fall at the castle. William 
died in July 1917 and is buried in Carrigallen cemetery. His sister, Elizabeth Watters, lived at 
the castle for two years before returning to America.
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James Williams of Ballyduffy, Moyne, became the next owner of the castle and lands, which 
he bought in 1919 for _/Jl,750. Previous to this James had worked in Drewsey, Oregon. He never 
took up residence in the castle, having part of the houses in the yard converted into a dwelling 
house. James farmed the land and with his wife Ellen raised nine children—Seamus, Man- (Cissy), 
Ann, Elizabeth (all deceased), Benny, Helen (Murphy), Mary,Veronica (Tighe), Sean and Larry.

In 1921, the army were billeted at the castle and remained there for a period of two years. 
In the early 1930’s the upkeep of the castle became a burden and it was dismanded and sold. 
James died in 1943 and Ellen in 1978. Both are buried in Carrigallen cemetery. Seamus 
Williams was just 19 when his father, James, died. He bought his first piece of motorised 
machinery and commenced his work in the quarrying business, which took him and his 
employees all over the country.

Seamus died suddenly in June 1978. Larry came back from London to run the business. 
Larry and I live on the ground where the castle once stood. Margaret Williams fives close by.
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Above: Mrs Anne McManus, sac

ristan for 50 years, receiving a let

ter from Jim Maguire. Also in 

picture, Mrs McManus’ daughter,

A B Dolan. c,1950's 

Right:Agric official; Ben Harte; 

Joe McCabe;Tonuny McIntyre; 

John Carty;Alfie Harte;Alec 

Richardson, ; Benny Maguire;

J P Jackson; Canon McNiffe, Pat 

O Loan (Agric official).Arbor Day 

c. 1959, a special day set aside for 

tree planting in every parish where 

there was a branch of Muintir na 

Tire. These trees were planted 

opposite St Mary’s church.

Right:Altar servers, St Mary’s, 

Carrigallen. 1996
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EARLY EDUCATION

DUCATION IN ANCIENT Ireland was the responsibility of the elders of 
the tribe or sept. In that society a family with a tradition for learning and teaching 
skills held the hereditary right of dispensing knowledge and craft skills, and this 

faculty remained in the family and was handed down from generation to generation. When
the English system of government superseded the old Gaelic system after the defeat of the 
Earls at the Battle of Kinsale 1601, the Gaelic chieftains, heretofore the patrons of learning, 
were driven out and there was no one to give the necessary financial support to schools and 
scholars. The native population resisted the new state-sponsored, English-designed school sys
tem, refusing to attend Protestant schools, and so, during the Cromwellian years and later dur
ing the Penal times of the 1700is education for the native population was oudawed and had to 
go underground. Hedge schools operated in out-of-the-way places since there were severe 
penalties on anyone found harbouring teachers. The term ‘Hedge School’ meant what it said. 
Towards the end of the 1700’s and the gradual abolition of the penal Laws schools became 
more numerous and became known as Pay Schools since the teachers were paid by those who 
wished to have their children obtain schooling. Those schools, taught by wandering ehedge 
schoolmastersi, were not denominational, nor was catholic teaching part of their ethos; they 
were based more on the old Bardic or Gaelic system. In the early decades of the 1800is the 
English Government of the time turned its attention towards setting up an education system 
for the masses. Coimnissioners were sent out to access die kind of schools and schooling that 
had established themselves over the decades. In the second of nine reports issued by the Com
missioners, that of 1826, we get what are known as the 'Parochial Abstracts’. These give infor
mation on the existing schools of the time.

The rapid increase in Hedge schools or Pay schools continued in the 1820’s and 1830 s. Peo
ple were very anxious to obtain schooling for their children and were prepared to pay ls-8d to
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3s-6d per quarter fees per child. Schools were numerous though generally short-lived. A teacher 
set up a school in a district, taught there for a few years, maybe, and then moved to another 
district or another part of the country. That school then ceased to exist until it was re-estab

lished either there or in an adjacent place later.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL SCHOOLS
The first state-sponsored efreei education system came into operation by Act of Parliament in 
1831. This Act is the origin of the National School system that we have today. It offered grants 
for the building of national schools and the payment of teachers.

SCHOOLS IN THE PARISH 1

1 Townland-— Kivey
Name of Master—Arthur Mahon 
Religion of Master—Protestant 
Free or Pay School—Pay & Free
Total Annual Income of Master—from 1/8 per quarter each 

pupil and £10 given by incumbent.

2 Townland—Carrigallen 
Name of Master—Daniel Reilly 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free or Pay School—Free and Pay
Total Annual Income of Master £12.00 from Hibernian 
Society and 1/8 a quarter from 16 pupils.
Description of the School—a small mud cabin.

In 1845 the workmistress was Miss Clements.The building 
materials were lime and stone, with a slated roof. The teacher 
was James Clements.

826-1846

3 Name of Townland—Corneagh (Abbot s Bray)
Name of Master—Michael Mallen 
Religion of Master—Roman Cathohc 
Free or Pay Schools—Pay
Total Annual Income of Master—£9 from Hibernian
Society and 1 d week from the pupils
Description of the School House—a barn attached to a cabin.

4 Name of Townland—Corglass
Names of Masters—James Robert Goodwin and Terence 
Rorke.
Religion of Masters—James Robert Goodwin—Protestant, 
Terence Rorke—Roman Catholic.
Free or Pay School—Free
Total Annual Income of Masters from £8 to £12.
Description of the School House—a small mud cabin.
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5 Name of Townland—Newtowngore
Names of Masters—William Muldoon and William Winters
Religion of Masters—Protestants
Free or Pay School—Free
Total Annual Income of Master £10 to £12.
Description of the School House—A Methodist Meeting 
House.

In 1849, the school-house was made of stone and lime. It 
was thatched. The teacher was John Foley. He was aged 23. 
There were 171 pupils.The workmistress was Ellen Master 
son, 19 years.

6 Name of Townland—Kivey
Name of Master—Michael Winslow 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free or Pay School—Pay 
Total Annual Income of Master—£10 to £12.
Description of School House—a small mud cabin.

7 Name of Townland—Legnagun 
Name of Master—Peter Finigan 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free or Pay School—-Pay
Total Annual Income of Master front 1 /3 a quarter from 
each pupil.
Description of the School House—a small out-house.

8 Name of Townland—Corneagh 
Name of Master—Michael Donnellan 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free or Pay School—Pay
Total Annual Income of Master—£8 to £12.
Description of the School-house—a small mud out-house.

9 Name of Townland—Drumbrick 
Name of Master—Francis Kiernan 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free or Pay School—Free
Total Annual Income of Master—£10 
Description of School house a small mud cabin.

10 Name of Townland—Mullyaster or Deerpark 
Name of Master—Joseph Davis
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free, or Pay School—Pay
Total Annual Income of Master—from 1/8 to 10/- a quarter. 
Description of School House—a small house.

11 Name ofTownland—Killerhen 
Name of Master—Terence Reynolds 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free, or Pay School—Pay
Total Annual Income of Master—from 1/3 to 5/- a quarter. 
Description of Schoolhouse—a stable.

12 Name ofTownland—Killegar
Names of Master and Mistress—Robert Wood and Lydia 
Wood
Religion of Master and Mistress—Protestant 
Free, or Pay School—free
Total Annual Income of Master and Mistress—Mr Godley 
gives £30
Description of Schoolhouse—a thatched house and ground 
valued at £8 a year.

In 1848, the teacher in Killegar was Joseph Williams. The 
school opened and closed with the singing of a hymn. It was 
built of lime and stone, and had a thatched rood. There were 
153 pupils.
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13 Name of Townland—Beaghmore 
Name of Master—Felix Murphy 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free, or Pay School—pay
Total Annual Income of Master—no stated 
Description of School house—a small mud wall cabin.

Beaghmore NS opened 1st April 1835.The materials used in 
the building of the school were stone and lime, with a slated 
roof.

Name: Ellen Rourke, assistant teacher
Age: 17 years
Name of other teacher in schoohjohn Rourke
Children on roll: 108 males, 75 females

14 Name of townland—Aughawillan 
Name of Mistress—Bridget Maguire 
Religion of Mistress—Roman Catholic 
Free, or Pay School—pay
Total Annual Income of Mistress—not stated 
Description of the Schoolhouse—a small mud wall cabin.

15 Name of Townland—Aubuce 
Name of Master—-James Kelly 
Religion of Master—Roman Catholic 
Free, or Pay School—Pay
Total: Annual Income of Master—not stated 
Description of the Schoolhouse—a chapel

16 Name of Townland—Dramela (Drumeela)
Name of Master—Michael Lynch, Aged 21 years
Built on chapel grounds but has a separate entrance 
Built of Lime and stone with a thatched roof 
Two Rooms
Rates of payment by spupils: 'll 6 per quarter 
Open to children of all religious denominations 
No. of children—124
School Days & Hours: 5 Days 10—4 in Summer 10—3 in 
Winter

Clergymen of different denominations have no objection to 
the school except that it is built on chapel grounds.

17 Name of Townland—Drumshangore agricultural school
Name of Master—Stephens Aged 1917
All Religions
Total No. of Pupils—44
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Left: Francie Murphy, Norman 

Reilly & Jimmy Murphy. 1994. 

Below: James Morris, Thomas 

Morris, Michael McCusker &Joe 

Maguire on their First Commu

nion day. 1939.
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TRUE STORY OF CHRISTMAS MORNING

In my boyhood days there was no Midnight Mass in Drumeela. Like most Chapels in the diocese of Kilmore, mass 
was at 8 o’clock on Christmas morning.The majority of the congregation came on foot which meant 

leaving their homes at 7 o'clock on a dark winter's morning. No electric light then, and so some kind of a 
lamp was essential in every7 household. I was always fascinated by lights but in my low lying area 

I could not get a good view of them.

So at 7 o'clock on Christmas morning, I climbed to the summit of Lynch's Hill where I had a full 360 degree, 
uninterrupted view of the countryside. Already lights were on the move down around Skealon Mountain, more were 

appearing in Doogra and Releagha. At first they were like glow worms and they were bobbing up and down. 
From Nedd, Drumleevin and Longfield the country had become a moving mass of lights. Hurricane lamps, bicycle 

lamps powered with carbine, the old carriage lamps with the candle and the odd flash lamp.
From the far off hills of Kilnamar and Druminure, Corglass, Drumcannon and Curraghboy, lights seemed to be 

coming up out of the very earth itself. From Drumbrick, Drumloona, Druminchingore and 
Corrahopple, Corcar and as the foremost bobbing light grew bigger, smaller ones appeared on the horizon and them 

my eyes glued on the busiest spot of all, the hills at the top of Cornageeha above Fitz’s Lane, 
what we used to call the Gap of the North.

Here people of Burren, Legnagun, Newtowngore and Derrinigin converged, all the world seemed to be on the 
move, well, my world anyway.The foremost were converging on the Chapel in the valley and I could hear the 

salutations, 'Happy Christmas9, 'Happy Christmas/ and the replies,‘ Hie same to you/

Suddenly there was a blaze of light in the Northern sky. Down at Corcar the torchlight procession was getting ready.
Then the sound for which I had been waiting, the roll of the drum—the Doogra Fife and Drum Band 

were on their way. Proudly they marched up the bog road led by the torch bearers and playing their signature tune 
'The Old Rustic Bridge by the Mill', past Larry’s Cross and the school, followed by what seemed a

multitude of people, past the chapel and on to Corglass Bridge. There, both the torch bearers and band lined up tand 
formed a Guard of Honour and escort for the priest from Carrigallen, the celebrant of the Mass to the chapel gate.

I raced down from the hilltop, the lights were going our, it would be brighter when Mass was over.

Sad to say, but I suppose it is only natural, most of that congregation have gone to their eternal reward. Also most of 
the Doogra Band. Only this year, two of its more youthful members, Joe Gray and Benny Reilly were laid to rest, in 

Drumeela graveyard, nearly side by side, which they had been all through life. May their souls rest in peace.
I have never been very far from home but 1 have seen the lights of Blackpool and I have had a bird's eye view of the 
lights of London from the window of a plane. But I never have or never will see anything to fascinate me like those 

bobbing lights on that beautiful Christmas morning, so many, many years ago.

Mickey O'Brien RIP ( 25th December, 1991)
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TONY FAHY

AROUND THE TABLE AT 
KILLEGAR

HE KITCHEN AT Killegar House has been the scene of many famous 
occasions, such as hoolies in the presence of well-known names in the world of 
music, including the late, great Joe Grey, Leo Rowsome, Margaret Barry, Garech de 
Brun (founder of the Chieftains) and the Boys of Aughavas—also known as 

Charley and the Boys—to mention only these.
The tradition is still carried on around the kitchen table, with sessiuns, sing-songs and party' 

games from chess and poker to cluedo and scrabble.
Sometimes it’s just talk. Often the conversation is spell-binding. On one historic occasion 

in September 1995,1 had the tape-recorder on record—because often the crack can be good. 
On this occasion, a conversation ensued, that proved interesting: John Kilbracken’s involve
ment in attempted peace talks, over the situation in Northern Ireland, 15 years before serious 
peace talks were set under way. Those present were ‘the Lord of the Manor’, John Kilbracken 
(JK); that celebrated Carrigallen dart-champion, Johnnie Fyfe (JF); a comely visitor and friend, 
Kate Joyce (KJ); and myself (TF).

THE PEACE TALKS THAT NEVER WERE
TF Back in 1977, John, who was it you met up with?
JK He was President of Sinn Fein at the time.
JF Brady?
JI< Good man, Johnnie, well remembered. Ruairi O Bradaigh.
TF This was, in its way, a ‘prequel’ to the peace talks today. You were acting as a go-between. 
Was it official?
JK No way. Nobody knew a damn tiling.
TF Did you get it all down on paper then?
JI< I took notes, then wrote it up in my diary. At that time, I felt that Sinn Fein wanted to talk, 
wanted to come to some sort of compromise, and that there was no-one to set the ball rolling. 
There was no-one else in either House at Westminster prepared to leave party lines. And I had 
contacts with Sinn Fein through John Joe McGirl, Ballinamore. Without identifying myself with
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my own party (Labour), I could try to make contact with nationalist leaders and perhaps bring 
them to the table with the loyalists. I rang up John Joe on that telephone and asked if he would 
discuss it. And two hours later he was in this kitchen with two pals!

KJ They were that keen?

JK Right from the beginning. What amazed me most was that eagerness to talk to me. I was 
speaking to them as a neighbour, not as a politician. I said: ‘Can I help in any way? Can I bring it 
together, bring you to the table?’

KJ How did Sean Mac Bride come into it,John?

JK Sean came later. He was in Dublin. The three of us—John Joe, Ruairi and I—agreed in our 
first discussion that we should talk it over with Se-n MacBride if he would see us. And Sean 
proved eager to help. We had meetings at his house in Dublin.

TF Was there a good response from him?

JK There was a very strong response. And the main thing was that we came to the conclusion 
that the British government were irrelevant.

KJ Were the Americans mentioned, John?

JK Not at all. We decided that we would try to achieve a meeting between representatives of 
the extremists on both sides: IRA/Sinn Fein and UDA/UVF.And that’s what was to happen. It 
was arranged that these meetings would take place, through they didn’t let me in on them. I had 
initiated them.They were arranged to take place in Paris to seek a solution.

KJ So all sides were represented, John?

JK Absolutely. Desmond Boal QC for the loyalists, Se-n MacBride for the nationalists. I set the 
machinery going but I wasn’t let in.

TF It seems a shame, John, that having brought the thing so far along that they didn’t let you 
in—why not, do you think?

JK I’d done my job, bringing them together. And then someone leaked the story to ‘World in 
Action’ on the BBC, who broke it the day after the first meeting. And that was that.

TF So nothing came of it?

JK Not a thing.There \tfere denials all round and the talks folded.
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SHEILA DOONAN

A BANNER TO CELEBRATE 
1 50 YEARS

T
HE ICA PATCHWORK GROUP decided co make a banner co celebrace 
che 150th anniversary of St Mary’s Church. After pondering on the idea for some
time this banner is the outcome of some careful deliberations and creativity. The 

group endeavoured to represent Christianity, from its coming to the parish, through this 
banner. The twelve blocks which make up this banner and its centre panel are both symbolic 
and simple and each block tells its own story.

Block 1: This block represents the coming of Christianity to the parish. This is the staff of St 
Patrick which struck Crom Cruaich—the pagan God—and his twelve sub-gods. Legend says 
that the thirteen idols disappeared into the ground.

Block 2: This block refers to ‘Tobar Patrick’ St. Patrick journeyed on to Carrigallen from the 
Newtowngore region and baptised many converts at‘Tobar Patrick’.

Block 3: This symbol ‘The Lamb of God’ is especially meaningful to the early Christian 
Church, because members suffered through various hardships and persecutions. It signifies the 
wounded Christ. It also reminds us of the hardships suffered during the famine years.

Block 4: The Phoenix and flames is a symbol used by early Christians to signify Christ's res
urrection. This bird winch lived to the age of 500 years, was consumed by fire and then arose 
recreated and young from its own ashes. We used this symbol to refer to an early Church in 
the parish which was burned out of the ashes, out of death—Christ arose renewed. Another 
church was built, but destroyed by wind. Eventually St. Mary's was built.
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Block 5:The keys symbolize all the Churches 
of this Parish.

Block 6: This block called ‘The Beggars 
Bank’ depicts one of the many famine scenes 
in the area.

Block 7: The fish is a very ancient symbol for 
Christ as Saviour. Early Christians wore the 
‘fish’ sign on their garments as a mark of 
identity as Christians.

Block 8: The Lyre represents the musical tra
dition of the parish.

Block 9: The torch of learning signifies the 
history of education in the parish which was 
always linked to the church.

Block 10 This block ‘The sun of Righteous
ness’—a Messianic symbol for the Light of 
Christ. Jesus is the Light of the World.

Block 11 This is the inscription which fea
tures on the church.

Block 12 This symbol—the Cross Crosslet is 
formed with four Latin Crosses arranged so 
that their bases overlap. This crosslet symbol
izes the spread of the Gospel to the four 
corners of the earth through the missionaries 
from Carrigallen Parish.
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JOHN KILBRACKEN

THE GORES OF 
WOODFORD

HE GORES OF WOODFORD, who gave their name to Newtowngore, were a 
Norman family who acquired land in Ireland in the 13th century: As Catholics they 
fought against Cromwell and lost their estates after his conquest. Later, like many 

others, they found it expedient to change religions and by 1666 had been reinstated. They
established their main seat at Woodford in the parish of Carrigallen.

The Gores were by far the largest landowners in the parish, with 4617 acres in Leitrim and 
similar holdings in Sligo and Kilkenny.

The family were prominent in public life in Leitrim. There were three William Gores in 
succession who represent the county as MPs, the first of them from 1703 to 1729, the second 
from then until 1760 and from 1762 to 1769, and the third in 1806-1807.

In the mid 19th century they moved their seat from Woodford to Derrycarne, near Dro- 
mod.The next in line John Ralph Gore, became the first Lord Harlech in 1870 but died the 
same year. Under a special remainder he was succeeded by his brother, William Richard, who 
had been MP for Sligo in 1841-52 and for Leitrim in 1858-76.

Maureen Williams has written that the Gores purchased Clooncorrick Casde at about this 
time, but the present Lord Harlech has no knowledge of this. It must have been an isolated 
purchase since the lands are not adjacent to the rest of the Gore estate.

A branch of the family, first cousins of the above, made their home on the Sligo property at 
Lissadell, where they still live today. The mansion features in a famous poem by Yeats, written 
after his meeting there with the three beautiful Gore sisters. It was on of these, Constance, 
who married Count Markievicz and was sentenced to death, but later reprieved, for her part 
in the 1916 Rising. She was the first woman to be elected to the House of Commons though 
as a Sinn Fein MP she never took her seat.

The Leitrim Gores sold the last of their property under the 1922 Land Act and moved to 
Wales, where the present Lord Harlech, who has reverted to Catholicism, lives and farms.The 
big house at Woodford has passed into the hands of Alan Richardson.
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NUNS OF THE PARISH IN THE 2 0th CENTURY

Beaghmore Brigid O'Reilly (1934 - ) of Peter O'Reilly and Mary Kate Brady. Entered Convent of Mercy, 
Gravesend in 1952. Brigid McManus (1911 - ) of Michael McManus and Mary Anne Maguire. Entered Convent of 
Mercy, Gravesend, Kent in 1932.

Calloughs Margaret Sheridan, (1888 ? ) of Cornelius Sheridan and Alice Rourke. Entered Presentation Sisters in 
Iona, Mosman Park, Western Australia. She was a teacher. Annie Sheridan, (1890 ?) of Cornelius Sheridan and Alice 
Rourke. Entered Order of St John of god in Subiaco, Perth, Western Australia. She was a nurse.

Derreen Elizabeth Morrow, (1898-1984) of Robert and Maria Kiernan. Entered Marist Order in 1923. Professed in 
Carrick-on-Shannon in 1926. Mary Anne Morrow (1880-1933) of Robert and Maria Kiernan. Entered Sacred Heart 
Order in Philadelphia in 1913.

Drumbreanlis Catherine Connolly (1895 ) of Philip Connolly and Elizabeth Kiernan. Entered a Convent in
France. Elizabeth Connolly (1880 ) of Philip Connolly and Elizabeth Kiernan. Entered a Convent in France.
Margaret Connolly (1895 —- ) of Arthur Connolly and Catherine Rourke. Worked in SS. Mary and Elizabeth 
Hospital, Kentucky. Mary Anne Connolly (1892-1966) of Arthur Connolly and Catherine Rourke. Entered Sisters 
of Charity, Kentucky.

Drumbrick Evelyn Agatha Murray (1936---- ) of John Murray and Belinda Kearns.Entered St Andrews Convent of
the Religious of the Sacred Heartof Mary in 1954 in New York. Nursing there now. Kathleen Christina Murray (1932 
------ ) of John Murray and Belinda Kearns. Entered the Oder of the Religious of the Sacred Heart in 1949. Now
doing parish work in Fincasde,Virginia.

Drumcannon Eilis Greene (1923 ) of Patrick Greene and Mary Rohan. Entered the Sisters of the Cross and
Passion in Bolton in 1949.Teacher and Social Worker in Yorkshire, Liverpool and N Ireland.

Drumloona Eleanor Fitzpatrick (1937 ) of John Fitzpatrick and Mary Kate Kenny. Entered Sisters of Mercy in
Belturbet in 1957. Nursed in Manorhamilton, Parish Work in Cootehill and Belturbet.

Drumsilla Annie Flynn (1938 ) of James Flynn and Mary Ellen Monaghan. Entered the Presentation Convent
in Bailieboro in 1956. Worked in Pakistan 1958-1982 and Confey College Leixlip.

Gortermone Catherine Cooke (1929---- ) of Francis Cooke and Mary Ellen O'Neill. Entered Loretto Sisters in
1948. Taught in Crumlin, Gorey, and for 31 years in Kenya, then in 1990 returned to Crumlin. Mary A Farrelly (1913

) of John Farrelly and Sarah Kilkenny. Entered the Marist Convent in London in 1930. Taught in NS In Carrick
On Shannon. Mary J McCabe (1912 ) of John McCabe and Margaret McCabe. Graduated from UCD in 1935,
taught in England, and then entered the Bernardine Order in Slough in 1940.

KillahurkHnna Mary Sheridan (1909-1950) of Patrick Sheridan and Mary Baxter. Entered the Convent of Mary 
Reparatrix in Detroit and died there in 1950.

Killer in Cecelia O'Rourke (1935 ) of Francis O’Rourke and Jane Anne Donohoe. Entered Presentation Sisters
in Drogheda in 1958.Taught in Portlaoise and MaynoothNS.

Monsignor J A Young
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